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Ma promise, nous sommes séparés en ce moment.
Ta robe rouge en soie de Chine
Laissée au soleil, le soleil la brûle ou le soleil l'épargne?!
Le petit faucon blanc
Aperçoit le gibier blessé par le loup
Résiste-t-il à la tentation d’en profiter ?!
J’ai vu beaucoup d’oiseaux de proie qui ont aperçu une oie
Tourner la tête avec intérêt.
Femmes, enfants, maison natale:
Des proies pour le pillage et la captivité.
Partout, les arbalètes lancent des flèches dans les ventres.
Pour peu qu'on réfléchisse et pèse avec justesse
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Alors, en ces temps fiévreux
Peut-être on ne trouvera pas d'homme
Plus malheureux que Makhambet.
2
L’alouette qui est dans le ciel
Tresse son nid dans un petit creux
La mère piaille sa plainte impuissante.
L’épervier blanc, le milan noir
Tressent leur nid sur un bouleau.
Quand le vent prend l'arbre et l’ébranle
La mère claironne sa désespérance.
Sur la chaîne de l’Alataou, si longue qu’on ne peut la contourner
Les lieux accueillants sont sur les bords.
Mais quand l'eau coule en quarante torrents
Les fonds de vallées ne sont plus que rivières et que lacs.
Quand une troupe marche en bon ordre
C’est que la mènent des chefs incontestables.
Seul un homme digne de ce nom
Sait parler peu, écouter beaucoup.
3
Khans like you and fat elders
I wanted to behead,
Make them bawl like camels,
So that they—with mugs raised to the skies—
Would howl, remembering former dignity. …
I wanted to break into your yurt
With its snow-white cupolas
With my ax and hack to pieces its wooden frame
Like dry brushwood;
Your fine felt I wanted
To cut up for saddle cloth,
And your wives, oh you crowned khans,
I would take for my wives by force.
4
We must walk in mud up to our knees
So that we may pull ourselves out of it.
The one-humped black camel
Is needed by us for this.
For this we need a hero,
Not afraid of pain, even
If they should break all his ribs
One after the other.
We cannot now take that which is ours,
We cannot now, in great expanse,
Camp in our own fields—
A high-hganded enemy has gripped us all around
In a tight vise.
Oh, men, see all are cursed
Cursed by our unhappy life.
Like free deer we went
3

To drink from the clear spring; like the wild horse
We grazed on the plains—
And now again we are hemmed in by an enemy.
5
O dismal, gloomy, dark was the day, full of grief,
The day, when a deep-hanging cloud covered up the sun. …
The day when the evil breathing of the tornado sounded from the North,
When, in the midst of battle, the firm steel of the sword
Was broken—and lo, only the hilt remained whole;
The day, when the proud beautiful poplar
Could not withstand the blows. …
250.2 Excerpts from The Russians In Central Asia: Their Occupation Of The Kirghiz Steppe And The Line Of
The Syr-Daria; Their Political Relations With Khiva, Bokhara, And Kokan; Also Descriptions Of Chinese
Turkestan And Dzungaria. By Capt. Valikhanof, M. Veniukof, And Other Russian Travellers: 3. “General View
Of Dzungaria” 4. “Travels In Dzungaria”\fn{by Shoqan Shynghysuly Walikhanov (Chokan Chingisovich Valikhanov) (18351865)} Kushmurun Fort, Kostanay Province, Kazakhstan (M) 14
3\fn{Chapters three and four of this book are the only ones credited to Captain Valikhanof by name:H }
A veil of mystery has hitherto hung over Central Asia,—a region pregnant with interest to mankind.
Notwithstanding its proximity to the outlying possessions of two great European powers—England and Russia,—
the greater portion of this country still remains in many respects inaccessible to Europeans. The learned Russian
Geographer, Semenof, in the second volume of his translation of Carl Ritter’s Erdkunde von Asien, arrives at the
conclusion that Central Asia has not been explored to a greater extent than the interior of Africa. Indeed the
conflicting and contradictory data existing in our geographical literature with regard to Central Asia, render this
region, if not altogether a terra incoqnita at all events a difficult scientific puzzle, while at the same time our
knowledge of the Central Asiatic races is very confused and incomplete.
Central Asia, in its present stage of social organization, presents a truly mournful spectacle; her present
stage\fn{This book was published in 1865:H} of development being, so to speak, a sort of pathological crisis. The
whole country, without exaggeration, is nothing but one vast waste, intersected here and there by abandoned
aqueducts, canals and wells. The desolate sandy plains, dotted occasionally with ruins and overgrown with ugly
prickly shrubs and tamarisks, is wandered over by herds of wild asses, and hardly less shy and timid saigaks.\fn{A
type of antelope:H} In the midst of this Sahara, along the banks of the rivers occur several small oases, shaded by
the poplar, elm, and mulberry; while nothing intervenes to break the monotony of the scene, save here and there
badly cultivated rice-fields and plantations of cotton, diversified by occasional vineyards and orchards, abandoned
by the lazy and improvident population to the care of Allah. In the center of these oases, and constructed above
the numerous remains of ancient cities, long since moldering beneath the soil, stand the miserable mud hovels of
and wild and barbarous race, demoralized by Islamism, and reduced almost to idiocy by the political and religious
despotism of their native rulers on the one hand, and the arbitrary exactions of the Chinese police on the other.
Ignorance and poverty reign supreme in Mavero-Innahar, the modern Bokhara, Khiva and Kokan, which
formed the richest and most enlightened region of the East in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The libraries
of Samarkand, Tashkend Ferganah (in the Khanat of Kokan), Khiva and Bokhara, with the observatory at
Samarkand, have irrecoverably perished under the merciless hand of Tartar vandalism, which consigned to
perdition all knowledge save that of a religious character. Even the monuments of a bygone era of enlightenment
and culture have fallen victims to the fanatical zeal of the mullahs, who regarded them in the light of Towers of
Babel, or as sinful rivalries between mankind and the creative spirit of Allah. The minarets, schools, tombs of
Mahometan saints, and the munar tower, from which criminals were precipitated, have alone survived the general
ruin.
Central Asiatic rulers of the present day no longer indite verses and memoirs, nor do they compile
astronomical tables as their ancestors did. These pursuits are superseded by solemn daily processions to the
mosque, where they hold pious communion with the mullahs; and, returning home, pass the remainder of the day
in the grossest and most groveling sensuality. Another favorite method of killing time is afforded them at the
public arena, where they may witness the spectacle of two infuriated rams, specially trained for the pur pose,
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butting at each other. Here they linger till one of the combatants is disposed of with a fractured skull, at which
exciting crisis of the entertainment, and in the thirst for blood it excites they administer to their generals forty
blows on the back and a similar quaitum on the belly.
The other portion of Central Asia—Little Bokhara—is in a condition hardly less pitiable. Here we find,
notwithstanding the prevalence of Islamism, religious toleration, independence of the female sex, and no small
development of municipal institutions, a country impoverished and desolated under the yoke of Chinese
censorship and military mandarinism. Barbarism, despotism and decay prevail throughout the land. I
It is natural, therefore, that under such a state of civilization, or rather in the total absence of it, the attempts of
Russia and England to become better acquainted with their coy neighbors, should have been attended with so little
success hitherto, and occasionally with such mournful results.
*
In the latter part of 1859, accompanying a caravan in the guise of a Kokan merchant, I succeeded in reaching
Kashgar, which, since the visit of the celebrated Marco Polo, in 1272, and that of the Jesuit Goez, in 1603, had
only been reached by two Europeans—one a German, an officer in the; East India Company’s service, whose
name is now unknown, and who has left an extremely interesting itinerary and description of his journey;\fn{ In a
paper on the Pamir and upper course of the Oxus, read last year before the Russian Geographical Society, by M. Veninkhof, he says:—“The
chaos of our geographical knowledge relating to the Pamir tableland and the Bolor was so great, that the celebrated geogra pher
Zimmerman, working under the superintendence of Ritter, was able to produce only a very confused and utterly incomprehensible map of
this region. The connecting link was wanting; it was necessary that some one should carry out the plan conceived by the Russian
Government in the beginning of this century, by visiting and describing the country. Fortunately, such an additional source of information
has been found—nay, even two, which mutually corroborate and amplify each other, although they have nothing further in common
between them. I here allude to the Travels through Upper Asia, from Kashgar, Tashbalyk, Bolor, Badakshan, Vakhan, Kokan, Turkestan, to
the Kirghiz Steppe, and back to Cashmere, through Samarkand and Yarkend; and to the Chinese Itinerary, translated by Kiaproth, in 1821,
leading from Kashgar to Yarkend, Northern India, Dairim, Yabtuar, Badakshan, Bolor, Vakhan and Kokan, as far as the Karatau mountains.
The enumeration alone of these places must, I should imagine, excite the irresistible curiosity of all who have made the geography of Asia
their study. These fresh sources of information are truly of the highest importance. As regards the Travels, it is to be inferred from the
preface, and from certain observations in the narrative, that the author was a German, an agent of the East India Company; dispatched in
the beginning of this, or at the latter part of the last century, to purchase horses for the British army. The original account forms a
magnificent manuscript work, in the German language, accompanied by forty sketches of the country traversed. The text has also been
translated into French in a separate manuscript, and the maps worked into one itinerary in an admirable style. The Christian name of this
traveler—George Ludwig Von—appears over the preface; but the surname has been erased. Kiaproth’s Itinerary is so far valuable as the
physical details are extremely circumstantial; almost every mountain is laid down, and care taken to indicate whether it is wooded or snowcapped, while equal care is taken to show whether the inhabitants are nomads or a stationary people. Ruins, bridges, and villages are also
intelligibly designated, so that, although the same scale is not preserved throughout, its value, lucidity, and minuteness are not thereby
deteriorated.”} the other the learned and much-lamented Adolphe Schiagintweit. The, former was beaten so

unmercifully with bamboos at Kashgar, that he could not sit his horse for two days after; the latter had his head
struck off and placed on the apex of a pyramid formed of human skulls—a custom which, it should seem,
distinguishes the Bokharians equally with their not more savage brethren on the coasts of Africa.
Chinese Kashgar is one of the district towns in the province of Nan-lu (southern country), and may be said to
have enjoyed, ever since the days of the Ptolemies, great repute for caravans, particularly through its extensive
tea-trade. Kashgar stands in the same relation to Central Asia that Kiakhta does to Siberia, and Shanghai and
Canton to other European nations. This town, moreover, is famed in the East for the glowing charms of its
chaukens,—young women, with whom the traveler may readily form an affiance for a certain number of years, or
for the period of his stay, be it longer or shorter. It also enjoys great celebrity for its musicians, dancers, and
"janissary hashish.”
Owing to these attractions, Kashgar is the resort of Asiatic merchants from all parts of the continent. Here can
be met the Tibetan with the Persian, the Hindu with the Volga Tartar, Afghans, Ar menians, Jews, Gipseys, and
runaway Siberian Cossacks.
Of late, the town has obtained a notoriety of a different character. Here human beings have been daily
slaughtered like barn-door fowls, the skulls of the victims being disposed in regular layers till they formed towers.
In the words of a popular song,
“It is difficult to keep a horse in Kashgar when hay is twelve puls the bundle—still more difficult is it to keep
the head on one’s shoulders.”
The Hodjas, descendants of the former Kashgar rulers, in whose favor several sanguinary insurrections had
latterly taken place, do not vent their fury so much on the Chinese, as on their own subjects, the Kashgarians.
One, for instance, is put to death for having served the Chinese Government, another for yawning in the presence
of his ruler, or on similar trivial pretexts. The Chinese, when they succeed in expelling the Hodjas,
notwithstanding their military inefficiency, inaugurate their triumphs by fleecing the people, destroying their
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cornfields, seizing the women and desecrating the mosques and tomb. They then hold a general flogging tribunal,
whose operations are conducted with great ceremony and refined cruelty.
When I arrived at Kashgar, I found the Chinese reposing after the infliction of these multifarious tortures. The
road leading to the gates of the town was bordered on both sides by a succession of small wicker cages, in which
were displayed the heads of the natives who had suffered execution.
The town, however, was relapsing into a quiet state. The native authorities, newly established by the Chinese,
were riding about in the full dignity of mandarin caps, and castigating the pedestrians who were not sufficiently
alert in making way for them. Intercourse was resumed with Kokan; the Kokanian Consul had been residing more
than a month in the town, and the Bokharian and Kokanian caravans were rapidly filling the empty caravanserais.
The arrival of our party created a great sensation. Before we reached the town the Kirghizes had spread a
rumor of the advance of a Russian caravan, consisting of 500 camels, while in truth it only numbered sixty. They
had also declared that it was transporting boxes of destructive projectiles, and gave the name of “board of iron” to
the leader, in consequence of his possessing an iron bedstead; to this they added that he was a Rus sian, and of
suspicious character.
The Asiatic is the most gullible of human beings—there is no absurdity that he will not swallow, and the more
extravagant the rumor, the blinder is his credulity. The Chinese form no exception in this respect to their Semitic
brethren of Central Asia, as it proved in our case. Luckily the Kokan Consul knew the leader of our caravan, and
also some of the merchants composing it, but it was owing to this circumstance alone that we were permitted to
enter the town.
I shall not dwell on the cross-examinations, annoyances, and trials, to which the caravan was subjected on the
part of the Chinese Government and local authorities, but shall confine myself to a relation of my travels and stay
among the Dikokamenni horde.
*
The Northern slope of the Thian-Shan has recently been explored from the Russian side, but M. Semenof, a
Fellow of the Imperial Russian Geographical Society, succeeded in penetrating only as far as the sources of the
River Narym, one of the affluents of the Jaxartes, or Syr-Daria. I crossed the Thian-Shan range in two directions,
and examined the neighborhood of Kashgar and Jengiskehr, or, Yany-shahr, to the sandy ridge stretching between
the latter town and Yarkend. Political disturbances in Kokan, terminating in the expulsion of the former Khan, and
spreading to Kashgar, prevented me from visiting Yarkend, the largest and most populous town in Chinese
Turkestan.
My travels may be divided into two periods. The first embraces my route through Dungaria, that is, the
Semiretsk (Seven Rivers), and Trans-Ili regions, and so to Lake Issykkul. The physical aspect of these localities is
already well known from the excellent surveys made by the officers of the Siberian Staff, and they have been
scientifically explored by MM. Schrenk, Viangali, Semenof, and Glubef. The information, however, furnished by
these travelers has been limited to the physical geography of the region, without touching at all on its
ethnography.
My first visit to Dzungaria was in 1856, and I took part in the first expedition organized by Colonel
Khomentovski to Lake Issykkul, passing subsequently three months in Kuidja. My travels in Dzungaria occupied
in all five months, during which time I succeeded in traversing this region throughout its whole breadth and
length, from Ala-kul to the Thian-Shan.
I shall only dwell here on what has been omitted or not noticed by travelers who preceded me, giv ing a short
account of the Dzungarian fai#za, and of the antiquities and inhabitants of the country. The flora of Dzungaria is
more or less, known, Alexander Schrenk having devoted much time to its study, and produced a general account
of the vegetation of this country, in an interesting article inserted in Helmerson and Baehr’s Beitrage zur
Kenntniss des Russischen Reiches, for 1840.
Mr. Semenof has also directed attention to the vegetation of the Thian-Shan, and has, I believe, a very rich
herbarium collected on that range. Dr. Tatarinof compiled a list of plants identified by him when traveling with M.
Kovalévski to Kuidja, and which appeared in M. Viangali’s work. With regard, however, to the fauna of
Dzungaria, not a single article has, so far as I know, been published.
Lakes Ala-kul and Balkhash formed, most probably at no distant period, one common water basin. Even at the
present time, during the spring inundations, Ala-kul lake, according to the testimony of the Kirghizes,
communicates indirectly with that of Balkhash by a marshy, saline belt of land. This belt forms, in Mr. Semenof’s
opinion, the natural boundary of the Kirghiz Steppe, beyond which Central Asia commences, together with a new
soil and new flora and fauna.
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As far as I can perceive, Dzungaria is not distinguished by any marked peculiarity of vegetation. The flora of
the plains is the same as that in the Southern portions of the Kirghiz Steppe, while that of the mountains
resembles, with a few exceptions, the flora of the Altai.
Zoologically, however, certain differences are perceptible.
*
With regard to the distribution of animals, Dzungaria may be divided into three zones, Alpine, Sub-Alpine, and
that of the plains. In the mountain zone of the Dzungarian Ala-tau, and of the Thian-shan, are to be found
mammals indigenous to the mountainous parts of Southern Siberia,: and of the Kirghiz Steppe; such as the stag
(Cereus elaphus), horned goat (Ibex Sibericus), arkaz, or mountain sheep (Ovis argali), the wolf, foxes black and
red, the white-breasted martin, &c. &c. Besides these, a reddish-brown wolf is spoken of, very much resembling a
dog, and called by the Kirghizes chiburi.
Of birds of prey the commonest species is the vulture (Gypaëtus barbatus, Vultur fulvus, Vultur meleagris, and
sometimes the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaëtos), the falcon. (Falco peregrinus and Falco Subuteo or Hobby), the
hawk (Astur); but the ger-falcon (Falco caudicans) is never seen here, nor did I come across any nocturnal birds of
prey; in confirmation of which I may mention that the Kirghizes assert that they are rarely met with.
Of the Gallinaceae order, the gray grouse (closely resembling the Tetrao caucasicus, the partridge, Perdrix
saxatilis, and the rail are found in the mountains.
In the Sub-Alpine zone we meet with the tiger, panther, wild-boar, antelope, djeiran (Antilope gytturosa, Pall:)
porcupine, pheasant, (Phasianus colchicus), bustard (Otis tarda), turtle-dove, (Columba ænas vel turtur). All these
are met with also in the zone of the plain.
The woods of the Sub-Alpine zone abound with singing birds, (Passerini). The following are some of the
varieties I noticed: Corvus dauricus; Coracias garrula, L.; Merops persica, Pallas (probably the Corvus Panderi of
Fish); Tichodroma muralis, L.; Sitta uralensis; Hirundo alpestris; Hirundo lagopoda; Parus sibericus; Parus
cyanus; Fringilla orientalis; Fr. arctus; Turdus sibericus; Turdus fuscatus; Pyrrhula rhodochlamys; P. pusilla; P.
Siberica; Emberiza rustica; E. Pittyornus; E. brumiceps; Coccothraustes speculigerus; Accentor altaicus; A.
atrogularis; A. montanellus; Cinchis leucogaster.
Waterfowl are very scarce both in the mountain and desert zones.
The wide tracts of sand, which extend between Balkash and the mountain zone, are merely continuations of the
arenaceous Kirghiz plains of Khara-kush and Khan-tau, and present no characteristic features.. They are dotted
with the same saline patches which are called kaks in the Kirghiz steppe; but nevertheless the Kulans and
Saigaks,\fn{Saïga. Chèvre Sauvage (que Pallas applle Cervus pygargus, et M. Eversman, Antipola Saïga). Les troupeaux de ces
animaux, sont singulièrement nómbreux dans les Steppes; on compte quelquefois, dit-on, jusqu’à dix mile têtes dans un seul troupeau …
Le museau de la Saïga ressemble à un oignon; ses narines sont larges; son regard n’est pas toujours pur, vu qu’il se forme quelquefois des
taies sur les yeux; mais elle a l’odorat le plus fin, aussi sent-elle de loin l’approche d’une bête fauve ou celle de l’homme. Elle n’est guère
plus haute de taille que la chèvre domestique; mais son poil est doux, court et ordinairement jaune foncé. Ses cornes sont petites et roides,
ses jambes minces et sèches; la rapidité de sa course est faite pour étonner. C’est par cette faculté et par ses hauts bonds reuouvelés coupsur-coup, qu’elle échappe à ses ennemis. Au reste il est fort aisé, si on la prend jeune, de la bien apprivoiser. De touts les herbages dont elle
se nourrit, elle préfère l’absinthe blanche et les algues marines. La chair en est succulente, mais quelquefois on trouve des vers dans son
épine. Ces vers, l’excès des chaleurs en été et les insectes qui attaquent en foule l’intérieur de ses naseaux, sont cause qu’aux mois de juin
et de juillet elle souffre, et ne vît plus quo dans un état d’inquiétude visible … Levschine sur les Kirghiz Kazaks. Page 75 } which fill the

barren waste and sands on the river Chu, never pass to the eastward of the meridian of It-Kechu. Some years ago a
cold season forced these animals to migrate to the Trans-Ili region, and seek pasturage high up in the Ili valley;
but with the spring, they returned to their native plains. It would, therefore, appear that Dzungaria is the natural
boundary, separating the central-Asiatic Kulan from the Djigitai of the Mongolian Gobi, and the limit of
distribution of the Saigak—the antelope of the depressed wastes—as also of the djeiran of the mountain
tablelands.
The natives have long since observed this. The traces of deep pits, which are to be found along the base of the
Dzungarian-Alataii, are those of excavations made by Khan Djani-Bek for destroying the Kulans. A herd of these
animals, it is said, enticed among them, a horse, mounted by a young son of the Khan, which resulted in the death
of the boy. The Khan, exasperated by the loss, had a trench dug from Tarbagati to Ili, into which all the
Dzungarian Kulans were driven; a male and female alone escaped beyond Balkash, and left a warning to their
posterity against entering the country that had proved so fatal to their species.
Russian Dzungaria, as at present constituted, has exercised quite a classical influence in the historical fate of
the Central-Asiatic races. Abul Ghazi says that Abuidjor Khan, son of Japhet, founder of the Turk tribes, roamed
along the rivers Talas and Chu, and in the vicinity of Lake Issyk-kul. From Chinese sources, we know that all the
tribes who migrated from the High Gobi, were detained and settled down in these parts, until they were expelled
by stronger races.
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Russian Dzungaria presents, in reality, every convenience for a nomad life. The upper mountain valleys served
as cool camping grounds during the sultry summer, while the cattle grazed at ease on the rich pasture, unmolested
by the gad-fly. On the approach of autumn, the wandering population descended to the lower ravines, where they
gathered their corn; while in the winter they sheltered themselves in the caverns of the river banks, or among the
hollows of the sandy hillocks of the Balkash steppe. Fuel was likewise found in abundance, the saksaul of the
plains yielding a constant supply.
*
Notwithstanding the prevalence of nomad habits among the population, Dzungaria always possessed a certain
proportion of settled inhabitants. The first historical record of this mode of life occurs in Chinese works, relating
in particular to the town of Chigu, which, it must be presumed, was situated on the eastern shore of Lake Issykkul, and was built by Chinese workmen for the Kunmi of Ussun. In the Middle Ages a settled mode of life
prevailed to a great extent in these regions, particularly along the Ili valley. The towns of Almalyk (now a
Turkestan village), Khanaka and Kainak (which still exist),. and Almaty (where Fort Vernoe now stands), were
renowned for the extent of their trade, and were chief stations on the high road traversed by the Genoese traders
proceeding to China, as well as by the Kipchak ambassadors on their propitiatory missions to the great Khan.
It is, moreover, worthy of special notice that many Nestorian and monophysitic congregations formerly existed
in this part of Asia, and that Syrian Jacobians, according to the evidence afforded by the Catalan map, had a
monastery, containing the relics of St. Matthias, in the vicinity of Lake Issyk-kul. Christianity, indeed, was so
widely diffused here, that it experienced some persecution; but, by the sixteenth century there were several
Mussulman settlements at Issyk-kul.
These facts strongly interested me; but, unfortunately, I was not able to make any further researches, as the
Kirghizes had demolished the last of the buildings that had, up to that period, escaped destruction, mistaking them
for Lama temples.
A Chinese, who visited Lake Issyk-kul in 1820, told me that he had seen in those parts a large idol carved out
of a block of stone. For my own part, I did not stumble on any traces of antiquities of this description, though I
found evidences of the sedentary pursuits of a portion, at least, of the population nearly throughout the whole of
Russian Dzungaria, and was enabled to collect some traditions current among the people, confirmatory of these
evidences. I likewise obtained some gold coins and ornaments, which were turned up among the ruins of the
ancient town of Almalyk. Some remains of Chud spears, which I found in the heart of Central Asia, led to the
inference that mining was not in those ages exclusively practiced by the Finnish race.
Among the different races that inhabited Central Asia during the Han dynasty, Chinese records mention six
tribes, which were distinguished by blue eyes and reddish hair, and whom Kiaprotli, in his Tableaux Historiques
de L’Asie, and Abel Remusat, in his Recherches sur les Langues Tartares, classed as tribes of Hindo-Gothic ex traction. To these, among others, belonged the Hakasis, or modern Kirghizes, who excited the astonishment of the
Chinese by their strange types of face, resembling horses more than anything else.
*
At the present time, Dzungaria is inhabited by two peoples, viz: Buruts, or Kirghizes Proper, and KirghizKaisaks of the Great. Horde, known under the collective appellation of Uisuns. Among these there is a tribe called
the Red Uisuns, who assert themselves to be the remnants of a great and powerful nation.
The Buruts and Uisuns, it is to be observed, must not be confounded, as they are two distinct races. The
celebrated Asiatic travelers, Meyendorf and Père Hyacinthe, strove hard, in their day, to establish this fact; but up
to the present time no attention has been paid to the distinction. Even Von Humboldt and Ritter erred on this sub ject. They imagined that the Buruts formed the great Kaisak Horde, and that this horde should be distinguished
from the Little and Middle Hordes.
This, however, was a grave mistake on the part of those revered seers of science. The Great, Middle, and Little
Kirghiz—Kaisak hordes form one “Cossack” family, distinct from that branch of the Kirghizes, called Buruts by
the Chinese, and Dikokamenni by the Russians. These two family groups differ in language, extraction, and
customs.
*
From the form of the skull, and the type of the features, the Central Asiatic races may be divided into Persians,
Mongols, and Turks. The Persians are again subdivided into the mountain Gaicha, and Tadjiks of the plains, both
of which must be classed with the Caucasian race. The Tadjiks have dark complexions and hair, while fair people
are met with among the Gaicha
The Kalmyks may be taken as representatives of the Mongolian type in Central Asia; they have dark hair, olive
complexions, oblique eyes, flat faces, high cheek-bones, thin lips and flat noses.
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The remaining races, such as the Mongolo-Turk, and those of Turko-Finnish extraction, present a strange
admixture of types and shades of complexion. One remarks among them fair men, with the Mongolian angle of
face, and oblique eyes, with a regular Roman nose. Generally speaking, however, in the physical appearance of
these tribes, there is observable a mixture of the Caucasian race with the Mongolian.
*
The second period of my journey finds me in the upper course of the Narym river, the chief affluent of the SyrDaria, which formed the limit of M. Semeno’s travels in this meridian. Before me lay stretched a real terra
incognita, the mysteries of which had never hitherto been explored by civilized travelers.
Notwithstanding the great risk, I constantly kept a tolerably full diary during my travels, especially whilst
staying at Kashgar. The friendly footing on which I stood with the natives, the learned, and the officials, and the
frequent excursions I made in the neighborhood, enabled me to form an accurate estimate of this remarkable
region. Through my acquaintance with merchants of different tribes and from various countries, I procured a
collection of itineraries with statistical, ethnographical and commercial notes relating to the neighboring
countries. Mixing, moreover, continually with merchants, and living in the caravanserai, I became accurately
acquainted with the commerce of Central Asia, the articles forming the caravan trade, and in particular with the
commodities most in demand at Kashgar.
The information collected during my journey consists firstly, of my own personal observations; secondly, of
oral narratives by individuals on whose trustworthiness I can confidently rely; and lastly, of written accounts
received from merchants and officials, and of extracts from local official documents and books.
The Uigur (sometimes called Ugrian) language, as spoken at Kashgar, is altogether unknown to European
savants, who are only acquainted with the written tongue which resembles the Djagatai. A kind of official dialect
has sprung into existence in Little Bokhara, owing to the prevalence of Chinese forms.
The history of Little Bokhara is scantily known. We are more or less acquainted with it up to the time of Timur
Beg or Tamerlane from Chinese records, and subsequent to that period from. Mussulman sources, which,
however, glance but cursorily at it. The excellent history of this reign, written in the middle of the sixteenth
century by Mirza Muhammed Haidar Kurekan, vizier of Abdul Rashid, Khan of Kashgar, and called Tarikhi
Rashidi in his honour, remains almost entirely unknown, and is certainly never consulted at the present time. A
Turkish translation of this work is to be found in the Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg, and an original copy
in Persian in the library of the St. Petersburg University. Unfortunately, the translation is incomplete, and the
University copy abounds with mistakes, having evidently been transcribed by a person ignorant of the Persian
language.
The Tarikhi Rashidi is divided into two parts, the first containing a history of the Kashgar Khans, from the time
of Tomuk Temir to the reign of Rashid, A.D. 1554. The second partakes of the character of a series of memoirs, in
which the author describes his personal adventures, and communicates much useful geographical and
ethnographical information respecting the Bolor, Thibetan, Thian-Shan, and Kuen-Lun ranges. The writer was a
scion of the celebrated Duglat family, which played the same part in the Mogul-Ulus or Tchete,\fn{Mogul-Ulus or
Tchete was the eastern division of the Djagatai country; its Khans camped during the summer in Dzungaria, and resided at Aksu, Kashgar
or Yarkend in the winter. The Tchete Moguls are not to be confounded with the Mongols, as they were Mussulmen and spoke Turkish } as

the Maires du Palais in the households of the Merovingian dynasty in the eighth and ninth centuries.
It has been already mentioned that the history written by Haidar terminates with the year 1554, and that it is
the only historical work relating to this country known in Europe, where, however, it is known only by name. I
was fortunate enough while at Kashgar to obtain possession of a manuscript called the Tiazkirai Hodjaghian,
which is a history of the Hodja dynasty.\fn{ The Hodjas are the descendants of Mahomet; they form an hereditary priesthood, and
are much reverenced} This remarkable composition terminates with the capture of Yarkend by the Chinese in 1758.
This history of the Hodjas thus forms a continuation of the Tarikhi Rashidi.
The following are same of the more notable books I procured at KashgarL (1) Tazkiarai-Sultan-Sultuk-BugraKhan-Gazy, biography of Khan, Sultan Bugra of the Ilek Dynasty, who first embraced Islamism, and introduced it
in Kashgar; (2) Tazkirai-Tugluk-Timur-Khan, biography of Tugluk Timur Khan of the Djagatai Dynasty, who was
the first of the Mogul-Ulus Khans to embrace Islamism; (3) Rishakhat, or Information respecting the Asiatic Law
Teachers and Saints; (4) Abu Muslim Murazi, a heroic novel, remarkable on account of the many local historical
traditions which are introduced in it.
4
My travels in Dzungaria commenced on the 28th of May, 1856, when I joined a trading caravan which was
then encamped in the settlement of Karamul, at a distance of twenty miles from the town of Kopal. This caravan
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had come from Semipalatinsk, and belonged to Kokan and Bokhara merchants. It consisted of eight traveling
tents, one hundred camels, sixty-five horses, thirty-four attendants, and merchandise to the value of £3,000. I was
known to the party by the name of Alimbai, and passed for a relative of the caravan-bashi, the worthy Mussabai.
We did not, however, set out till the following day. The weather was fine, and favored our journey, the first part
of which lay along the picket road to the out-post of Altyn-Emel, through the beautiful valleys nestling among the
lower spurs of the Ala-Tau.
After traversing a distance of seventeen miles daily, the caravan usually came to a halt in the cool of the
evening, and pitched its tents under the shade of a high poplar or silver-leaved wild olive (Djigda, on the brink of
some brawling rivulet. A lively party formed at each halting-place round the blazing fire, while the Bokharians
smoked their kaliau, and beguiled the time by reciting passages from Hafiz.
The Kirghizes, encamped in the vicinity, would likewise make their appearance with sheep, which they offered
for sale, while their more distinguished chiefs approached with the view of receiving a bazarlyk, or present. They
would approach the caravan with great ceremony, accompanied by a numerous suite, making the inquiry,
“Who is the richest?”
On this, each owner of a tent, in his turn, usually treated the dignitaries of the horde to tea, biscuits, and dried
fruit, which the Kirghizes stowed away about their persons, and, after soliciting a present, would speedily
withdraw. The caravan was once honored with the presence of the Sultan Djungazy, ruler of the Djalair tribe, and
his adlatus or resident, who is attached to his person in the capacity of mentor by the Russian authorities, on
account of the Sultan’s imbecility.
Djungazy surprised us by the eccentricity of his conduct. He entered the tent, used by the Kirg hizes only on
extreme official occasions, with the gait of a fat goose, took the seat of honor, and assumed. an expression of
profound meditation, everybody observing the strictest silence. Then, suddenly lifting his head, and casting a
penetrating glance around, he exclaimed in rhyme,
“The Djaiairs have many sheep, Djangazy has many thoughts.”
He had spoken, and again resumed his Buddhistic immobility. In the meantime, the Sultan’s adlatus and other
Kirghizes opened a conversation with us. They described all the particulars relating to the Governor-General’s
visit to Fort Vernoe, repeated the words he addressed to the Kirghiz people, and imitated the gestures with which
he accompanied them. They entreated us to instruct them as to their legal duties and their legal rights, saying,
“Our bullocks and horses are taken for picket-labor, and rarely returned; the Cossacks know the laws, and
persecute and rob us with impunity. We cannot resist them by force, as the Cossacks are servants of the Tsar, and
for any complaint against them we should be sent off to the perforated mountains (mines). A great stir was once
made about three of them, who disappeared mysteriously; two officials lived a whole winter in Karatal, calling on
us to confess to the murder of the Cossacks. God forbid that we should! We never saw them. Even now the
Governor says, ‘Find me the guilty ones, or I will twist you all into the shape of a goat’s horn. I,’ says he, ‘am
thunder and lightning.’”
The Sultan, meanwhile, rolled his eyes about in a curious manner, giving occasional utterance to rhymes in
couplets. After partaking of the customary pilaf our guests retired, leaving a strange scent of almonds behind
them.
Crossing the Ala-tau by the Djaksy Altyn-Emel Pass, which is swept in autumn by strong northeasterly winds,
called locally ébé, similar to those prevalent on the shore of Lake Ala-Kul, the caravan entered upon a bare
siliceous tract, intersected by a valley, from the ridge of which the Ili was occasionally visible in the distance. We
proceeded in the direction of the ferry, kept by Kirghizes, over this river, and passed the night at a spring in a
valley of the Kalkan hills, which literally swarmed with snakes, tarantulæ, scorpions, and other reptiles; for a long
time after I could not shake off the recollection of that horrible resting-place. We passed a sleepless night, and
resumed our journey at break of day.
The caravan was two days crossing the river Ili on crazy fiat-bottomed boats. The wretched, rotten craft was
towed across by horses, actually swimming, and, of course, exercising but little power over the movements of the
boat; while the bargemen were busily employed baling out the water with pails!
After celebrating the safe transit of the Ili under such disadvantages, the caravan, clearing the Suguty, Taraigir,
and Utch-Merke passes, reached the Kar-kara Valley, having made altogether seventeen forced marches. Here we
found some Kirghizes of the Aitbuzum tribe, and dispersed ourselves among their aùls for barter; but we found
the Kirghizes in a state of great agitation. Prior to our arrival a sanguinary struggle had occurred on the banks of
the Kar-kara, between the branches of the Kisyl-Burk and Aitbuzum tribes. They were expecting the appearance
of a Russian official who had been sent to investigate the affair by demand of the Kisyl-Burk party, and were
contemplating a hasty migration in case of an adverse decision.
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And so it happened. On the 4th of August the Kirghizes began to decamp in a hurry, and towards evening not
one of them remained on the shores of the Kegen, our own tents alone rearing their heads on the site of the
deserted Kirghiz camp.
Our position was an awkward one. The caravan-bashi, and some of our more experienced men, considered that
the 900 sheep we had received in barter from the Kirghizes were insufficient, and they, therefore, determined to
proceed to the Dikokamenni horde, whose encampment we reached accordingly on the 6th August.
We were met by the chief of the Salméké sept, Manap-Karatch, surnamed the Big, who was well-disposed
towards the Russian Government, and yearned for the rank of Yesawul of Cossacks. He well merited the epithet
(or title, whichever he might consider it), of “the Big,” because, without exaggeration, he was as fat as a bullock.
Karatch wore a peaked hat of white felt, with the brim slit in two places over the forehead and at the back of his
head, besides a wadded khalat, or long robe of striped cotton material, ornamented with three green silk cords
over the breast. His feet were cased in clumsily-shaped boots of red leather, with large wooden heels.
His son was arrayed in a similar manner, only his khalat was of a more brilliant color, while the collar and
sleeves were faced with velvet. The suite was nothing but a ragged regiment of attendants, armed with cudgels
and spears. I particularly noticed the costume of one red-haired spearman, which consisted simply of his nether
integuments and a felt mantle; while another, regardless of the hot weather, wore a heavy sheep-skin coat and fur
head-piece. The Kirghizes spoke with great rapidity and shrillness, and continually filled their mouths with snuff.
The valley of the Upper Kegen lies very high, and presents excellent pasturages, but the shores of the stream
are swampy, forming, in some places, hillocky morasses, called saz; the three contiguous highland valleys of
Kegen, Tekes, and Karkara are the only localities in the whole of Dzungaria which have a rich black loam, with
luxuriant vegetation.
The “Kibitkas,” or tents, of the ninth division of Kalmyks were spread over the great saz. These Kalmyks had
previously been encamped in the vicinity of a Chinese mine, now abandoned.
We next erected our tents on the banks of the Chalkuder. During the night there was a fall of snow, which the
wind whirled round and drove in clouds in every direction, just as in the depth of winter; the weather, too, was
extremely cold, and the snow-drift continuing for two days, completely cut off, for the time being, all
communication with the Kirghizes.
On the third day the heads of the Kirghiz tribes arrived at the camping-ground of the caravan, and took us with
them to their several aùls. I and my companion, Mauirazyk, fell to the share of the aùl of Bai-Bursuk, chief of the
small Kydyk tribe.
On gaining the aùl we proceeded to pay a visit to our host, by whom we were received with all due ceremony,
and assisted off our horses at the door, of the tent, which we were invited to enter. The tent was in a sadly
dilapidated state, and begrimed with smoke. Bursuk occupied the seat of honor by the hearth, facing the doorway;
his wife and two daughters, with several Kirghiz women, were seated on calfskins to the right of the entrance.
Nearer to the door were placed cauldrons, pails, bowls, platters and other domestic utensils. On the left was a
Kirghiz occupied in cobbling boots of red leather; and on the floor were strewed chips, fragments of felt, wool,
and gnawed bones. We were seated on a piece of fancifully-stitched felt, which is the ordinary apology for a
carpet among the Kirghizes.
Our host was extremely civil, though he frequently cursed the tombs of our fathers, apparently only from force
of habit. The amiability of his wife would have been equally expressive, had her articulation not been impeded by
the snuff that clogged her gums. Bursuk ordered some kumis for us, on which our gentle hostess pulled out a
small, but well-filled skin of this refreshing beverage, carefully wrapped up in an old khalat, and produced some
wooden bowls. These, she and her daughters carefully cleansed of the adhering layers of impurity with their
fingers, which they afterwards sucked with unmistakable relish.
Bursuk’s children, nine in number, handed us the kumis, and I drank it with the best grace I could. All this was
by no means new to me. In 1856 I had been entertained in the tent of the high manap, and wealthiest Kirghiz,
Burambai. On that occasion, although we squatted on the carpet, and our host on a Bokharian blanket, his wife
reposed, as the lady did here, on a calfskin. We drank kumis out of porcelain cups; but the salt tea, in default of
another vessel, was boiled in a cast iron washing-basin, and the general equipment of his establish ment was the
same in all essentials as that of Bursuk.
Uncleanliness is, in short, elevated into a virtue by the Kirghizes, and hallowed by tradition. They consider it
as great a sin to wash their domestic utensils as to spit on the fire, or step over the tether of their mares when
being milked. To purify their bowls is to invoke misfortune, and scare away abundance. The men are not in the
habit of changing their linen, but continue to wear it until it falls off their bodies. The hunting for vermin on each
other’s persons affords them agreeable pastime for their leisure hours, without which they would be at a sad loss
for amusement, the ladies, especially, showing a great predilection for this savoury occupation.. The ritual of
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Kirghiz mourning is very simple, and consists of total abstinence from ablution or change of raiment for a whole
year.
The hospitality of the Burut patriarch was further displayed in the slaughter of a lamb for our entertainment.
This was done in our presence, totally regardless of the poor animal’s bleatings, after which a fire was kindled, the
tripod adjusted, and the cauldron placed over it in due order. The apathetic countenances of the Kir ghizes became
at once animated; the members of the family bustled around the fire with augmented zeal, so much so as to hinder
each other in the culinary operations of the hour, and finally quarreled among themselves. Hungry dogs with
savage keenly-whetted appetites, licked and snuffed at the ground where the lamb had been killed, while troops of
Kirghizes, in expectation of a mouthful, gradually filled the tent, and a native artist, accom panying himself on a
balalaika, sang a monotonous ditty, consisting of the constantly recurring word dait, dait.
At last the cauldron was taken off the fire and a large platter placed before us with mutton heaped into a pile,
the whole surmounted by the os sacrum as the most esteemed morsel. We ate the meat, dipping it into the salt
broth.
Early on the following day Bursuk appeared to breakfast with us; he came again to dinner and to tea in the
evening, while our supper was also graced by his presence. This he did regularly each succeeding day. His
children followed his example, and his relatives exhibited such greediness that we were obliged to hide everything
eatable from them; one of these gluttons had already devoured all my sealing-wax!
Apparently the entertainment of Bursuk and his family was considered by the party most interested a bounden
duty on our part. The only food of the Kirghizes consists of milk and fallen cattle. Before this occasion the
Kadyks, we remarked, had never had the pleasure of entertaining a caravan among their aùls. This was apparent
from the behavior of Bursuk, who since our arrival, had assumed an air of great importance.
“May the mouth of your father be defiled!” would he exclaim to those he wished to impress with his dignity, “I
have sartas (merchants) living with me,” &c. &c.
We were likewise visited by matrons and maidens, who brought us boiled mutton and kumis or airan in pails,
with cheese and butter. In return for this we were obliged, according to local custom, to give them presents. My
companion, quite a man of the world and a devoted admirer of the fair sex, was delighted at this opportunity for
playing the amiable. He. treated them to dried fruit, made them presents of cotton dresses, plush, fowls, &c, and
paid them extravagant compliments, which, however, they could not appreciate.
Sometimes of an evening the daughter of our host organized little parties in my companion’s tent. On such
occasions young men, women, and girls collected there, the men sitting on one side and the women on the other.
The games would then commence. One of the girls rising coquettishly from her seat, would choose the swain who
found most favor in her eyes, by a wave of her kerchief. The lucky youth was thereupon obliged to perform some
dexterous feat or sing a song. If his performance were creditable, his partner would reward him with a hearty kiss;
while on the other hand, remissness was punished by a severe beating.
Singing was generally preferred to physical exercises, though probably not for aesthetical reasons. The process
is as follows: the singer sits on one knee and sings in an unnatural tone of voice, his lay being usually of an
amorous character. The production of the first note costs the Kirghiz great efforts: his eyes become bloodshot, and
his nostrils dilate, and a few hollow sounds escape at first until he pitches the proper key. Central Asiatic wits
compare the singing of the Kirghizes, and the first introductory notes, to the bray of a donkey. On finishing his
song, the performer gets up and places himself back to back with his partner, then skillfully twisting their necks
round they salute each other.
The relation between the sexes, among the Kirghizes, is altogether on a very primitive footing; mothers,
fathers, and brothers regard any breach of morality with great leniency, and husbands even encourage their friends
to close intimacy with their wives. My caravan friends did not, I believe, neglect this custom, particularly as the
Buruts had many attractive women among them. Like the Kirghizes, the Buruts are strangers to jealousy, a feeling
so common to the Asiatic.
The reason of this is that Islamite notions of chastity have not yet spread among this people. The Buruts call
themselves Mussulmen, and yet do not know who Mahomet was. Their weddings and funerals are conducted after
Shaman fashion, but if they can secure the services of a scholarly Central Asiatic or Tartar, prayers are read. I can
safely assert that throughout the whole country, from Issyk-kul to Badakhshan, there is not a single individual of
this tribe who can read.
The Kirghizes drink a spirit which they distil from kumis, and with which they intoxicate themselves on every
available occasion. The condition of the Russian Kirghizes, or those of the Middle Horde, was the same thirty
years ago. The Russian Government, however, proceeded to erect mosques and appointed Tartar mullahs, under
whose influence the Middle Horde Kirghizes do not now yield in fanaticism to the most fanatical Dervishes. They
regularly observe the period of prayer and thirty days’ fast, while some have even introduced the seclusive system
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of the harem. It would be difficult to decide which would be more beneficial to the Kirghiz Steppe, the former
state of ignorance with perfect religious toleration, or contemporary Tatar civilization with its strong antiprogressive tendencies.
The Tartars in Russia constitute a totally separate Eastern world, having nothing in common with the interests
of. Russian nationality. The great Kirghiz Horde is now in a transition state, and the Tartars who are scattered
throughout it are making their influence felt more and more with each succeeding year. It must be observed that
the farther we remove from the Tartars, the less fanaticism do we find among the Kirghizes, notwithstanding that
they live here under the influence of Central Asiatic rulers, and in a country usually regarded as the very focus of
bigotry. The Bokhara mullahs are, in my opinion, much less to be dreaded than their Tartar brethren.
We passed nearly a month with the Dikokamenni Horde, roaming with it from place to place, and carrying on a
constant barter in sheep.
Our host did not, as already stated, belong to the class of manaps (the Kirghiz aristocracy), and therefore took
no part in the councils of the tribes; he was, furthermore, very poor. Bursuk, however, was aiming at securing the
footing of a hereditary chief, and carried on a constant depredatory warfare, or baranta, with all the Kirghiz
aristocrats, in order to enrich himself. He was obliged, consequently, to choose the most secure and inaccessible
positions for his aùls, at a distance from the general camping grounds. During the whole of our sojourn with him,
he kept close in the unapproachable ravines of the Muzart mountains, or among the swamps of the Upper Tekes.
He did not venture from his retreat even when the other tribes, having pitched their tents in the broad valley of the
Kegen, made general preparations for solemnly celebrating the nineteenth day after the death of the High Manap,
Burambai. My host and his nine Sons were during this time engaged in horse stealing.
In 1855, Burambai, High Manap of the Begu tribe, with 10,000 of his followers, took the oath of allegiance to
Russia. In the spring of the following year, Colonel Khomentóvski, with a company of Cossacks, was dispatched,
by petition of the Kirghizes, for the purpose of becoming better acquainted with them, and for surveying the
country they. occupied. This first Russian expedition succeeded, in the course of two months in surveying the
northern part of Issyk-kul, and constructed a map, on a scale of two versts, of the locality along its northern shore
to the River Aksu, and along the southern, to the River Zauku.
Accompanying the expedition, I visited Burambai’s aùl, where I gathered some remarkable. traditions, and
drew up a. memoir on the Dikokamenni .Kirghizes. I subsequently came into contact with Buruts of other tribes,
Sarabaguishes and Saltus, and during. my present journey explored their camping grounds as far as Kashgar.
*
The origin and history of the Dikokamenni Kirghizes remain matter of. dispute to the present day. The majority
of savants, who have directed their attention to the elaboration of these questions from Chinese and Eastern
historical records, are, however, of opinion that the modern Dikokamenni Buruts are the Kirghizes of the Enisei,
deported on the downfall of. the Dzungarians in the last century to new camping grounds, and consider them, on
the strength of this, to be identical with the Khakasis of the Tau dynasty, and Kelikidzes of the Yuan dynasty.
Rashid Eddin, in his history of the Mongols, classes the Kirghizes with the people of the forests of Southern
Siberia, who inhabited the region of Barkhudjin-Tukum. The appellation of Kem-Kemjut, which he and AlbüGazi give the Kirghizes, suggests the Kern (Enisei) and the River Kemchuk, as the locality in which they probably
then sojourned.
On the conquest of Siberia by the Russians, the latter found Xirghizes on the Abakan and Yuz, and maintained
an obstinate warfare with them about the end of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth century. From
that time the name of this people suddenly disappears from Siberian annals.
Fischer is of opinion that they were removed by the Khan-Taidsis of Dzungaria, and, relying on mere hearsay,
considers their new territory must lie on the frontiers of Thibet and the Hindu Cush.
M. Levshin, in his work on the Kirghiz-Kaisaks, remarks that the Swedish officers were the first to note this
event in history, and maintains that their migration was the result of a special stipulation on the part of the Russian
Government with the Khan-Taidsis.
But the Chinese call the Dikokainenni Kirghizes, Buruts, and assert that they migrated to their present
encampments from the Kuen-Lun, where they lived under the name of Bulu, or Pulu, during the Tau dynasty.
Pare Hyacinthe was the first to distinguish the Kirghizes of Southern Siberia from the modern Buruts,
assuming the latter to be a Turkish tribe, and calling them Kerghizes, in contradistinction from the first.
Ritter, in his Erdkunde von. Asien, unwarrantably confounds the Dikokamenni Kirghiz Buruts with the Kirghiz
Kaisaks, and takes them all for Kilidsis or Khakasis, migrated from the Enisei, whom, following Kiaproth and A.
Remusat, he classes, with the Indo-Germanic family—Mahomedanized in consequence of an amalgamation of
tribes. With regard to the deportation of the Kirghizes from Russian Siberia in the seventeenth century, Ritter says
that, harassed by their neighbors, they joined their kindred tribe, the Buruts, in Eastern Turkestan, and in the
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Steppe to the south-east of the Irtysh; he consequently, considers the Buruts the original nomads of the country
they at present occupy.
*
Such is the present state of the, inquiry regarding the origin of the contemporary Dikokamemii Kirghizes. In
order, if possible, to throw some additional light on the question, I directed my attention to the study of local
popular traditions, and found that the people known under, the name of “Dikokamenni, Black Kirghizes,” call
themselves simply Kirghizes, or, as they pronounce it, Krgyz. The appellation of Buruts, given them by the
Kalmyks and Chinese, is altogether unknown to them. I also ascertained that the Kirghizes consider the Adjan
mountains as the cradle of their race.
The tradition of a migration from Southern Siberia does not exist among them, although there is one to the
effect that in their wanderings from South to North, they extended as far as the Black Irtysh, Altai and Hangai,
and eastwards to Urumchi. From this it must be inferred that the Dikokainenni Kirghizes are identical with the
Enisei Akazis or Kirghizes, pronounced Khilikizi by the Chinese.
A Chinese writer, contemporary with the Mongols, asserts that Khilikizi, in the language of the natives,
signifies forty maidens, from kyrk, forty and kyz, maiden or girl. This etymology is also adopted by the present
Kirghizes in explanation of their name.
I further imagine that the Kirghizes spread themselves eastwards, to the limits of their present territory, at a
very remote period, which conjecture is further borne out by existing popular tradition. Their migrations only
ceased when the powerful domination of. the Oirats and Dzungarians sprang into existence.
The opinion entertained by the learned world, that the deportation of the Kirghizes in the beginning of the
eighteenth century, from the Enisei to the Thian-Shan, was entirely effected by the Dzungrians, and, with the
approval of the Russian Government, is not quite consistent with the additional facts I have obtained. In the
Tarikhi Rashidi, or History of Kashgar, I found evidence that the Kirghizes (Buruts) so early as the latter part of
the fifteenth century, were roaming the mountains near Adjan, while, during the life of the historian, in A.D. 1520,
they wandered as far as Lake Issyk-kul. In the archives of the Central Office of the Siberian Kirghizes at Omsk,
there is a very curious document or Act, relating to the Khirgiz migration from Siberia in the summer of 1746. In
this Act it is mentioned that twelve men, with their wives and children, asserting themselves to be Kirghizes,
made their appearance at Ust-Kamenogorsk, and declared that they formerly lived in Siberia between the towns of
Tomsk and Eniseisk, opposite the town of Krasnoyarsk in the steppe, and on the river White Yus, under the sway
of Tambyn-Batyr-Datji, also paying a tribute in furs into the treasury of His Imperial Majesty.
“Fifty years or more ago,” said they, “during the lifetime of the present Khan, Taishi-Galdan-Cheren, three
Kalmyk leaders, named Dunar, Sandyk, and Chinbin, at the head of 500 armed followers, attacked us when.
numbering three thousand smokes on our camping-grounds, and carried us away with the son of our former KhanTambynBatyr-Datji-Chainish, to the Züngar territory, ultimately driving us to Urga, where we have remained ever
since, paying tribute to Galdan Cheren.”
These strangers stated, furthermore, that their kindred and other Kirghiz Kalmyks lived in the Sagai steppe,
and were tributary to His Imperial Majesty. In the following year, viz. 1747, two Kirghiz Kalmyks, who were
captured after they had succeeded in effecting their escape from Dzungaria, corroborated the above statement,
adding that two leaders, Kharta-dash. and his brother Emgen-Mergen, camped about in the Sagai volost or district.
It will appear from this that the Siberian Kirghizes, from their proximity to the Dzungarians and Uriankhaitsis,
had become extensively intermingled with the Mongols, and that the Dzungarians did not carry away the whole
tribe, but only to the extent of 3,000 kibitkas or tents. These most probably became thoroughly amalgamated with
the Dzungarians, and might have formed a Kalmyk tribe of Kirghizes, thus leading Père Hyacinthe to suppose
that all the Siberian Kirghizes were of Mongolian origin.
The question then arises, what became of these Siberian Kirghizes, a people powerful enough, during a whole
century, to have kept the towns of Siberia in a state of constant alarm by their inroads, and to have struggled with
such formidable neighbors as the Dzungarians, and Altyn Khan of the Uriankhaitsis? In reply to this, I would
surmise that the obliteration of their name might have been produced by the same cause that has reduced the once
powerful territory of the Golden Khans, who received tribute from the Kirghizes, to its present insignificance.
This formidable State is now known as the duo-tributary State, on account of its paying homage both to Russia
and China. It is, besides, well known that the Siberians give separate names to all non-native tribes, and that the
remnants of the Siberian Kirghizes follow their nomad instincts on their old grounds, but under new names.
*
Men of science have long since perceived the importance for Ethnography of a study of such relics of national
literature, as most truthfully illustrate national morals, manners, and customs. Now it so happens that profound.
regard for antiquity and an abundance of traditions forms a marked and characteristic heritage of the nomadic
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races of Central Asia. These traditions are devoutly preserved by the elders of the tribes, either in the form of
ancestral reminiscences and genealogical legends, or in ballads which are perpetuated by a special class of bards.
Many words and locutions now obsolete, prove their antiquity.
The traditional account of Queen Gulmalika having been the ancestress of Genghis Khan prevails among all
the Tartar tribes. Thierry, in his Histoire d’Attila et de ses Successeurs, quotes this as a legend of Attila and the
Huns. The story of the origin of the Dikokamenni Kirghizes from a red-gray. hound (kizin-taizan), and a certain
queen with her forty handmaidens, is of ancient date.
A characteristic feature in Central Asiatic traditions is the derivation of their origin from some animal.
According to the testimony of Chinese history, the Goa-Gui (Kaotsché), otherwise known as the Telé or Chili
people, sprang from a wolf and a beautiful Hun princess. One of the Hun princes had two daughters of such
uncommon beauty that he determined not to marry them to any ordinary mortals. Building a high tower in an
uninhabited wilderness, he left them in it, exclaiming,
“I pray Heaven to take them.”
The youngest princess falling a prey to ennui, encouraged the attentions of an old wolf, who for a whole year,
night and day, prowled around the tower, and at last made his lair at the foot of it; till the princess,
notwithstanding the entreaties of her eldest sister, married the wolf.
The Tugus (called Dulgasses by Père Hyacinthe), professed to derive their origin from a she-wolf, and the
Tufans (Thibetians) from a dog. The Chinese assert that Batachi, hereditary chief of the Mongol Khans, was the
son of a blue wolf and white hind, (Mémoires relatifs a l’Asie, par Kiaproth, p. 204). In like manner some of the
red-skinned tribes of North America pretend to be descended from beavers, tortoises, &c.
It is evident, from these instances, that this kind of tradition in Central Asia, and even in America, is the most
ancient, and even seems to be regarded as a descent to be proud of. The out-spoken yet exalted tone of the Kirghiz
legends, considered indecent by the present generation of Kirghiz, is a strong proof that they have descended in
their original form. The tradition of the origin of the ninety-nine Kipchak branches has been preserved among the
Uzbeks and Kaisaks in such an indelicate shape, that it is doubtful whether it will ever be possible to present it to
the general reader.
*
Genealogical traditions form a most important section of their legendary lore. The relation of one tribe to
another depends on the degree of affinity which exists between the chiefs. The hereditary superiority of one
branch over the other is determined by the right of primogeniture. Traditions of this nature are in so far important,
as they represent the extraction of the people, and the composition of society.
It appears from the genealogical tables of the Kaisaks, Usbeks, and Nagais, that they are a medley of different
Turkish and Mongol tribes, formed after the decline of the Golden and Djagatai Hordes. The genealogy of the
Buruts indicates at the same time that the principal portion of the people is composed of the Turkish Kirghiz tribe,
recruited ultimately by two alien sections. Of these, the first comprises the Kipchaks, Naimans and Kitais; whose
claims to Kirghiz nationality is expressed genealogically by their having had one common chief placed over them,
who is stated to have been the son of Kirghiz-Bai.
The Tchilik, or second section, though claiming a common ancestor in the son of Kirghiz-Bai, is not
acknowledged by the other tribes.
A third division is composed of the present Kirghizes, divided into two wings, On and Sol. In the present
generation, these are split up into numerous branches, each branch being again and again subdivided.
*
The third class of tradition is formed of the so-called “tales of olden times,” or Djir of the Nogais. These are in
vogue among the Kaisaics, Uzbeks, Nogais and Kirghizes.
It is to be presumed that the Nogais comprehended originally all the nomad tribes of Central Asia, speaking the
Tartar language, who were of Turkish and Mongol extraction.. The Nogai traditions relate to the fourteenth,
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; they are of an epic character, sung in rhyme, and should therefore be classed
under the head of colloquial literature. These traditions are interesting, as expressions of the tone of the native
mind, and of the ideas, customs, morals, and mode of life of those primitive ages, while they are equally
remarkable in philosophical respects, and are not devoid of historical interest.
Among the Kaisaks, Uzbeks, and Nogais, who trace their origin from the Golden and Djagatai Horde, are
preserved several poetical fables, founded on the exploits of the horde-heroes, Edigei, Ir-Kokcha, Urak, Chor and
others. These are all historical personages: Edigei was one of Tamerlane’s generals, and is known in history for
his victory over Vitort on the Vorskla; Urak, a descendant of Edigei, was, according to tradition, a prisoner in
Russia, and married a Russian princess, on which point, however, there is no historical evidence; mention is made
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of Ir-Kokcha in Nicon’s Chronicles in 1423, with reference to Tsar Kuidadada’s attack of the town of Odoev, as
follows:
“They also killed at this time Kokcha, a Tartar hero, of great stature and strength.” Tchora was a Tartar prince
who relieved Kazan, and his name occurs in the annals of that town.
The manner in which these legends are handed down from age to age proves the tenacity of regard for
antiquity among the nomadic tribes of Asia. It must, however, be borne in mind that these poetical traditions, from
the proximity of the different roaming grounds to each other,. and the dialectic affinity of the tribes occupying
them, are easily adopted by all, which renders it difficult to trace them to their true source. M. Hodzko, for
instance, heard many episodes out of the Idichi from the Turkmen, who must have borrowed them either from the
Kaisaks or Nogais; in like manner their classical robber, Kor-Oglu, figures in Kaisak rhapsodies.
Asia is rich in wandering traditions, legends and fables. M. Castrén, while in Lapland, heard narrated the
myths concerning Cyclops, Polyphemus of the Odyssey, &c., with some national and local adaptations, current
among the Karelians. The same fable is current in the Kirghiz Steppe. Cyclops is there called Alp, a giant ogre,
and a Kirghiz giant, Batur-Khan, enacts the part of Ulysses.
The Dikokaménni Kirghizes possess a remarkable epic, the Manas, relating to the Nogai period. The Manas is
an encyclopdical collection of all the Kirghiz mythological tales and traditions, brought down to the present
period and grouped round one person—the giant Manas. It is species of Iliad of the steppe. The Kirghiz mode of
life, their morals, geography, religious and medicinal knowledge, as well as their relations with other tribes, all
find. illustration in this compendious epopée.
This poem has evidently undergone recent modifications and additions, and its concentration into one whole,
out of prosaic djumuks (tales), may probably be of very modern date. The Manas consists of many separate
episodes, having the form of a connected relation.
Another epos, the Samyatei, serves as a continuation of the Manas, and is the Burut Odyssey. The Kirghizes
say that three nights are insufficient for the relation of the Manas, and that as much time is required for the
Samyatei, but this is in all probability an exaggeration.
I am at present engaged in translating the Manas, and intend to compile a small dictionary, in order to make
students of Oriental literature acquainted with a hitherto unknown dialect. The language of the Dikokamenni
Kirghizes is Turkish, resembling more closely than any other that spoken in Little Bokhara. In it there are very
few, or scarcely any; Arab and Persian words, it being composed principally of Mongolian and primitive Turk
terms.
*
At this point, I would fain, say a few words on the distribution of the Kirghiz race, its principal tribes, and their
present political condition.
The Dikokamenni Kirghiz Horde is divided into two wings, as already mentioned: On and Sol, i e. right and
left, corresponding to the Mongolian Borongar and Dzungar. The right wing consists of two divisions, Adgené
and Tagai. The latter is the largest, and with it must be classed the kindred but hostile tribes of Sarabaguish and
Bugu, Sultu, Sayak, Cherik, Chonbaguish and Bassyz—numbering eight in all.
The Bugus, since 1855, have been subject to Russia, and number eight camps. They follow agriculture on the
southern shore of Issyk-kul, and roam in summer about the upper courses of the Kegen and Tekes.
The Sarabaguishes, numbering ten tents, wander along the Chu river and eastern part of Issyk-kul.
The Sultu, the most predatory tribe, forming fifteen camps, wander on the Talas and Chuin, the vicinity of the
Kokanin fort of Pishpek\fn{This fort was stormed in October, 1862, by a Russian detachment, under Colonel
Kolpakovski, when nine guns and 600 men were captured}
The Sayaks occupy the upper parts of the Narym and Djungal; the Cheriks, the highlands of the Thian-Shan,
south of Issyk-Kul; the Chonbaguishes skirt the mountains to the North-West of Kashgar. The last two tribes are
very poor.
The other tribes of the Tagai branch occupy the mountains North of Namangan, in the neighborhood of
Andijan and the upper course of the Djumgol.
The Adgen Kirghizes pursue agriculture in the Ferganah Valley, near the towns of Margilan and Osh, and pass
the summer among the hills extending from Osh to Kokan. These Kirghizes enjoy the same rights as the Uzbeks;
they serve as soldiers in the Kokanian army, and their chiefs fill important civil and military posts. The present
Kokan Vizier, Alim-Beg-Dashkha, is a Kirghiz Bey of this tribe, and with his Kirghizes assisted the ruling Khan
Mallya to gain possession of Kokan.
The left wing is formed of three tribes, who frequent the Talas. Their chiefs are related to the Khan of Kokan,
who are, on the female side, of Kirghiz extraction. The country, peopled by the wandering camps of the Naimans,
Kipchaks and Kitais, tribes which have become incorporated with the Kirghiz, stretches from Osh along the Pamir
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plateau to Badakshan, and thence to the Karakorum range; with them rove likewise the Itchkiliks and some
families of the Adjén tribe.
All the Kirghizes in the neighborhood of the Kashgar town of Tash-Balyk, with the exception of the Bugu, who
are Russian subjects, although under immediate subjection to China, recognize, the power of the Khan of Kokan,
to whom they pay a tribute of one horse out of every hundred. For governing the Kirghizes, the Kokanians have in
the country they roam over, the forts of Pishpek, 44º10' N., 74°50' E., Mérke,, on the Chu, 44ºN., 74°10'E., AulieAta (the ancient Taraz) on the Talas, 43º44'N., 72º36'E., Kurtka and Truz, on the Naryn, 41°38'N., 76°54'E.,
Ketmen-Tupt and Djungale, on the river of. that name, 41°47'N., 74°10'E., and Tash-Kurgan 46º17'N.,
70ºE.\fn{These latitudes and longitudes, it must be distinctly understood, are simply approximate, as obtained from the most recent
Russian maps}
*
In the latter part of August, the Kashgar merchants, having concluded their affairs with the Horde, made
preparations for departure. Our Kirghiz friends advised us to join the Kashgarians, the road, according to their
account, being unsafe for a small caravan. The banks of the Tekes at Utah-Kapkak Pass were fixed on as the place
of rendezvous.
Here, by the 27th September, were collected sixty tents, or in caravan parlance, sixty fires. While the route to
be chosen (there being several), for proceeding to Kashgar was being discussed by the seniors of the caravan, a
circumstance, occurred which quite upset our original plan.
A Kokan yuz-bashi (centurion), dispatched from Pishpek to collect tribute from the Bugu tribe,\fn{Although
the Bugu, as stated previously, are Russian subjects, they, nevertheless, do not fail on every opportunity to
propitiate the Kokanians and Chinese} arrived at the caravan with six soldiers, and demanded payment of the
customary dues. On being asked what dues, and why they were demanded, the yuz-bashi took offence, and
forcibly seizing three hundred sheep, drove them up the mountain, where he kept careful guard over them.
The Kashgar men, accustomed to conflicts with the Chinese, forthwith armed themselves with sticks, and fell
on the Kokanian soldiers. Unhorsing them with remarkable dexterity, they thrashed the warriors so unmercifully,
that one remained insensible on the field of battle. The Kirghizes, fearing to incur the vengeance of the
Tashkendians, declared that they would not allow the Kashgarians to depart before the recovery of the wounded
soldier. As we did not take any part in the affray, we joined company with some Tartars and Kashgarians, who had
also remained neutral, and started at once on our journey; and with all the greater speed, seeing that snow had
already commenced to fall in the mountains.
Our united caravan consisted of ten fires, and the total number of men was sixty. From the upper course of the
Tekes we cleared in two marches the Santash mountain pass, presenting a level plateau famed for its traditions
about Tamerlane, after passing which we crossed, the low Kyzylki mountains, and entered the . valley of the
Djirgalan (happy). From this point our route lay along the level and fertile Terskei valley, in which we observed
half-naked Buruts employed in their cornfields..
At the Djity-Uguz river we fell in with our old friend Bursuk, who had removed thither with his Kadyks, for
the purpose of gathering his harvest; also several aùls of the same tribe, subject to Bin-Samsal, and the renowned
robber chief Djanet.
Taking leave of Bursuk’s aùls, and accompanied by himself as a safeguard, we entered on the ninth of March
the Zaùkù pass. The presence of Bursuk did not, however, save us from the rapacity of the Kirghizes. On the 11th,
as the caravan was ascending the narrow defile which was obstructed by fragments of rock, a deafening shout was
suddenly raised, and several small flags were simultaneously displayed.
We had hardly time to take up a defensive position, and to fortify ourselves behind the natural barricades,
when we were attacked by a band of seventy Kirghizes. My comrades, actuated by the instinct of self-preserva tion, disappeared under cover of their camels, and did not show themselves again until the fray was over. Our
servants, however, owing to the strong position of the caravan and their effective weapons, succeeded in repelling
the Buruts and taking prisoner one of their chief leaders.
The engagement was limited to a few wounded on both sides, and to an exchange of prisoners. The worthy
Bursuk, whom we had taken with us to ensure our safe passage, considering himself compromised, departed
secretly without the promised present.
The Zaùkù pass is formed by the rapid course of the Zaùkù, and by the Zaùkùhak, Kashka-ashu, and some
Dzungarian rivulets, which fall into it, and also form passes. The route thus runs first along the course of the chief
river, after which it bifurcates. Beyond the junction of the Dzungarian river, the Zaùkù defile becomes steeper and
narrower, forming terraces with two Alpine lakes between. Fragments of rock, in huge, irregular boulders, block
up the passage. The defile terminates in a precipitous ledge of about 800 feet in height. The skeletons of beasts of
burthen which strew the path, bear witness to the difficulty of the ascent.
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The whole of the caravan could not ascend in one day, and, therefore, the advanced portion of it bivouacked on
a small marshy plateau, at which the Zaùkù pass terminates, while the other portion remained at the bottom, at the
old encampment. The difficulty of the ascent was increased by an abundant fall of snow. The pack-horses, and
more especially the camels, often slipped over the wet stones, and on more than one, occasion, losing their,
footing, fell ricocheting, and with a loud crash, into the yawning abyss. Five camels and two horses perished in
this way.
My companions were quite distracted. Each, was occupied with his own beasts. The cries of the drivers,
alternating with curses and abuse, and devout appeals to Allah, Baha-ooddcen, Appak-Hodja, and other
Mussulman saints, shook the snow accumulated forages on the surrounding hills with their reverberating echoes.
279.31 1. Black Of My Eye 2. Spring 3. Rysbekova 4. Summer 5. Through Windless Night The Glinting
Moon 6. Word One 7. Word Two 8. Word Three 9. Word Four 10. Word Five 11. Word Six 12. Word Seven
13. Word Eight 14. Word Nine 15. Word Ten\fn{by Abay Ibrahim Qunanbayuli (1845-1904)} in “the selo of Karauyl,” Abay District, East Kazakhstan Provindce, Kazakhstan (M) 12
1
Black of my eye
Frame of my mind
Drink never dry
Love of my Life
*
Parting is winter, your absence is sorrow
I wish to stay until the morrow
Between your fair arms
when the nightingale sings, “Terrow.”
*
The corners of your eyes
sparkle and they glisten
when you speak your solid words
everyone will listen
*
Black of my eye
Frame of my mind
Drink never dry
Love of my Life
2
Spring came and melted the snow and ice.
The earth was covered in soft velvet.
Freed from winter's hibernation and heartache
all that lives sings with its heart to warmth and light.
*
The birds fly in and spring entered the blossoming garden,
and the youths made a racket like fledglings.
The old men rose again as from the grave
and are honestly happy to meet again their friends.
*
The families hurry to their kinsmen in the nearby aul:
embraces, exclamations—a happy commotion.
Young laughter is carried on the air in triumph.
The people have shaken off the winter worries.
*
Sharp cries come from the she-camels and the lambs bleat in the yard.
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Butterflies and birds flutter in the ravines.
Powerful streams burble, wind and flow
under the fixed gaze of trees and flowers.
*
Swans and geese glide decorously past the banks.
The children rush about searching for birds’ nests.
You gallop on your winged horse.
The hawk soars up, its plumage flashing,
you strap the prey to your saddle—
and the girls playfully block your way.
*
The young girls’ costumes are wonderful.
The snowdrops flower and delight the soul.
The sparrows in the sky and the nightingales in the ravines sing their songs
The cuckoo and thrush echo them from the mountains.
*
The trading folk come with new goods.
The peasants get down to reaping.
Everyone is rewarded for their long work and sweat.
The flocks multiply with the new young.
*
What a wonderful world the Creator has given us!
He magnanimously and generously gave us his light.
When mother-earth fed us from her breast,
our Father in heaven thoughtfully inclined over us.
*
Your soul trusts in the mercy of Allah,
who has breathed life with spring into the earth.
The cattle have grown fat in the steppe, abundance descends,
and man’s spirits soar, he comes to from the time of losses.
Everything, except for the black rocks, is warm and pulses with life.
Everyone is so generous that the skinflints are angry.
You follow the rebirth of the world with rapture—
the soul finds its stronghold in the Creator.
*
Old women and men go out in the sun, the children are uproarious.
The herds bask in the sun, glossy and well-fed.
The trill and chirruping of songbirds flows.
The calls of the geese and swans come from the river.
*
The sunset has faded. The moon and stars triumph.
How could the beams of the stars not pierce the darkness.
But in anticipation of the return of the sun
they pale and lose their sparkle.
The sun now, like a bridegroom back from its travels,
arranges its bond with the bride-earth.
The stars and moon turn pale as they see
how light-bearing and immortal is this bond.
*
The warm wind brings the news to the moon and stars
that the wedding is nigh—the feast is open to all,
that the earth has thrown off its snow-white covering
and beams with a happy smile.
*
The earth has waited all winter for its beloved sun,
and united with it and slaked its passion:
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This is the result of that everlasting passion:
all is in blossom, radiant as the fire-bird.
No one dares to stare straight at the sun,
but they love it and are warmed by its soulful heat.
And I myself saw the sun going into
its gold and purple tent in the evening.
3
Not for amusement do I write my verse,
Nor do I stuff it full of silly words.
It’s for the young I write, for those
Whose hearing is acute, whose senses are alert.
Men who have vision and are quick to give response
Will understand the message in my verse.
*
Approach my poems with an open mind,
And in them many answers you will find,
Though you mayn’t grasp them fully the first time
Not having heard such words before in rhyme.
How strange! When people fail your meaning to divine
They instantly demand to hear a different kind!
*
To Ali-azret I don’t sing a hymn,
Nor to a beauty with a “golden chin”.
I don’t preach death nor voice forebodings grim,
I do not teach the young jigits to sin
Or honour to forget. My love for men is genuine,
My one ambition is their confidence to win.
*
Of highwaymen are bred those liars bold,
Those windbags, idlers, born into the fold.
They have no home, no heards, no sense, no soul,
For what they really are they’re known to all.
I’d rather have my voice forever silent fall
Than by such people be admired and extolled.
*
My brother songsters, listen, I implore,
Do not be tempted in your poems ever more
By empty words you will yourselves deplore.
You’ll dissipate your talent, never to restore,
And tell me, are not you already bored
With braggarts, woman chasers, and their lore?
4
When summer in the mountains gains its peak,
When gaily blooming flowers begin to fade,
When nomads from the sunshine refuge seek
Beside a rapid river, in a glade,
Then in the grassy meadows here and there
The salutatory neighing can be heard
Of varicouloured stallion and mare.
Quiet, shoulder-deep in water stands the herd;
The grown-up horses wave their silky tails,
Lazily shooing off some irksome pest,
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While frisky colts go folicking about
Upsetting elder horses, at their rest.
The geese fly honking through the cloudless skies.
The ducks skim noiselessly across the river,
The girls set up the felt tents, slim and spry,
As coy and full of merriment as ever.
Returning from his flocks, pleased with his ride,
Again in the aul appears the bey.
His horse goes on with an unhurried stride,
He sits and smiles upon it, hat awry.
Surrounding the saba in a close ring,
Sipping their heady beverage—kumyss,
Old men sit by a yurta, gossiping yurta
And chuckling at quips rarely amiss.
Incited by the servants comes a lad
To beg the cook, his mother, for some meat.
Beneath an awning, gay and richly clad
The beys on gorgeous carpets take their seats.
And sip their tea, engaged in leisured talk.
One speaks, while others listen and admire
His eloquence and wit. Towards them walks
A bent old man bereft of strength and fire.
He shouts at shepards not to raise the dust
Aiming to win the favor of the beys.
And yet in vain he raises such a fuss—
They sit and never even turn their eyes.
*
There, tucking up the hems of their chapans,
Leisurely swaying in their saddles as they trot
From nightly grazing come the young chabans
Whipping their lusty steeds god knows for what.
A long way off from the aul’s last tents
With movement and excitement getting warm,
On horseback, too, the bey’s son and his friends
Enjoy a falcon hunt. The bird’s in splendid form
At one quick spurt such falcons catch and bring
Crashing to earth the great, unwieldy geese.
Meanwhile that bent old man, unlucky thing,
The toady that had nigh gone hoarse to plea
The haughty beys, unnoticed, watches on,
And sighs for sorrow that his time is gone.
5
Through windless night the glinting moon
Illuminates in flowing waves
The village nestled in the vale
Where crests the overflowing stream
*
The thick-trunked, bare-branched tree
speaks in whispers to itself—
don’t you see the bustling earth
Turning its face green again?
6
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Whether for good or ill, I have lived my life, travelling a long road fraught with struggles and quarrels, disputes
and arguments, suffering and anxiety, and reached these advanced years to find myself at the end of my tether,
tired of everything.
I have realized the vanity and futility of my labors and the meanness of my existence.
What shall I occupy myself with now and how shall I live out the rest of my days?
I am puzzled that I can find no answer to this question.
Rule the people?
No, the people are ungovernable.
Let this burden be shouldered by someone who is willing to contract an incurable malady, or else by an ardent
youth with a burning heart.
But may Allah spare me this load which is beyond my powers!
Shall I multiply the herds?
No, I cannot do that.
Let the young folk raise livestock if they need them.
But I shall not darken the evening of my days by tending livestock to give joy to rogues, thieves and spongers.
Occupy myself with learning?
But how shall I engage in scholarship when I have no one to exchange an intelligent word with?
And then to whom shall I pass on the knowledge I will have amassed?
Whom shall I ask what I do not know myself?
What’s the good of sitting on a desolate steppe with an arshin in hand trying to sell cloth?
Too much knowledge becomes gall and wormwood that hastens old age if you have no one by your side to share
your joys and sorrows.
Choose the path of the Sufi and dedicate myself to the service of religion?
No, I’m afraid that won’t do either.
This vocation calls for serenity and complete peace of mind.
But I have not known peace either in my soul or in my life—and what sort of piety can there be amongst these
people, in this land!
Educate children, maybe?
No, this, too, is beyond my powers.
I could instruct children, true, but I don’t know what I should teach them and how.
For what occupation, for what purpose and for what kind of community am I to educate them?
How can I instruct them and direct their paths if I don’t see where my pupils could usefully apply their learning?
And so here, too, I have been unable to put myself to any good use.
Well, I have decided at length: henceforth, pen and paper shall be my only solace, and I shall set down my
thoughts.
Should anyone find something useful here, let him copy it down or memorise it.
And if no one has any need of my words, they will remain with me anyway.
And now I have no other concern than that.
7
In my childhood I used to hear the Kazakhs jeering at the Uzbeks:
“You Starts in wide skirts, you bring your rushes from afar to thatch your roofs!”
“You bow and scrape when you meet someone, but you insult him behind his back.”
“You are afraid of every bush; you rattle on without stopping, and that’s why they call you Sart-Surts,”
Encountering Nogais, the Kazakhs would ridicule and scold them, too:
“The Nogai is afraid of the camel, he soon gets tired astride a horse and takes his rest walking.”
“Runaways and soldiers and traders—all of them hail from the Nogais.”
“Nokai is what you should be called, not Nogai!”
About the Russians they used to say:
“The red-headed Urus, once he spies an aul, gallops fit to break his neck towards it, permits himself to do whatever comes into his head, demands to hear all the rumours and gossip, and believes everything he is told.”
“My God!” I thought then with pride.
“It turns out that the whole wide world has no worthier and nobler people than the Kazakhs!”
Such talk rejoiced and entertained me.
But this is what I see now: there is no plant that the Sarts cannot grow, no land that their merchants have not vis22

ited, and no such thing that their nimble fingers cannot contrive.
Their laymen live in peace and seek no enmity.
Before there were any Russian merchants around, the Sarts provided the Kazakhs with clothes for the living and
burial robes for the dead, and they would buy up from the Kazakhs droves of cattle that father and son could not
agree to divide between themselves.
Now, under the Russians, the Sarts have adopted the innovations more quickly than others.
Exalted beys and learnt mullahs, craftsmanship and luxury and courtesy—the Sarts have all these.
I look at the Nogais and see that they can make fine soldiers and that they bear deprivation stoically.
They face death with humility, protect schools and honour religion—they know how to work hard and grow rich,
and to dress up and have fun.
Not we Kazakhs, though: we labour for their beys for a crust of bread.
They will not let our beys into their homes.
“Hey, you Kazakhs,” they say, “our floor is not for your dirty boots to trample on.”
I will not speak of the Russians.
We cannot hold a candle even to their servants.
Where has all our erstwhile joyfulness gone?
Where is our merry laughter?
8
Where lies the cause of the estrangement amongst the Kazakhs, of their hostility and ill will towards one another?
Why are they insincere in their speech, so lazy, and possessed by a lust for power?
The wise of this world long ago observed: a sluggard is, as a rule, cowardly and weak-willed; a weak-willed man
is cowardly and boastful; a braggart is cowardly, stupid and ignorant; an ignoramus has no inkling of honour,
while a dishonourable person sponges on the sluggard—he is insatiable, unbridled and good-for-nothing; he
bears no good will towards the people around him.
The source of these vices is our people’s preoccupation with one thing alone: to own as much livestock as possible and thus gain honour and respect.
Had they taken up arable farming or commerce, had they been interested in learning and art, this would never
have come to pass.
Parents, having increased their own herds, will do their best to ensure that their children’s herds grow ever fatter,
so that the livestock can be left in the care of herdsmen and they can indulge in a life of idleness—gorge themselves on meat and koumiss, enjoy beautiful women, and feast their eyes on fast horses.
Eventually, their winter pastures and grassland become too small and, using their influence or position, they will
by hook or by crook buy up, wheedle or seize pastureland from a neighbour.
That person, fleeced as he is, will in turn put pressure on another neighbour, or else will have to leave his native
region.
Now, can these people possibly wish one another well?
The more poor there are, the cheaper their labour.
The more numerous the destitute, the more abundant the free winter pasturage.
My neighbour is eager for my ruin, and I am eager for him to fall into penury.
Little by little, our concealed animosity grows into an open and bitter enmity.
We bear malice, we litigate, we split into cliques and bribe influential people for support, so as to gain an advantage over our opponents, and we scramble for the emoluments of rank.
A loser will not toil and sweat—he will seek affluence in other, devious ways; he will show no interest in either
commerce or tilling the land—he will side now with one, now with another party, selling himself and existing in
misery and disgrace.
There is no end to pillage on the steppe.
If there were unity amongst our people, they would never condone a thief who, making adroit use of the support
of one group or another, continues his brazen robbery.
Honest sons of the steppes are the victims of criminal charges based on false accusations, and are subjected to
humiliating interrogations.
Witnesses are produced ready to swear to what they have never seen or heard.
And all this in order smear an honest person and bar him from high office.
If the persecuted man, to save himself, turns for aid to these same rascals, he will sacrifice his honour; if he re 23

fuses to bow to them, he is certain to be unjustly charged; he will suffer hardships and privations, unable to find
a place and occupation worthy of him.
Having gained power by deceit and trickery, the head of the volost avoids honest and modest folk like the plague
and seeks allies amongst people of his own kind, crafty and crooked, whom he is fearful of antagonising.
A new saying has gained currency now: “It’s the person, not the matter, that counts.”
In other words, success depends not on the rightness of the matter in question, but on the cleverness of the person involved.
The volost chiefs are elected for a three-year term.
They spend their first year in office listening to all kinds of grievances and complaints: “Don’t forget that we
elected you!”
Their second year is given over to fighting possible future rivals, and the third year to their campaign for reelection.
What then is left?
Watching my people sink deeper and deeper into discord, I have come to the conclusion that the volost chiefs
should be elected from among men who have had at least some Russian education, however little.
If there are none, or only persons whom people do not wish to nominate, then let the volost chiefs be appointed
by the uyezd authorities and the military governor.
This would be beneficial in several ways.
First of all, ambitious Kazakhs would have their children educated; secondly, the volost chiefs would no longer
be dependent on the whims of local mag nates, but take their orders from the higher authorities.
To avoid the inevitable objections and denunciations, an appointee should not be subjected to any local control
and verification.
We have had occasion to see the futility of electing beys in each volost.
Not everyone is capable of dispensing justice.
In order to hold a council “on the top of Mount Kultobe”, as we say, it is essential to know all the laws passed
down from our forefathers: Kasym-khan’s Radiant Pathway, Esim-khan’s Ancient Pathway and Az Tauke-khan’s
Seven Canons.
But even these laws have become outdated with the passage of time and require amendment and infallible inter preters, of whom there are few, if any, amongst our people.
People who know Kazakh ways well say: “When two beys get together, there is sure to be four disputes”.
The lack of a supreme judge and the even number of beys hearing a case only complicates the adjudication of
disputes.
Why increase the numbers of beys? Would it not be better to elect three educated and intelligent men in each
volost for an unlimited term of office, only replacing those whose behaviour is unseemly?
Let legal disputes be settled by two arbiters, one chosen by each party, and an intermediary acceptable to both.
Only if they failed to ascertain the truth and come to terms would the dispute be taken to one of the three permanent judges.
Then lawsuits would not drag on so long.
9
Observant people long ago noted that foolish laughter resembles drunkenness.
Now, drunkenness leads to misbehaviour; a conversation with a soak gives one a headache.
Anyone who constantly indulges in senseless merriment ignores his conscience, neglects his affairs and commits
unforgivable blunders, for which he can expect to be punished, if not in this world, then in the next.
He who is inclined to meditation is always prudent and reasonable in his actions in this world and in the face of
death.
Prudence in thought and deed is the keystone of well-being.
But does this mean that we should always be downcast?
Should our souls know only melancholy, no joy and mirth?
Not at all.
I am not saying that we should be sorrowful without cause, but that we should stop and think about our heedless,
carefree ways and repent, forsaking them for some useful occupation.
It is not senseless merriment that heals the soul, but beneficial and rational work.
Only the weak in spirit will withdraw into themselves, abandon themselves to bitter thoughts, without finding
the least consolation.
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If you laugh at the stupidities of a fool, do so not rejoicing in his foolishness, but with a feeling of righteous
anger.
Such laughter should not be indulged in too often, for it is bitter.
When you see someone who leads a good life, whose kind deeds are worthy of emulation, laugh with a glad
heart, with sincere joy.
A good example teaches humility and restraint, keeping one from wrong-doing and drunkenness.
Not all laughter deserves approbation.
There is also a kind of laughter that does not come from the heart, that God-given vessel, but bursts out in hollow peals just for the sake of forced jollity.
Man comes crying into this world and departs it in sorrow.
Between these two events, without fully comprehending the value and uniqueness of the life bestowed upon him,
he will burn it up thoughtlessly, squander it in petty quarrels and miserable wrangles, and never know true happiness.
He will pause to think only when the sands of life are running out.
Only then will he realise that no treasure on earth can prolong his life even for a single day.
To live by lies, deceit and begging is the lot of good-for-nothing rogues.
Put your faith in the Lord, and trust in your own powers and abilities.
Even the hardest earth will yield good crops to honest and selfless toil.
10
Sorrow darkens the soul, chills the body, numbs the will, and then bursts forth in words or tears.
I have seen people praying; “Oh, Allah, make me as carefree as a babe!”
They imagine themselves to be sufferers, oppressed by cares and misfortunes, as though they had more sense
than infants.
As to their cares and concern, these can be judged from the proverbs:
“If you will live no longer than noon, make provision for the whole day”;
“Even his father becomes a stranger to a beggar”;
“Cattle for the Kazakh is flesh of his flesh”;
“A rich man has a countenance full of light, a poor man—as hard as stone”;
“The dzighit and the wolf will find their food along the way”;
“The herds of exalted men are left to the care of others, except when such men have nothing better to do”;
“The hand that takes also gives”;
“He who has managed to get rich is always in the right”;
“If you can’t rely on the bey, don’t count on God either”;
“If you are famished, gallop to the place of a funeral feast”;
“Beware of a lake with no shallows and of a people that knows no mercy”.
Such proverbs are legion.
Now, what do they tell us?
It is not learning and knowledge, nor peace and justice, that the Kazakh holds dear—his sole concern is how to
get rich.
So he will twist and turn to cajole some of their riches from other people, and if he does not succeed, he will see
the whole world as his enemy.
He will have no scruples about fleecing even his own father.
It is not customary among us to censure those who gain possession of livestock by trickery, lies, pillage or other
crimes.
So, in what way does their mind differ from that of a child?
Children are afraid of the blazing hearth, while adults have no fear even of the fires of hell.
When they feel ashamed, children would like the earth to swallow them up, but adults know no shame at all.
Is it this that makes them superior to children?
If we will not give them what we own, if we refuse to let them ruin us and do not descend to their level, they will
turn their back on us.
Is this the people whom we should love with all our heart?
11
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According to a Kazakh proverb: “The source of success is unity, and of well-being—life”.
Yet what kind of people are they who live in unity and how do they achieve such accord?
The Kazakhs are quite ignorant on this score.
They think that unity resides in the common ownership of livestock, chattels and food.
If this were so, then what use wealth and what harm in poverty?
Would it be worthwhile working hard to grow rich without first getting rid of one’s kith and kin?
No, unity ought to be in people’s minds and not in communal wealth.
It is possible to unite people of different origin, religion and views simply by giving them an abundance of livestock.
But achieving unity at the price of cattle—that’s the beginning of moral decay.
Brothers ought to live in amity not because one is dependent on another, but by each relying on his own skills
and powers, and his own destiny.
Otherwise they will forget God and find no worthy occupation, but will scheme and plot against each other.
They will sink to recrimination and slander, they will cheat and deceive.
Then what kind of unity could there be?
“Life is the source of well-being …”
What kind of life is meant here?
Just existing in order to keep body and soul together?
But even a dog is endowed with such an existence.
He who treasures such a life, who is plagued by the fear of death, becomes an enemy to life everlasting.
Fleeing for his life from the foe, he will be known as a coward; shirking work, he will pass for a ne’er-do-well,
he will become an enemy of the good.
No, what the proverb refers to is another kind of life.
One that keeps the soul alive and the mind clear.
If your body is alive but your soul is dead, words of reason will not reach you, and you will be incapable of earning your living by honest work.
A loafer and a sycophant,
A hanger-on and an impudent fellow,
Valiant in his looks but craven in his heart,
Has no sense of shame ...

If you are like that, do not imagine yourself to be alive.
A righteous death will then be better than such an existence.
12
Born into this world, an infant inherits two essential needs.
The first is for meat, drink and sleep.
These are the requirements of the flesh, without which the body cannot be the house of the soul and will not
grow in height and strength.
The other is a craving for knowledge.
A baby will grasp at brightly coloured objects, it will put them in its mouth, taste them and press them against its
cheek.
It will start at the sound of a pipe.
Later, when a child hears the barking of a dog, the noises of animals, the laughter or weeping of people, it gets
excited and asks about all that it sees and hears:
“What’s that? What’s that for? Why is he doing that?”
This is but the natural desire of the soul, the wish to see everything, hear everything and learn everything.
Without trying to fathom the mysteries of the universe, visible and invisible, without seeking an explanation for
everything, one can never be what one should be—a human being.
Otherwise, the spiritual life of a person will not differ from the existence of any other living creature.
From the very beginning God separated man from beast by breathing the soul into him.
Why then, on growing up and gaining in wisdom, do we not seek to gratify our curiosity, which in childhood
made us forget about food and sleep?
Why do we not tread in the path of those who seek knowledge?
It behoves us to strive to broaden our interests and increase the wisdom that nourishes our souls.
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We should come to realise that spiritual virtues are far superior to bodily endowments, and so learn to subordinate our carnal desires to the dictates of our soul.
But no, we have been loath to do that!
Raving and croaking, we have not moved farther than the dunghill next to our village.
Only in our childhood are we ruled by the soul.
When we grew up and gained in strength, we rejected its dictates, we subjugated our soul to the body, and contemplated the things around us with our eyes, but not our minds; we do not trust the impulses of the soul.
Satisfied with outward appearances, we make no attempt to uncover inner mysteries, in the vain belief that we
shall lose nothing by such ignorance.
To the counsel and advice of wise people, we reply:
“You live by your own wits, mine are good enough for me.” Or:
“We’d rather be poor in our own wits than rich in yours.”
We are incapable of recognising their superiority and grasping the meaning of their words.
There is not a flicker of fire in our bosom nor any faith in our soul.
In what way, then, do we differ from animals if we perceive things only with our eyes?
It seems that we were better in our childhood.
We were human then, for we sought to learn as much as possible.
But today we are worse than the beasts.
An animal knows nothing and has no aim in life.
We know nothing, but will argue until we are hoarse; defending our obtusity, we try to pass off our ignorance
as knowledge.
13
Will anyone heed our advice and listen to our counsels?
One man may be a volost chief, another—a bey.
If they had had the least desire to become wise and learn sense, would they have sought such posts?
These people consider themselves quite clever enough and seek power so as to teach and give guidance to others, as if they themselves had attained the heights of perfection and had nothing further to do but instruct others.
Are they the kind who would have the inclination or spare the time to listen to us?
Their minds are filled with other concerns: not to offend their superiors inadvertently; not to provoke the anger
of a thief, not to cause trouble and confusion among the people, and not to land on the losing end, but to gain
some personal advantage.
Besides, they must be always helping somebody, getting someone out of trouble.
They are always too busy …
The rich?
They want for nothing.
Be it only for a day, they have wealth and they think they possess the treasures of well-nigh half the world, and
they can pay in livestock for whatever they lack.
They set their sights high and their ambitions even higher.
Honour, conscience and sincerity are no dearer to them than their herds.
They are certain that if they own livestock they will be able to bribe even the Most High.
Their herds take the place of everything else to them—their native land, people, religion, family and learning.
Why then should they listen to other people’s advice?
Some fellow might be inclined to lend an ear, but he has no time for that.
He must feed and water his livestock, sell it at a premium, protect it from thieves and wolves, shelter it from the
cold, and find someone to do these chores.
No, this man is too busy to heed good counsel.
When he has seen to all this, he will be boasting and bragging, so he has no time left for anything else.
As for thieves and scoundrels, they obviously would not listen anyway.
The poor, meek as sheep, are only concerned about getting their daily bread.
What good is advice, wisdom and learning to them when even the rich do not want it?
“Leave us alone, speak to those who are cleverer than we are”, they say, as though knowledge were of no use to
poor folk.
They don't care about anybody, the poor.
If they had what other people have, they would know no worries.
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I, too, am a Kazakh.
But do I love the Kazakhs or not?
If I did, I would have approved of their ways and would have found something, however slight, in their conduct
to rejoice or console me, a reason to admire at least some of their qualities, and keep alive a glimmer of hope.
But this is not so.
Had I not loved them, I would not have spoken to them from the heart or taken counsel with them; I would have
not mixed with them and taken an interest in their affairs, asking, “What are people doing there? What`s going
on?”
I would just have sat back quietly—or wandered off.
I have no hope that they will mend their ways or that I may bring them to reason or reform them.
So I feel neither of these emotions.
But how come?
I ought to have opted for one or the other.
Even though I live, I do not consider myself to be alive.
I don’t know why: maybe because I’m vexed with the people or dissatisfied with myself, or for some other reason.
Outwardly alive but completely dead within, that’s what I am.
Outwardly irate, I feel no anger.
Laughing, I am unable to rejoice.
The words that I speak and the laughter that I utter seem not to be mine.
Everything is alien.
In my younger days it never occurred to me that anyone could forsake his own people.
I loved the Kazakhs with all my heart and believed in them.
But as I came to know my people better and my hopes began to fade, I found that I lacked the strength to leave
my native region and form kinship with strangers.
This is why there is a void in my heart now.
But then I think, perhaps it’s for the better.
When dying, I will not lament: “Alas, I have not tasted this or that joy!”
Not torturing myself with regrets about earthly things, I shall find solace in the life to come.
15
People pray to God to send them a child.
What does a man need a child for?
They say that one ought to leave an heir, a son to provide for his parents in their old age and to pray for them after their death.
Is that all?
Leaving an heir—what does it mean?
Are you afraid there will be no one to look after your property?
But why should you care about things you will leave behind?
What, are you sorry to leave them to other people?
What kind of treasures have you gained to regret them\fn{ I.e., to regret giving them up} so much?
A good child is a joy, but a bad one is a burden.
Who knows what kind of a child God will bestow on you?
Or haven’t you had enough of the humiliation you have had to swallow all your life?
Or have you committed too few misdeeds?
Why are you so eager to have a child, to rear yet another scoundrel and doom him to the selfsame humiliations?
You want your son to pray for you after your death.
But if you have done good in your lifetime, who will not utter prayers for the repose of your soul?
And if you have done only evil, what will be the use of your son’s prayers?
Will he perform good deeds in your stead—those you have failed to accomplish?
If you beg for a child who will experience the joys of the next world, it means that you wish him an early death.
But if you want him to secure for yourself the joys of this world, then can a Kazakh beget a son who, on growing
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to manhood, will show care and concern for his parents and protect them from suffering?
Can such a people and a father like you raise a worthy son of this kind?
You want him to feed and clothe you in your decrepit old age?
A vain hope, too!
First of all, will you live to reach your dotage?
Second, will your son grow up so merciful as to care for you in your old age?
If you happen to own livestock—there will always be someone ready to look after you.
If you have none, who knows who will provide for you and how.
And who knows whether your son will increase your wealth or squander what you have gained by your labour?
Well, supposing God has heard your prayers and given you a son.
Will you manage to educate him well?
No, you will not!
Your own sins will be compounded by those of your son.
From the very outset of his life you will be telling him lies, promising him now this, now that.
And you will be glad when you manage to deceive him.
Then whom can you blame when your son grows up a liar?
You will teach him bad language and to revile other people, you will condone his misdeeds—“Now, don’t touch
this obstinate lad!”—and encourage his cheekiness.
For his schooling, you choose a mullah whom you pay little, just to teach him to read and write; you, teaching
him to be cunning and underhand, you make him suspicious of his peers and graft on bad inclinations.
Is that your upbringing?
And you expect kindness from a son like that?
In the same way, people pray to God for wealth.
What does man need wealth for?
You have prayed to God?
Yes, you have, and God has given, but you won’t take!
He has endowed you with strength to work and prosper.
But do you use this for honest labour?
No!
God granted you the power to learn, a mind capable of assimilating knowledge, but who knows what you used it
for.
Who will fail to prosper if he works hard, perseveres without tiring and makes good use of his mind?
But you don’t need that!
You pray to get rich by intimidating, cheating and begging from other people.
What kind of prayer is that?
It is simply plunder and beggary on the part of a person who has lost his conscience and honour.
Supposing you have chosen this path and gained possession of livestock.
Well, use it to get an education!
If not for yourself, then for your son.
There can be neither faith nor well-being without an education.
Without learning, no prayers or fasts or pilgrimages will achieve their purpose.
I have yet to see a person who, having acquired wealth by dishonest means, has put it to good use.
Ill-gotten gains are likewise ill spent.
And nothing remains of such wealth save the bitterness of disappointment, anger and anguish of the soul.
While he has wealth, he will boast and swagger.
Having frittered it away, he will brag about his former affluence.
Impoverished, he will stoop to begging.
122.1 The Memorial Feast For Kökötöy-Khan\fn{by an unknown male bard (before 1856- )} “some miles to the east
of the eastern end of Lake Issyk,” Taldy-Kurgan Oblast, Kazakhstan (M) 22
A golden saddle has its pommel: a people has its chieftain. A silver saddle has its pommel: the Nogay teeming
as shadows at nightfall have their chieftain.
*
Kökötöy-khan was ready to leave this hapless world.\fn{ This is a funeral epic poem, the earliest of a group of 10 oral
heroic poems recorded among the northern Kirgiz tribes, and transcribed from an otherwise unknown male bard presumably on 26-27 May
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1856, some miles to the east of the eastern end of Lake Issyk, under the personal supervision of Rotmistr Chokan Chingisovich Valikhanov
(1835-1865), the grandson of Vali, the last Khan of the Kazakh Central Horde. I have scanned it in its entirety: H }

“Son of the Sari Nogay, Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock, Companion, mount Maniker! Visit the blackteeming Nogay from end to end! Speak to Amet of the Üysün, to Amet-kul the Zaysan, to the droop-bellied
biys,\fn{Chieftains.} the pot-bellied bays! To the red-beards, prick-mustaches, to the fork-beards, sable mustaches,
all together—speak! To the mirzas,\fn{Rich men.} who quaff mead from cups weighing a batman and throw their
weight around, to those mirzas who quaff mead by the cupful and lord it so—speak! Tell the Nogay teeming as
shadows at nightfall that Kökötöy is in trouble! Bay-mirza, son of Bay, go to the Nogay and tell the elders that
Kökötöy is in a bad way! My Companions, I have had mares tethered that have foaled once, I have had honeyed
kumys\fn{Mare’s milk.} shaken: I have had three-year-old mares tethered, I have had fermented kumys left to stand.
I have ordered jelly-blood from the guts of sleek-ribbed mares to be spread. Slaughtering my barren mares from
among those with light-bay forelegs and slicing them up fine, I have had meat broth served. Gather the people all
together and come, my Companion! I will give my last solemn feast and utter my last behest! Visit the blackteeming Nogay from end to end!”
The Nogay teeming as shadows at nightfall thundered up to Kökötöy’s gray pavilion and alighted.
“Nogay teeming as shadows at nightfall, my people! Sickness has seized my breast! My heart has lost its
strength! I have to leave this hapless world! I have lived through a hundred and ninety-nine years, and my
jawbone has grown feeble!”
They made mountains of meat, made lakes of gravy. Kökötöy was now giving his last solemn feast, now
uttering his last behest.
“When my eyes have passed beyond, my people, let them shave my body with swords, let them lave it with
kumys, encase it in a covering, wrap it in yuft, pillow my head on my bright cauldron\fn{ Which had a profound
symbolic value in Turkic.} and face me towards Mecca. Have red velvet folded and loaded upon red camels and black
velvet folded and loaded upon black camels, and let sixty Nogay and forty caravaneers come driving them along.
Piling up the velvet bestow it on women that come piling in! Let the head caravaneer, the wretched
Sart,\fn{Plainsman, despised by the mountain tribes .} make bricks in the fat of eighty goats. Above the low road, below
the high road, rear a white palace like to the moon, rear a blue palace like to the sun! Grooving it make flutings,
make them like pathways! At the race on my Beyit basi Day\fn{The beyit basi is the commemorative prayer for the deceased
said on the fortieth day after his death; but typically, as here, it refers to a commemorative horse-race held on that occasion .} let them
put up as prize a one-year-old camel, and with orders to tie back their saddle-cloths hold a race for three-yearolds. Ah my people, do me this last service! This is all I have to say, such is my behest! All health to you, my
people, happiness be with you!
“Now Bay-mirza, son of Bay, warrior, lend me your ears. Casting birds of the steppe, I made them our huntingbirds; gathering hotheads, I made them our people: flying wood-kites I made them our hunting-birds; gathering
outcasts from tribes I made them our people. Thus when my eyes have passed beyond, warrior, do not show them
the quarry as though to steppe-birds; do not disperse the hotheads to their peoples: do not show them the game as
though to wood-kites, do not disperse the outcasts to their tribes! Watch over and cherish them well, warrior!
When my hazel eyes have passed beyond, and you meet a wretch trudging on foot, lay hold of a nag and give it
him, or a poor man with next to nothing on, unlace your robe and give it him! Let your kumys flow like water,
summer and winter, care for the men from many tribes swarming here as for lambs that suck two mothers. Let
your airan\fn{Moderately diluted sour milk.} flow like water: cherish all my hotheads here most fondly. Oh, when my
eyes have passed beyond do not call the foundling Bok-murun “spotted mongrel,” do not name him “filthy
bastard.” Do not mount him on a horse or have him eat food or don a cloak such as are fit only for orphans.
Having turned two, he is on the way to three: but two comes first. Though he be still small, he will be a man;
drawing a hero’s bow he will be a hero, he will prove equal to the sons of heroes! Then, warrior, bring out the
princely carpet! When my hazel eyes have passed beyond, raise him up in my stead as Khan!
“Bay-mirza son of Bay, warrior, lend me your ears. When you are about to give the feast of my Fortieth,
remember sheer-nosed Konur-bay of the Kitay—Ünkür-bay whom men call ‘Konurbay.’ Now go to this man,
warrior, and absolve yourself from my Fortieth. But, Bay-mirza, when it comes to giving my Great Feast,
remember him who ate his fill in Anjiyan, who grew fat on unbaked bread and gnawed unripe apples of Anjiyan
—who, when he was twelve, drew bow, and attaining thirteen shattered khans’ pavilions and destroyed yurts—I
mean that young Manas, Jakip’s son, only weaned of late, Manas that laid waste yurts in a cavernous region and
seized herds in a long valley, his eyes deep-set, his visage sallow, his frame bowed under the weight of his brawn
—Er Manas, his blood black, his lice blue, his belly mottled, his aspect blue—there is a lofty mountain-spur
whose yellowing slopes give pasture! If you wish to know about the warrior Manas, he is a Gray-maned He-wolf!
“To this same Manas go! Absolve yourself from your obligation to me. Assemble the Muslims and the Infidel,
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one and all, and then hold the Great Feast! So doing, free yourself from your debt to me!”
Your beloved Khan Kökötöy’s eyes grew peaceful, his spirit left him for the life to come.
*
The Nogay teeming as the shadows at nightfall, bellowing like bulls, lamented—they bowed the tips of
apricot-trees; they wailed and cried aloud and bowed the tops of apple-trees. They wept at that solemnity, they
paid the respect that was due to him. They had him shaved with swords and had him laved with kumys …
The people ate their fill. Taking pieces of cloth they bestowed them as funeral gifts. They carried out
Kökötöy’s behest. They reared him a black tomb made shining and smooth, a handsome tomb enriched with
adornments. Grooving it with flutings that meandered like pathways, they reared him a white palace like to the
moon, they reared him a blue palace like to the sun.
Since the dappled snow-and-thaw of early Spring, they had been racing from five to six thousand three-yearolds, and these were now returning. And now with the cool and gentle browns of Autumn, fed on seven saddlebags of corn, he that was born in the mountains and grew up among the rocks with the he-goat, that was born in
the sands and grew up in the desert with the onager, his hooves of steel, his pasterns of copper, born never to
sweat, his neck like the irgay\fn{A brush with very hard wood .}—Kök-ala was in the lead and covering himself with
glory!—Er Kökcö, son of Aydar-khan, son of the great Kambar-khan—Kökcö, of stock that never turned their
backs, had seized the race-horse Kök-ala, with great gain to his renown! He had taken Tekeci’s racer, Kök-ala of
the steel hooves and copper pasterns together with six Nines of cattle, a she-camel with calf, a Nogay slavewoman with child and a yurt covered with manat!\fn{A precious piled fabric of flannel or fustian type, made in Bukhara.}
They summered towards Cibratci and drove mares in great herds and tethered them. They summered towards
Îbranci and kept the racer Maniker always tethered to his tethering-post. Bay-mirza son of Bay made his kumys
flow like water and he cared for the men from many tribes swarming there as for lambs that suck two mothers.
The teeming Nogay that turn up their beaver-brims struck camp and went to sheer-nosed Konur-bay of the
Kitay. Driving amblers with blazes and dapples, too, Bay-mirza gave a banquet and there absolved himself from
the debt of Kökötöy’s Fortieth.
On a court-mound at the middle of the land the teeming Nogay that turn up their beaver-brims held massed
assembly. The droop-bellied biys, the pot-bellied bays took counsel in one body: but Bay-mirza resolved nothing.
The time came when in his sixth year Bok-murun saddled himself a horse and in his seventh went to school at
the mullah’s. Bok-murun of sturdy race saddled Maniker with the Mongol saddle, bright with its pommel of gold.
He mounted and rode in among the black-teeming Nogay.
“Bay-mirza son of Bay, sir, what is all this counseling? Every day you hold assembly! Your finger-tips are
gold, your saddle-bow is gold, your crupper is solid gold, your curb and bit, too, are purest gold. But it is I that
shall say who is to ride my thick-lipped light-gray stallion, sir, I that shall say who shall direct my father’s feast—
who is to ride my blue-gray stallion and who is to preside over Kökötöy’s Feast!
“There is the man who grew fat there in Anjiyan, who gnawed unripe apples of Anjiyan and fattened on
unbaked bread, that wretched Sart in Samarkand, Manas—if you wish to move camp, go to that yellow-eared cur,
Manas! As to me, I shall command my tribe to strike camp, I shall bid my people move! I shall set out at dawn!
“I shall have the yurt-lattice untied—no clattering, the berkuts taken out—no screaming, the sheep driven out
—no bleating, the camels saddled—no bellowing, the babies swaddled—no crying! 1 shall bid the great people of
the Nogay move camp, have the fires that were lit extinguished. Meeting any wretch trudging on foot I shall lay
hold of a nag and give it him, or a poor man with next to nothing on I shall unlace my robe and give it him.
“I shall cross the Ak-tersken and let the horses browse without having the saddles removed: I shall cross the
Türgön-Aksu Pass and let the camels browse without having their saddles taken down. I shall go to Kaynatmatuz, where I shall have sixty gelded camels saddled and salt loaded on to them. Here there is one that moves
through Botonun-saz and plays hazard day by day, whose black cap is huge as a cauldron, one who pampers and
indulges himself and proclaims, ‘I shall suck their blood till the last drop!’—Joloy the Infidel Khan. I shall go to
Er Joloy. I shall camp side by side with him and behave as though we were brothers: I shall camp together with
him and play the brother. I shall drive along amblers with blazes, and dapples, too, and make a feast of honor for
the Infidel Khan Joloy. I shall, Mongol fashion, don the sleeveless jacket all of gold and be a famous lord! To my
cap I shall fix the Peacock-feather and lord it for all to see. I shall lodge in among the many Kalmak that infest the
Altai, shall lodge together with the many Kalmak that swarm on the Kanghay. I shall win over the nobles with
gifts, not stopping at my racers, and the commoners too, not begrudging them shirts and sheepskins.
“From there I shall move camp. I shall shear sheep beside the sedge of Kozu-basl; I shall go to towering Ak-tas
and have the yurts felted; from there I shall move camp and pass beyond Tiek-tas; I shall drive out the horse herds
and traverse the valley of Jalanac; then following rivers and channels and skirting the broad IIi, I shall allot
sowers and tillers in the valley of that broad river; thence I shall move on, pass by the broad Kalkan and ferry
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across the IIi. Following rivers and channels and then shoeing my light-gray horse I shall continue day and night
along the banks of the Kil-ertis. At the source of the Kil-ertis I shall cross the Bes-terek Pass. Then I shall ford the
river Jurga, cross the Xan-tau and ride to Moldo-torgoy. When I have arrived above the Kil-ertis below Buurul-tau
I shall camp. There for six days I shall have the horses rested, in seven the whole people.
“After that, I shall command ninety camel-geldings to be saddled and have rice loaded. Then, ranging ninety
amblers in line, I shall go in to the abode of the Ancestral Khan.. There I shall give Kökötöy’s memorial feast.
Athwart the path below the hill-side I shall pitch a lofty yurt of light-gray felt, gaily ringed above with red and
white stripes—such a yurt will I pitch for the Feast! I shall herd Kökötöy’s abounding cattle to the head of the
great hearths and slaughter them, counting them meanwhile. I shall gather together six thousand young servinglads, their mouths and faces clean as peeled onions or as a blessing uttered to a hoja\fn{Saint.}—no trace of beard,
no wisp of mustache. I shall tell them to take knives of Anjlyan in their hands and shall make them my carvers.
Thinking “the carvers’ fingers will smart” I shall swaddle their fingers up, I will have them sheathed in yuft. And
thinking “the carvers will be parched” I shall have black tea brewed by the cauldron. So doing, I shall give
Kökötöy’s Feast, gathering Muslims and Infidel together in one place!”
They spread out the princely carpet, and the teeming Nogay that turn up their beaver brims raised up Bokmurun of sturdy race as Khan in Kökötöy’s stead. If he met a wretch trudging on foot he laid hold of a nag and
gave it him, or a poor man with next to nothing on he unlaced his robe and gave it him.
*
Bok-murun went in among the teeming Nogay that turn up their beaver brims.
“Is there any who will visit the heroes, any who will go to their steeds?”
Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock was an able fellow, he was a nimble youth. Bok-murun came to the door of
Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock, son of the San Nogay.
“If you are at home, speak up, Companion! Without straining your voice, answer quickly, now! Jas-aydar of
the flowing forelock, I have announced Kökötöy’s Feast, and, herding Kökötöy’s numerous cattle together not
counting them meanwhile, I have slaughtered them. I tell you: Summon the steeds!—Summon the heroes! I say.”
“Bok-murun of sturdy race, my lord, I shall in no wise visit your heroes, in no wise go to your steeds! I have
no mind to be slain by the heroes. You and I set up our own small camp together, let out our sheep to the same
folds, sowed grain mingling shouts of joy—we let out our camels side by side and drove out our horses to one
pasture: but after riding our colts, running wild and rollicking together, you now behave like a slave to me! The
corners of the moon are six in all: whilst I am rounding the six, will not my sixty-year-old father slip from this sad
world? The corners of the earth are seven in all: [whilst I am rounding the seven,] will not my seventy-year-old
mother slide from among her nearest and dearest? No, I will not go for those steeds of yours, will not go summon
the heroes!”
“Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock!—If you will fetch neither steeds nor heroes, I myself will go to the heroes
and invite them, myself will go to the steeds and summon them! But whilst I am returning from those heroes I
shall chew over my Feast and my Horse-race. And when I am back from those heroes I shall make you the First
Prize! As to your father and mother, I shall make them the Booby Prize!”
As he fussed bow-legged in his yurt Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock was startled.
“My lord, please to name the marks of your steed, and I will mount him and go. When I say something to
amuse you, Bok-murun, you turn up your nose and glower at me! When I speak a word to charm you, you loose
your tongue on me! Please to name the marks of your tunic, and I will don it and go!”
“If I name the marks of my steeds, you must mount one and go! Of sixty thoroughbreds of mine, mount any
one you like—and go! Of ninety warhorses of mine, mount anyone you like—and go! Of seventy steeds that
outrun the wind, mount anyone you like—and go! There are number upon number of fine light bays, my
Companion, fine bay steeds a-plenty!—Mount any one you like—and go! There are pale bays with golden heads!
—Mount any one you like—and go! There is the favorite, the gray my father rode, the darling gray my mother
rode!—Mount whichever you like—and go! As to my young sister Karhgac, there is the hollow-backed gray she
rides!—Mount him if you like—and go!
“There is the gray stallion within the herd!—If you want him, of all, mount him—and go! If you ask the nature
of this gray stallion? Over his ribs there is such a shield of fat that when [winter had passed and] the Khan went
summering, the beast was still in good fettle! At his tail there is a well: watering there wild asses could not drain
it. At his head there is a spring: watering there the maral-deer could not stanch it. Were you to ride him for six
months on end he would not weary! Though you cut his back there would be no sore! You would have nothing to
complain of I If you gallop him he is a racer! If you ride him he is strong! Within the herd the slack-lipped gray
stallion!—If you like him, mount him—and go!”
“Ah Bok-murun of sturdy race, rather than ride your dapples and be slain by the heroes, my lord, would it not
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be better that I should die at your hands? Here you are seated on your Maniker—give me Maniker, and I will ride
him! Here you are wearing your dazzling corselet—give me your corselet, and I will don it! With these let me ride
to the heroes, my lord!”
He mounted Maniker and put on the dazzling corselet, so runs the tale.
*
“Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock, Companion, I never yet learned all the qualities of Maniker on whom you
sit, never got to know his secret powers. When the ground rises up and up and he leaps upwards, do not fly over
his crupper! And when it goes down and down as he leaps downwards—Maniker on whom you sit—do not fly
over his neck! No, I never got to know his qualities, never learned his secret powers. If you ask Maniker’s nature?
—When of late the Jalgar was in flood and the Talgar burst its banks and the broad Meje forsook its bed and all
the other horses took the ferry—with no leg lifted I crossed with ease! If you ask after Maniker’s nature?—When
of late we were racing over towards Samarkand, of a thousand one beast went ahead: among a thousand there was
no Maniker! When of late we were racing over towards Kor-kol, of many one beast took the lead: the magnificent
thoroughbred Maniker! When of late we were racing over towards Türkstan, one fellow went ahead of the crowd:
Maniker between your thighs! No, I never learned his qualities, Companion, apart from this I never got to know
his secret powers.
“But halt, now, and turn your horse’s head. Now I shall speak a true word, shall name the marks of steeds and
heroes. We sit among heathen innumerable as hairs in a cow’s coat: we shall invite those from the neighboring
lands.
“Now when you ride on from here you will come upon one that summers on Vlu-tau, that keeps golden-eyed
Madyan always tethered by the head, the elder of the people, as a collar is to its robe, as a shoe is to a steed—Er
Kosoy, who revealed the face of Beshett that had been shut in, who opened the way to Uch-turfan that had lain
dormant, who restored prosperity to markets grown stagnant—Er Kosoy! Of late when the Infidel Khan Nez-kara
seized the Hoja Jangtr’s son Bilerek and cast him into a dungeon, not a Muslim sallied out! But the elder of the
people, heroic Er Kosoy, terrifying Nez-kara with his manly spirit, took the field and set Bilerek free!
“To this Er Kosoy go, and tell him: his steed shall come to my Feast, himself shall come to my side! If he and
his steed do not appear, let him hide his anger and keep out of my sight! Else shall he see Kökötöy’s red-and-gold
Crescent-moon Standard loom over his pavilion! If I do not come and seize his red coin in such loads that my
beasts cannot turn their heads, and do not come and take his red-tailed camel-weanlings that gnaw their curbs; and
if I do not come and seize his black coin in such loads that my beasts cannot turn about; do not destroy his flowergardens where the petals lie scattered; do not destroy his kindred root and branch and dig out the charred stump;
do not take as booty his sons of an age to pasture sheep, his babes in their cradles, and his wives; if I do not take
from their pastures the racers he denied his friends and do not seize by their white arms the lovely girls he
withheld from suitors and thrust them behind my saddle!—may my name ‘Bok-murun’ perish!
“Now when you ride on thence keeping your two reins even, go to him that summers on Kishi-tau, that keeps
his wise black racer always tethered by the head—his knowing black, whose voice is like the woodland
nightingale’s and his coat as black as charcoal—to that man who living as a poor man nevertheless grew rich,
living alone grew numerous, yet as a rich man owning many mares never gives one away and harsh man that he is
never leaves a man in peace, never lets a man say a word—go to Aktar-taz’s son Er Ürbü, whom some call ‘Lord
Mönkö,’ and bid him bring his knowing black, Dünkürön, and race him! His steed shall come to my Feast,
himself come to my side.. Else would he be stricken with dread and sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk.
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, go to the son of Aydar-khan, son of the great Kambarkhan, to Er Kökco, of stock that never turned their backs in battle: to Er Kökco go and speak! Let him bring his
Kök-ala who was born on the mountain and grew up in the marshes, and race him! Tell him, if they win he shall
take the Prize, but if they do not, let him watch the spectacle. His steed shall come to my Feast, himself come to
my side. Else would he be stricken with dread and sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk!
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, speak to Agis and to Kojos, speak to Aleke and
Boobek, to Bekec and Cekec! There is a golden racer and a dark-bay racer and the two together are heroes’ racers:
speak to Saykal and Bolot! Now, my Companion, speak to them, do! Speak to iron-lugged Coyun-alp, to stumpeared Dtimtir-alp! Then there is Lady Orongu the Warrior-woman, with her mare Urku-kula.—Speak to these one
and all! They shall all of them come. But if they do not, they shall see the red-and-gold Crescent-moon Standard
loom over their pavilions!
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, there, rising in his stirrups and leaning on his lance is
Idige born of Icki, master of Tarlan-boz born of Tay and a beast that has no like as a racer! His steed shall come to
my Feast, himself shall come to my side! If the two do not appear, let him hide his anger and keep out of my
sight! Else would he be stricken with dread and sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk.
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“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even there is he that dwells in Jeti-suu, Jediger’s son Er
Bagis, who as a swimmer showed his prowess among the peoples, master of Sur-koyon, a beast that has no like as
a racer! Let him bring him and race him! Tell him, if they win he shall take the Prize, but if they do not, let him
watch the spectacle. His steed shall come to my Feast, himself come to my side. If his steed does not come to my
Feast, himself not come to my side, let him hide his anger and keep out of my sight! Else would he be stricken
with dread and sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk!
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, there is Er Karat, master of Tau-kara, together with
that racer who has no like. Tell him, if they win he shall take the Prize, but if they do not, let him watch the
spectacle. His steed shall come to my Feast, himself come to my side. If his steed does not come to my Feast,
himself not come to my side, let him hide his anger and keep out of my sight! Else would he be stricken with
dread and sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk!
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, there is the son of a heathen father and of a mother
not given in wedlock—his belly bulges to his feet so that his sash begirdles his slippers! Go to him whose entrails
are of steel, whose heart is of stone, who lords it like God Almighty—to Janah—and speak! His Öröö-toru is a
racer that has no like. Tell him, if they win he shall take the Prize, but if they do not, let him watch the spectacle.
His steed shall come to my Feast, himself come to my side. If his steed does not come to my Feast, himself does
not come to my side, let him hide his anger and keep out of my sight! Else would he be stricken with dread and
sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk!
“When you ride on from there, keeping your two reins even, you will come to him that was made to be
conceived by the prayers of the pious elders assembled, by the blessings of all the pious elders gathered together,
him, the young brother of nine sons, Er Töstük, touched by the care of God his shepherd—of all Cal-kuyruks his
beast has no like as a racer! He shall bring him and race him!”—thus said Bok-murun. “I shall camp between the
Muslims and the Infidel. He is please to direct my Feast. As to memorial gifts, let him pile them in heaps!” he
said.
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, on the hither side of Yonder Mountain, on yonder side
of Hither Mountain, in between the two mountains, there is the son of Ausurak-cal who milks putrid birch and
drinks it—Alpay-mambet ‘Kök-koyon.’\fn{The soubriquet means “Gray-blue Hare; the name means “White Hare.” } His steed
Ak-koyon is a beast without like as a racer. Tell him, if they win he shall take the Prize, but if they do not, let him
watch the spectacle. His steed shall come to my Feast, himself come to my side. If his steed does not come to my
Feast, himself not come to my side, let him hide his anger and keep out of my sight! Else would he be stricken
with dread and sent a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk!
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, there is the son of Jaklp-khan, son of Kara-khan, son
of Cayan-khan, son of the great Böyön-khan—Manas-khan, who first drew bow at twelve, and at thirteen seized a
lance and pierced his enemy; who snatched babes from their saddle-rails and girls with their companions; who
thrust men through and made them scream; who, turning fourteen, shattered Khans’ pavilions and destroyed yurts;
and who, on reaching fifteen, became chief of a great people! To this Manas go and speak! Saddled with a golden
saddle, crested like the rutting deer, his hooves broader than pits, his ears like cut reeds—Ak-kula born of Kayip,
is a beast without like as a racer! Tell him, he shall bring him and race him. If they win he shall take the Prize, but
if they do not, let him watch the spectacle.
“Without slackening your pace, speak! Without departing from the truth, speak! Give a good answer,
Companion, Jas-aydar of the steady tongue, speak a good word, do! I shall camp between the Muslims and the
Infidel, Companion. There are amblers with blazes and dapples, too, for him to lavish as memorial gifts on the
worthy sons of heroes; there is meat to regale them with day after day; and there are horses for race after race! Let
him direct my Feast! Lest he put you to death and slaughter Maniker, be sure to greet him on foot, taking care to
dismount before approaching him, and salute him with lowered voice! And from there please ride on.
“When you ride on thence, keeping your two reins even, you come to him whose embroidered bow-and-arrow
case is slung about him as he whirls round the hills of Samarkand; whose bow-and-arrow case of yuft is slung
round him as he twirls about the hills of Bukhara; whose turban is huge as a cauldron, whose shout is like the Call
to Prayer—his staff in his hand, himself on God’s path, following the great road even where the sun sets—you
will come to my revered Ay-kojo of the golden beard! To this same revered Ay-kojo go and speak! Tell him, he
shall bring his swift steed Ayban-boz to the Race and gallop him, let him come to the very center and there give
his auspicious blessings! Now see to this for Maniker: get Ay-kojo to pen a note on white paper and fix it to
Maniker’s withers!
“I shall pick out the marks of heroes, pick out the points of steeds. Speak to iron-lugged Coyun-alp, speak to
all sorts of heroes with all manner of lugs!
“The corners of the moon are six in all: round the six and come back! The corners of the earth are seven in all:
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round the seven and return! Return from the ends of the world where heaven and earth are joined! Of heavenly
heroes there are many, and of underworld heroes many, too.—How can I name each one?
“Turn your horse’s head, hold while I name my Prizes!
“I shall now name my First Prize! Naming it, I shall put up nine—yes, nine—robes of finest silk. I shall put up
ninety men-slaves, and slave-milkmaids a-plenty; camels of yellowish coat and yellow-headed mares past
counting!
“How shall I name all the Middle Prizes, Companion, for when should I come home?
“So let me name the Last Prize. I shall put up amblers with blazes, sixty slaves mounted on sixty horses, a shecamel with calf, a Nogay slave-woman with child, a yurt covered with manat!
“Go, and blessings go with you, dear Companion! Come back soon so that we do not have to worry about you
—and do not let my meat rot!”
*
Jas-aydar brought down his lash hard on Maniker’s flanks that none had ever toughened with the lash before.
The flesh, tender as a colt’s, fell apart, and he straightened his back so like a greyhound’s: his flesh, tender as a
sheep’s, fell away, and he straightened his back so like a hare’s. He opened his mouth gaping wide, and bloodflecked foam bespattered Jas-aydar’s skirts. In country that was visible they were visible, but in country that was
not visible they became blue smoke eddying upwards. Helter-skelter, he made Maniker pant, made him bound into
the distance. He went to him that summers on Ulu-tau.
“Greetings, Father Er Kosoy!”
“And mine to you, Jas-aydar, my son! Have things been going well with you? Have you been keeping well, my
son? On what errand have you brought Maniker out into such a sweat, all the way down to his knees, made the
sweat trickle down his neck?”
“Elder of the people, Father Er Kosoy, things have been going well with me: having you in mind, I then came
to you. I have been keeping well: [missing you], I then got to know you.
“Elder of the people, Er Kosoy—A gray four-year-old has its head, and Kökötöy-khan has his Feast! A black
mare has her pommel, and the Khan-father has his Feast!
“There are amblers with blazes, and dapples, too, for you to lavish as memorial gifts on the worthy sons of
heroes; there is meat to regale them with day after day; and there are horses for race after race, and endless prizes
to bestow! …\fn{A lacuna in the text, probably an ommission of a repeat passage of threats such as were style elements in this type of
literature and which abound in this particular tale.} ‘I shall seize Kun-biket by the waist!’—such are Bok-murun’s words.”
Hearing Bok-murun’s words as he fussed bow-legged in his yurt, the elder of the people, Er Kosoy, was
startled.
“Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock!—If he invited us we should be bound to come and if he did not invite us
we should be bound to come! If he threatened us we should be bound to come and if he did not threaten us we
should be bound to come! Kökötöy was the ancient of the people, the eldest of the nation: after him I am oldest.
With what in mind have you said these words to me? Jas-aydar [of the flowing forelock], my Companion!—Be
sure to say such words to me; for there are some ferocious heroes, and you could lose your life in a twinkling!”
“Elder of the people, father Er Kosoy, let me tell you my First Prize … \fn{ A lacuna, evidently to avoid
recapitulation.} he set out on his journey and went away. Making his steed tower high, he went. Making him huge,
helter-skelter …\fn{Another lacuna, after which Jas-aydar has come to Ürbü.}
'”There is to be a Feast for Kökötöy. ‘Let him race his steed, let him come to the memorial feast!’ he said. ‘Tell
him to load treasure on forty camels! Tell him to drive forty chosen mares! May he receive this inducement
favorably, may it tickle his fancy! But if he does not receive it favorably, if it fails to tickle his fancy, let him hide
his anger and keep out of my sight! He shall see the red-and-gold Crescent-moon Standard loom over his
pavilion!’—This is what Bok-murun said!”
Urging his mount forward so that he towered high, Jas-aydar left that place. And when he had ridden farther he
came to Er Kökcö.
Er Kökcö was reclining. He had untied his velvet robe, spread it and made a couch of it, had unlaced his gown
of brocade and lay there bare to the waist. Jas-aydar alighted and greeted Kökcö, using the same words to him that
he had used with Er Kosoy. Striking dread into him and setting him a-tossing like the waves of Lake Issyk, he left,
with his stirrups dangling.
From there he rode on farther till he came to Manas-khan, son of Jakip-khan, son of Kara-khan, son of Cayankhan, son of the great Böyön-khan—to Er Manas.
Er Manas had laid him down, languid as a setting moon, languorous as a rising sun. They had pitched Er
Manas’s White Pavilion, its gathers trimmed with gold, so that it reached the sky, had pitched his Blue Pavilion,
its gathers trimmed with silver, so that it touched the very heavens.
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The Forty Companions that clatter their white spears with striped pennants were playing at Twelve-taman
Ordot and enjoying themselves mightily. Er Manas was reclining. Smoke poured from his mouth, flames crackled
from his eyes—curled as the young chervil, clamoring like a young falcon, rousing like a hawk, spurring himself
like a lanner,\fn{Falcon.} he now opened his eyes.
“Peace be with you, my lord Padishah! Have your affairs been prospering, my lord? Have you been keeping
well?” He reached the great man’s yurt and entered.
“A gray four-year-old has his head, and Kökötöy-khan has his Feast! ‘There are horses for race after race; there
is meat to offer day by day; there are memorial gifts for you to lavish on the worthy sons of heroes! Please to
direct my Feast!’” said Bok-murun. “‘Let him bring gold-saddled Ak-kula!’ he said.”
The words he had uttered to Er Kosoy he now spoke to Er Manas.
Er Manas lifted his head. '
“Kirgin-cal, Chief of my Forty Companions that clatter their white spears with striped pennants, Sürgün-cal,
who gets his wife\fn{Or: wives.} with child thrice yearly, Öbön-cal of the stout body, my heavenly star, my beaver
under water, companion of my soul Janibek, companion of my body Tinibek, my Kan-coro, bequeathed to us by
Kambar, my Kül-coro, bequeathed by Majik, Berek, Chief of Hearth at home, Sirgak, Chief of Household on the
mountain, Janbay son of Nur, Ajibay of honeyed speech, Soorunduk’s son Almambet of the gray-flecked beard,
my Companion, stinking-mouthed Salmambet, Companion, Kutunay’s son Kuu-jigit, tricky, wily Sum-jigit, and
youngest of all, “Boil-the-meat-in-the-dixie” Taz-maymat!—Take note what this slave of yours has been saying,
of what he has been prattling! Then what I shall say is this, what you shall now hear is this!—Let us have the
steed Maniker killed beneath him, cut this fellow’s head off as though he were a sheep, spill his blood like water!
He is the sort that when told to take a cap cuts off the head!”
The Forty Companions that set up such a clatter held Jas-aydar[‘s horse by the bridle, and toppled him,
dazzling steel in hand.
“His courage has dwindled away—now is the time to take his head off!” he said.
“Ah, my lord warrior, Padishah!—You are a deep chasm, bid me pass over! You are a great sea, let me cross
over! You are a broad river, let me go over! You are a high pass, bid me cross over! From the nest on the
thundering cliff I was the Only One—why are you going to kill me, why do you press on to your mark? Do not
cut my body to pieces, spare my fair life, fragile as a hair! If you slay me, my wrong will stab your eyes! From the
nest I was a One-and-only One, whiter than an egg!”
At this, Er Manas, born of heroic race, lifted his head, narrowed his eyes and depressed his bristling
mustaches.
“My Forty Companions that clatter your white spears with striped pennants!—Of late, when I overpowered the
ten sons of Urus-khan and made them captive I was reminded of what it means to be an Only One. Never slay
Only Ones, never put out their fires!”
Then lifting the wooden shafts of their white spears with striped pennants they set Jas-aydar free.
“I bow low before your name—never shall I leave your side! My beloved Moon-lord, my golden-bearded Sunlord! When you change pastures I will drive your sheep, at short halts I will tether your mares, I shall come in
with your fire-wood and go out with your cinders, I will hang your cooking-pot and be your body-servant. And
when you go on distant journeys I shall be your groom!” And now he implored and entreated the warrior Er
Manas.
“May your father’s grave be defiled, you slave, Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock!—My choice words sizing
up Bok-murun are “mottled mongrel, filthy bastard!” …\fn{ A scribal omission here.} this feast of Kökötöy’s. My
chosen words summing up Bay-mirza son of Bay are “stinking airan, green vermin!”
“Take note of what this slave has been saying, of what he has been prating! Since Bok-murun will not let me
tether horses for myself, will not let me summer through the days, my Forty Companions that clatter your white
spears with striped pennants, come and lift Kalkaman’s black steed from his people, lift Eleman’s two steeds from
his nation. Roll up the White Pavilion whose gathers are trimmed with gold and load it on the white light-bay.
Roll up the Blue Pavilion whose gathers are trimmed with silver and load it on the blue light-bay! Set the fieldyurt on my winged steed and go raiding over towards Bok-murun! I shall uproot his line, past and future! Leading
you at the gallop in among his people I shall destroy his kindred root and branch and dig out the charred stump! I
shall thrust men through and make them scream, I shall seize girls with their companions, shall revel to my heart’s
content! If I now do not do as I have said may my name “Manas” perish! I shall seize Bok-murun!”
So saying, he scratched himself making [a ritual sign of oath?]
“My lord warrior, my Padishah!—The corners of the moon are six in all: when I come rounding the six,
however many days will that be? The earth;s corners are seven in all: when I come rounding the seven, however
many years will that be? Set me free now, and if you do, I will name my Prizes. And if I am to name my Prizes,
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then as First Prize he is putting up nine robes of finest silk, ninety men-slaves and slave-milkmaids a-plenty,
camels of yellowish coat and yellow-headed mares past counting! How shall I name the Middle Prizes? So let me
name the Last Prize. He is putting up amblers with blazes, sixty slaves mounted on sixty horses, a she-camel with
foal, a Nogay slave-woman with child, and a yurt covered with manat!”
Then Manas set Jas-aydar free. And Jas-aydar brought down his lash hard on Maniker’s flanks that none had
ever toughened with the lash before. And it caused Maniker’s flesh, tender as a colt’s, to fall apart, and made him
straighten his back so like a greyhound’s; caused his flesh, tender as a sheep’s, to fall away, and made him
straighten his back so like a hare’s. The steed opened his mouth gaping wide and scattered droplets of bloodflecked foam. In country that was visible they were visible, but in country that was not visible they became blue
smoke eddying upwards. Helter-skelter, he made him pant, made him bound into the distance. Journeying thus as
a wisp of blue smoke, Jas-aydar rode off towards Ay-kojo.
Thereupon Er Manas, clamoring like a young falcon, rousing like a hawk, spurring himself like a lanner,
addressed the Forty Companions.
“My Forty Companions that clatter your white spears with striped pennants!—Be all one like the other, ride
forty dark-gray horses, don forty dull-gray tunics! See to your munitions, set your gear to rights! Quick-firers at
your necks, fast-shooters at your chests—to horse and no delaying! Tell them to fix the silken halter to Ak-kula,
born of Kayip, drape him in his housing of manat, and then lead him along by his bridle!”
The Forty Companions, like mountain-rams, moved forward as they were bidden.
*
And over there, he whose embroidered bow-and-arrow case is slung about him as he whirls round the hills of
Samarkand; whose bow-and-arrow case of yuft is slung round him as he twirls about the hills of Bukhara; whose
turban is huge as a cauldron, whose shout is like the Call to Prayer—his staff in his hand, himself on God’s path,
following the great road even where the sun sets—his two knees hard with calluses, his palms covered with boils,
his temples bathed in light—was going through his long-drawn prayers—my Ay-kojo!—having tethered his racer
Ayban-boz to his staff—my Ay-kojo!
“My revered Ay-kojo, my Kün-kojo of the golden beard, my most reverend Er-kojo!” said Jas-aydar as he
approached and saluted the holy man.
“A gray four-year-old has its head, and Kokotoy-khan has his Feast! A black mare has her pommel, and my
Khan-father has his Feast!” said he.
“There are amblers with blazes, and dapples too, for you to lavish as memorial gifts on the worthy sons of
heroes; there are horses for race after race; there are endless Prizes to give away; and there is meat to regale the
guests with, day after day!
“My hoja, this is what Bok-murun has said to you, together with many greetings: ‘Let him kindly direct my
Feast with all his skill and knowledge!’ And: ‘Let him pile up memorial gifts of surpassing worth!’ said he.
Further: ‘Let him bestow his pure blessings upon us!’ And: ‘Let him pen a note and attach it to Maniker!’”
After this the zealous Ay-kojo appeared from nowhere and bestowed his auspicious blessings.
They were announcing the beginning of milking, and with the coming of the dappled snow-and-thaw of early
Spring, all-sorts-of-heroes and all-sorts-of-steeds were arriving in an unbroken stream. The Infidel numerous as
hairs in a cow's coat, followed by the Faithful, arrived at the trot. Bok-murun there was thinking, “How could
Manas not come?” and stood there with downcast gaze.
“Will not Manas in his rage come and make my children cry, come and made my mares run wild? I’ll go out
and meet Manas, I’ll waylay him with gifts of honor!”
Then ranging nine amblers in a row, slinging over himself nine special silver ingots. and taking a gray-blue
ambler whose head was like a war-shawm and a dark-bay ambler with a head small as a partridge’s, these and no
more, he started out.
The Forty were shouting and their shout was “Manas!”—with them roaring and roistering, blaring and
blustering to their heart’s content, Er Manas came on! Riding forty dark-gray horses, wearing forty dull-gray
tunics much like the gray-blue hare’s, the Forty Companions that clatter so, came screaming like the ravening
berkut!
“Fie on you, Bok-murun, ‘spotted mongrel, filthy bastard!’—May I be damned if I do not harm you, do not cut
off your head like a sheep’s! I shall spill your blood like water!—Those were my choice words sizing you up, you
slave! ‘Stinking airan, green vermin!’ such are my chosen words summing up Bay-mirza, son of Bay, slave!”
“Warrior Manas, my lord Padishah! If you are going to crush, here is your subject! If you are going to cut, here
is a head! If you are going to spill, here is blood! If you are going to take, here is a life!”
“I shall uproot your line, past and future! Leading my men in among your people I shall destroy your kindred
root and branch, slave!”
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“Warrior Manas, my Padishah!—You are a deep chasm, bid me pass over! You are a great sea, let me cross
over! You are a broad river, let me go over! You are a high pass, my lord, bid me cross over!”
Bok-murun then ranged nine amblers in a row and released them on Manas’s path as a gift of honor. Looking
behind and glimpsing a Nine of Silver Ingots Manas forebore.
“As long as I do not come among the Infidel and the Muslims,” he told himself, “I shall have had my
feast!”\fn{A laconism used with varying shades of irony here and in what follows .}—Your dear warrior Manas loomed
cumbrous and huge.
Holding their brimmed fur caps the pillaging Solon-holding their brimless fur caps the plundering Solon had
occupied heads of hearths and were not letting others cook their meat. With a “Jaba, jaba, jaba!” crowds of
Kalmak came running in a tumult, with a “Möndü, möndü, möndü!” swarms of Kalmak came running in a
turmoil:
“I’m going to cook some meat!” they puffed. They took the raw meat all raw as it was and gave it to one
another with
“Take some meat and be off with you!”
Watching this Kalmak feast Er Manas flew into a passion. The blood shot into his black eyes, darkness
overcast his ruddy face, he was beside himself with rage. His willowy frame was all ruffled like a herdsman’s
yurt. His beard dwindled away while his mustaches grew large and stiff! He brought down his great lash plaited
from the hide of a five-year-old horse, his lash with its core made from the hide of a three-year-old ox, with its
hand-loop made of the hide of a dun calf that sucked two mothers—the lash which makes a snappish woman
cringe, makes courts that turn away the guest lament!—brought his great lash down and cut open the sides of the
Kalmak that gabble “Jaba!” cut open the heads of the Kalmak that jabber “Möndü!” Vehemently he beat back the
Infidel, innumerable as hairs in a cow’s coat, from the heads of the hearths to the space of a day’s ride, to the great
contentment of the Muslims in that place.
“May your soul prosper, may your home-pasture grow long!” they said, showering blessings upon him.
And now Nez-kara the Infidel Khan came with intent to spy out the Muslims:
“What horses, what heroes have they? How do they bear themselves?”—with such thoughts in his mind did
Nez-kara the Infidel Khan begin to speak and offer the warrior Kosoy his greeting.
“Elder of the people, Er Kosoy, have things been going well with you, have you been keeping well? Who is
that fine man of yours?—With upstanding ears large as one’s palms, with eyes wide-open as the evening star, his
nose like a spur on the mountain, his mustaches reeds of the valley—who is that fine man of yours?”
“May your father’s grave be defiled, dog-prick!—your father’s, who lorded it like his false god on high! How
should you not have known him, slave? Time past, when he was only twelve, he first drew bow, and when he
turned thirteen shattered Khans’ pavilions and destroyed yurts across your own borders, Infidel!—Formerly
“Young Manas,” Jaklp’s son, now the lately weaned “Er Manas!” How should you not have known him, little
prick?”
“Elder of the people, Er Kosoy, who is he that has donned nine flower-patterned mail shirts and buttoned them
up? Oh who is that man over there directing the horse-pasture? Who is seated upon the gray-tail—the gray-tail
whose form has all the points of a thoroughbred? Who is that conversing so cheerfully in the crowd? Who is that
outstanding man of yours?”
“How should you not have known him, little prick? Caused to be conceived by the prayers of the pious elders
assembled, by the blessings of all the pious elders gathered together, the young brother of nine sons, the son of
Eleman-bay, this is Er Töstük—”
“That man there, rising in his stirrups, towering high as he leans on his lance, riding a gray whose divots are
huge as hills, who looks so like a lord—who is he?—Who has donned a sable tunic—who is he? Who prospers in
his black fur coat—who is he? That fine man over towards the Kalmak—who is he? That man of yours—who is
he?”
“How can you not know him, little prick? If you wish to know about him, slave, he is Idige born of Icki! And if
you ask about the steed he is riding he is Tarlan-boz born of Tay!”
“Who is he that has donned and adorned himself with six flower-patterned mail-shirts? Who is that man over
there directing the horse-pasture?—who summered on the Kici Tau,. who has rinsed his mouth with arak—that
man in the horse-pasture who talks in such ringing tones—who is he?”
“How can you not know him, little prick? A rich man owning many mares, he never gives one away, harsh
man that he is he never lets anyone speak—Atkar-taz’s son, Er Ürbü, known to people as “Lord Mönkö!”
“This man like white centaury—who is this man of yours? Like the plumes of the white gerfalcon, like blue
centaury, like the plumes of the blue gerfalcon—who is this man of yours? Thrusting forward as he drinks his
arak, straining forward like a young bird of prey, rousing like a hawk, spurring himself like a lanner—who is this
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man of yours?”
“How can you not know him? There is his racer Tau-kara, and Tau-kara’s rider is Er Karac. Such valor as his is
not to be found anywhere: Er Karac is not of ordinary stock!”—such was Kosoy’s answer.
“Like the stallion desiring his mate when spring comes, who is this man of yours that tramples the ground so
lustily? Like the he-camel desiring his mate when winter comes, who is this man of yours looking back over his
shoulder? Like the ram desiring his mate when autumn comes, who is this man of yours that comes on so
powerfully?” …
In this way did Nez-kara pick out the good and disparage the bad.
“Elder of the people, warrior Er Kosoy, father!—that steed whose voice is like the woodland nightingale’s,
whose coat is black as charcoal, that wise black steed—whose is it?”
“He is a knowing beast, a wise black! Half way round the course and thinking ‘I have gone lame!’ he will
come home on his two hind legs! He is Er Ürbü’s knowing black steed!”
“Said to have quickened already in the sixth month, then dropped on to the mountain side; to have grown up
among the rocks, been born on the sands and then grown up in the desert-grown up with the onager, grown with
the he-goat—his hooves of steel, his pasterns of copper, born never to sweat, his neck like the trgay—whose is
that fine blue-gray dapple.\fn{There is a lacuna in the manuscript.}
… “And with the age of three-year-olds on their necks, the heads of five-year-olds on their shoulders—unless
they fly, there is no escape for three steeds from being bathed in blood, from being made to sweat blood! There is
no way out for Manas’s Ak-kula, no recourse for Er Töstük’s Cal-kuyruk, little left for Kökcö’s Kök-ala!”
“Saddled with a golden saddle, crested like the rutting deer, his hooves large as hearths, his ears like cut reeds,
his head an arsheen long, on his one flank Ak-kula has twenty wings, on the other twenty more! The coat on his
back is dragonish!—Such is Er Manas’s steed! Will he not take the lead from all these other horses?”
“Rather will not our hero Joloy lead Ak-kula’s Prize away? Why should I go cap in hand to him? Who is the
man that does not spare to lash Kalkaman’s black steed, that stands there rousing him in the thick of the crowd?
“Here is a horse fit to be ridden by a Kalday with his armband tied on—a horse fit to be ridden by a Mejin with
his waist-guard strapped on! He is a nimble racer, apt for loading with gold and silver and presenting to Ejenkhan! Bicha-buchu! You shall learn that I am Nez-kara, old White-whiskers,\fn{ Or: Sly-whiskers.} damn you! To
what good would you ride the racer Maniker? Let him answer our hero Joloy whether he will offer Maniker as a
gift of honor, Brawler! And, Brawler, as to regaling heroes with choice cuts off the joint, racing with picked
horses and putting up rare prizes, let him ask Er Joloy!”
When he heard Nez-kara’s words as he fussed bow-legged in his yurt, Er Kosoy was startled.
“Indeed, Nez-kara, Infidel Khan and Little Prick, I shall go to Manas and ask him! I myself do not dispose of
that horse. Yet if Manas should now say, “Give it him!” I shall bring it you. But if Manas denies you Maniker I
shall not come and find you.” Er Kosoy then came to Manas and said:
“Warrior Manas, my Padishah, that damned heathen of yours is a worthless fellow, just now he was up to no
good! He said the noble racer Maniker is a horse fit to be ridden by Ejen and you must present him to Er Joloy!
And as to regaling heroes with choice cuts off the joint, racing with picked horses and putting up rare prizes, you
are to ask Joloy!” Er Manas standing there answered Kosoy in these words:
“Courage you have, but are lacking in sense! Why are you such a fool? You never give thought to anything!
Elder of the people, Er Kosoy, do not let that Infidel of yours talk nonsense!—Were we dead we might give away
the racer Maniker, but while we are still alive how should we give him to a heathen? Elder of the people, Er
Kosoy! Before he can lift a limb bring Nez-kara here in person, I shall knock him off his horse and lay him flat! I
shall then make Orongu ride him, and when I tell her to jog up and down, may black blood ooze from his mouth
and yellow swill flow from his arse! Making her do that heathen’s business for him with a bumpety-bump in this
fashion I shall provide some exciting sport!”
Then Er Manas had his golden-headed light-bay saddled with the gold-studded saddle and, giving him the lash,
made his way in among the Infidel innumerable as hairs in a cow’s coat. At this the Unbelievers lost hope of ever
getting Maniker and, folding their arms, kowtowed to Er Manas.
“Sayin,\fn{Very good.} sayin, sayin!,” they said, “sayin, Taüt\fn{Prince.} Manas!” they said and went on
jabbering “Sayin!” all together. The Kalmak there said “Yes, yes!” to him and voiced their profuse apologies.
“Warrior Manas, Padishah!,” said they. “Er Manas who have been weaned only lately, take the choicest cuts
off the joint and regale the heroes; pick the best horses and race them; take the best champions and pair them off;
pick the finest horses and start them! Warrior Manas, Padishah, we beg you to be Master of Ceremonies, if only
we in a jolly crowd might watch the spectacle! Now we should like to know from where—please take your reins,
and bridle in one hand [and point]! Warrior Manas, Padishah, sayin Taji, Er Manas, as my lord Mejin at this feast
please supervise and direct it, do preside over it in person!
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“Now start the race! We shall determine for how many days and months. Release the horses across the path of
him who, though a rich man owning many mares, never gives one away, who harsh man that he is never leaves a
man in peace, I mean Ürbü!”—those Unbelievers said it over and over again.
At this Er Manas lost his temper with the Infidel.
“Who has put you up to this?” he asked. “Who told you to say this?”
And now Er Manas with his great lash plaited from twelve thongs that deafens the ear as it falls, that makes a
snappish woman cringe, that makes a neglectful woman say “My hero!,” that makes a fractious woman dote on all
one says, makes a woman who does not give a hand embrace you, who does not come to meet you tremble, who
disagrees smile sweetly, who does not caress you say “Darling!,” that makes a secretive woman confiding—with
his great lash Er Manas struck the Unbelievers standing there and cut open their sides, at which they fled reeling
from this devil of the Muslims.
Er Manas then took counsel with Kosoy.
“Elder of the people, Er Kosoy, they will be six months going and six returning. For twelve months, then, let
us provide for the horses that go racing. Let us tie inexhaustible stocks of food to the jockey-boys’ rear, saddlestraps, let us give them ample food. And let us make a marvelous Feast until these horses return! The time has
come to start the race.”
The cattle-herds of both the Muslims and the Infidel took stock of the horses, and of those that had entered the
race there were two thousand and eighty. By old custom Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock had mounted Maniker
and was assisting the Chasers.\fn{ Selected horsemen were permitted to follow those who were racing at a prescribed distance, and
to urge on the horses with shouts and even with the lash.}
Then Kökötöy-Khan’s son Bok-murun of sturdy race went up to Jas-aydar and addressed him.
“Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock, Companion! When Maniker on whom you sit has run his course for the
space of six months he will be trained six times over, and when he has run it for the space of seven he will be
trained for a year. As to Maniker on whom you sit, I never yet learned all his qualities, never got to know his
secret powers. When, time past, we were racing over towards Samarkand, at San-khan’s Feast, one horse went
ahead of a thousand, Companion! Now when you return this way, come on, but do not give Maniker the reins! For
were you to do so, he would arrive back three days ahead of the others and win a race with himself!”—so saying
he started the horses, with scandal near at hand and songs of prowess far afield.
And now a new day dawned. Bok-murun then drove along countless beasts of Kökötöy’s—ninety skewbald
stallions with their herds. And when he had rounded up these horses he shouted his challenge:
“Two wrestlers, your time has come to meet each other! Whichever throws the other shall take these herds.”
The Infidel Khan Er Joloy standing there has a black cap huge as a cauldron. A man who pampers and indulges
himself—“I shall suck their blood till the last drop!” is what he says. He grew hot when he saw the horses, his
whole body burned. Vast as a mountain, he went down on all fours to engage in a wrestling-bout.
“If any Muslim takes the field I will throw him down,” he said. “If no Muslim takes the field, I shall seize the
herds just as they stand there down to the last horse!” and then stood up again.
At this, Er Kosoy was startled as he fussed around, and he again went to Manas.
“Warrior Manas, my Padishah, the Infidel Khan Er Joloy, vast as a mountain, is in his wrestling-stance! The
honor of the Muslims has slipped from their grasp! Ah, warrior Manas, my Padishah, how do you shape at
wrestling, at throwing your man down and winning glory?—How do you acquit yourself at wrestling, at throwing
your man down and seizing the Prize?”
“Elder of the people, Er Kosoy, were I astride Ak-kula and were Ak-döö to come, I should wrench him inside
out. And were Kök-döö to come I should overturn him! If I were astride Ak-kula and an enemy passed my
threshold, if I did not give the first thrust, then, Kosoy, you would have to kill me for it. And were a lawsuit
brought to the seat inside my door, if I were not the first to speak, then you, Kosoy, would have to kill me for it!
But on foot I am a dog that cannot stand. I will not go to meet Joloy! Now if you win the Prize, take it from him!”
“You stay on your horse, damn you! This is father’s unlucky day!” Asking himself, “Now is there no way out,
nothing I can do?” he went to Er Tostük.
“My dear Er Tostük, my son,” said Kosoy addressing him, “caused to be conceived in bygone days by the
prayers of the pious elders assembled, by the blessings of the pious elders gathered together, the young brother of
nine sons, touched by the care of God his shepherd!—The Infidel Khan Er Joloy, vast as a mountain, has taken his
stance. Are you fighting-fit, Er Tostük? Has the honor of the Muslims slipped from their grasp?”
“Elder of the people, Er Kosoy!—Time past, a black ambler lured me from my path, the Jelmoguz’s cow-hair
tricked me into riding down into the Underworld where I was thrown into a mansion cased in forty layers of steel.
What Cal-kuyruk had to champ was but half a dish of barley, what I had to eat was but half a dish of gruel. After I
had stayed there summer and winter for three years I only shattered the forty gates of steel by kicking them down
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with mighty Cal-kuyruk, and so came out. I descended to the bottom of Lake Ala-köl whose waters no dog would
drink, seized the Forty-lugged Copper Cauldron and came up and away with it …\fn{ Lacunae.}
*
… her\fn{Or his or their.} elder brothers’ wives, she was a wicked shrew. Closely guarded in the Underworld,
praised by her aunts as a beauty, there was his daughter Sokuru-bek: praised by her uncles, she was an
unspeakable shrewish slave! Lifting my strong arm, I married Ay-khan’s daughter Altm-ay by force: then my
strength left me. Kün-khan’s daughter Kün-köy I married by cunning: then my strength left me. Now, riding
beneath this world, I died twenty-one times! Cal-kuyruk has forty-one lives: of these for my sake he has used up
one-and-twenty! Were this my day before or my Day of Absolution, what should I do with Joloy?”
And to cover his confusion he flung [his cloak] around him.
“I will not go to meet Joloy! Now if you win the Prize, take it from him!”
After this, Er Kosoy went to Er Kökcö asking himself,
“Now is there no way out, is there nothing I can do??”
“My dear Er Kökcö! The Infidel Khan Er Joloy, vast as a mountain, having taken his stance has entered the
ring. Has the honor of the Muslims slipped from their grasp? Are you fighting-fit, Er Kökcö?” he asked.
“I will not go to meet Joloy! Unlacing my gown of brocade I have spread it as a couch for me, loosing my
velvet robe I have set it as a pillow for me. I have chosen the best arak and I have drunk mead. I have chosen the
best rib-and-belly meat and I have chewed mane-fat. In bygone days, in my father Aydar-khan’s time, I was—I am
no wrestling-man. Venerable sir, you take the Prize from him!”
Then Er Kosoy standing there addressed the heroes all together, and all together they ran away. The mirzas
who quaff mead from cups weighing a batman and throw their weight around, the mirzas who quaff mead by the
cupful and lord it so ran away! Ferocious heroes, too, ran clean away! Thereupon Er Kosoy went to him whose
entrails are of steel, whose heart is of stone, whose waist bulges to his feet so that his sash begirdles his slippers,
to Janah, who lords it like God Almighty.
“Warrior Janah, are you fit for a wrestling-bout?” was his simple question.
“I will not go to meet Joloy!” replied Janah. “You take the Prize from him, Warrior!”
Er Kosoy next went and addressed him that dwells in Jeti-suu, Jediger's son Er Bagis, strong of body and of
proven manhood. But Er Bagis standing there answered:
“I will not go to meet Joloy!”
When all the red-beards, prick-mustaches, the fork-beards, sable mustaches had run away together, Er Kosoy
went to Alpay-mambet “Kök-koyon,” a mere boy playing at skittles, and said aloud:
“Alpay-mambet ‘Kök-koyon!’—The Infidel Khan Er Joloy has entered the ring. Are you fighting-fit, Warrior
Mambet ‘Kök-koyon?’” he asked.
“Kök-koyon,” who was standing there, pressed forward eagerly and said:
“Father, if I die, dead shall I remain! And if I do not die, the glory will be mine! If I am thrown, thrown shall I
lie! And if I am not thrown, the glory will be mine! Father, show me your Joloy!”
“If he says ‘Oh!,’ Kosoy, if he says ‘Fie!,’ Kosoy, may you be damned! His ambition is vast as a mountain, his
heart firm as a rock. This boy is wickedly strong: but now his happiness is at an end! For alas! Will not untimely
death come and strike this pretty boy of yours, Kosoy? Will not Joloy kill him for nothing at all? Will not his
honor slip from his grasp? If there is death in it for you, Kosoy, you die yourself! Keep your hands off this boy!
We have experience of your breed, Kosoy, we know your stock, your mettle. This present honor is for you to reap
—pray, wrestle with Joloy yourself! If you die, dead will you remain! And if you do not die, yours will be the
glory!”
“This is father’s unlucky day! If we trod the ground barefoot and were twenty-five and the earth beneath us
were springy and we rode nimble dapple-bays—twenty-five, and were in among the girls!—were I that five-andtwenty!” said Er Kosoy. “Were I thirty-five or even forty-five! Now if I were only fifty-five or even only sixtyfive! Were I only seventy-five or a mere eighty-five! This is dear father’s unlucky day!”
It was time now for ninety-five-year-old Kosoy to strip and take the ring.
“These breeches round your legs, warrior, are of maral hide drilled by the gad-fly with the flesh then ravaged
by its grubs. Will not the Infidel Khan Er Joloy seize you by the gusset? Will he not catch hold of the insteps?
Will they not then be ripped asunder? And so will not your private parts be exposed, Kosoy? Will not your honor
slip from your grasp? These breeches here are from the hide of the mountain-goat, from the hide left by the
valley-goat—after Kamkey’s she-slaves had soaked them in ooze and her he-slaves had duly scraped them, she
steeped them in the milk of sixty gray mares and left them in ferment for six years, then sewed them together and
patterned them with her teeth!”
Then Kosoy spread out his hands, but the breeches did not fill them, they filled no more than half. He now
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spread out the breeches and inspected them, and they stretched to the space of a bow-shot! Kosoy shook the
breeches and put them on, and they fitted him well. Yet because they irked his calves, he slit them a span’s length,
after which they fitted him perfectly, like pancakes poured on cream or marriage with a Kalmak woman! Kosoy
stamped bow-legged as a camel-calf, while sly-boy Joloy strutted like a camel gelding and waited for him.
“Your heart is great as a horse’s head, Kosoy: all unabashed why have you come? Your selvages are threaded
with gold, Kosoy: you will cross past Aspara-tau. Your selvages are worked with silver, Kosoy: fearless you have
returned. Now your heart is great as a sheep’s head, Kosoy: without fear you have returned! If I do not seize you
and bring you to an untimely end as though you were a pretty boy, Kosoy, if I do not kill you for no cause, Kosoy,
if I do not seize you by your thigh and hurl you towards Samarkand, do not take you by your leg and hurl you
towards Bukhara—if I do not kill you for nothing at all, Kosoy—let my name ‘Joloy’ perish!”
“May your father’s grave be defiled, dog-prick!” replied Kosoy. “If you rely on your strength, slave, I shall
trust in God!”
The two now attacked each other on this ground like two he-camels, they tore at each other’s muscle-flesh,
gathered up each other’s trouser-legs and charged each other like bull-calves! When they charged up, the forest
above was swept away: when they charged down, the forest below was swept away! Valleys became hills, hills
valleys. Their wrestling-ground became a cleft gulley, their charging-ground became a swamp gulley! From the
clashing of these two, no crow that cries “Kak!,” no lark that sings “Tok” remained. Day and night, forty-five
days passed by.
“Have you gone out of your mind, Kosoy?,” asked Manas. “Are you slashing-mad, Kosoy? Is this some
entertainment you are giving, Kosoy? Was this not meant to amuse us, Kosoy?”
“Keep away, Manas, leave us!” said Kosoy, waving one hand. “This heathen is wickedly strong. But now the
happiness of this rapacious Unbeliever is at an end! I have long known what makes him happy, Manas!—The
food he bolts in a day is the flesh of nine bulls, nine rams, nine he-camels and nine stallions, if you please, and his
drink for one day is ninety leather bucketfuls of kumys! Heaven knows how many days have passed, Manas, since
I was made to lie here lifeless and unable to stand. I have been entertaining you, Manas! Tomorrow, at high noon,
come and see my show!—I shall then knock this sweet rapacious little-prick head over heels!”
The following day, at high noon, Kosoy dragged that same rapacious heathen with his belly on the ground, and
when a jagged rock cropped up he relentlessly scraped him over it, pressing his belly down meanwhile. From the
part which the Elder of the people Er Kosoy had gripped, a yellowish swill squelched out; from the part of that
heathen which had been seized, cherry-dark blood spurted out. And as he lay there, your Infidel Khan Joloy
managed to say:
“I shall send Kosoy reeling!”
Then your dear Joloy fell flat on his back …\fn{ Lacuna.} … lay wallowing there. And now Kosoy bestraddled
his chest and, thus seated upon him, jerked up and down without stopping. At this the various heroes one and all
raced to their horses shouting:
“In his old age our Grandfather-khan has won us glory! Full of years our venerable Ancient has won us fame!”
So saying they spread out the Princely Carpet and lifted him right up. The Kalmak that cry “ Jaba” gathered in
a throng and mounted, those Kalmak that say “Möndü!” swarmed together and mounted, shouting:
“If you throw your man it’s a throw! If you are thrown it’s a fall! He has leapt over the head of our Khan!—
Why?” they asked.
Then all of the Muslim faith raced towards the Blue Stone of Samarkand.\fn{ The Kük-tos, a block of greyish-white
marble in the Kük Saroy in Samarkand, also knwn as the “Ascension Stone.” } As soon as they glimpsed Manas, the Infidel
innumerable as hairs on a cow’s coat closed in on him from all sides.
The warrior Er Manas flew into a passion. He leapt clean into Ak-bulcun’s saddle without touching the
stirrups. He herded the Kalmak that cry “Jaba!” together and thrust at them, he crowded those Kalmak together
that say “Möndü!” and thrust at them. Thereupon Bok-murun of sturdy race waylaid him.
“My lord Manas!—A man who gives a feast is a villain, a man who gives a feast is a sinner! But while I am
giving my father’s memorial feast, I pray you, do not play havoc among my nation, do not wreak havoc on my
people!”
And he went up to him and tethered gift-horses to Manas’s, and Manas accepted them. The Infidel Khan Er
Joloy lay where he had been thrown. Adorning the tails of nine amblers Bok-murun led them straight up to Joloy,
who, opening his eyes and seeing them, cried:
“You cursed Solon, bring those horses here! After being thrown a good way, here I lie! Nine rare amblers! I
have eaten my Dish of Honor.”
So saying, not caring whether he should die, the Infidel Khan Er Joloy fell silent. Now there was a free-for-all:
Bok-murun adorned the tails of nine amblers and drove these, too, in among the Muslims and the heathen.
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And now the time had come for warriors to joust with one another. The Infidel Khan Jamgirci mounted his
steed, and, as he did up his buttons to the last one and tied the laces\fn{ Of his helmet.} over his chubby red cheeks
and couched his fir-lance in the saddle before him.
“Set yourself to rights and charge,” they shouted; as he couched his fir-lance ready to thrust. “Straighten
yourself and charge,” they cried.
“This court-mound at the middle of the land is the venue,” said Jamgirci—“If a Muslim comes out after me,
myself shall thrust him through! But if none sallies out from the Muslims, without wasting a word I shall seize the
ninety amblers and drive them off!” Then the elder of the people Er Kosoy standing there addressed Manas.
“Now, Manas, are you fighting-fit? The Infidel Khan Jamgirci has taken the field, has he not?”
“What a pity, Er Kosoy!—I have no mount.”
Then leading down Sar’ala whose croup was lean as a beam-end—the steed of grizzle-bearded Almambet,
Sooronduk’s son—Manas bestrode him. Manas glanced up and they did a somersault: he glanced down and they
turned away. Then he led down the winged steed Kök-ala from under Kökcö-khan and bestrode him. And now
they fully saddled Kök-ala of the steel hooves, copper pasterns, and neck like the ugay. And when Manas
mounted Kök-ala he glanced up and Kök-ala leapt up, and when he barely glanced down Kök-ala made a caracol!
He drew his breast-and-rib armour over his body, then set the piece they call the breast-plate above his heart, and
next they placed the piece called the helmet over his skull, after which they pulled his corselet over him, his
vaunted steel over-tunic Ak-olpok—with its gussets of gold, epaulets of copper, the foreign mail-shirt of lark’seye mesh!—with its collar of gold, of copper, the native mail-shirt of lark’s-eye mesh! He then seized his lance—
this splinter of fir hewn with his steel—his lance whose grip he had had black-polished and patterned, and to
which he had had twin black tufts attached and made to point towards the enemy!—this fir-lance straight as a
ram-rod did he seize and press tight under his armpit! He then rode off after Jamgirci as the latter had said and
came to the court-mound in the middle of the land. But the Infidel Khan Jamgirci did not abide Manas’s heat nor
yet abide his cold. And now your beloved warrior Manas wheeled round again at speed, and the Infidel Khan
Jamgirci, too, turned his horse’s head—when Manas, with smoke billowing from his mouth, flames crackling
from his eyes, couched his fir-lance, and, as he drew near, brought down his lash hard on the winged steed Kökala’s flanks that had never been toughened with the lash before and made his flesh tender as a colt’s fall apart and
straighten his back so like a greyhound’s—his flesh tender as a sheep’s fell apart, he made him straighten his back
so like a hare’s! He moved gently from the land by the river and approached him at a trot to within bow-shot. He
then charged the Infidel who was waiting there and put him to flight. As the Unbeliever wheeled again, Manas
struck him across his chest, with the result that mountainous Jamgirci lay spreadeagled.
At this Manas thought “I will seize the heathen’s horse!” and gleefully advanced. Seeing him the Kalmak that
cry “Jaba!” gathered in a throng and mounted, those Kalmak that say “Möndü!” swarmed together and mounted.
“Things were all right yesterday—how are they today? That was a mighty joust! He is going to take his horse!”
they said. “Why?”
All the Muslims had raced towards the Blue Stone of Samarkand. And now the Infidel innumerable as hairs in
a cow’s coat saw Manas thus alone and were closing in on him from all sides. At this, Manas herded the Kalmak
who stood along the duelling-ground into a seething mass, and set them screaming like doves chased by the
falcon. Thereupon Bok-murun cut straight through to him.
“A man who gives a feast is a villain!” he said. “Warrior Manas, my lord Padishah!—until my father’s Feast is
over, I pray you, do not wreak havoc among my people!”
And the rage of the warrior Manas was assuaged here, while over there the Infidel Jamgirci lay unable to stand
up from where he had been toppled by a lance-thrust. Bok-murun now adorned the tails of nine amblers, and these
were presented to Jamgirci as a Gift of Honor.
“I have eaten my Special Dish of Honor!” said the Infidel Khan Jamgirci, and fell silent.
*
Now after a new day had dawned, Bok-murun put out among the Muslims and the Infidel as Prize a barren
black five-year-old she-camel, whose body was hung with coral and draped with costly tapestry, whose muzzle
was soft as raw yuft, whose humps were soft as raw silk. And now one who passed for a woman was just stripping
for the fray.
“Let her take the prize!” challenged the criers at the top of their voices.
There was a chieftain\fn{Or; a mistress, i.e., rider.} by the name of Orongu, and her mare was Urku-kula. She
came stark naked as her mother bore her. Placing her two hands on the crown of her head, she untied the camel
with her teeth. Then leading it by the bridle she drove it from the press of Muslims and Infidels with smart blows
for all she was worth. At this they all burst out laughing and minced and mimicked her. Er Manas, whose frame
stooped beneath his brawn, cut straight through to her.
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“Fie on you, Orongu, may you come to a bad end! Curse you Lady Orongu! Your cave is full of coin, your
pasture teeming with cattle, vixen! Have you died for lack of cattle, have you died for lack of coin? What is it that
you need? When I peer inside your quaint, vixen, it is like the bed of the gleaming Merke vanishing into the
distance! And when I look at your tickler, vixen, it is like a trivet slung [with a cauldron]!”
“Shame on you, Manas!” she said. “What are you saying? In God’s name, Manas, whatever are you saying?”
Then slapping her womb this woman said:
“These thighs of mine gave birth to my Agis and Kojos, gave birth to my Aleke and Boo-bek, to my Manas
and Joloy, Kosoy and Töstük, Kökcö and Idige. But for these thighs of mine where would you have come from,
my men? My cave is full of coin, my pasture teeming with cattle—God be praised, it is enough to keep body and
soul together! I have attained to my strength, I am in possession of my force: these have enabled me to heap
shame on men, whereas to women there is no shame at all, Manas!”
*
And again a new day had dawned.
Bok-murun drove the herds of ninety bay stallions in among the Muslims and the Infidel.
“Whoever throws his man let him take them! Let one man of the Muslims and one of the Infidel take the
field!” he said.
When he saw the horses, sheer-nosed Konur-bay of the Kltay—Ünkür-bay who was called “Konur-bay”—
grew hot, his whole body was on fire. He leapt down from his mount.
“If anyone takes the field I shall throw him down. If none appears I shall take the Prize straightway and silence
any that tries to speak!” Then the Elder of the People Er Kosoy came to Manas and said:
“Warrior Manas, my Padishah, whom shall we pit against him?”
“Elder of the People, Er Kosoy, Er Agis has just crossed the water and joined the uncircumcised Kitay, Agis
born with strength to grip the young berkut and transfer him from … Go and find him somewhere or other. Er
Agis could never pass by when he saw maidens at their sports. He has gone in search of entertainment.”
Taking a spare mount with him, Kosoy set out to find Er Agis and came to a place where there was feasting.
Here was Ay-khan’s daughter Altin-ay, a lovely maiden, and here, too, her gay sports were afoot. Kosoy entered
her yurt. Inside, bunched together like withies,\fn{ Willows.} young beauties had glided in—flirting themselves like
titmice maidens were gathered together! And now, fluttering like the tail of a war-standard, Ay-khan’s daughter
Altin-ay has emerged with her maidens, of whom thirty have to carry her train and forty support her Cranes’
Feathers.\fn{An emblem of rank worn on he head-dress of the nobility of Central Asia since before the days of Babur (Zahiruddin
Muhammad (1453-1530, founder of the Mughal dynasty of India and its first emperor (1526-1530). Also ritual headdress for dancing
maidens.} Then hard behind Kosoy appeared Agis.

“You old dog!” he said addressing your dear Father Kosoy and seizing him by the wrists. “This is a troubled
day for you, you are the man for wrestling!—Am I a cur, Father dear, that I should soil my hands on sheer-nosed
Konur-bay, this uncircumcised man of the Kltay?”
Kosoy led Er Agis away to where the heroes tarried.
“Where are you, you uncircumcised sheer-nosed Konur-bay of the Kltay?” cried Agis, advancing all on his
own.
“Here I am, Er Agis, you slave!”
And Konur-bay stood there stamping like an old camel-sire. The two now assailed each other on this ground
like two he-camels—they tore at each other’s muscle-flesh, gathered up each other’s trouser-legs and charged
each other like bull-calves. When they charged up, the forest above was swept away: when they charged down,
the forest below was swept away. Valleys became hills, hills valleys! Their wrestling-ground became a cleft
gulley, their charging-ground became a swamp-gulley. From the clashing of these two no crow that cries “Kak!”,
no lark that sings “Tok!” remained. They wrestled with each other day and night for thirty-five days, till your dear
warrior Agis—Agis born strong to transfer [the young berkut] from—by simply turning the heathen sheer-nosed
Konur-bay of the Kltay and gauging his weight, by merely striking him over the crown of his head, toppled him
so that the soles of both feet were clearly seen!
*
And again a new day dawned, and the Muslims and the Infidel rose as one man. Thereupon Manas spoke:
“For who knows how many days and nights Bok-murun has furnished amblers with blazes, and dapples too,
for putting up as Prizes. But now the Prizes have come to an end. Elder of the People, Er Kosoy, make good the
lack! I am off to the Course!” And he rode ahead for the space of three days’ journey along the race-course.
The Forty Companions that clatter their white spears with striped pennants had just arrived and encamped
beneath a plane-tree with mighty roots, so lofty that it vied with the sky. To this Manas tethered his racer Akbulcun on a short lead. He covered himself in his impenetrable Ak-olpok, head and legs campaigner-wise, and fell
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asleep; and for nine days, night and day, they lay sleeping there together.
Then suddenly, as though the earth were opening and water were gushing out, as though the skies were
thundering and the heavens falling, sounds of the racing horses were now audible! Manas shook out his
impenetrable Ak-olpok.
“Forty Companions of the warrior Manas that clatter your white spears with striped pennants!—Come now,
one and all! My Tölök, with clear utterance foretell from your stones, make true divination from your
pellets!\fn{Either pebbles or sheep-droppings.} My clairvoyant, determine the winner! My news-catcher with ears to the
ground, my Stone-Tölök, utter clearly. My Pellet-Tölök, speak truly!”
“Warrior Manas, my lord Padishah! One cannot tell which is which. One cry is of “Altai!”—They shout,
“Altai, Altai, Altai!” Another cry is of “Kangay!”—“Kangay, Kangay, Kangay!” they shout. Some are shouting
“Kosoy!,” others “Köküm!,” yet others “Töstük!”—and “Kökcö!”—“Karac!”—“Coyun!” There are cries of
heroes all and sundry: but which is which is not clear, my lord. And there are cries of “Manas!” he said. As long
as he kept silent sorting it all out there was nothing for it. And now the horses were bare specks in the distance!
The Infidel Khan Joloy’s Ac-buudan was tearing ahead with Er Übü’s knowing black hard behind, and he in
turn was closely followed by Jamgirci’s Ak-sargil of the golden head. After these came Er Töstük’s Cal-kuyruk.
And now the Unbeliever’s Ac-buudan opened his mouth, scattering his foam all over his breast, while the racer
Maniker came on, with Jas-aydar of the flowing forelock jerking his armpits and his hands tearing at the reins to
check his bolting steed! After Cal-kuyruk came Öröö-toru, the steed of Jaanah, whose entrails are of steel, whose
heart is of stone. And hard after him came Orongu’s racer Urku-kula. Fearing lest the winds might enter her
mare’s rear, Orongu had thrust in nine felt saddle-pillows stuffed with chiy-grass. Close behind Urku-kula, Surkoyon came into view, the swift-gliding steed of Jediger’s son Er Bagis, who dwells in Jeti-suu and displays his
prowess swimming among the peoples. Behind Er Bagis’s steed came Almambet, whose words are washed in
arak!—He shook his sable beard as he made beam-romped Sar’ala twist and gambol, thinking again and again,
“I am Manas’s comrade—this horse of his will not please him!”
And so he was hauling Ak-kula born of Kayip towards the winning-post!\fn{ The rules of the race did not preclude
helping a hrse on to the winning-post by direct physical intervention, with blows, pushing, and dragging, which often ended in a general
mêlée, as in the sequel to this episode—a sequel which further narrates how Manas doped his horse .}

Then your dear warrior Manas was enraged and he spurred Ak-bulcun forward—
“If I do not teach you a lesson, Ak-kula …! If I do not eat you, Ak-kula …!” he cried.
Then, as he hauled Ak-kula along, your warrior Almambet tore the twelve-fathom reins in six places and made
as many joins. Seeing this, Manas made for Ak-kula.
“To a comrade who cries ‘My lord, my lord!’ why do you puff yourself up so?” asked Almambet. “To me who
cry ‘Manas, Manas!’ why do you make yourself so huge? Why do you swell to so fearful a size, as though you
were a blown-up kumys-skin? Why, my lord, did you not have me train your horse and put him to pasture last
summer? Why did you do this? Time past, when he was paired with Cal-kuyruk, he was not even made to sweat.”
Then, roaring at the top of his voice, Manas cried “Jakip, Jakip, Jakip!”—he gave the cry of “Jakip!” He
brought his lash down hard on the flanks of Ak-kula born of Kayip, that had never been toughened with the lash
before, and made his flesh, tender as a colt’s, shrink, made him straighten his back so like a greyhound’s—he
made his flesh, tender as a sheep’s, fall away, made him straighten his back so like a hare’s. And now, after
running the Course for six months, he was trained and in good form; after running the Course for seven months
your galloper Ak-kula was in full racing form! Below the clouds in the sky, above the jointed grass, he went
flying with roars of “Ah!” He went a whole day’s stretch ahead of these other horses.
Your beloved warrior Manas now reined Ak-bulcun in. The Companions had been deeply troubled. And now,
still grumbling to themselves, they got him to settle the result. Riding forty dark-gray horses, donning forty dullgray tunics, they became much like gray hares. Shouting “Manas, Manas, Manas!” they raised a mighty din
behind Ak-kula.
Manas then took Sooronduk’s son Almambet of the gray-flecked beard level with him. He knocked his goldoverlaid black tobacco-box sharply on his gilded saddle and placed a quid in Ak-kula’s mouth.
“Ak-kula will win this race! He will get home with a day’s lead!” he said, and with that he cheered their hearts.
And now as their horses moved on at an amble, Artilman’s white cliff loomed up such as no horse could cross
—its impregnable crags soared up out of sight. Many horses fly on, many come crashing down. When he reached
the white cliff, the racer Ak-bulcun tottered feebly, and your warrior Manas dug in the high, iron-shod heels of his
blue riding-boots to rouse his mount to a supreme effort. Freeing himself of his sash of precious stuff, he thrust
the racer Ak-bulcun on to the sheer spine and by hoisting him up for all he was worth crossed the impassable
white cliff! And when they had thus crossed over, Manas leapt on to the racer Ak-bulcun’s back!
And so he came to the scene of the Feast.
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*
The Infidel innumerable as hairs in a cow’s coat were visible to your beloved Ram.
All Forty Companions stood opposite on the irrigation channels, and they were washing blood from their
heads. For there was not a head that had not been cut open, not a side that was not bleeding! When they saw
Manas the group of Companions that clatter their white spears with striped pennants promptly covered their heads
with their caps and stood scowling and silent. When your warrior Manas looks about him with sharp glances he
sees that they have tethered the noble steed Ak-kula head up on a short lead to the cover of his golden pavilion
after leaving him on a wide hobble, reins-over-neck, to dry. The warrior Manas walks to that place. But though he
looks on both sides, there is no Prize with Ak-kula!
“My Forty Companions that clatter your white spears with striped pennants!—Kirgin-cal, Leader of my
Company; Sürgün-cal, who get your wife with child thrice yearly; Öbön-cal Biy of the stout body; Sooronduk’s
son Almambet of the gray-flecked beard; stinking-mouthed Salmambet; Kutunay’s son Kuu-jigit; tricky, wily
Sum-jigit; my star in the sky, my beaver in the water, now Serek, Chief of Hearth at home and Sirgak, Chief of
Household on the mountain; companion of my soul, Janibek; companion of my body, Tinibek; Janbay son of Nur;
Ajlbay of honeyed speech; Kan-coro left to us by Kambar and Kül-coro left by Majik!—my heroes among all my
people, my champions who advance my fame, my heroes among the people all around, my champions who raise
up my standard, let Taz-maymat, the youngest of the Companions, boil fat neck and belly steaks in the dixie, boy!
Did Ak-kula lose this race, Companions? Did he win no Prize? If he lost this race take him to a secluded hollow.
Let us cut off his tufted head and carve up his broad rump I Let us hang up his flesh for tender roasting and, when
it is well done, eat our fill! As to his bones, we shall let neither hawk nor hound sniff at them, but wrap them in
brocade and wind them round with velvet. And then, at the first light of dawn, let us bury them on Mas-ajal Pass.
Then, when we go by, ascending or descending, we shall keep him in my thoughts, Companions! Did Ak-kula
lose this race, did he win a Prize?”
Janbay son of Nur sat tranquilly in his place and did not say a word. But then Ajibay spoke up.
“Warrior Manas, my Padishah, though your horse Ak-kula came first he did not have a Prize. Nor was it for
failing to lead that he was left prizeless! For your horse Ak-kula, my lord, finished one day ahead. All the other
horses came in on the following day! The Infidel Khan Er Joloy just took your Prize by force and led it away! As
to us, they beat us with their cudgels, my lord, to the great contentment of the champions who accompanied him!
If you do not believe us look at this!” they said.
And they all snatched off their caps.
Then the willowy frame of your dear warrior Manas was all ruffled like a herdsman’s yurt and his black eyes
grew blood-shot. He leapt down from his noble steed Ak-bulcun and wound round his wrist his battle-axe broad
as a yurt-door that had been tempered and set by the well-versed armourer and helved with dry wood of irgay, and
whose socket was of sword-steel and edge of toughened steel. He then leapt on to Ak-kula bare-back and at a
stroke severed the halter at its lower end, then grasped his horse’s mane with one hand, hide and all. Next he put
the Infidel innumerable as hairs in a cow’s coat to flight. The Kalmak in six myriads now ringed the Infidel Khan
Joloy six times round, the Kalmak in seven myriads seven times round, after which your Joloy, the Infidel Khan,
stood there and looked out from all those many heathen, jerking his neck like a cock, twirling his bristling
mustaches and staring goggle-eyed.
Manas’s battle-axe broad as a yurt-door went whirling—and your Infidel was cloven apart! Er Manas cut the
Infidel Khan Joloy’s side open with a wound as large as a yurt-door! He dealt him a blow that all but sent his head
flying. And now Bok-murun of sturdy race waylaid Manas.
“Warrior Manas, my lord Padishah! A man who gives a feast is a villain, a man who gives a feast is a sinner!
Until my old man’s feast is over do not wreak havoc among my people! Single-handed I will myself take your
Prize from Joloy for you, rapacious warrior though he be!”
With these words he linked up with the warrior Manas so that the latter’s anger was assuaged.
The blood from the Infidel Khan Joloy’s side was not stanched, a red ochor flowed unceasingly. So to plug it
they took a felt cover large as a cattle-yurt, but it failed to do him any good. Then to bung it they came again with
a corkwood fungus huge as a cattle-yurt—and then the blood was stanched! They then threw ninety ox-hides to
cover him, as best they could. At length your stately Infidel Joloy stood up with a shout.
“Is not this damned Manas who has struck me on my side a fly, a midge?”
*
Now as a new day dawned the time had come for the Infidel and the Muslims to go their ways. Your warrior
Manas went into Joloy’s yurt.
“May your father’s grave be defiled, uncircumcised Little Prick peeping up like a bride’s pointed cap!—Dogprick! You who swallow sixty men at a gulp and reek of blood, Dog-prick!—who have trudged on foot for sixty
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years and reek of sweat, Joloy, you cur! Time past, in the valley of Ünkür-co, along the banks of the Three
Kapkaks, when I seized sheep and camels, were you left more dead than alive? Such did I, Manas, do then—am I
now to stand in fear of you? Time past, on the ridge of Ak Ay-kan, when I lifted a great herd of six thousand
horses and set them on the highway, Dirty Prick, when I slaughtered your abounding foals beside the river,
destroyed your whinnying mares on the path, were you left more dead than alive? Have you since become a man?
“Such did I, Manas, do then—should I now stand in fear of you? Time past when, on the ridge of Kök Ay-kan,
setting my Drum a-throbbing and my flint-lock Ak-kelte a-thundering, drove together and seized your great herd
of seven thousand horses—Slave!—and set them on the highway; when I got your amblers moving and set them
on the high road, I took your nags and rode them! There were then left sterile colts and barren old mares. Acbuudan on whom you ride survives from that progeny. Such did I, Manas, do then—am I now to stand in fear of
you? Come now, give me my Prize! I seized your chamois-hunter and cut off his ears! I seized your merchant and
cut off his head! I seized your traveler and slew him on the road! Having trudged on foot for sixty years you reek
of sweat, swallowing sixty men you reek of blood, Dirty Prick! Come now, give me my Prize!”
The Infidel Khan Big Joloy did not heed him. And the heathen innumerable as hairs in a cow’s coat came and
ringed him round.
“If I am to die, dead shall I remain. If I do not die, I shall do some harm to you, Manas!” said Joloy. “What
villany to say ‘They made me eat Manas’s boots!’ I shall go away from here. I shall pass between Ceki and
Jaynak, pass between Kulja and Konok. I shall divide my swarming companies. I shall set the Argm-sumun
galloping and muster six thousand companies. I shall set the Zurgun-sumun galloping and assemble seven
thousand companies. Then, Manas, I shall inflict some harm on you!”
Such were the things he and his Kalmak said, and said again. .
Your warrior Manas wheeled and returned. Manas then asked Kosoy to lend a hand, but Kosoy was not
forthcoming. And when Manas asked Töstük, Töstük was no more helpful. Then Manas asked the heroes all and
sundry, one after the other, but they all declined with friendly words.
And now the star had risen. Aydar-khan’s son Er Kökcö, of stock that never turned their backs in battle, was a
sworn friend before God.
“Warrior Er Kökcö,” said Manas, ”of stock that never turned their backs in battle!—Do lend me a hand! If you
cannot lend a hand, at least lend me Kök-ala! And if you will not lend Kök-ala, then lend me your impenetrable
tunic! For I intend to block the path between Ceki and Jaynak, between Kulja and Konok. Plundering warriors as
though they were doves, I shall cool my anger!—I shall loot their caps and put them on! Ravaging men as though
they were magpies, I shall banish my cares!—I shall loot tunics and make them mine, Kökcö!”
“Warrior Manas, my Padishah, my friend, my strong arm—my precious!” answered Kokco. “I am an Onlyone, my people are few. Were I to go in among the Kalmak that swarm on the Altai to crush them, would they not
recognize my Kök-ala, Manas, and the Kalmak that swarm in the Khangay, would not they recognize my
impenetrable tunic? And having recognized it all, would they not drag me from the Ku-ertis, Manas? Would they
not destroy my kindred root and branch? Would not the heathen crow with delight? Would they not glut
themselves on vast booty, Manas? I cannot lend a hand. If you want a choice gift take Ak-Erkec, or, Manas, take
the lovely Umsunay! If you want a fine gift, take Ümütöy!”\fn{ In order of rising importance, he offers Manas his wife, his
daughter and his son.}
“I have no need of any of those, my friend,” replied Manas. “Now let this broken pledge and oath be on your
own head, my friend! Since you will not lend your horse and tunic may you come to a bad end with them!” and he
urged his mount on and away.
All the Muslims had now come back into view. At the middle of the land there was the court-mound, and here
Manas had laid him down.
“My Forty Companions that clatter your white spears with striped pennants, be seated all together! Why should
it be said, ‘They let that greedy swine Joloy lead Ak-kula’s Prize away!’? Would there not then be scandal near at
hand and songs of prowess far afield? Ah, my damned Forty Companions, twenty of you are to go home, and
twenty are to stay here, like good, loyal fellows. Go to noble Kamkey, Temir-khan's daughter. When it is spring I
shall go raiding: lay in stores of spring-fodder! When it is winter I shall raid: lay in stores of winter fodder! Now,
my Companions, off you go with best speed! Go and salute the lame master-armorer for me. Let him take his
thirty sons and make his way into the thick of the forest. Summoning his relations on both sides let him fashion a
splendid sword with the snouts of flies and gnats!t It takes three days there and three back: if you stay away for
more than six I shall kill you all!”
Such were his words.
*
Forthwith the Companions urged their mounts forward. Forewarned by a dream, Temir-khan’s daughter
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Kamkey had everything ready. The Companions went with best speed and saluted the lame master-armourer.
Your beloved lame master-armourer took his thirty sons, made his way into the thick of the forest and began to
fashion a splendid sword. Then, not enduring the bellows, the “heavenly bulls” were spent; not enduring the coals,
the whole forest was consumed; not enduring the quenching, the clear rivers ran dry! So doing, the lame masterarmourer fashioned a peerless sword. Then the lame artificer mounted his black mare that had a foal, and followed
the Companions.
“I shall go to Manas myself!” he said. “And then I shall return. I shall tell him the nature of this short-sword.”
So he and the Companions came to Manas.
“Peace be with you, Manas, my lord Padishah! Have things been going well with you? Have you been keeping
well?” he asked.
“Peace be with you, venerable sir! Yes, well. Longing to see you I have sent for you.”
“My dear lord Padishah, pray be seated on your throne. I went into the thick of the forest and fashioned a rare
sword. Let me tell you the nature of this weapon of finest steel, keen to cut off infidel heads. Then let me return as
soon as may be. When you thrust this sword into its sheath it goes “Click!” When you draw it out it goes
“Flash!"—now plunge it into your scabbard. My lord, when you want to draw it from your scabbard and thrust it
towards the Infidel, flourish it towards the moon and its hilt will show letters of gold, flourish it towards the sun
and its hilt will show letters of silver! When brandishing its pointed blade hold it very firmly! Do not drop it
accidentally, let your hand make no mistake. Do not turn its face down, but rather [up] towards your [high] place.”
Then Manas gave the lame master-armorer a hundred each of horses, sheep and cows.
“Let this be your handkerchief!” he said, covering him with costly fabric and wrapping him round with
brocade. “If God delivers up the Infidel to us on this raid, lame smith, I will make your booty best of all,” said
Manas.
And the lame artificer took his leave and went his way.
“Forty Companions that clatter your white spears with striped pennants! Roll up the White Pavilion and load it
on the white light-bay, roll up the Blue Pavilion and load it on the blue light-bay! Pack the field-yurt on to my
winged steed! Go raiding towards the Infidel!”
And they started out as bidden. Day and night, Er Manas refrained from having the yurt unloaded till the
eighth day dawned. Then, splay-legged, they managed to get up Tal-coku, so like a plumed cap! They then began
to make things out on both sides.
“May your name be blessed, Master!” said Manas’s steed. “Have you seen what I have seen, do you know
what I know?”
“May your name, too, be blessed, my Steed!” replied Manas. “Never shall I leave your side! Please tell me
what you have seen, do tell me what you know!”
“On the spine of far-off Sari-bel, Master, a red fox of the crags, changing shape!—In days past the heathenish
Joloy’s lovely girl that died. Then, it seems, it stood watching us. Is it a man sent by Adam? Is it a slave sent by
God? Is it a devil from under the ground? Now is this Gabriel?\fn{ In the role of the Angel of Death.} Or is it a wicked
nixie from under the water? Is this Sumiray’il,\fn{ A dark, pseudo-angel of pious belief in Central Asia.} Master? If we go
and take hold of it, God will give it to us, then His blessed aid will be with us. If on the other hand God does not
vouchsafe it, then He will have punished us! For this is heathenish Joloy the Unbeliever’s lookout! Send
Almambet to it. If Almambet does not suit, send Kirgin-cal. And if your Kirgin-cal does not suit—since Serek and
Sirgak are lazy devils, damn them!—send Ajibay with the white light-bay, Master!”
And so it fell to Ajibay to go.
“Measure your arrow two-and-a-half feet long. And if one arrow will not do, hold another ready in your teeth!
If God grant, destroy and bring it back! Get hold of it somehow!” said Manas. “Dangling from your rear saddlestrap …\fn{Space was left here in the manuscript for a single verse, which was not included .}
*
When the next day came, at high noon, a fluttering standard advanced—it encompassed the face of the earth!
An army advanced so large that it made the land beneath it groan—it encompassed the eye of the sun! In this
army there went a horse vast as a mountain—and vast as a mountain went that heathen of yours called “Joloy:” he
came steadily on.
And now in their midst, mounted on a black-dapple steed, gripping a red-pennanted standard in one hand and a
naked sword in the other, sheer-nosed Konur-bay of the Kltay was blocking their vanguard so that they neither
rode forward nor back—he was plotting some mischief or other!
“Sooronduk’s son Almambet of the gray-flecked beard, my Companion!” shouted Manas. “Mount Sar’ala,
whose neck is striped, whose flanks are gray, Sar’ala, born to be petted and admired! Press your bare ramrod of a
fir-lance under your armpit and along river-beds creep, through gullies give rein, over land beset with obstacles go
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flat on your face, through swamp go underwater. Put Sar’ala out to pasture, and, when your time comes, fall on
Konur-bay! So doing, show your prowess! If your strength avails you, seize horse and rider, Companion! But if
this is beyond your powers, take the horse and make your way out! And now make a reconnaissance. God will
surely grant us this, Companion. If God does not, then, truly, He will be punishing us!”
Almambet did as Manas had said and attacked as he was told.—Along river-beds he crept, then trotted till he
was near, through gullies he gave rein, over land beset with obstacles went flat on his face, through swamp went
underwater. Spitting on his bare ramrod of a fir-lance he gripped it in his hand and went in to the attack, but his
strength did not suffice to pierce him through. But when Almambet seized him by the waist, his vigour sank away,
so that, ramming him hard, Almambet took his mount by the bridle and made off, while your heathen slid serpentlike to the ground.
The Infidel Khan “Big” Joloy managed to seize Ac-buudan by the bridle, leapt on bareback and made after
Almambet, wielder of the bare ramrod of a fir-lance.
“Alas, cursed Kalmak and Solon!” cried Joloy. “Not one of you is to follow me! My people, your heads would
be beaten bloody, your cattle would be lifted!—You stay here! Even though there were a host following him I,
Joloy, would seize him and—praying aloud to Heaven—slake my thirst for vengeance! And if he were alone, I
should spear him and take his spoils! The noble horse he has bestridden I shall make companion to my racer!”
So saying, Joloy went in pursuit of Almambet.
Your dear Almambet and beam-rumped Sar’ala were visible in country that was visible, but in country that was
not visible they became blue smoke eddying upwards. In country that was plain to see they, too, were plain, but in
country that was not plain an arrow-snake coiled—at which your Joloy struck Ac-buudan for all he was worth to
shouts of “Gee!”
After an hour or more, with the stub of his tail squelching, the roots of his ears shuddering, the strength of
Sar’ala, born to be petted and admired, had ebbed away. Had one looked, one would have seen Companion
Almambet’s eyes dart backward glances and both his legs dangling, as, with smoke billowing from his mouth and
fire crackling from his eyes, the Infidel Khan Joloy drew within bowshot.
Now that Sar’ala was exhausted, Almambet leapt on to the black-dapple and bestrode him—but his enemy’s
beast, the black-dapple, crunching his bit, stopped in his tracks! So Almambet again leapt astride Sar’ala just as
the Infidel Khan Er Joloy was coming up with him. But Er Manas—whose frame stooped under his brawn—was
waiting to the right. Then, walking Ak-kula at a pace and screening him behind good cover, he approached and
halted opposite. And now Joloy had come right up with Almambet. Then, observing this, your beloved warrior
Manas fell upon Joloy in that same instant and thrust with his bare ramrod of a fir-lance for all he was worth—and
gigantic Joloy lay spreadeagled!
“I shall capture Ac-buudan!” mused your dear warrior Manas, and set off in hot pursuit—but Ac-buudan turned
into a hawk and flew up to the sky!
“Sooronduk’s son Almambet of the gray-flecked beard!—Praises on your manhood, Companion, praises for
your courage! To gall a horse you need a saddle-cloth: to spear a man takes courage! Just look at this unbelieving
miscreant!—Kindly kick him in the windpipe! Shake the coral rank-button from his head: but do not shed his
blood!—I want to test Ak-bolot! Just look at this unbelieving miscreant!—Do please kick him in the chest! Shake
his armour, his vaunted steel from his body: but do not shed his blood!—I want to test Ak-bolot! Only look at this
unbelieving miscreant!—Do kick him in the crutch and legs! Shake off his princely boots: but do not shed his
blood!—I want to test Ak-bolot! Strip him stark naked!”
And now with their united efforts they made him sit up. With much tugging they drew the vaunted armor from
Joloy’s hands and feet. Thereupon, with Ak-bolot of which it was said, ‘Point it at the moon and its hilt will show
letters of gold, point it at the sun and its hilt will show letters of silver!,’ he cut off Joloy’s head—and the head of
this misbelieving bastard went rolling!
“Now throw him out at full length!—I want to test Ak-bolot!”
And again he struck the heathen, struck him with a mighty sweep that sent his weapon through Joloy’s filthy
over-shirt. And Ak-bolot that seeks out flesh, Ak-bolot that had been left all alone, tore down so that it was buried
to the hilt and you would have thought the dark earth had been torn open.
From the nightingale’s broad woodlands beam-rumped Sar’ala came with as many billets as a hundred camels
could carry. They heaped it high as a mountain and then set fire to it. Thus did they destroy Joloy, bone and
gristle, thus did they rot his bones! Causing a strong west wind to stir which scattered Joloy’s ashes and relieved
the hearts of men …\fn{An unknown number of verses are omitted here by the scribe. } … softening hearts of stone as he
uttered words of lament, Ac-buudan in his hawk-shape raised his voice and circled round.
“How could you be such a bloodthirsty heathen? Do leave enough of the Khan my Master to sate the ravens
that peck, do leave enough for the foxes that nibble! Was there a blood-feud for your father or your mother? I
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have not been able to recover as before—nor, Manas, have I let you capture me! If I do not run myself spare and
lean down the path my master took, to its very end, let my name “Ac-buudan” perish!”
Such were his accusing words as he descended into the fire.
The Forty Companions that clatter their white spears with striped pennants now arrived, quick-firers at their
necks, fast-shooters at their chests. They fell upon the numerous Infidel who lay there like contented sheep, from
the moon-side with shouts of “Ayta!” from the sun-side with shouts of “Küntüü!”\fn{War-cries of Solto clans.} Crying
“Manas, Manas!” they attacked the Infidel for all they were worth. They let off their many guns like thunder, they
fired their countless guns with a crackle. Six times they traversed the six-myriad Infidel, cutting them to pieces,
seven times did they traverse the seven-myriad Infidel and cut them down. Swill was pouring from horses’ bellies,
men were coughing up blood. Were you to look to left or right there would not be a living soul.
Out on the steppe that vanishes into the distance a dark outline was drawing away. Er Manas set out in pursuit.
When he was about to come up with him Manas recognized the man—he was no other than the warrior sheernosed Konur-bay of the Kltay!
Ahead of the steed Al-kara,\fn{ Named here for the first time.} the Jalgar had overflowed, the Talgar had burst its
banks and the broad …\fn{A lacuna of a single word.} Meje had left its bed, and they were flowing strongly with
mingled blood and spume. Tall though Al-kara was, it flowed right up to his head! Then your dear warrior Manas
seized him by the root of his forty-fathom golden tail. The tail remained in his grasp, but the steed himself got
away!
“Sheer-nosed Konur-bay of the Kltay, Master!—I have lost my ears and become a crop-eared nag! I have lost
my tail and become a dock-tailed jade! A curse on my tail and mane! And for the loss of them a curse on my hero
Joloy!—Oh, where is he? And he who was the friend of my soul, that used to comb my mane, the racer Acbuudan!—a curse on him!—Oh, where is he? My unhappy, teeming people, my …\fn{ Another lacuna of but a single
word.}!—Oh where are you? Having lost them, what has become of us, Master? What shall we say to our nation
when we return to them? What shall we say to our people when we rejoin them? When we see our people what
shall we say? After drawing the earth over so many men, how can we return? If we are to die, dead let us remain:
but if we are not to die, let us take revenge on Manas, Master! His mount is exhausted, its lips are parched and
coated, his skirts seem all in shreds. Let us then turn round, Master, and cross back over the water!”
Bringing his steed to his old strength and restoring him to his full powers the sheer-nosed man of the Kttay
galloped him and crossed over. As Konur-bay approached Manas he raised his voice:
“Halt, Manas, halt, I pray you!” he said. “If I am to fight, my strength is on me! If I am to do battle, my might
is with me! Let us race our horses over the yellow North Kirgiz steppe, let us catch each other by the stirrup-straps
and see who can drag the other down! If striking each other with our lashes is no use, or tearing at each other by
our bridles—if thrusting at each other with our spears does not help, till the spear-heads are knocked from their
sockets—or hacking at each other with swords, till only the hilts remain—if pulling at each other’s top-knots that
are so like feathered caps—if all this does not serve, then let us play the game of hacking at each other with our
battle-axes, our battle-axes broad as yurt doors!”
In answer your dear warrior Manas uncovered his feather-cap-like topknot. The other then spat on his hands
and, laying hold of his battle-axe broad as a yurt-door, leapt fiercely at Manas and struck him on his crown with a
“Crack!” as loud as when a stone is split!
At this Manas thought, “That is not the way to deal blows—but this is!” and smote Konur-bay with his battleaxe a blow that stretched him out on the ground!
And now to your beloved warrior Manas!—With dawn drawing to eventide and eventide drawing to the fifth
hour, the racer Ak-kula’s wings began to move like a hawk’s. And so your beloved warrior Manas came to the
Forty Companions. Plundering men as though they were doves, they dashed forward to their hearts’ delight!
Despoiling warriors as though they were magpies, they banished their cares! Driving horses before him with their
saddles and cloths, tying saddles on horses backs, your dear warrior Manas knew keenest pleasure. The
Companions one and all took booty from twelve myriads, and to Taz-maymat, their youngest, gave the spoils of
seven. Your warrior Manas then rode home.
After gobbling up the Infidel alive and commanding the Faithful with anxious care, there was no boat for him
on the dark river—Er Manas, he whose frame stooped under his brawn, will go on suffering, there is no help for
him.
From his base of Koy-tag where the egg-plant thrives as far as red-cliffed San-tas—such is the land which
Manas rules.
He whose blood is black, his lice blue—your warrior Manas!—whose belly is mottled, his aspect blue, seized
the Kalmak people who wear the Black Jewel, seized the Kltay people who wear the Red Jewel.
He did not leave a horse to the Kazakh.
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He did not leave the Kalmak in peace.
At the edge of the valley there are yurts, and each head of yurt is a biy. They train but a single horse, haft but a
single spear.—Such are those fellows known as “Kirgiz!” Manas took their sons from their saddle-cradles. He
thrust their warriors through and made them cry out in pain. And he seized their women and girls and also took
their wretched rabble!
As to those who helve their mattocks on willow, who rate old men as youths, train gray asses as dapple-gray
steeds, bring the dead seemingly to life and guard them, and pilebread into clay ovens!—gobbling a tribute of
sixty ermines and forty otterskins from Kashgar,\fn{ Kokand had the right to levy certain taxes in Kashgar .} and a tax of
eighty mares and a hundred otterskins from Kokand, he humbled the Kokanders, your beloved warrior Manas
taught a lesson to the Özbegs!\fn{There was an Özbeg ruler in Kokand at this time.}
Now do not give offence, warriors, if you are going to clatter your fir-spears—have done with such behavior!
If you do not refrain your women will go barren!
In time to come let there be good things for the Warrior Manas—a Blessing upon him!
279.46 Excerpts from Locusts And Grasshoppers: A Handbook For Their Study And Control: 1. “Preface” 2.
“General Conclusions”\fn{by Boris Petrovich Uvarov (1888-1970)} Oral, West Kazakhstan Province, Kazakhstan (M) 4
1
It would be difficult to say when man first met with the “locust problem,” but it certainly happened at the earli est dawn of agriculture, when he first attempted to disturb the soil and to compel it to produce the plants he required. Proof of the accuracy of this statement may be found in the presence of locusts and grasshoppers as pests in
the countries that are even now still at that primitive stage of human culture, as for instance some areas in Central
Africa.\fn{This book was first published in Moscow in 1927}
Moreover, even the most ancient monuments of human civilisation, such as those of Assyria and Egypt, offer
some definite beginnings of locust “literature,” reflecting contemporary ideas of the insects and stressing the economic role played by them even in those remote times.
This role has increased steadily in importance with the progress of agriculture, which, while it has not yet materially reduced the areas suitable for these insects, provides them with enormous resources in the shape of suitable
food. In all continents without exception and in many different countries, the interrelations of man with these insects have assumed the character of a continuous struggle, that has fluctuated in intensity, for the very existence of
agriculture, and it has not been one in which man has always been victorious. In the great majority of cases this
struggle has merely assumed the character of desperate attempts to save from destruction at least a portion of the
crops, and up till quite recently, there has been no chance for man to adopt a definitely aggressive policy against the
insects.
It is only with the general progress of agriculture and reduction of uncultivated areas to a minimum that the locust problem in some few countries, such as Western Europe or North America, has lost its permanency, and the
outbreaks have become far less regular, though still exceedingly dangerous owing to the increased value of crops.
Other countries are at present either at the most critical stage when the uncultivated areas provide suitable breeding
grounds for locusts while the crops are of great value and in constant danger (South Africa, Russia, South America), or else they are only just beginning to feel the menace that locusts bring to the development of agriculture
(Australia).
No figures sufficiently exact or reliable exist to show the extent of locust ravages and the cost of the control
measures in all the countries concerned, but for instance, in South Africa alone, the cost of control has reached over
£500,000 per annum in some recent years, not including the value of the unpaid labour supplied by the farmers.
Devastations of all crops over large areas, with the resulting famine, are a commonplace in the annals of almost every country subject to locust attacks. All this is so well known that it does not seem worth while dwelling on the
point, the enormous economic importance of the insects in question being beyond any doubt.
It is only natural to ask what are locusts, how do they live and how can they best be controlled?
To obtain an answer to these simple questions is, however, not an easy matter, since, strange as it may seem, no
comprehensive and up-to-date account of these insects exists. The literature dealing with locusts and grasshoppers
is stupendous (larger than that on any other single group of insects), and is very widely scattered over hundreds of
books, pamphlets, magazine articles, etc., published in a score of languages. To find answers to one’s questions in
this mass of literature is often impossible and always very difficult, and an attempt to collate all available information on the problem should not be out of place.
The present book represents nothing more than an attempt of this kind, and its aim is to present a general survey
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of the accumulated knowledge on locusts and grasshoppers, their biononics and the theory and practice of their
control. It would not be a practical policy to restrict the book to a mere survey of the technique and organisation of
control, since the first encounters with the locust and grasshopper problem in practice will show anyone that the
only way to its solution lies in a thorough knowledge of the insects themselves and in an understanding of their interrelations with their environment.
This knowledge is mainly notorious for the numerous lacuna in it. To fill these a large amount of research work
is urgently needed, and this book aims at pointing out not only what is known, but what should be investigated in
the first instance, in order to approach at least a few steps nearer to a practical solution of the locust problem. The
latter is remarkable for having very many sides to it, and this I hope to demonstrate, but special stress is laid
throughout the book on one particular aspect of the problem—that of the great importance in the life of the insects
and in their economic to man of the actual conditions of their environment in the broadest sense of the word.
I have tried to apply as widely as possible this ecological method in the study of locusts and grasshoppers, but
without much success, owing to the appallingly low standard of our knowledge in this direction. In any case I hope
that I shall at least succeed in demonstrating the role and importance of the ecological method so that it can be put
to the test by those immediately concerned in the locust problem.
On the practical side of locust and grasshopper control, I have tried to. emphasise the importance of suitable organisation, which is very often neglected, too much reliance being placed on the purely technical side of control
measures; these, however, cannot be successful if the organisation of their application is not satisfactory.
The book may be thus characterised as an attempt to produce a handbook on locusts and grasshoppers that will
be of some use in the study of these insects and in their control to entomologists and all concerned in the problem.
The magnitude and difficulties of this task are obvious, and only the fact that it has been possible for me to become
acquainted with practically the whole literature on the question has decided me to make the attempt.
The book, however, does not represent a mere compilation of the literature; all the information gained from it
has been subjected to a critical analysis and a great deal of it rejected altogether, while my personal experience with
locusts and their control has been sufficiently wide to justify my action. This experience emboldens me to advance
some new points of view on various facts and some new theories; if some of these should prove to be insufficiently
founded, they will at any rate serve as working hypotheses and as stimuli for further investigations.
One point requires special mention.
This is the exact definition of the terms “locust” and “grasshopper” which I have attempted to maintain throughout the book. While both are members of the family Acridid or short-homed grasshoppers in the broad sense, I propose to restrict the name “locust” only to such species as definitely possess gregarious habits and wander or migrate in swarms; under “grasshoppers” in the more narrow sense of the word, I understand non-gregarious and nonmigrating species. This definition of the word “locust” should not meet with any objections, while it is high time to
put an end to a loose use of it which is devoid of any special meaning.
The original edition of the book was published in Russian in 1927 at Moscow, by the Central Cotton Committee, but the present English edition differs essentially from it. The general part remains practically the same with
some additional data, particularly in the article on spermatophore fertilisation. The chapter on natural enemies has
been expanded to include parasites and other enemies known from all countries (only Palarctic species being
recorded in the Russian edition), while some fresh information has been incorporated in the articles on Hymenopterous egg-parasites, larviparous flies, Gordiacea, and Gregarines. The chapter on the technique of control
has been supplemented by some information on mechanical methods little used in Russia, but favoured in other
countries. The chapter on the organisation of control has been completely rewritten to suit the varying conditions of
different countries. Finally, the whole of the special part (Chapters X to XIX) is specially written for the English
edition, since in the Russian one it was represented by only four chapters instead of ten, though, on the other hand,
the Russian species were treated there more fully. The bibliography at the end has also been materially increased.
The work could not have been accomplished were it not for the kind assistance received from many sides. First
of all I have great pleasure in acknowledging my deep gratitude to my numerous colleagues in various countries,
who have not only supplied me with copies and reprints of their papers, often published in not readily accessible local periodicals, but often also offered to put at my disposal information not yet published. The chapter on the natural enemies of Aaanrni has been compiled with the friendly assistance of some colleagues in the British Museum;
in this connection I am particularly grateful to Dr. H. A. Baylis and Mr. S. Hirst. My study of the literature has been
almost entirely accomplished in the excellent library of the Imperial Bureau of Entomology and made easy by the
ready assistance given me by the librarian, Mr. C. J. Golledge, whose wide knowledge of entomological literature
has saved me much time and trouble.
A number of colleagues have supplied me with illustrations, and I am particularly grateful for this to my friends,
Mr. V. V. Nikoisky, Mr. V. I. Plotnikov, Mr. Alexei N. Kiritchenko, Mr. H. B. Johnston, and Mr. P. A. Sviridenko. I
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am obliged to the Welcome Tropical Research Laboratories for the loan of originals of Plates VIII and IX, and to
the publishing firm of Paul Parey, Berlin, for permission to reproduce the figures on Plate VI taken from Bücher’s
book on locusts in Anatolia. The sources from which the other illustrations are taken are acknowledged under the
respective figures.
My greatest debt of gratitude is that to Dr. S. A. Neave, who has undertaken the laborious and thankless task of
reading through the manuscript, correcting its style (which was badly needed) and seeing the book through the
press; many improvements are due to his useful suggestions. I also wish to thank Miss R. Davenport for her assistance in reading the proofs and in the preparation of the index.
2
On completing this book it would be useful to summarise very briefly the main results and, at the same time, to
point out the direction of further work on the locust and grasshopper problem in general.
We have seen that the purely practical problem of locust and grasshopper control is most intimately connected
with a detailed study of the insects themselves.
Taking, for example, the present most widely used method of poison baits, it is clear that the success of its application depends on a thorough knowledge of the chemotropism of the species concerned, but we are unable to go far
in our studies of this, since we do not even know for certain whether there are any organs of chemical appreciation
in the Acridid, to say nothing of the details of their functions. Any studies in the anatomy, histology, and physiology
of the sense organs are therefore urgently needed for purely practical purposes.
The application of any other method of control similarly depends on a good knowledge of various points in the
bionomics and behaviour of the insects. At the same time, it will be clear from the preceding chapters that our theoretical knowledge of the Acridid, though it has made some progress during the last two decades, is still amazingly
inadequate. Though locusts and grasshoppers damage our crops, how little do we know of their nutrition, even
from the point of view of their food plants, time and conditions of feeding, etc., let alone their physiology.
Again, though we control locusts and grasshoppers by poison baits, we know nothing as to why and how the
baits act on the insects. We poison the insects, but what do we know of the action of poisons on them? Absolutely
nothing except what we have found empirically without understanding the essence of the process.
We have before our eyes examples of swarming phases of several locusts, if not dying out, at least retreating,
but what do we know about this all-important phenomenon, on which the whole future policy of control should be
based? Again, absolutely nothing.
All these are large problems of general importance, but it is sufficient to glance at the multitude of details, from
which our knowledge of each species is composed, to see at once that all the information is of a most fragmentary
character. Indeed, fairly satisfactory, but still very far from complete, monographs are available for two species
only (the Rocky Mountain Locust and the Migratory Locust), while on all other species, including the most important economically, nothing but disconnected fragments of information are available, and these are very often unreliable.
Even our knowledge of the systematics of many species is most unsatisfactory, particularly in respect of the
South American and Australian species. When the species doing damage in a certain country is known, the degree
of its economic importance, its distribution, ecology, and bionomics have never been studied in any detail. Even the
purely descriptive side is exceedingly poor, since for the majority of economically important species there are no
exact descriptions of all stages of development, though knowledge on these points is absolutely necessary for other
studies and for practical purposes.
Special emphasis must be laid on our deep ignorance of the problems of ecology of the Acridid, since it must be
clear from this book that without a thorough understanding of the inter-relations between the insects and their environment, real progress in their control is impossible.
The results of this limitation of our knowledge are obvious.
It is true that good progress has been made in the past in the study of the technical methods of control, and this
still continues, but this has been, and still is, purely empirical. The time-honoured method of trial and error has
been very costly to agriculturists, who have had to pay with their crops for all the experiments.
The plans for the future solution of the locust and grasshopper problem itself, as opposed to that of separate outbreaks, are completely obscure, and only generalised suggestions can be made; the problem can be approached
only on the basis of the ecological method, which demands, first of all, an exact quantitative knowledge of all the
conditions, and this is at present beyond any practical possibility.
What are the reasons for such a low level of our knowledge on Acridid?
The main one is clear. All that has been done so far towards the study of the Acridid in all countries is the result
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of the work either of casual investigators, partly unofficial and voluntary, or of temporary organisations, while special permanent laboratories for the thorough study of locusts and grasshoppers have never existed anywhere, except
on paper.
This situation is due to the periodicity of damage done by Acridid. As soon as a large invasion begins, the ques tion of the necessity of organizing studies arises, but in many cases the invasion is over before any practical steps in
that direction are taken; when the danger is over, the problem is soon forgotten, and the proposed investigations
never materialize.
I have repeatedly drawn the attention of the reader to the fact that the periods of minimum are the very times
when many problems of locust biology can be investigated most profitably and with definite practical results; in
practice, in the intervals between outbreaks locusts disappear from the horizon of the economic entomologist, who
is entirely occupied with other current work—until the next outbreak, which will unavoidably be “unexpected.”
Thus, the main fault is in the lack of permanency in the studies on locusts and grasshoppers.
This is being realised in some countries, but attempts to remedy the situation are both few and clearly inadequate, since a small laboratory, with one or two scientific workers without special qualifications, would be clearly
unable to obtain really valuable results of far-reaching importance. It is time that every country, where the locust or
grasshopper problem is serious, should count the cost of their invasions for the last half-century, and, in order to
avoid them in future, start really serious investigations of the problem from all points of view; the cost of such
work would amount only to a small fraction of the cost of a single outbreak.
Investigations in separate countries, while they may lead to very important conclusions of general interest, cannot be considered sufficient for the solution of the locust and grasshopper problem in general. Indeed, we have seen
in more than one chapter of this book that many problems of general importance can become clear only after comparing the data obtained in various countries and referring to different species. This means that a great practical
step towards a general solution of the locust and grasshopper problem would lie in the organisation of research on
an international scale.
It would be beyond the scope of this book to formulate a definite proposal to that effect, but, broadly speaking, a
central international research organisation with branches in various countries, all working on the same general lines
and continually exchanging newly acquired information, would go very far in the right direction.
Apart from the necessity of organising research, both local and international, by entomologists, it must be not
forgotten that many problems of bionomics, ecology, etc., cannot possibly be solved by the latter, owing to the necessity of applying methods that are beyond the usual technical training of an entomologist. We know that the locust and grasshopper problem is not as narrow as might seem at the first glance; on the contrary, it involves studies
in the anatomy and functions of sense organs, in physiology generally, in heredity, etc. All these studies require
very special qualifications and equipment which are seldom accessible to an entomologist, and assistance from
other specialists (physiologists, geneticists, botanists) is unavoidable. To a certain extent this might be overcome by
inviting the co-operation of various specialists, but there is still another way of increasing the sum total of our
knowledge on Acridid.
I have in view the possibility of utilising them as objects for research in various laboratories without any practical aims.
We have seen above that certain aspects of the locust and grasshopper problem are of the widest theoretical interest to a general biologist—the phenomenon of phases is surely worth the attention of any theoretical biologist.
Similarly, the Acridid may serve as excellent objects for studies on tropisms and reflexes, on metabolism, and on a
number of other questions of general biological interest.
At the present time, scientific laboratories ignore these insects (and insects generally) as “uninteresting,” and
work on subjects that are not more valuable from a scientific point of view and quite indifferent for practical purposes. As a result, there are excellent monographs on the anatomy, embryonic development, etc., of some of the
rarest (not always the most interesting scientifically) invertebrate animals, while there is actually not a single
species of Acridid the anatomy of which is known in detail. This is often explained on the ground that the anatomy
of insects is not worth studying because their anatomical structures are supposed to be very uniform, but it is still
difficult to see why studies on the nephridia of some rare marine worm are more scientific than research on the organs of secretion in Acridid, which cannot be said to be “uninteresting” since they are practically unknown.
This peculiar attitude of university and other research laboratories towards insects is, fortunately, undergoing at
present some evolution, and during recent years locusts have penetrated into university laboratories as subjects of
equal scientific value with Molluscs and Echinoderms. We entomologists need not insist on some special lines of
investigation of our insects in research laboratories; let specialists approach the subject with their own problems
and their own methods; let them study the anatomy, histology, chromosomes, variability, chemistry of pigments,
metabolism—anything they want; we shall be able to extract from all such material what is necessary for our spe54

cial purposes, while all the rest will be as valuable for science generally, as if it was gained from other subjects.
Such a co-operation of practical entomologists and of independent, purely scientific investigators would be ideal
and would undoubtedly do much towards a solution of the locust and grasshopper problem, while not compromising “pure” science. In practice, this may be reached by drawing the attention of research students in anatomy, physiology, heredity, etc., to the Aoridid as subjects easily obtainable in any numbers, not difficult to keep, and, contrary
to the general opinion, very little studied in any respect.
Side by side with research in the locust and grasshopper problem on the broad lines indicated above, and more
definitely set forth in corresponding chapters of this book, should go the practical work of preventing and suppressing outbreaks, which will recur from time to time until entomologists know enough to develop practical schemes
for making them impossible. The technical side of this practical work, as we know, is easy, and the root of the problem is in its organisation.
Without repeating what has been said in the corresponding chapters, I would only stress once more that the existing organisations are not wholly efficient anywhere. Improvements in organisations for control are practically
possible almost everywhere, and with them the local grasshopper and locust problem must lose its acuteness,
though its solution can come only through persistent research on a really broad scale and a world-wide basis.
279.44 1. Excerpt from The Pauper 2. Excerpt from Bednyak 3. Excerpt from What Do I Live For?\fn{by Sultan
Mahmud Toruajgyrov (1893-1920)} Kazakhstan (M) -1
1
From the day of birth, only hunger I’ve known;
Crying I would ask my mother for food,
And stealthily taking from the table of the bey
Mt mother would give me a bone,
Threads of veins still hanging from it.
“Eat quicker, eat quicker, my dear little son.
If they see you, they’ll take me to task again.
Swallow it, oh swallow it,” she would hurry me on,
“Or someone might see you eating.”
From earliest childhood I had but one dream:
Once only to fill my stomach with good food.
All my life, like an ox, I have worked day and night,
And yet this dream has remained but a dream.
2
Autumn’s hand has endowed the grass with a silvery hue;
Over the nocturnal earth clouds are floating.
Dark is the night. I am guarding the sheep with my dog;
Not even a little fire lights up the darkness.
My clothes are in rags, I am almost not clad,
And these are the only clothes I’ve ever had.
…
I am cold here in the fireless steppe,
I am eaten by lice. There is not a day
When from the rags of my clothes
These lice do not torture me.
3
I do not live in order to sow flowers,
And see them bloom into live beauty;
I live to help my descendants with my song,
So that their paths may be easy and simple.
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199.1 The Suitor\fn{by Baimbet Mailin (1894-1939)} “born into a poor peasant family,” Kazakhstan (M) 3
Three people felt Bigansha’s death particularly keenly: Zhumatai, Sadyk and Baibosyn. Zhumatai was the
husband of the dead Bigansha; Baibosyn was her only child; Sadyk was the closest and dearest of her husband’s
brothers.
True, each of them felt this loss in his own way: Zhumatai was mainly despondent about suddenly having been
left without a woman and having to go to bed alone; Baibosyn was deprived of a tender and kind mother; and
Sadyk grieved simply because he had lost the friend of his heart, a sincere woman to whom he had been devoted
with all his soul.
Bigansha’s death was sudden and untimely: she had been only twenty three. She stood out among the women
her age for her beauty: she had firm, apple-red cheeks, pure black eyes and was as slender and lithe as a willow.
She was married to Zhumatai at the age of fourteen. Until she was twenty she had no care for herself, the property
or the house. In her naïveness she thought that a married woman’s only duty was to sleep with her husband and
unquestioningly carry out all his wishes and caprices.
Zhumatai himself thought the same. Not once in his life had he said even a few coherent words, nor had he
talked with anyone in a human way, but kept gloomily silent all the time, with scowling brows and drooping
shoulders. If there was a misfortune, he did not really grieve, if there was occasion for joy, he did not rejoice like
everyone else, and when he got angry, he only grunted.
Only rarely, when a good mood unexpectedly came upon him, did he sort of smile. It was a strange, rather
horrible smite, not like the smile of a normal person. He simply bared his teeth and let out a roar from the depths
of his belly.
Who knows how Zhumatai appeared to others, but to Bigansha this was just what he seemed like from the very
first night, and she had no hopes for a change for the better. Their married life lasted nine years, and all those
cheerless years Zhumatai remained the same. If he had to call her for something, he would bellow:
“Hey, woman!” If something was not to his liking, he would swear obscenely:
“Ugh, all your filthy kin!”
In the evening, hardly had the lamp been put out before he would throw himself upon her. He would huff and
puff and squirm as though he were after a vixen. While he got covered with sweat, Bigansha would grow stiff
with shame and disgust and squeamishly turn away her head feeling his hot, stinking breath upon her. She did not
dare to refuse her husband and, choking, would whisper:
“Well, what are you … twitching for, you wretch! You could at least wait until people are asleep …”
Cowed, soiled, extinguished, Bigansha soon ceased to consider herself a person. That is when she happened to
meet Sadyk.
“Happened to meet” is usually said of people who come from far apart. But Sadyk and she came from the
same aul.\fn{Village} She simply had not noticed him until then. How it all started they themselves really did not
know. They met one day, struck up a conversation, exchanged pleasantries, smiled at each other; it all turned out
unexpectedly right and pat, and soon Sadyk had taken such deep root in her soul that she 'could not get him out of
her mind.
He was of medium height, with a swarthy, pock-marked face and a scarcely visible scar on his right cheek. His
eyes were narrowish, with a squint. His nose was not all that large, but neither was it flat, squashed down, like
some people’s. It was a perfectly medium-sized nose. He had a thin, foppish moustache. A talkative; convivial
fellow, he played the dombra mandoline and sang at parties. He was not averse to testing his strength against
others, and unceremoniously pinned his peers’ shoulders to the ground. He had received several prizes in
wrestling.
Sadyk was unquestionably the most distinguished of the village djigits.\fn{Young fellows skilled and daring in
horsemanship}But he was clearly unlucky in his wife. She was no match for him, that long-faced, bony, awkward,
masculine woman. Besides she had no conception of decency and courtesy. The wife of a young man, she would
hang about the village houses, chattering incessantly and collecting all the gossip. It was told in the auls:
“Sadyk dropped by someone’s house one day, and his woman barged in after him. Well, out of shame Sadyk
got up and left …”
In short, the young people grew close, became friends. A bright dawn light suddenly entered Bigansha’s life.
She seemed to have been born again to the world, to have only just come into her youth. She changed
unrecognisably, grew prettier, blossomed forth. And began to go about all dressed up, as if for a holiday...
In the meantime, as always happens, various rumours snaked their way among the sharp-tongued aul women
and one day they reached Zhumatai as well. Bigansha grew alarmed, thinking:
“Now Zhumatai will either kill me or drive me away.”
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But the outraged husband behaved differently. Frowning, sombrely, he bellowed:
“Why have you been engaging in fornication, you bitch, eh?!” And he lashed her with a whip.
But Bigansha did not wail and ask for mercy. And in the evening, as soon as the light was out, Zhumatai threw
himself upon her, mauled her beneath him as though he were trying to crush her and breathed hotly and
spasmodically into her face. She froze, biting her lip and thinking:
“Lord … what is he, an animal or something? How can he, when he knows all about it?”
*
Such was the relationship, the ties, that established themselves among Bigansha, Zhumatai and Sadyk. And
then the unforeseen happened: Bigansha died. And Zhumatai was left without a woman. Sadyk lost her true,
loving heart, and therefore it seemed that his grief was greater than everyone else’s. But Zhumatai thought
otherwise.
“Sadyk still has his fun,” he reflected, “he has a woman of his own. But what about me, a lonely man?”
If he could have indulged his lust with someone, he would of course not even have remembered Bigansha.
Now he had only one dream: to provide himself with a woman again.
He began to think, began to question people. Anyone who informed him that “so-and-so there has a
marriageable daughter” could drink his fill of kumys\fn{Fermented mare’s milk} from Zhumatai’s five milch mares.
What was she like? Beautiful? Clever? Or lame, nasty, cross-eyed, daft? That did not seem to interest Zhumatai. If
only he had a woman, everything else would be fine …
He started off to arrange a match with one of the young girls, but met with failure. Everywhere he heard one
and the same answer:
“I cannot force my daughter. Let her decide for herself,” the fathers said.
This put Zhumatai into a rage. He would grunt spitefully and turn away, mount his horse and set off for his aul.
His friends asked curiously:
“What happened?”
“It didn’t work out,” Zhumatai muttered. “The father can’t force his daughter. She decides herself, you see.”
“Well, that’s fine then,” his friends objected. “If it’s her will, busy yourself with her, come to an agreement and
take her without any marriage payment.”
But Zhumatai did not like this at all. What did that mean, “busy yourself, come to an agreement”? What did he
need this for? If a father gave away his daughter and received payment for her and a mullah joined them in
marriage, didn’t that mean he had “busied himself” with her? What else was there to come to an agreement about?
Zhumatai had never heard of such a thing. He, praise be to Allah, was already thirty-six and up to now he had
had no need to “come to an agreement” with some girl. What had they meant by: “Busy yourself witn her!” Why,
in all his life he’d never yet said a word of sense to any skirt!
Zhumatai suffered for three months without a woman. He pined and yearned until he could bear it no longer.,
And one day he dragged himself to Sadyk’s.
“Having a stroll?” asked Sadyk.
“What strolll.. I, you know … wanted … well, you know … I mean,” mumbled Zhumatai. He could not
manage to express himself more precisely.
“Got you,” snickered Sadyk. “You’re obviously languishing away without a woman, eh?”
“Well, you yourself know about my misfortune,” said Zhumatai, grinning rather horribly.
“True,” Sadyk winked conspiratorially. “You just can’t live without a woman. I thought about it a long time
ago. But kept mum. Thought you’d find one yourself since you were scouring the auls. I have a sister-in-law of
mine to offer you. Come on, let’s ride over to her house!”
“It she mature?”
“In her prime—”
*
“My brother-in-law’s come!”
A slim, bark-complexioned, still unformed girl ran out of the house to meet them. She made a running leap for
Sadyk’s neck and began to pester him, not allowing him into the house. Her parents were also excited and pleased
at their son-in-Iaw’s arrival.
“Ryash-jan, put on the tea to boil!”
“Ryash-jan, put the meat in the pot!” the dark old woman, her mother, began to order. Laughing loudly, the girl
did everything easily and quickly, managing between chores to snuggle up to Sadyk, to sit in his lap, to flirt
playfully with him.
“I have to tell you something in private.”
“Well, what is it, dear? Come on, tell me now!”
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“No-o, I’ll tell you … later on.”
Ryash grew thoughtful for a moment, smiled and, taking flight, ran about her business. Sadyk whispered to
Zhumatai:
“She’s a fine girl. Quick. Clever. You won’t find yourself a better wife.” Later Sadyk summoned Zhlimatai
outside:
“Come on out here! See that shed? She’s tending to the cows in there now. I told her: ‘I’ve brought you a
suitor. Talk to him and come to an agreement.’ Now it's up to you. Go talk her into it. If she agrees, don’t waste
time. You know what I mean.”
Sadyk let Zhumatai into the shed and closed the door behind him.
The shed turned out to be huge. Bright holes gaped here and there in the ceiling, like stars. The cows
savouringly chewed their cuds, shook their heads and stamped their hooves. Zhumatai shifted from one foot to the
other at the threshold and just could not understand what he should do now. The girl cautiously went up to the
door. She stopped next to Zhumatai and asked:
“Who’s that?”
“Me.”
“What are you standing there for?”
“Just standing.”
They stood like that for some time longer facing each other. Light penetrated through the cracks and
Zhumatai’s puffy, dull face, overgrown with dirty stubble, and the fine, fragile little visage of the darkcomplexioned girl with her gleaming eyes, and tight braids hanging down her back, were clearly to be seen. The
girl could have been Zhumatai’s daughter. They had hardly left the shed when Sadyk came up.
“Well, how’d it go? Did you talk?”
“What’s there to talk about?” growled Zhumatai. “You’d do better to speak to her father, ask him how many
heads of cattle are needed?”
“What are you, a fool?! First you have to hook the girl. Her father can do nothing without her consent.”
“What more consent of hers is needed? What does her consent have to do with it? Come to an agreement about
the payment, and may the girl be in my bed tonight …”
And for the first time something like a smile flashed on Zhumatai’s sullen face.
The next day Zhumati and Sadyk returned to the aul.
Each on his own.
3.36 & 279.50 1. The Child 2. The Encounter 3. The Horseshoe\fn{by Vsevolod Vyacheslawovich Ivanov (1895-1963)}
Lebyazhye, Pavlodar Oblast, Kazakhstan (M) 10
1
Mongolia is a wild beast and a joyless one! Its rocky soil is a wild beast, its water, a wild beast; even the
butterfly is only awaiting a chance to sting.
Who knows the heart of the man of Mongolia? He swathes himself in furs, he looks like a Chinese and he
dwells a long way from the Russians, beyond the Nor-Kol Desert. They say he will go even farther, across China
and down to India and the blue seven-shored lands no one knows.
Into Mongolia, fleeing from the Russian war, came the Khirghiz from the Irtysh River, close to the Russians.
You know what their hearts are like, brittle as crystal with no good in them, you can see right through them.
They’ve taken their time getting there, bringing with them their cattle, their children, and even their sick.
The Russians had been mercilessly driven here. That’s how they came to be such sturdy peasants, sound in
wind and limb. They had left their useless weakness behind on the rocky heights—some had died and some had
been killed—and had abandoned their families and cattle to the White Russians. Mean as wolves in the spring
time, that’s those peasants for you. In the deep ravines, in their tents, they lay thinking of the steppe and the Irtysh
River.
They numbered fifty or so. Their chief was Sergey Selivanov, so their detachment was called, “Comrade
Selivanov’s Red Guard Partisan Detachment.”
Bored, that’s what they were.
While on the run over the mountains, among the huge, dark rocks, their hearts had been filled with terror. Once
they reached the steppe, boredom overwhelmed them. Because the steppe was like the steppe this side of the
Irtysh: all sand, stiff grasses, and steel-forged sky. It was all alien, unlike their own, it had never known a plough;
it was a wilderness.
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And, what’s more, it was hard on them that there were no women. At night they would tell the obscene stories
soldiers tell about women, but when things got unbearable, they saddled their horses and rode out to catch
Khirghiz women on the steppe. At the mere sight of the Russians, the Khirghiz women would obediently lie down
flat on their backs. It made you feel bad, sick, to take them lying there, never moving and with their eyes tight
shut. It was like sinning with beasts.
The Khirghiz men were afraid of the Russians and fled farther into the steppe. Whenever they caught sight of
the Russians, they threatened them with their rifles and longbows, yelling and whooping, but they never fired.
Might it have been they didn’t know how?
*
Afanasy Petrovich, paymaster to the detachment, was apt to burst into tears, like a child. His face, too, was like
a child’s, small, hairless, pink. His legs, though, were long and sturdy, like a camel’s. When mounted on a horse,
however, he turned forbidding. His face wore a remote look, and he would sit, gray, wrathful, and terrifying.
On Trinity Day three men, Selivanov, Afanasy Petrovich, and Drevesinin, the clerk, were ordered to search the
steppe for decent pasture.
The sands were smoking under the sun. Down from on high blew the wind. Up to the trembling sky rose the
great heat from the earth. The bodies of the men and the beast were lethargic and heavy as stones. Misery.
Then Selivanov said hoarsely,
“What are the pastures like over that way?”
They all knew it was the Irtysh he meant. But no word came from their thin beards. The hair of their faces had
been singed by the sun, like the grass on the steppe. Their narrow eyes were reddened, like the gash left by a
fishhook. Heat.
Only Afanasy Petrovich answered in his sorrowful way,
“Can they be having a drought like this over there, boys?”
His voice was tearful, but his face was not. Only the horse beneath him, gasping with weariness, had
complaining tears in its great staring eyes.
So, one behind the other, filing along the trails beaten by the wild goats, the partisans moved off into the
steppe.
The grieving sands burned on. The stifling wind clung to their shoulders and heads. The sweat broiling inside
them could not get out of their seared skin.
Toward evening, as they were riding out of a hollow, Selivanov said, pointing westward,
“Riders, at full gallop.”
And so it was. On the horizon the sands were sending up a rosy dust.
“Must be the Khirghiz.”
They began to argue. Drevesinin said that the Khirghiz were a long way off and never came near Selivanov’s
ravine. Afanasy Petrovich said that they were surely Khirghiz: the very dust they raised was Khirghiz; thick-like.
But when the dust rolled nearer, they all agreed:
“Strangers.”
The horses could sense in their master’s voices that something odd was in the wind. They pricked up their ears
and sank to the ground well before being given the order. In the ravine now, the recumbent bodies of horses lay,
gray and yellow; they looked impotent and absurd, their legs thin as rails. Was it out of shame or the like that they
closed their eyes, their breath coming in shallow gasps?
Selivanov and Afanasy Petrovich, the paymaster, were lying at the edge of the ravine. The paymaster had
begun to snivel. To calm him down, Selivanov always had him lie at his side. The almost childish weeping made
the peasant’s tough heart gay and playful.
The trail spread its dust. Wheels rumbled fitfully. And whirled like the dust, long dark manes in halters.
Selivanov said with certainty: “Russians. Officers.” He summoned Drevesinin out of the hollow.
The new, wicker cart had two occupants wearing caps with red bands. Their faces were hidden because of the
dust, as if the red-band wearers were flying in a yellow tornado. A gun stuck up whenever the hand with the whip
emerged from the dust.
Drevesinin thought and said:
“Officers, on business most likely. Reconnaissance—that’s pretty clear.”
Mischievously he winked his eye and twitched his mouth.
“We’ll give it to ’em, Selivanov my boy.”
The cart bore its passengers along, and bore them steadily. The horses! They were enjoying themselves with
the cart, like a fox with its tail, sweeping the dust of Mongolia.
In a weepy voice, Afanasy Petrovich drawled,
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“We mustn’t, boys. It’s better to take prisoners. Wait before you finish them off.”
“What about your own head, don’t you care?”
Selivanov lost his temper, silently released the lock on his rifle, as if undoing a button, and said:
“We don’t need your weeping here, paymaster.”
What annoyed them more than anything else was that the officers had shown up in the steppe alone, without an
escort. As if they alone constituted a force of superior number, as if they were bringing death to the peasants. And
just look, one of the officers stood bolt upright—he couldn’t see properly. The dust; the evening wind blowing red
on the burnt grass; on two boulders beside the hollow, that looked like the dead bodies of horses. But could they
be boulders? Or the carcasses of horses?
In the red dust, the little cart, its wheels, its occupants and their thoughts—whirling.
They fired. Yelled. Fired again.
On the instant the red caps fell, tilting at each other, into the body of the cart.
The reins slackened—as if they had broken loose—the horses leapt away abruptly—they were about to break
into a gallop, but all at once a milky foam came out on their withers. The bands of their powerful muscles
quivering, they lowered their heads and stopped.
Afanasy Petrovich said: “They’re dead.” They went up to look.
The red caps were dead. They were sitting shoulder to shoulder, their heads thrown back, and one of them was
a woman. Her hair was a matted ruin from the dust, half yellow, half black, and her army tunic sat high above her
bosom.
“That’s odd,” said Drevesinin. “It’s your own fault, woman, you shouldn’t have worn a service cap. Who’d
knowingly kill a woman? Women are needed in society.”
Afanasy Petrovich spat. “You’re a cruel monster and a bourgeois. You’ve got no feeling or anything in you,
you son of a bitch.”
“Hold on,” cut in Selivanov, “we’re not bandits, it’s our clear duty to make a list of the state’s and the people’s
property. Give us some paper.”
In the front of the cart, together with the “state’s and the people’s property,” in a Chinese basket lay an infant
with pale eyes and hair. He was clutching the end of a tan blanket in his fist. A suckling, tiny, and whimpering a
little.
Afanasy Petrovich said tenderly: “He’s here, too. I reckon h’s got something to say about it, according to his
own lights.”
Once more they spared a woman and refrained from stripping her of her clothes, but they buried the man stark
naked in the sand.
*
Afanasy Petrovich, returning in the captured cart, was holding the child in his arms and singing in a low voice:
Nightingale, nightingale, dear little bird,
Canary, canary, so little, so wee,
Sings sadder songs than ever were heard.

He was thinking of his native village of Lebyazhy, the herding of the cattle, his family, the younger children—
and wept on a high note.
The child wept, too.
Moving, burning, the fluid sands ran, and running, they too wept on a high note.
The partisans, mounted on their sturdy, tough Mongolian horses, ran on. The partisans had seared faces and
seared souls.
Along the trail the wormwood rambled, stifled by the sun. Like the sand, fine-grained, fugitive.
And the sands were wormwood, fine-grained and bitter. You trails, trodden out by goats! You sands, bitter
sands! Mongolia is a wild beast, and a joyless one.
They examined the officer’s possessions. Books, a small chest of tobacco, instruments of shining steel. Among
these objects, standing on three tall legs, was a small, square, segmented box. The partisans drew near to look
them over, feel them, and weigh them in their hands. They gave off a smell of sheep fat—they were eating a lot
out of boredom—and their clothes were greasy. They had prominent cheekbones and soft, thin lips—those who
came from the Cossack villages on the Don; black hair and cavernous faces—those who came from the chalkmines. And they all had stunted bow legs and the guttural accents of the steppe.
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Afanasy Petrovich picked up the brass-bound tripod and said: “A telescope!” He shut one eye. “And a good
one. Costs about a million, this does. What they had when they looked at the moon and found the gold mines on
her, lads. No need to pan it out; it was like flour, the cleanest gold ever. Just put it in your bag.”
A young man from the city burst out laughing. “Listen to the leg-puller. Go on, pull the other one.”
Afanasy Petrovich flared up. “A leg-puller, am I? You bastard! Just you wait.”
“Who’s waiting?”
Afanasy Petrovich drew his revolver.
“Shsh,” said Selivanov.
They shared out the tobacco amongst them, but the instruments were handed over to Afanasy Petrovich: as
pay-master, he could use them on occasion to trade with the Khirghiz. He set them out at the baby’s feet. “Go on,
enjoy yourself.”
But he didn’t see them, he was crying.
Afanasy tried this and that way (sweating with the effort)-the child went on crying, he was not enjoying
himself at all.
The cooks brought up the evening meal. There was an oppressive smell of oil, buckwheat, porridge, cabbage
soup. They pulled their out-sized spoons out of their boot tops. The grass had been trampled down in the camp.
From up on the crags the lookout called:
“What about me? Look sharp! I’ve got to eat too. Send up the relief.”
Their meal finished, it occurred to them that the child must be fed. The child had gone on howling, nonstop.
Afanasy Petrovich chewed a piece of bread. He pushed the warm cud into the wet, open little mouth and
chomped his teeth.
“Yum, yum. Get it down, little cub. Lovely chow.”
But the baby closed his little mouth and turned his head away: he wouldn’t have any. He cried through his
nose, a thin, strident crying.
The peasants came up and stood around him. Craning over the other’s heads, they gazed at the child. Nobody
spoke. It was hot. Their cheeks and lips glistened with mutton fat.
Their shirts were unbuttoned, their bare feet yellow, like the Mongolian soil. One suggested: “Try him with
cabbage soup.”
They let the soup cool a bit. Afanasy Petrovich dipped his finger into it, then put it in the baby’s mouth. The
good thick soup ran out of the small mouth onto the little pink shirt and the flannel blanket. No. He wouldn’t take
it. He went on howling.
“A puppy’s cleverer—it’ll lick it off your fingers.”
“That’s a dog; this is a human being.”
“You don’t say!”
There was no cow’s milk anywhere in the detachment. They thought of giving him mare’s milk—mares they
did have. But, they decided, better not: koumiss would have made him tipsy, maybe sick.
They went off among their four-wheeled carts, swapping ideas, far from untroubled. Afanasy Petrovich
skipped about in his Tartar tattered quilted jacket, flung over his shoulders. His narrow eyes looked tattered as
well. His high, thin voice piped anxiously, like a child’s, as if the baby himself were running about, complaining.
“What’s to be done? He won’t eat, boys! And that won’t do, will it? Suppose you good-for-nothings give him a
bit of attention?”
They stood there, for all their broad shoulders and sturdy build, with a helpless look on their faces.
“That’s a woman’s work.”
“That’s sure.”
“He’d eat up a ram, if a woman fed him.”
“That’s the truth.”
Selivanov called a meeting, and declared: “We can’t let a little Christian fellow die off like a beast. Even if his
father was a bourgeois, the child, well, he’s innocent, and who can say he isn’t?”
The peasants all agreed. “It’s not the child’s doing. He’s innocent.”
Drevesinin burst out laughing: “Keep on growing, little lad. He’ll grow up with us. And then he’ll fly to the
moon, and the lands with all the gold.”
The peasants, though, did not laugh. Afanasy Petrovich shook his fist and shouted: “You rotten dirty swine, the
only cruel mocker in the detachment, that’s you!”
He stamped his foot and waved his arms, and all of a sudden cried out, “A cow! That’s what he needs, a cow!”
With one voice they responded: “No cow, and he’s a goner.”
“A cow he must have.”
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“He’ll die if he don’t have a cow.”
Afanasy Petrovich said with resolution: “I’ll go and get a cow, boys.”
Drevesinin cut in, mischievously: “You mean, in Lebyazhy, on the Irtysh River?”
“I won’t have to go to the Irtysh, you patented emetic. I’m going to the Khirghiz.”
“What, and trade them the telescope for one? Go ahead, benefactor!”
Afanasy Petrovich was furious. In exasperation he yelled: “You good-for-nothing bastard, how’d you a like a
punch in the face?”
Seeing that they were starting a fight, contrary to good discipline, Selivanov as chairman of the meeting nipped
it in the bud.
“That’s enough.”
This is what they voted: Drevesinin, Afanasy Petrovich, and three more were to go to the Khirghiz settlement
out on the steppe and bring back a cow, and if luck was with them, two or even five, for the cooks were coming to
the end of their store of meat. They hung their rifles on their saddles and put on fox-fur caps, so as to look like the
Khirghiz from a distance.
“God go with you.”
They wrapped the child in his blanket and laid him in the shade of a cart. One of the younger men sat down
beside him and, to keep both the child and himself amused, fired his revolver every now and again at the
wormwood bushes.
*
Alas, you sands of Mongolia, there’s no joy to be had from you! Alas, you massed blue rocks, with your deepdigging, evil hands!
The Russians are riding over the sands. Night. The sands smell of heat and of wormwood.
In the Kirkhiz settlement the dogs are barking at wolves and at the darkness.
The Khirghiz are fleeing from death. But can the cattle be led from death?
From the settlement comes a smell of dried manure, of airan, the Khirghiz name for soured milk. Sitting
beside the yellow campfires are the young Khirghiz children, thin and famished-looking, and beside the children,
the dogs, their ribs protruding, their muzzles sharpened. The nomads’ tents, their yurtas, look like haystacks.
Beyond the yurtas lies a lake, and reeds, and suddenly a shot rings out from the green reeds, winging its way
toward the yellow fires: Oo-a-at!
On the instant the Khirghiz rushed out of their felt tents and cried in alarm: "Ui-boi! Ui-boi! Ak-kyzyl-urus. Uiboi!"
They hurled themselves onto their horses, which always stood ready, saddled and bridled, day and night. The
yurtas set up a trampling noise. The steppe followed suit. The reeds called out with a wild duck’s voice: “Ai, ai,
the Red-White Russians, ai-ai !” A white-bearded Khirghiz fell off his horse headfirst into a cauldron and
overturned it. Scalded, he roared in a deep bass. Beside him, a shaggy dog with its tail between its legs was
timidly dipping its hungry muzzle into the warm milk.
The mares whinnied shrilly. Panicked, as if attacked by wolves, the sheep struggled in the pens. The cows
breathed hard, in agitation.
Sighting the Russians, the submissive Khirghiz women lay down submissively on the felt rugs. Drevesinin
broke into loud laughter.
“Hey, what do you think we are, stallions? We don’t always have time!”
He hastily filled a flat Austrian canteen with milk and by cracking his whip managed to drive a number of
cows with their calves into a yurta. Freed from their tethers, the calves quickly nuzzled against their mothers’ soft
udders, joyfully seizing the teats with their long mobile lips.
“Just look at that! The great hungry lazy bones!” And Drevesinin emptied his revolver at the calves.
Afanasy Petrovich had gone round the settlement and was just about to leave with Drevesinin, but suddenly he
remembered something.
“What he wants is a teat. Goddamn it, we forgot the teat!”
He dashed into the yurtas, looking for a teat. The fires in the tents had gone out, so Afanasy Petrovich seized a
brand, scattering the sparks, coughing from the smoke, in his search for a teat. In one hand he held the crackling
brand, in the other his revolver. No teat to be found. On the felt rugs the submissive Khirghiz women lay stretched
out with their heavy skirts thrown over their heads. Their babies were howling. Afanasy Petrovich lost his temper
and shouted to a young woman in one yurta:
“A teat, you platter-faced bitch, give us a teat here.”
The Khirghiz woman burst into tears and began hastily unbuttoning her silk kaftan and pulling off her
overblouse.
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“Ni kerek, al, al, take!” Beside her on the felt rug, a baby wrapped in rags lay howling. The Khirghiz woman
was already spreading her legs.
“Al, al! Go on!”
But Afanasy Petrovich grasped one of her breasts, squeezed it, and whistled with gratification. “There we are!
That’s what you'd call a teat! And a pretty full one at that!”
“Ni kerek, ni—What?”
“All right, stop squawking. Up with you! It’s a good one!”
And seizing the Khirghiz woman by the hand, he dragged her along after him. In the darkness he hoisted her
onto the saddle, squeezing now and again at her breasts, and dashed off in the direction of the ravine Selivanov
occupied, back to his detachment.
“I’ve found a good pair, I have,” he told himself joyfully, and there were tears in his eyes. “I’ll always be the
one to find anything, brother; I’d dig it out of the earth if I had to.”
*
But back in the camp, as it turned out—something Afanasy Petrovich had failed to notice—the Khirghiz
woman had brought her own baby with her.
“Let her be,” said the peasants, “the milk’ll be enough for both of ’em. We’ve got the cows, and she’s a healthy
woman.”
She was one of those Khirghiz women of few words, austere, and she fed the babies when no one was looking.
The two lay beside her in the tent, on a piece of felt, one a white little creature, the other yellow, and howled in
unison.
A week later, at a general meeting, Afanasy Petrovich voiced a complaint:
“Well, there’s been some funny business here, comrades. That Khirghiz female, that bitch, I should say, cheats
at feeding time: she lets her own child drain her dry and only gives ours the dregs. I’ve been watching her,
brother. Just go and see for yourself.”
The peasants went and looked. The babies were like all babies, one little creature white, the other yellow as a
melon. But the Russian infant, it did seem, was thinner than the Khirghiz baby. Afanasy Petrovich raised his
hands:
“I’ve given him a name, Vaska. But there’s been some funny business here, I’m sure of it.”
Drevesinin said, but with no trace of his spiteful smile, “Well, Vaska, you do look like a poor little cuss, not
long for this world.”
They found a big stick and balanced it on the shaft of a cart, so that neither side weighed more than the other.
They hung the babies at either end, to see which was the heavier. Suspended with ropes wrapped in their little
rags, the children were howling. They gave off the penetrating odor of unwashed babies. The Khirghiz woman
stood by the cart, and, understanding nothing, had fallen to weeping.
Silently the peasants surveyed the scene.
“Let go,” ordered Selivanov. “Let go of the scales.”
Afanasy Petrovich took his hands from the stick and instantly the Russian baby shot upward.
“Will you look at the yellow-faced bastard,” exclaimed Afanasy Petrovich, incensed, “he’s certainly putting on
weight.”
He picked up a sheep’s skull that happened to be lying on the ground and placed it on the Russian child. The
two babies now balanced each other. The peasants began to protest, shouted, “She’s fed him till he weighs a
sheep-skull more, lads, ain’t that so?”
“If she’s not watched—“
“What an animal, look how she’s fattened him.”
“Who was to watch her?”
“We’ve got other work besides watching babies.”
And some of them, the most respectable, confirmed this view:
“Get away with you! Who’s going to turn nursemaid?”
“But then, she is his mother.”
Afanasy Petrovich stamped and shouted, “So, by your lights, a Russian man must die because of some unChristian bitch? Vaska must die, then? My Vaska?”
They stared at Vaska lying there pale and very thin. The sight sickened them.
Selivanov said to Afanasy Petrovich:
“Here, you get rid of the other one—God be with him—leave him to die, the little Khirghiz; we’ll not make up
for the few we’ve killed with the one we’ll save.”
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Glancing at Vaska, the peasants dispersed in silence. Afanasy Petrovich took the little Khirghiz and tied him up
in a torn sack. The mother set up a wail. Afanasy Petrovich hit her, but lightly, in the teeth and left the camp for
the open steppe.
*
Two days later the peasants were standing on tiptoe around a tent and peering over one another’s shoulders,
gazed inside where the Khirghiz woman, seated on a felt rug, was feeding the white child. The woman looked
subdued, her eyes narrow as oat grains; she was wearing a kaftan of violet silk and soft leather boots. The child’s
face was turned to the breast. He was clutching the kaftan and his legs moved in a comical, clumsy way, as if
trying to jump. Laughing hugely, the peasants looked on. More complacent than any, Afanasy Petrovich. He
sniffed, and said, in his tearful voice:
“See how he gobbles it down.”
Outside and beyond the tent, were running—none knows where—the hollows, the rocks, the steppe of alien
Mongolia.
No one knows where Mongolia is running, a wild beast, and a joyless one.
2
My spring thaw!
With a joy that thaws rapidly, like snow on the steppes, I watch the sleepy birds soaring slowly over the
ravines and the grass; even their shadows are heavy, as if cast from iron. In the desert my friends’ horses
have left the corpses of their masters—and yet there is no loneliness in my heart. A narrow path leads me
to the ruins of Karakorum where once lived Ghenghiz Khan who ordered that beasts from all Central Asia
be driven to the Zeravshan valley for a great hunt. Even today, when irrigation ditches are dug for the
swampy rice paddies, Tadzhiks find hundreds of deer skulls and boars’ tusks of unseen dimensions. My
friends who are still among the living dismount, make a miserable camp-fire from dried manure and boil
thick Mongolian tea, but I, accompanied by Dokay Salet Amir, dash on. The path becomes narrower and narrower
—now it is just a goat-track.
My horse scores its chest as it clears a way for my stirrups. Behind me Dokay sings a song he has
made up about a Russian in comical glasses who told him on the road about the great hunt of Ghenghiz
Khan, justly called Iron Foot and Iron Heart.
We are on a hill and there in the valley before us are the rocks of Karakorum. Its black shadow once
lay over all Central Asia, but now the stones of its houses are without the clear outlines of their own that
once gave grounds for a comparison between them and a cavalry saddle-cloth. The stones are wrapped
around with miserable Mongolian grass.
My horse looks, replete, at the grass.
Once upon a time yellow-cheekboned and with slits of narrow eyes, like a wound in the heart, a Mongol
with the signet-ring of Ghenghiz Khan bounded from the gates to the right—across the Irtysh and the Ob to
the ocean, to the left across the Volga to the Polish forests and further, for patterned carpets,—to Persia.
Now there are the shadows of silence.
The yellowish-blue dewy evening creeps up towards my stirrups and an enormous dog seems to be licking the
instep of my boot.
“Baramys. Let’s go?” Dokay asks. “Onward?”
“Baramys, I agree. Onward.”
But our horses continue to stand immobile. Their ears are pricked up and to me it seems that the beating
of my horse’s heart is gently rocking my stirrup. I lean towards the pommel of my saddle and gaze into the
bushes.
Perhaps a wolf is hurrying towards its lair or a dzhulbars, a tiger, has come from the Balkhash. There
is a soft silence over the bushes, as if all around were wrapped in wool, and the sky is low like the rolledup fleece of a dzhabag, a sheep. The horse raises its hoof soundlessly and trembles again and suddenly a
sharp whistle, like rent silk, trembles over the path.
The flame of a tarred splinter blazes wide on one of the rocks. For a moment the enormous rock takes on
the configurations of a house.
“Who is it?” we shout. “Who is there? Who moves?”
I feel that my saddle is as tautly poised as a rifle bolt. Thoughts of flight during the last few weeks have
taught me to remember my saddle first and my gun afterwards.
The whistle is repeated. I would say that it is filled with a kind of gray hoarseness.
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Suddenly I remember: that is how a shepherd calls his scattered flock deep in the night. He knows al ready that the flock will not return and it is not a call, but rather a whistle of despair. Only the annoyed
dogs rub at his legs. The warm earth, flattened by bodies, is empty and the wind silently carries away tuft of
wool—the remnants of his flock.
I do not speak. The horse snorts.
The burning splinter trembles on the rock. Its orange flame thickens. At last it goes out. I shout again:
“Who-o is it?”
“Wait, apa,” Dokay whispers to me. “Tokhta.” Wait.
We wait.
The bushes suddenly begin to hiss.
No, those are steps. They are heavy and I remember the iron foot of the builder ol Karakorum. They are
slow. The person walking breathes as if he were breathing with iron lungs.
My horse backs away when a wide gray figure, almost crawling over the ground, appears from the bushes.
“Who are you?” he asks me hoarsely. “Are you a kyzyl-urus?”
“Yes,” I answer, raising my gun, “yes, a kyzyl urus” (which means Red Russian in the language of the
desert).
“Then I shall speak and kiss your stirrup,” rasps the man from the bushes.
“Speak.”
Again a splinter blazes up and together with the tar I clearly catch the smell of a corpse. And I hurry the
man and the horse, shaking its bridle, hurries him too.
“Speak, you who has approached by night.”
“I am speaking to you, who sit on a chestnut horse, and my words are as true as that once, here, instead
of Karakorum wormwood, there were blacksmiths who could forge sabres better than the blacksmiths of
the white tsar who you, kara-urus, slaughtered. So it had to be, therefore, and I do not pity him. I am a
blacksmith and I have a forge in the settlement and it may be that my line comes from the blacksmiths of
Karakorum.
“I have a herd of five homed cattle, two horses and the number of rams tradition indicates for a poor
man. I paid bride-price for my wife for eight years and I would have paid for another eighty if necessary
for the sake of one sunrise on the carpet of my yurt behind the reed partition. Her walk was lighter than all
the pacers of the Gobi and her gingers, milking a mare, shook the udder more gently that the wind shakes
the feather-grass and so my heart shook when she gave me a cup filled to the brim with ayran, the soured
milk.
“I am a man who takes pride in his home, but when I took the cup I splashed ayran on the carpet. If you
had looked at the splashed drops you would have licked them up with your tongue, for you Russians are
not used to loving. Your love is like a young horse, which does not know how to behave itself in a race. I
did not want to be a bey, a rich man; my wife did not want to be a princess, but all the same yesterday
evening beys and urus-Cossacks with brocaded shoulders came to the Ai Toy valley. They slaughtered my
herd and I think, kyzyl-urus, that they probably hadn’t had enough blood and after trampling on my wife they
cut out her breasts on the bare ground. They did not find her heart, because it dried up with suffering for my
herds and me that evening and was probably no bigger than a grain of dust!
“I could not bring you my slaughtered sheep and cows—they were eaten. I have brought my wife to show
you. I have carried her twenty versts from the Ai Toy valley to the walls of Karakorum to exchange her body
for a faithful gun.”
The Kirghizian pulled away the dirty blanket covering the corpse. A black drop of pitch ran down and hissed
reedily on the dull-raspberry-coloured pieces of flesh. The woman’s mouth was ripped open and her cheek had
been pierced by sabres.
“She was called Kyzymil,” the Kirghizian said, sweeping off the piece of charcoal that had fallen on his wife’s
wound with his fingernail. “She spat in the senior man’s beard when he pushed his hand into her blouse after
drinking too much kumyss.”
He suddenly fell on his knees and seized my stirrup. His lips thrust my boot out of the stirrup.
“Give me a rifle, urus. I carried Kyzymil twenty versts on my back, she is heavy, I loved her well and fed her
well. I told you about her bride-price …”
I think that the sleeping birds were dreaming of the day. One rose now from the bushes, its wings
heavily bedewed. The dew had soaked my horse’s rein.
“Why is my horse going more slowly than my thoughts?” I asked myself.
The path is carrying me to the camp-fires of my friends. The camp-fires seem to be covered with
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dew. The path is wet with dew, like my horse’s rein.
The horses neigh mournfully by the campfires. I hear the excited voices of my friends—now we shall
saddle the horses and fly further into the sands. Our pursuers are close.
I gave Kyzymil’s husband my rifle.
He and Dokay stayed to bury Kyzymil under one of the rocks of Karakorum. Later they would return to
our camp-fires and the headquarters secretary would ask the unknown grave-digger his name and surname.
We would ride past the Karakorum path on into the sandy desert and the infrequent morning birds would
meet us far away among the dunes. Then the sun would stand at midday, we would be sick at heart and the
brown sand would kiss our tracks off.
The spring time is my thawing, time to light the fires of wisdom! For the horses of the desert are
drawing close to the great roads!
3
Clouds, tacked by shell-fire—red, blood-red and heavy—broke off low over the town. An indistinct
rumbling rolled over the wooden pavements; there was wet, gray autumn grass between the boards. People
were seen through the narrow wooden chinks of the houses; they were whispering.
“They crossed the Suslovitsa”
“First they … they’ll hit the commune.”
“They say that everyone is forgiven, only recognise the scale.”
“What scale?”
“Lord, where do we come in?”
On this evening, when the yellow shells, smelling of coal and sulphur, were crippling the clouds and
the sun swam in oily blood, like an unhealed wound, the district blacksmith Vassily was boiling potatoes in
his forge. He was blindish, not from the smith’s trade but because of tailor’s work: he had become a black smith because of his diseased eyes.
The smithy was at the foot of a hill, “at the edge”. Lower down lay the town, while higher up, on top of
the hill, was a cemetery. Why the cemetery and not the town was on the hill no-one knew. The living are
having a good time anyway, while the dead have a better view from the hill—perhaps that was the idea be hind it?
Yeroshka the apprentice—the blacksmith called all his apprentices Yeroshka—pumped the bellows. His
voice was somehow strained, as if a pair of bellows were squeaking or dry leather was screeching. Chew ing a half-cooked potato, he waved a hand as thin as a strap and asked:
“Will the cart trains bring white flour soon? They’re doing a bunk.”
“You aren’t supposed to eat white flour—the Whites eat white flour, but we have to eat black flour.”
Vassily bent a rusted tin hoop in his fingers, pulled it to pieces and tossed it into the corner. He walked
round the forge, looked out, breathed in the sweetish dampness and hurriedly slammed the door.
“It’s dark in the town, there isn’t even a light in the prison. If you don’t keep your eye on your potatoes
they’ll boil over. The Whites’ll probably come today, we should have gone home. Let them kill us here, it’s
nothing but a grave and at least it’s our own, eh? They say that all working people are killed to the last
man. They’ll take us, Yeroshka, and hang us right here, from the cross-beams in the forge, where we shoe
horses.”
“Do they hang people by the heels? Those who have thin necks wouldn’t stand it, uncle?”
“Ask them—that’s all you have to do.”
“And shall we get to heaven after we die?”
Vassily moved the cauldron off the fire and tested the potatoes with a brush. His grizzled, sparce beard
became damp and began to smell of tobacco. He wanted to smoke and he scratched about in his pockets.
“Do you want to go to heaven, then?”
“Yes.”
“Give me some tobacco and I’ll tell you the road.” Yeroshka released the strap of the bellows.
“I don’t smoke,” he said slowly. He pondered and then softly coughed, grasping the strap:
“Our lads decided not to believe in God, you know, uncle.”
“Oh yes!”
“The Bolsheviks don’t believe in God … they’re boiling!”
“Get them, then.”
There was a loud explosion and a faint crackle among the crosses on the hill.
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“A bomb,” Yeroshka said fearfully.
“Eat your potatoes before they get cold.”
But the blacksmith himself did not eat. He broke up his potato and sniffed: there was a smell of damp.
He put it aside. He stood up and suddenly, hunching his shoulders, covered the coals in the forge with a
clay pot. Yeroshka munched more slowly:
“It’s dark, uncle.”
Vassily stood by the doors. Somewhere far off a horse neighed; the wind passed tirelessly along the
road. A wire whistled like a whip by the shoeing block, beside the smithy. The blacksmith felt cold and re membered that the collar of his shirt had no buttons. In the corner Yeroshka squeaked thinly:
“It’s dark, uncle. Let’s go into town … there are rats here …”
The shooting had probably ceased. The cracks of doors widened. The smell of coal grew heavier. Then,
coming from the shoeing block, a voice called hollow and slow:
“Blacksmith.”
*
For some reason Yeroshka jerked the strap of the bellows; ashes rose up in the hearth. Vassily was on
the point of keeping silent, but he ran a heavy hand over the back of his neck and called hoarsely:
“Wha-at do you want?”
“Blacksmith,” the voice called, drawn out and thick.
At once coldness lashed him under his beard and on his sweaty chest as he stood in the wide-open door.
A horse was standing by the block, snorting and jingling its bridle. Above it there was a wide, dark voice.
“Do you have any horseshoes?”
A strirrup jingled and the ground settled softly under the horseman’s heel.
“Blacksmith?” Vassily rummaged in his pockets, spat and said, drawling in an effort to overcome the
tremor in his voice:
“Have you anything to smoke?”
“Give me a light.” Then, probably unfastening his coat, he added more slowly:
“Shoe the horse.”
“Where are you from?”
“Shoe it.”
The man stood to one side. His breathing was slow. It smelt thinly and unevenly, of sour bread.
“A peasant,” Vassily thought joyfully and, after thumping the block with his fist, pronounced firmly:
“Yeroshka, blow up the coals.”
Vassily approached the block.
“We charge four times the normal rate for night work. My eyes run from night work, that’s why I
changed my trade. Anyway, who shoes at night? Horses have to sleep. What size is the hoof?” The other,
as if dropping a heavy sack, repeated his words:
“Shoe it.”
The fire in the forge burnt up and the reflection broke up in the blue puddle behind the door. Immense
and warm, the hoof lay before Vassily like a dark dish. The hairs from the hoof ran long, harsh and grey ish, smelling of rotten straw.
Yeroshka brought some horseshoes, his heel knocking at a box. Then Vassily began to select a horse shoe, sorting through the iron and thickly ingraining his palm with acrid rust. One after the other the horse shoes lay on the lumpy palm, in bunches and separately, old, worn and gleaming, some quite rough, others
new and still smelling of the fire, before falling, “jingling” back into the box.
They weren’t right! Six pairs, lying in the corner, had survived from the old train horses which had
drawn the squire’s loads long ago, before the war. Yeroshka pulled them out, whistled and tossed coals into
the furnace to make the forge lighter.
These weren’t right either! They lay like rings on his palm. The man, who had climbed off his horse,
jingled something behind the block. Vassily turned and looked at him.
A rifle gleamed like a fine thread on an immense piece of soldier’s broadcloth. A pointed cap with large
ear-flaps and a five-pointed star was pulled down low on the broad brow. Vassily asked hurriedly:
“What guberniya are you from?”
“Me? Murom.”
Vassily hurried about the smithy; he stumbled against an upturned hoof and tossed it into the corner.
For some reason he threw coals into the furnace, waving a piece of iron over the coals, and shouted:
“There aren’t any horseshoes that will do! There aren’t any!” The heavy rings of a bit jingled.
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“Make them fit!”
The man, who had climbed off his horse, walked off into the darkness with an immense, ponderous
stride, from whence his voice rang out:
“Shoe it.”
While he heated the iron to redness Vassily was about to sigh and complain as the sparks flew, but he
whistled and scraped with a hammer.
“Ah-ee! Ah-ee! Yeerosh-ka!”
Yeroshka, too, twisted his thin body, pumping the bellows powerfully while the sparks rose and the
hammer swung, forcing air into the forge, sweating and piping:
“Ah-ee, uncle! Ah-ee!” And only then, when the horseshoe lay like a dark-red rye bun, did Vassily cry:
“Straight on to them, eh?”
“Straight on! Strike!”
“I’m striking! Ah-ee! Stra-aight on?”
“Straight on.”
“Ah-ee!”
The horse breathed warmly, right on Vassily’s neck. The man in the pointed cap still did not show his
face. A string of carts splashed up the hill, cutting through the mud.
Vassily wanted to complain, to tell properly and at length what he, the shoeing smith Vassily, wanted.
The horse tossed up smacking, reeking mud with its shod hooves, as if with spades. The saddle under Vass ily’s hand was warm and caressing. Pointing to the hill, he said:
“The town should be moved here.” Again the man’s words fell from out of the gloom like heavy layers
of earth, for the last time now:
“We’ll move it. Wait.”
60.199 The Ascent\fn{by Mukhtar Auezov (1897-1961)} Chingistan Village, Semey Region, Shyghys Qazaqstan
Oblast, Kazakhstan (M) 5
The bridegroom’s train at length reached the aul\fn{Mountain village.} of his future father-in-law
Alshinbai had but recently arrived in this broad valley of abundant springs and pastures. His aul stood
surrounded by some forty others, the tents of the Boshan clan, who were linked together through their common
ancestor Kazibek. Everyone was eagerly awaiting the guests, yurtas had been prepared for them and food and
drink were ready. On the day of the bridegroom’s arrival the mares had been tethered for milking earlier than
usual.
In accordance with time-honored custom, Ulzhan and the elders, attended by thirty jigits\fn{Armed retainers.}
and a bevy of women, had arrived a half day earlier. The chief negotiator for the bridegroom was to be Kunanbai’s
brother, Izgutty, who was following with aksakals,\fn{Servants.} singers, jigits, and herdsmen to see to the horses.
Abai had a suite of twelve jigits of the younger generation of Irgizbai, as well as jolly Mirzakhan, the messenger
Zhumagul and Takeshan, his nearest kinsman. Abai had also invited Yerbol and throughout the long journey of
more than a week was inseparable from him.
Ulzhan and brought valuable gifts: droves of horses and camels, a variety of fabrics for the women, and other
valuables. Two camels were laden with gifts for the bride: bales of bright silks, velvet and other materials, and
many shawls. Two other camels carried huge bundles of capes, shirts, kerchiefs, kaftans, all kinds of materials,
footwear and other gifts and prescribed by custom.
The most valuable of the gifts were ingots of silver for Alshinbai himself.
Ten years before, when Kunanbai had come to obtain the promise of Dilda’s hand, the bride’s parents had
presented him with a heavy tai-tuyak.\fn{A note reads: Foal’s hoof—a silver ingot of specified size.} And now, Uylzhan had
brought nothing less than a besik-zhamba\fn{A note reads: Cradle-ingot.} of even more astonishing proportions.
Kunanbai’s gift had thus outshone Alshinbai’s, and no sooner had the bridegroom arrived than all the auls could
speak of nothing but the generosity and precious gifts of his father. It was soon learned, however, that Alshinbai
was going to pay in kind.
Three enormous snow-white yurtas stood magnificently furnished for the bridegroom and his kinsmen. Oneyear-old foals just weaned from the mares, three-year-old rams and the largest of the lambs had been picked for
slaughter. A fattened foal was especially set aside for the yurta occupied by Ulzhan.
Abai’s train came to a halt as they drew near the aul, while a part of the jigits, including Takezhan, Mirzakhan
and others, rode on to announce his arrival. Abai and Yerbol dismounted to meet the girls and young women who
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were to come out of the aul to receive them. That would mark the beginning of endless and complex ceremonies,
and Abai detained Zhumagul, who in his time had endured all the torments of the ritual and might be useful.
“A wedding is supposed to be a joyous occasion for the bridegroom and his parents,” Abai remarked to Yerbol.
“Why then do they torture people with those endless ceremonies?”
Zhumagul laughed.
“You are going to be tortured—and very soon! There are no feathers in your hat to begin with. And you’d
better put on that red cape before you get your cheeks slapped!” The bridegroom’s traditional fur hat, pulled well
over his eyes, had to be tufted with the feathers of an eagle-owl. In addition, he had to wear a cape of red cloth
and high-heeled boots to distinguish him from the rest of his company. The attire had been prepared for Abai
before the journey on Zereh’s orders, and though the old woman had always let her pet grandchild have his own
way, she had tolerated no objections on this occasion.
“It is the custom of your forefathers,” she had repeated firmly. “It’s not you whom they will blame, but us!
‘Were their fathers never bridegrooms or their mothers brides?’ they will ask. Put it on at once!” She had helped
him to dress with her own hands.
In this curious array, Abai felt much like a witch-doctor or an itinerant magician. As soon as they had left the
aul, he edged his horse towards Sulzhan and pleaded:
“For the love of Allah, why should I proclaim that I am a bridegroom throughout the journey? Please let me
wear my usual clothes. I’ll put on this bridegroom’s dress when we arrive.”
Very reluctantly Ulzhan had consented. And thus Abai had not yet once donned his “sorcerer’s” apparel. The
tufted fur hat and the recd cape were still stowed away in a saddle-bag. It was of these that Zhumagul reminded
him.
“As you know, Barak-Batir once said, ‘My heart has never quailed before an armed enemy, but quail it did
when I had to call upon the parents of my betrothed.’ Realizing that Abai was growing really nervous, he hastened
to add, “Yes, there are horrors in store for you, but be firm of spirit, all will end well, I know it from experience.”
The friends laughed and Yerbol once again exhorted Zhumagul:
“Please prompt him—when and how to bow, when to sit down or get up and when to push his hat from over
his eyes at last and be comfortable.”
Yerbol’s painstaking attention touched Abai—his friend was worrying over details that would never have
occurred to himself. Could there be a truer, more devoted friend?
Until then Abai had believed that the finest moments of their friendship had been those when Yerbol had
crossed the flood waters of the wild mountain stream on the back of a bull. But now he seemed quite another man.
Where was the Yerbol he had known before? That old friend and this one were two different people. Which was
nearer to him—more dear?
On the day the journey began Yerbol had brought Abai news which had distressed him deeply. When Togzhan
had learned that Yerbol was to accompany Abai to his betrothed, she had begged him to convey to her beloved the
following message: “A brief glimpse in the light of the moon—and he was gone. I am left in darkness. But may
his way be a happy one, may he be cheerful and fortunate—such is my salaam to him!” And as Yerbol had
spurred his horse to go, she had covered her eyes with her kerchief and wept.
The vision had tormented Abai all the way. How acutely he had felt the crushing burden of compulsion, the
yoke of an alien will which had forced him to make this journey. Morosely he now awaited his first meeting with
Dilda.
The ringing laughter of girls and women suddenly reached his ears, followed by the tinkle of the sholpy. It was
a bevy of women in snow-white head-dresses, and the girls in caps of homespun silk, coming to receive the
bridegroom. A crowd of children was milling about them.
As they came nearer to Abai and his jigits some of them exclaimed:
“Now which is Abai?”
“Which is the bridegroom?”
“Why, they are all alike! He’s not dressed as a bridegroom should be!”
Abai was embarrassed, but forced a smile.
“Pick whom you like best and let him be Abai,” he said.
The girls laughed and quickly identified the groom. One of the, however, rebuked him:
“No, my dear! You may wear the Tobikta hat in your own aul! In ours you’ll have to wear the wedding-dress!”
She began to question the jigits and to search for Abai’s hidden wedding-clothes. Zhumagul finally yielded and
took off the saddle-bag.
“Didn’t I tell him, ‘Put them on!’ But no—he won’t listen! Teach him a lesson now! I have his clothes right
here!” He handed the bag to the girls.
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While Abai was dressing, the children scrambled on to the horses’ backs in twos and threes and galloped away
towards the aul. A bunch of boys stood around Abai’s white-maned golden ambler and looked at it admiringly.
“It’s an ambler!”
“Oi-bai!”\fn{How good.}
Three youngsters scrambled on to the saddle and drove the horse off. The welcoming party and the
bridegroom’s men had to walk to the aul on foot.
Against the other tents the yurta set aside for the bridegroom was a dazzling white. Inside, it had been decided
not to decorate the tent excessively and to preserve an impression of spaciousness. The framework, however, had
been concealed beneath rich silken draperies and ornate carpets, and the vivid colors of many fabrics lent the
dwelling a festive elegance. Wool and elaborately patterned felt rugs extended from the entrance to the places of
honor, heaped with silken covers and cushions. A couch of carved bone to the right was covered with fifteen
spreads of silk and pillows of immaculate white. The head of the bed was curtained off by a piece of satin with
designs of red and blue.
Seated in front of the bed, Abai was hemmed in by his future sisters-in-law. Yerbol, Zhumagul and the other
jigits took places amid the girls a short distance away.
No sooner had all been seated than three young women ran into the tent calling:
“The curtain! Lower the curtain!”
The girls at Abai’s side sprang up and lowered the satin curtain, to conceal him from the entrance. Only then
did they fold back the door-flaps.
“Come in, come in,” they said to someone beyond the door, glancing meanwhile in the direction of the
bridegroom. “Welcome the mothers-in-law!”
Abai and all the others sprang to their feet.
The curtain was not raised, however, when three elderly women entered. The first was the eldest mother-in-law
—the stout, dusky baibishe of Alshinbai. At her side stood the real mother-in-law, the mother of the bride.
“Well, mothers, the ransom! Where is the ransom? Or else we shall not show you your son,” the young women
said jestingly, the hem of the curtain in their hands.
“Raise the curtain! Here’s your ransom,” replied the baibishe, indicating the sweetmeats she had brought.
The satin curtain was raised high to reveal the bridegroom, standing dumbly obedient, his head modestly
bowed.
“May you live a long and happy life! May Allah grant you a happy future, light of my eyes,” said the babishe
as she threw the sweets to the girls.
There was a shower of dried apricots, raisins and sweets, caught in mid air or retrieved from the carpet by the
laughing young women.
“May God give you joy from the first,” chimed the mother of the bride. “May you have lasting joy and
happiness, my dear Abai!”
No answer was expected from the bridegroom. He had merely to stand still, submissively silent. Alshinbai’s
wives kissed him upon the cheek one by one and, without more ado, departed from the yurta.
Abai was uncomfortable throughout the evening, unable to accustom himself to his new position. The huge
bridegroom’s hat hanging over his eyes made him sweat and irritated him. But the worst to endure was the staring.
From all sides they were staring unashamedly at him. “Is he handsome? Is he a fit spouse for our daughter? How
is he behaving?” said every curious pair of eyes. Having arrayed the young man in clothing which turned him into
a stuffed dummy, they seemed to be mocking him now: “Just look at him! See what he is like!”
Tea was soon served, but conversation flagged. Zhumagul and Yerbol, whose jests had always evoked laughter,
now felt ill at ease and sat stiffly, exchanging polite remarks with the girls near them. Abai was particularly struck
by the appearance of three of the girls, who were elaborately dressed and had unnaturally white faces and flaming
cheeks. He did not know that it was customary for the grown-up girls of the Boshan people to paint their faces.
The elder jigits—Mirzakhan, Takezhan and their friends—gathered in the yurta after tea. With them they
brought the singers and jesters of the Boshan clan. The company brightened up, thee was a cheerful hubbub of
talk and jokes. A merry noisy cluster of girls and women surrounded the bridegroom. All were there but one—
Dilda, the bride, had not yet appeared.
The first visit of the groom was known as “the ceremonial visit,” or sometimes “the visit with gifts” or “the
crossing of the threshold,” or “the visit of the pressure of the hand.” This being a first visit, it was hardly likely
that he would see much of his bride.
The parents had first to hold a toi\fn{A note reads: feast.} to celebrate the first visit and the conclusion of the
marriage contract. A toi was no light matter, and had to be arranged thoroughly and without haste. After this
would come “the pressure of the hand” between bride and groom. So Abai did not see his bride on the first day.
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Nor did he see her on the second day, and he continued to stay in her aul without the faintest idea of what she
looked like. Only Yerbol was able to pay his respects to Dilda on the day after their arrival. Pleased with her
appearance he was glad for Abai’s sake and returned to share his impressions with him. But Abai cut him short
and changed the subject.
The toi which the young people had been awaiting so impatiently was held on the third day after the
bridegroom’s arrival. From morning till night Abai’s yurta was thronged with innumerable women—the mothersin-law, girls, young wives and his exacting and noisy sisters-in-law. Zhumagul and Yerbol received them with a
most courteous and dignified air, and it was as much as they could do to greet each of the countless women who
came. Abai was sorely harassed by both of them.
“Now get up! And now sit down!” the urged incessantly. “More have arrived! Oi-bai, many more!” And they
would make him go through the ceremony all over again.
The singing did not cease in the bridegroom’s yurta. The merry-making was in full swing, and sweetmeats
were steadily consumed. A constant flow of servants kept the guests supplied with koumiss and tea, and the tableclothes were never removed.
“The toi has begun, the toi!” came the cries beyond the door after dinner.
“To your horses! Mount the horses!” shouted others.
Abai and all the men of his company rushed out of the yurta. The horses of the bridegroom’s suite stood
tethered and saddled. Like other men, the groom was permitted to mount and watch the feast on horseback. The
girls and young women stayed in the aul, while Abai and his suite of fifteen rode off and took up a vantage point
somewhat apart from the others.
The numerous auls in that flourishing valley were observing the occasion with extraordinary generosity,
regaling all whom they could gather. Alshinbai was determined to dazzle everybody with the splendor and
magnificence of his toi, and so many guests had been invited that their horses roamed about in huge droves.
Yes, it was a great toi—there were as many as five or six dozen yurtas set up for the guests, extending in a
double row for no less than a mile. The kitchen yurtas had been placed at the other end of the aul.
Abai and his suite had come out in time to see a long line of servants charging from the kitchen to the guest
yurtas, every man of them on horseback. Some twenty masters of the feast, easily distinguished by the white
cloths wrapped around their heads, stood waiting outside the kitchen tents.
The jigits detailed to serve the guests were mounted on the fastest pacers—this to stress the magnificence of
the toil. The slender, well-groomed horses were dashing to and fro, covered with lather. Twenty jigits holding the
reins in their teeth then flew towards the guest yurtas with a deep dish in each hand. Others followed at their
heels. These riding waiters galloped jauntily to their respective yurtas at top speed and came rigidly to a stop
without spilling so much as a drop of the contents of the dishes. The aksakals and karasakals deftly took the hot
dishes from them and handed them to others within the tents.
As usual the guests ate heartily and the waiters were kept galloping between kitchen and guest yurtas. The
feasting had begun when Abai was still in his yurta. By now he had ridden far into the steppes with his jigits, but
the eating and drinking went on. The guests mounted their horses only after they had drained an enormous
number of skins of koumiss and consumed innumerable dishes of meat.
Then followed the games: races, wrestling, a game in which the riders struggled to capture the carcass of a
goat, combat on horseback and horsemanship contests. The old men who came out to watch could not cease
marveling.
“This is a great toi,” they said.
“The bridal gifts were very fine, but Alshinbai too has grudged nothing!”
It was on that evening that Abai first saw his bride.
The groom’s yurta was bursting with guests. All the relatives of bride and groom had come, headed by
Alshinbai himself, Ulzhan and Izgutty. Abai and his suite sat separated from them by a screen, and it was only the
elders who spoke and laughed freely. The young people behind the screen spoke in whispers—only the girls dared
laugh quietly, since they were more at ease in their own aul. Finally, there was a movement behind the door, and
the young women at the entrance drew back the door-flaps to admit several girls.
One of them was Dilda. Her face was hidden in a red hood so that Abai and his friends could see only her
figure as she removed her outdoor shoes. The bride seemed to be tall, slim and well-proportioned.
She was led to her place at Abai’s side, and there she sat, without discarding the hood. Abai would have liked
to say a few words in greeting, but Dilda had not turned to him and he held his tongue.
Immediately the bride arrived, the meat dishes were served. Both the guests of honor and the young people
behind the screen applied themselves to the food, but the bride and the groom scarcely touched it. When the meal
was over, a mullah,\fn{A learned teacher or expounder of Islamic law.} whom Abai could not see from behind the screen,
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read the marriage prayer. A chalice of cold water was then brought and passed round, first of all to the guests of
honor, until it finally reached Abai, who took a sip and proffered it to Dilda.
Two of the bridesmaids then smilingly seated themselves before the bride and groom, wrapped Dilda’s right
hand in a light silk fabric and placed Abai’s right hand upon it. He could feel her slender fingers. One of the
bridesmaids who sat facing him humorously observed:
“Oh, he’s sharper than he looks! Has your hand stuck to hers? Now, give your hand to me! Stroke her hair,”
she commanded.
The girls beside her laughed loudly. The bridesmaid took Abai’s hand and guided it so that he stroked the
bride’s braid with the palm. The silk used for the pressure of the hand was here used again. Abai had to stroke the
braid twice.
The wedding concluded with this ritual, long known as “the pressure of the hand” and “the stroking of the
hair.” After this final ceremony it was customary to reward the bridesmaids. The quick-witted girls succeeded in
getting their share from Dilda as well.
The elders then raised their hands in final prayer: “May happiness accompany them! May they live long! May
Allah grant them abundance!” they chanted in unison.
These wishes of their kinsmen reached Abai and Dilda behind the screen. The elders then rose and left the
yurta. The young people did not stay long either. They all went their ways to leave the groom with his bride.
Abai had not yet spoken a word to Dilda. They had not even seen each other properly. From the corner of her
eyes she had only managed to steal a glance at his features when, herself concealed by the screen and the hood,
she was taking her place at his side.
There seemed to be more room in the yurta now. One of the maids who had been rewarded for her part in “the
stroking of the hair” now turned to Abai:
“We shall prepare the bed! You’d better go into the open for a while. Refresh yourself a little!”
Abai was chilled by her frankness. Quickly he arose and left the yurta. There was not a soul to be seen about,
and even Yerbol had vanished. He was alone. The night seemed blacker, for the clouds had gathered in the
evening. Abai walked far from the tent.
The girls too left Dilda. Only two bridesmaids remained, the two from whom she had been inseparable the
entire evening. One of them now led her out of the tent while the other lowered the curtain and prepared the
festive spreads of the couch for the night.
The bridesmaid embraced Dilda and laughingly asked:
“How did you like him?”
Her reply was calm.
“How can I tell—he’s fat and dark, isn’t he?”
There was a note of disappointment in her words.
“Nonsense! You did not have a good look at him! He’s dark and handsome,” the maid reassured her.
The bridegroom’s heart too was heavy.
All that abundance and glitter and his suite of friends and kinsmen truly belonged to the celebration of a happy
occasion. Merriment, good food, crowds of guests, splendor and magnificence had followed his every step. The
prayers and good wishes were meant to stress the happiness awaiting the two young people. But did they really?
Had not the elders arranged it all merely to observe the courtesies and demonstrate their mutual regard—for the
sake of upholding the age-old traditions?
Abai and Dilda had not even seen each other, but the elders were not concerned about that. The first real
meeting of bride and groom was to take place on the nuptial bed now being prepared.
Abai had read many books. “My beloved and chosen one”—how he had worshipped those words! They had
blossomed in his heart pure and bright. Togzhan’s shining beauty now tormented him. He could not forget her for
a moment. But Togzhan was far away—why did she not appear before him now, a winged vision?
A sudden silvery tinkle—Abai wheeled. It was one of the bridesmaids.
“Do you really think you’re priceless?” she said jestingly. “Why do you make her wait so long?” With this, she
led him to the yurta.
The curtain was down and the bed stood ready. Dilda and the maid were nowhere to be seen. Abai removed his
coat, which was promptly put away by the young girl, who then removed his boots and reminded him that he was
to give her a last gift for the last ritual—“the removal of the boots.” The gift usual on such an occasion was
considerable. But Abai’s pockets contained sufficient money provided by his thoughtful mother. He flung the
money to the girl almost with revulsion.
The moment he had undressed, he threw himself upon the bed and rolled under the silken cover. Dilda had not
yet come, although he could hear the tinkle of her sholpy from time to time. Was that too a part of the custom? If
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she would only enter while the lamp still burned! But having seen Abai safely to bed, the bridesmaid took the
lamp and opened the door to admit Dilda as she slipped out.
His bride was approaching in the dark. He had been indignant all day but now he suddenly grew numb and
indifferent. As he lay quite still, he could clearly hear her every movement, every rustle of her approach. She was
removing her beshmet; then she threw off here little boots and in an instant stood over the bed. Not at all bashful,
she began to feel for her place. Abai had not noticed that he lay near the very edge. Suddenly he heard her say
somewhat roughly:
“Move over!”
Such was the first meeting of the young pair whose union had been celebrated for days with magnificent
festivities, with all the attendant feasting and other lavish spending. So indifferent, commonplace, ordinary. Abai
edged away towards the wall.
He could not overcome his coldness and reserve. In Dilda too there was no warmth. She had suffered herself to
be led to the groom as prescribed by tradition, but her heart was alien to him. Her pride haughtily reassured her: if
her spouse was the son of Kunanbai, she was the granddaughter of the esteemed and respected Alshinbai. Shame
and bashfulness was the lot of the common people. Calmly she did all she had been advised to do by the
bridesmaids.
Abai stayed in Alshinbai’s aul for two weeks more. Ulzhan left five days before her son, but the jigits stayed
behind with the bridegroom.
By the time of Abai’s departure the young air had grown somewhat used to one another. At times they had
even jested and laughed. To Abai Dilda seemed attractive and even pretty. She, too, had grown used to his ways.
But they were not drawn to one another and their hearts were cold.
The elders were wont to regard the first visit of a bridegroom as his initiation into a new life. Abai had gone
through it, but not a spark had been kindled within him. On the contrary, when he returned home something
seemed to have snapped inside him, and he appeared to have aged suddenly by several years.
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The starlit sky foretold frost.
“I’ve been wasting my time,” Fedot Ivanovich Fomin said to himself, looking up at the Great Bear, and it’s
well on towards noon. See how that dipper’s tilted. It’s all right, though, I think I’ll make it.”
The old hunter whistled to Taimir, a powerful broad-chested husky, and started to put on his skis. He did not
lock the door—some wayfarer might come along. A bundle of flotsam wood washed ashore by the sea lay near
the stove. The lamp was filled with paraffin. A frozen bear ham hung conspicu-ously in the passage, a nice treat
for any visitor.
“No fox can open the door, but a man’ll find a square meal here,” said Fomin aloud.
Taimir looked up with his clever eyes. Fomin often talked to himself or his dog; it was a habit he had got into
during the long years of solitary life after his wife’s death. True, he had fine sons, but they had scat tered all over
the country.
Having fastened his skis, he set out. The snow looked gray in the scanty starlight.
Fomin was looking forward with pleasure to the chat he was going to have with people at the polar station he
was bound for. There he might well hear about his sons. He was sure to hear about Alexander, his eldest, for who
didn’t know Alexander Fomin, the Arctic captain?
On his way Fomin inspected five snares. Splendid foxes had got caught in three of them.
Suddenly there rose a strong wind. Mixing with the prickly snow, it became a compact mass. The stars
vanished.
“This isn’t a blizzard yet,” muttered Fomin. “You can’t call it one.”
He recalled a blizzard that had nearly cost him his life. Some Chukchi had found him in the snow, frozen and
numb, and had warmed him up in their yaranga. That had been during his escape to the tundra from exile in
Siberia.
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Ever since then Fomin had lived as ia settler on the coast up in the Far North, a severe region he had come to
love dearly. It was no good returning to his native Tambov Region, as none of his kin were left there. His father
had been arrested with him, because they had set fire to the landlord’s house together; as for a wife, well, he had
had no chance to get married yet. It was in the North that he did it, marrying a Chukcha woman. She had been a
good wife to him.
His father had died serving a sentence of hard labour. His own son Ivan was much like his grandfather. If only
the old man could have known that his grandson had become an officer! He had only seen tsarist officers, while
Ivan was a Soviet officer. Ivan had left for the front as soon as the Patriotic War broke out. He was an excellent
hunter and had brought home quite a few silver fox. Nor had he spoiled a single fur; he always hit the fox
squarely in the eye. He became a wonderful sharpshooter, did Ivan.
“It looks as if the blizzard’s working up into a real one,” Fomin interrupted the thread of his thoughts, peering
anxiously at the sky.
The wind howled and moaned and roared, trying to knock him down. At some other time he would certainly
have stopped to dig in and sleep a couple of days until the storm had blown over and he could go on; but this time
he had much too important business to see to.
He was out on a sixty-mile run to the nearest polar station to take part in electing a deputy to the Supreme
Soviet of the Soviet Union. A Chukcha acquaintance of his from a reindeer collective farm had brought him a
special invitation as far back as the previous month.
The icy wind made breathing almost impossible. The old man’s moustache had frozen together. He could see
nothing, not even Taimir. The snow seemed to be roaring around him like the sea in a gale.
“So this is how you, an old hunter, know the tundra, is it?” Fomin reproached himself. “This is what you brag
about. See that you don’t go wrong in your reckoning! It seems that you’ll have to make a halt if you are to get
there at all.”
With a heavy heart he crawled into his parka as into a sleeping-bag. Taimir lay down near his master. Trying to
keep warm with his own breath, Fomin said to himself,
“No matter what happens, Fedot Ivanovich, you must share in the general happiness, together with your
country and all your three sons.”
He had sent the three of them to the Big Land where they, sons of a hunter and grandsons of a peasant, could
study and get on in life. The youngest, Alexei, had become a flyer. His grandfather could hardly have imagined
that people would be flying through the air before long.
“I must go on at any cost. I’ve already wasted so much time,” he thought, terrified, as he scrambled out of the
snowdrift.
The wind sent the snow racing in waves. They broke against the ground as the surf breaks against the shore. A
single wave like that was enough to snow you over from head to foot.
It was not snow alone that chilled Fomin but cold despair as well. Still he plodded on.
“How can I be late on a day like this? What a shame it would be. And I who was thinking of a chat with
people!”
But he was forced to halt. Once again he and Taimir dug in. He tried to reckon how many hours he had been
going and how many more he had to go to arrive in time. It appeared that he had not a minute to spare.
Luckily the blizzard began to die down. A hard frost set in. Fomin’s black beard, in which there was not a
single gray hair, grew hoary. He sped on, unaware of the cold. The important thing was to arrive before dusk—
before midnight.
The speed with which that dipper up there shifted! Nothing could stop it.
As if vying with Time, the old hunter ran on across the earth, which was racing inexorably from west to east.
*
In spite of the late hour the polar station was in a bustle. The passengers and crew of an aeroplane that had just
arrived from the east crowded in the well-heated, cosy rooms and the spacious mess-room with the station people.
“We’ll just fill in. Then on we go!” said Matvei Baranov, a tall, broad-shouldered flyer renowned throughout
the Arctic.
“I won’t keep you long,” said the chief of the polar station. “You know I’m flying with you, but first we’ve got
to open the ballot-boxes and count the votes.”
The station chief glanced at his watch. Its hands were creeping up to twelve o’clock.
“You’d say we were celebrating New Year,” said someone.
“Why do you stick to form?” Baranov protested. “You’re delaying an experimental flight, that’s all.”
“Wait, Matvei. We’re missing a voter. I wonder what it may mean?”
“Is that so?” Baranov's tone had at once become grave.
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The door banged. The station meteorologist walked into the room and threw off his fur jacket. There was a
melancholy look on his lean face with prominent cheek-bones.
“Nobody in sight. I strained my eyes as hard as I could.”
“Perhaps he voted at a deer-breeders’ camp?”
“Oh, no! He must come here. He had an election card issued to him on the deer farm.”
“Time’s up,” the station chief cut in. “Will the members of the commission please—”
“Get the plane ready, mechanic!” Baranov commanded.
The door banged again. The wireless operator ran through the mess-room, waving in the air a draft radiogram
on the election returns to be transmitted to the District Electoral Commission.
“Let ’em know we’re taking off!” cried Baranov to him, rising from the table. He stretched with all his wellbuilt frame and looked round.
A man covered with snow and hoar-frost stood in the doorway.
“What time is it?” he asked hoarsely.
“Fedot Ivanovich!” exclaimed one of the winterers, rushing to him.
“I’d like to vote.” Fomin looked entreatingly at those around him.
There was an exchange of embarrassed glances. As no one answered, Fomin looked around helplessly, then
sank heavily down on a chair that someone had offered him and concentrated on breaking icicles out of his beard.
“You’re just a bit late, Fedot Ivanovich,” said the meteorologist, “a matter of a few minutes. We’d been waiting
for you so.”
The station chief came in with a sheet of paper in his hand and stopped dead in his tracks.
“You here?” he cried, as though he would not believe his own eyes.
Fomin bent his head lower. Water was dripping from his thawing beard. Nobody tried to comfort the old man.
The general silence suggested understanding and sympathy. Fomin raised his head.
“So I’m late. Yes, you can’t catch up with yesterday. No river turns back.” He paused. Baranov cleared his
throat.
“I think you’re wrong, Fedot Ivanovich.” The old man smiled bitterly.
“Sure I’m wrong, because I missed it.” Baranov glanced at the clock, then at the door.
“We’ll make rivers turn back,” he said. confidently. “The Yenisei as well as the Ob. There’s a plan like that,
Fedot Ivanovich, a people’s plan. Those rivers are going to run into south seas.” The old man shook his head
incredulously.
“Joking, aren’t you, son.”
“No, Fedot Ivanovich. Do you want to catch up with yesterday and grab it by the tail?”
“Just how?”
“This is how. You listen to me till the mechanic comes back. The earth turns from west to east. On this parallel
here, the seventieth, it rotates at three hundred and seventy miles an hour.”
“So. What are you driving at?”
“Now consider it. If we flew at the same speed the other way, the sun would kind of stand still, wouldn’t it?”
“I suppose it would.”
“But what if we flew faster than that? What if we overtook the earth? Then the sun which had set would start
rising in the west. See?”
“Well?”
“Now my plane, Fedot Ivanovich, flies faster than the earth goes round. So try to imagine what would happen
if you flew in it.” Baranov winked slyly at the old man.
“Time would move backwards for you!” cried the wireless operator.
“So it would,” said the station chief. “They’d land in Arkhangelsk at eleven p. m. while here it’s already past.
midnight. I give up my seat to Fomin!”
Fomin stood perplexed in the middle of the room. The air mechanic came in.
“And now, Fedot Ivanovich, let’s hurry to the plane,” Baranov said in his booming voice. “Every minute
counts!”
“Hurry? I can do that. I’ve been hurrying all the way here. Only tell me again.” They went—”
“That’s right, the old man’ll vote in Arkhangelsk!” said the meteorologist, slapping the table.
The door opened. A black beard was thrust in for a second.
“Please take care of Taimir. He’s all right.” The door slammed shut.
“Don’t worry, Fedot Ivanovich!” shouted the station chief as he put on his overcoat to fetch the dog.
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Those left in the room walked over to the window. A dog was barking far away. Suddenly an avalanche of
stone seemed to crash down from above and a sustained peal of thunder came from outside, so out of place in that
frosty Arctic night.
*
The jet, engines of Baranov’s powerful craft were roaring.
“Are we really going to fly?” asked Fomin.
The pilot nodded. He was tracing the route on a chart. A luminescent clock hung on the wall in front of him. It
did not show past midnight but a little past four p.m. That meant that the previous day had not yet elapsed.
“This is Arkhangelsk time!” cried Baranov.
“Can we make it?” thought Fomin.
Nothing could be seen through the window but the stars, among which the famous Dipper—the old hunter’s
clock hand—stood out.
The engines were roaring at a steady pitch and time was wearing on. To be exact, it was the pilot’s time that
was wearing on, while Fomin’s star clock stood still. In fact, the hand of that clock had moved back. Baranov’s
clock showed eleven p.m. and so did the Great Bear.
The aeroplane came down for landing. There was a jolt, the craft stopped. In the companion-way appeared the
sturdy frame of Bananov who had defeated Time.
*
Arkhangelsk! We approached it on November 1. I was standing on the bridge by the captain’s side. Dusk was
falling, the weather was calm, and Boris Yefimovich was steering the ship up the Maimaxa, an arm of the
Northern Dvina.
He had been a pilot during the war and did not have to ask Arkhangelsk for help. He himself came of an old
pilot family, in which the trade passed down from generation to generation.
I had not realized till then that the Sedov was a big sea-going ship. She rose majestically above the houses
along the banks.
Cleaning was nearly finished aboard. The ship was being tidied up. Not a trace was left of the ice coating of
the day before.
All the launches and river boats going the other way saluted the ship. A glorious ship! She was putting into her
home port after unobtrusively performing many feats, establishing unprecedented records, and ensuring the
further functioning of distant polar stations.
The ship cast anchor in the roads facing the piers flooded with light. A launch came alongside. It was time to
say good-bye. I hugged my friends.
“Good-bye, seamen! Good-bye, Georgy Sedov!”
The launch pulled away. The storm ladder—so familiar to me and so hard to climb the first time—hung down
the ship’s side.
The Sedov gave a farewell hoot. It must have been Boris Yefimovich’s idea. He and Netayev were standing on
the bridge where their friendship had started and grown—friendship between two Soviet seamen. I once more
waved good-bye to all the seamen and polarniks whom I had come to know in the course of that routine voyage—
to those Arctic heroes who least of all suspect that they may be considered heroes.
2
The ladder was lowered. From the gangway of the Belomorkanal I stepped for the first time on board the
launch Petushok, of which I had heard from the first mate. The launch was to take us to the ice-breaker Georgy
Sedov.
In front of the Sedov’s storm-ladder, I waited for a wave to throw up the haunch and give me a chance to ignab
a rung of the rope ladder. The Sedov was much smaller than the Belomorkanal.
I managed to climb aboard after Netayev. The Sedov lacked the polish of the larger ship, but then she looked so
homely.
We were met by a spare middleaged seaman with gray temples, wearing en oilskin cape.
“May I see the Captain?” Netayev asked him. “I’ve been appointed his third mate.”
“I am the Captain,” said the seaman quietly. “My name is Boris Yefimovich.” He smiled affably.
The third mate’s cabin was ready to receive Netayev. I was about to share it with him, but Boris Yefimovich,
who was bustling, happily, wuld not hear of it and put me up in the saloon adjoining his own cabin.
I lived next to the Captain for several months. He never closed the door of his cabin. Often, at night or by day,
I could see him go to bed for a brief spell, but being always on the alert, he never allowed himself the luxury of
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undressing. Most of his time he spent on the bridge. He was an accomplished Arctic navigator who knew the ways
of ice and wind. Sometimes he pored over ice-patrol charts and chose a circuitous route to avoid ice, but
sometimes he rushed to it as to a friend. This happened whenever the sea ran wild and set the ship rolling, which
Boris Yefimovich hated. He was very anxious for his kungases and the Petushok. Their loss would have amounted
to a failure of the whole Arctic voyage, because no island could be reached without them.
We were bound for Thrifty Island.
Boris Yefimovich was a fine accordion-player. One day his music charmed me into forgetting where we were.
Suddenly the ship shook from bow to stern. The captain flung aside the accordion.
“What is he doing?” he shouted in anger and hurried out to the bridge.
I follow him. There was ice all around us—the ship had just sailed into it. It was the first time I saw such a
mass of ice. The immense ice-field, broken up by wind and sea, stretched away beyond the horizon.
So this was where the ice had retreated to, the ice which, at the remote glacial epoch, had dominated the earth
and slid down to the plains of Europe. Here it was now, pushed back by the sun’s warmth but not undone!
Powerful ice-floes heaved slowly about us. The ice-field seemed to breathe, its weight crushing the seas.
Once ice-fields like this had turned back foreign explorers, who had declared the Northern Sea Route impassable. Yet here was Boris Yefimovich, a Soviet seaman, who had sailed along it more than once.
“How can you go at it with her stem like that?” he said, taking Netayev to task. “Remember this once and for
all: you mustn’t break ice yourself but must call me. Don’t you see she’s old? Now we’ll have to check all her
rivets!”
“But this is an ice-breaker,” Netayev protested meekly, burning with shame. “She cracked the floe so easily.”
“An ice-breaker! Why, she’s nearly my age! We’ve got to spare her. We must pick our way between floes.
Here, look. Hard to starboard! That’s it, squeeze it back with her side, push it. Hard to port! Stop. Astern. Full
speed ahead. Now hit it.”
The sea seethed overboard. Chunks of small floes shattered by the ship sank and popped up again, as though
dazed. The ship broke through, shaking all over. A fresh floe, split by her stem, fell apart, overturned and went
down.
“Hard to port!” commanded the captain in a crisp voice. The helmsman spun the wheel.
“Look sharp!” the captain shouted at him now and then. “Quick. Harder to port!” The docile ship dodged a floe
and sailed into a passage that Boris Yefimovich felt was there.
Boris Yefimovich was fond of telling stories about seamen and poliarniks, and was wonderful at it, too.
Usually he began with some unexpected comment. One day, having stuffed his pipe with “Golden Fleece,” he
filled the cabin with fragrant smoke, and said,
“It’s only aboard the Sedov that you come across people going in opposite directions. You wonder how this can
be? It’s quite simple. She sails tirelessly from island to island, delivers provisions, coal and equipment, and shifts
people at polar stations. And so it happens that she picks up polarniks from sonic islands to take them to the Big
Land\fn{The mainland} while carrying other polarniks the other way. As a result some of her passengers are
sailing to the Arctic while the others are returning from there. They take up neighbouring cabins, and occasionally
this leads to tangles.”
We realized that Boris Yefimovich felt like telling us a story, so we asked him for it. He consented readily and
screwed up his eyes, as if peering far ahead. A pleasant smile, somewhat sly, lit up. his weather-beaten, wrinkled
face.
*
“The Sedov was making a routine tour of the islands. We had a girl of twenty or so aboard. It was her first
Arctic trip—she’d signed on for three years. She’d finished a seven-year school at a collective farm and it had
been her pet idea to travel far, to enjoy the romance of the North, so she’d studied meteorology in Moscow. She
was small and well-set. Brimming with health. Her hair was cut short as after an illness. She’d done it purposely,
to show she didn’t care for any foolishness in the Far North.
“Well, on hoard the ship she met a poliarnik. He was a famous wireless operator. Everybody knows him in the
Arctic. Grachov by name. Masha met Grachov, who was on his way to the Big Land after spending several years
at a polar station, and she saw him as an Arctic hero. Of course, he didn’t at all think he was a hero. In fact, he
was a staid and quiet young man, but”—I recalled Grachov’s tall form, his square face with the deep wrinkles,
and his even, deliberate voice—“is there anyone who can’t be won by a woman’s friendly attention?
“They strolled on deck together, and were seen by all. They didn’t seem to think anything of it, but people
made fun at their expense.
“Now I must say that the two lovers didn’t at all feel like fun. You see, they were sailing on the same ship, but
going in opposite directions. Mashe was to stay for three years on Dreary Island, and Grachov was going home
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for a rest. Who could tell when they’d have ia chance to meet again? I used to look at those two passengers of
mine and shake my head.
“One day Grachov walked into my cabin. His face was set and his lips were pressed tight.
“‘Can you spare me a moment, Boris Yefimovich?’ he says.
“‘What can I do for you, Grigory Ivanovich?’ said I.
“‘Could you tell me, Boris Yefimovich, how much a day’s food costs on the Sedov?’
“Why not? I called my second mate—he keeps the ship’s books. He made his calculations and told the amount
to Grachov. Grachov carefully put it down in his note-book.
“‘Now please tell me, Boris Yefimovich, how much is the passage on the Sedov?’
“I was surprised. I couldn’t make out what he was driving at. But he was a serious man who wouldn’t ask idle
questions. My second mate told him that, too. The fact is, polarniks never pay anything for their passage or meals.
All that is provided free of charge under their contracts.
“‘Would you by any chance know the price of an air trip from Moscow to Bleak Island via Arkhangelsk?’ he
says.
“‘That costs a lot of money,’ I told him. I happened to know the price. He jotted it down in his notebook,
thanked my second mate and myself, and walked out.
“Next day he came again. For some reason he looked embarrassed. I offered him some cognac, but he
wouldn’t have any.
“‘Boris Yefimovich, it’s you I want to ask for something. Do you think you could lend me two hundred and
sixty rubles? I could wire it to you in a month, when I’m back on the Big Land.’
“I was amazed. I knew that, during the several winters he’d passed out here in the Arctic, he must have piled
up a nice sum of money. But he’s a man you can’t refuse anything.
“‘Why two hundred and sixty? Take three hundred,’ I said.
“‘No,’ he says, ‘two hundred and sixty is enough.’ He took the money with thanks and went.
“We hove to off Dreary Island where Masha was to land. Vasily Vesilyevich Skhodov was chief there. He’s a
well-known poalrnik, a stern man, but a good mariner at that, and a square dealer. It was to his station that Masha
had been appointed.
“I went ashore to see Skhodov. Masha went with me in the launch. Grachov started for the shore, too. I thought
he just wanted to see the girl off. Well, I said to myself, here’s a man who’s lost his heart in good earnest.
“I must tell you that the chief of a polar station has many functions to perform. Grachov, too, knew that.
Shortly after I walked into Skhodov’s office, along come Masha and Grachov. Grachov said they’d decided to
register their matrimony in due form and wanted Comrade Skhodov, chief of the polar station, to do it as an
official registrar. I praised Grachov in my mind. Only I felt sorry for Masha because she’d have to part with him
right away for a long time.
“As I said, Skhodov is a dry and stern man. His face and figure fit in with his nature. He’s wiry, with hollow
cheeks and gray eyes, and he seldom smiles. He got out his books, asked those he called ‘the parties contracting
wedlock’ for their identification papers, checked the papers thoroughly and, well, wedded them, that is, had them
sign their names, then gave each of the newlyweds a firm handshake, and his eyes at once filled with warmth.
“I knew all about Skhodov. He had buried his whole family—his wife and his son, a boy of ten—on a far-off
island. That was long ago. Life in the Arctic was hard at the time and some people couldn’t bear up under it. Since
then Skhodov had become gloomy. Most likely he thought the death of his dear ones was his fault. Still he
wouldn’t give up the Arctic. He loves these parts.
“Skhodov congratulated the young couple and told Masha he’d show her to her room as soon as he'd finished
his talk with me. She walked up to his desk, with eyes cast down.
“‘Comrade Skhodov,’ she said, ‘I’m now Comrade Grachov’s wife and can’t stay on the island for family
reasons.’
“Skhodov sat back. His clenched fists lay on the desk and he had a sullen look. Then Grachov stepped forward.
“Don’t misunderstand us, Vasily Vasilyevich. You know I’ve lived in the Arctic for the last six years And this is
the first time I’m in love. Please let my wife go with me! We’ll come back afterwards. As regards the expenditure
on Masha—the trip money, the price of her flight from Moscow to Bleak Island via Arkhangelsk, her passage on
the Sedov and her meals during the voyage—I’m repaying you all that. Most of it by a transfer from my savings
bank and the rest in cash. That’ll be two hundred and sixty rubles.’ Grachov put on Skhodov’s desk the money and
a telegraphic order to his savings hank. Masha stood there looking down. Grachov was red with excitement. And
Skhodov—you’d have said he’d turned into stone. At last he spoke up in a hollow, jerky voice.
“‘What’s the meaning of this, now?’ he says. ‘Would you be offering me a ransom for your wife?’
“Grachov’s suare face went crimson. But he checked himself, and said in a calm, clear voice,
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“‘It isn’t a ransom, Comrade Skhodov. I’m repaying the state for the outlay it’s made and ask you to cancel the
contract with my wife becaause—’ he stopped short.
“‘Do you really imagine it’s just a matter of money, Comrade Grachov?’ says Skhodov icily, lashing Grachov
with his words. ‘Don’t you, an experienced polarnik, know that if your wife doesn’t stay here, the station will be
left without a meteorologist?’
“‘But try to understand, Vasily Vasilyevich!’ Grachov pleaded. ‘Don’t you see this is a matter of human
happiness? I’ve never spared myself, I’ve given myself up to the Arctic, body and soul. Masha won’t spare herself
either. Only give us a chance to start our married life, don’t part us just yet!’ He sounded so sincere I felt heartily
sorry for them.
“‘The polar station on Dreary Island cannot do without a meteorologist,’ Skhodov declared bluntly. Then
Masha looked up, smiling, and the smile made her face handsome.
“‘So we’ll ak the meteorologist you’ve got now to stay here another year. He couldn’t refuse, could he?’
“There was so much selfishness and naïveté in her words that you couldn’t have heard them without a smile.
Skhodov was taken aback, he frowned worse than before and muttered,
“‘That’s up to him. See if you can talk him into it.’
“The Grahovs went at once. Skhodov angrily thrust into a drawer the money and the telegram which he
himself would have to transmit to the savings bank, locked the drawer, and said to me,
“‘Meteorologist Yurovsky has just recovered from a severe illness. He’s weak. I’ve got no doctor here on the
island and Yurovsky will never consent to stay for another year.’ I pictured to myself Yvrovsky, who must have his
things packed and ready and his pockets full of letters to the Big Land, and then those two who suddenly made
their request, thinking that nothing mattered on earth but their happiness.
“Yurovsky won’t consent,'not for the world,’ said Skhodov. ‘I know he won’t. It was on account of his illness
that I asked for a substitute to be sent here.’
“As a captain I often have to look into the affairs of my passengers, but now—what could I do now? I could
only look on. Suddenly the newlyweds came back, beaming like the Arctic sun in April.
“‘He’s willing!’ Grachov announced.
“‘He’s such a dear young man … such a wonderful comrade!’ says Masha. ‘I gave him a kiss. His name’s
Zhenya.’
“Skhodov went crimson with fury, but said nothing. When the ‘lucky’ couple had left he said to me,
“Captain, you must help me. I know what humen happiness means, but I know just as well what a man’s life
means. Yurovsky won’t survive if he stays. Nobody knows that but me. He seems to have a kinder heart than I
imagined, but he has no right to stay!’
“We talked it over. I thought of a plan and we decided to try it. I walked out of Skhodov’s office. Moshe end
Grachov came up to me.
“‘Won’t you congratulate us, Boris Yefimovich?’ says Masha. ‘We’re so happy!’ I said coldly,
“‘Can’t do it, Marie Fyodorovnia, because you’re an Arctic deserter.’
“Grachov seowled at me. Masha turned pale.
“‘You came here to fight the severe Arctic nature like a hero and serve your country, but instead you got busy
settling your own afflairs.’
“‘But mayn’t I’—Grachov cut in—‘after so many years—mayn’t I think of my own self for once?’
“‘Yes, you may, Grigory Ivanovich, because you’ve earned it. But I wouldn’t be sure about the young lady
here who hasn’t yet had her cheeks frozen!’ They were going to explain something, but I said to Masha,
“‘Now you’re no longer a polarnik but a passenger like any other.’ She was hurt.
“I went back to the ship, found the Party organizer and suggested that we make it an ‘all hands’ job to land the
cargo. My assistant for political work was genuinely surprised.
“‘Do you mean all the seamen and passengers to take pert in it?’
“‘I mean all polarniks,’ I said.
“‘But the polar station is a small one,’ he says, ‘and so’s the cargo. We could handle the job without help.’
“I revealed him my plan.
“We started the job. All my passengers readily consented to lend a hand to the crew. Work got under way at the
landing. Not a single person stayed away from the job. Skhodov and I, too, offered ourselves to carry sacks and
boxes ashore. It’s a custom with us in the Arctic. Even our cook with his little skipper’s beard came running from
the galley to ‘toss over’ a couple of sacks of coal.
“The men walked up in single file to the kungas where heavy stacks were loaded on their hacks. The polarniks
caught the sacks by the ears and hurried away up the shore. Up there they emptied the sacks. A black pile grew up
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in no time. The men went back to the water to grab fresh sacks and hurry away again. They worked cheerfully,
bandying jokes.
“‘Come on, now!’
“‘Run along!’
“‘Which sack is that? The eleventh? I’m taking my twelfth!’
“‘Polarniks, don’t lag behind us seamen!’
“‘Step lively yourselves, sailors!’
“I went down to the kungas for my next sack and ran into Grachov. He was carrying a sack, his face grim
with coal-dust. All you could see was the whites of his eyes glaring.
“Then a little figure passed me. It was Masha
“‘Heave one on my back!’ she cried. ‘Never mind my size!’
“Two seamen swung up a sack, but I stopped them and said to Masha,
“‘I’m sorry, only polarniks are at work here. No outsiders allowed.’
“She was dumbfounded and just stared at rue, and the seamen chuckled. Someone else took the sack they’d
picked up for her.
“‘What do you mean, outsiders?’ asked Masha. ‘Don’t you see I want to help?’
“‘Please go to your cabin,’ said ‘You’re a passenger who’s paid her fare. We have no right to put you to work.’
“She turned away to hide her tears and walked off. The seamen grinned. Gnachov came back for a fresh sack.
“‘What’s the matter, Masha?’ he says. But she ran away. Afterwards I saw her sitting on a rock, looking at the
surf. I wondered what she was thinking about.
“That evening my assistant gathered the seamen and polarniks in the officers’ saloon. He announced that it was
to be an evening of reminiscences. Anyone was welcome to tell some interesting story of life in the Arctic. I was
sitting in my cabin when somthody knocked. I knew it was Masha. She’d been crying.
“‘Boris Yefimovich,’ she says, ‘they won’t admit me.’
“‘Admit you where?’
“‘Why, to the saloon. Am I a leper or something that I may not even listen?’
“‘Well, that’s pushing it too far,’ I said as I kept back a smile, and took her to the saloon. It was packed chockfull. But a seat was found for Masha. Then I saw Grachov come in, moody and frowning.
“My assistant said, ‘Well, who’s going to tell us his story?’ and narrowed his eyes at Katya, one of our re nowned polarniks.”
3
We had yet to put into Harbour Bay, one of the most beautiful spots in the Arctic. The cloud-like mountains we
had sighted on the horizon were now growing and rising higher. We were drawing near the last Arctic land on our
route.
Nebayev was off duty and we decided to go ashore together. The ship sailed up to the stern rocky mountains,
hoary with snow. Harbour Bay nestled against their foot. A black rocky island lay like a fort at the entrance to the
bay. Slightly to the left of it, where the waves broke on invisible reefs, white pillars of foam rose aloft.
Boris Yefimovich could have worked as a pilot in any bay of the North. He confidently steered the ship along a
narrow, unmarked fairway. Water gushed up close by the ship’s side. I had momentary glimpses of black rocks in
the water—they looked like glossy-skinned sea animals. The powerful gray cliffs were bare and inacces-sible.
Nothing grew on them. The little houses of a trading station stood on the shore to the left of us and those of the
polar station, to our right.
A small launch cast off from the shore and headed for the ship. But what was that mottled strip stretching down
into the sea from a cleft?
“It’s a glacier,” Netayev told me.
What a strange glacier! It did not resemble any of the smooth, snow-covered glaciers we had come across
before. Only where an iceberg had broken off could we see the rugged wall of greenish ice.
“We’ll have a chance to see it at close quarters,” Netayev promised me.
The launch took us to a narrow spit separating the larger bay from the small one. We set out for the glacier,
which slid down into the small bay. The thin snow showed our footprints. On climbing atop of the spit we saw the
hay and stopped in surprise.
What was that? Strange ice-floes of the most unusual shades—green, bright blue, azure, white, and even black
—were afloat on the calm surface of the water. Their shapes were as much out of the ordinary as their colours. I
wondered where they had come from.
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“The ice breaks off in slabs from the glacier and falls into the water,” said Netayev.
From high up we had a good view of the whole glacier; ribbed like a heating radiator, it consisted throughout
of vertical, rugged slabs of various colours, frozen together. A motley ice river slid down from above. As we drew
nearer we saw the extremity of the glacier overhanging the sea. There was a booming blow.
“The glacier’s ‘calved,’” said Netayev.
One of the upright slabs had broken off and dropped into the water. The new-born ice “calf,” as polarniks call
it, sank into the sea, only to re-emerge the next moment. Some of the coloured ice-floes had been washed ashore.
We examined them with curiosity. They were as transparent as glass and lacked the colour they had seemed to
have when seen from afar. But inside the ice we could make out a multitude of grains, apparently of coloured
sand. It was they that imparted to the ice-blocks their unusual appearance.
“Curious,” said Netayev, shaking his head. “It looks as if the glacier up there were made up of different
streams of ice.”
“And each stream had a colour of its own?”
“Perhaps each little ice stream glides over clay of a different colour and in that way clay particles get into the
ice. Look.” Netayev pointed to the floe we had just been scan-fling.
But I looked at him instead. His blue eyes were dilated with joy and his face was beaming.
“It was to see wonders like these that I became a seaman,” he said all of a sudden. “I love the sea. But I love
the coast better still. The things you see on it! You, too, have seen quite a lot during this voyage. But I’m going to
sail all my life. I shan’t just see the coasts, I’ll see them change. Suppose they build a resort hotel here. Then I’ll
certainly bring tourists here from all over the Soviet Union! And over there, across the bay, they may build a
factory or a mine.”
We walked hack to the launch. I thought of Netiayev’s words. I had always imagined that seamen must love
the sea with its gales and all that. But here was a man who loved the coast.
“Or take Kamchatka. What a wonderful region!” Netayev went on. “There I’ve seen grass grow in the very
snow during winter. Near hot springs. Then there’s the Ussuri coast. You know, I was in India on board the
Sukhumi when we ran her from Arkhangelsk to Vladivostok. Well, in the Ussuri Territory Indian trees grow side
by side with our own pines. Tigers live there along with deer. And the towns! Ever been in Komsomolsk? Or on
Sakhalin? What a rich country! And the Vladivostok bay—have you seen it? The town lies spread out in a sort of
amphitheatre and is reflected in Golden Horn Bay. I wouldn’t compare it with Frisco!” I had never heard modest
and taciturn Netayev talk so enthusiastically.
While the ship was sailing out of Harbour Bay I looked at the bare coast, imagining fine multi-storey hotels
and, across the bay opposite them, factory chimneys and piers equipped with harbour cranes. All that would come.
It was sure to.
The mountains receded and soon merged with the wavy line of the horizon. The Sedov was bound for
Arkhangelsk now; she had covered more than nine thousand miles in the course of a single navigation season and
run into some of the least accessible regions.
The seamen were talking of home and wives and children. Packing was under way in the cabins. Autumn gales
in the Barents Sea are terrible.
The ship had been rolling for a long time. Seamen sailing in Arctic regions keep close to ice-floes to shelter
from heavy seas. But there are no ice-fields in the Barents Sea and hence no such shelter.
The ship seemed to have diminished in size all at once. The seas rose higher than the bridge. A strong breeze
heralded the coming of a gale. There was a sharp drop in the temperature.
I spent a restless night. The berths in the cabins are usually placed athwart the ship, which prevents your falling
out of your berth when there is a roll. But I had my quarters in the captain’s saloon and slept on a sofa which was
not placed that way. The sofa tilted at every list and it was all I could do to keep lying on it. There was no point in
trying to steady it with a chair. The chairs were dancing at will about the saloon. Tired of wrestling with them, I
had given them up.
The captain dropped in, wearing a drenched oilskin cape. He told me how to sleep in a gale. You must lie on
your stomach, with elbows and legs spread out. I tried it and felt steadier.
A pendulum was swinging on the wall. In a motion unusual for a pendulum, it slowly deviated to one side,
then passed across a vertical line and swung to the other side, as if climbing up the wall. It seemed to belong to an
extremely slow-going clock. It was an instrument showing the list of the ship. The roll was amazing; it reached
forty-five degrees.
Next morning I went out on deck, utterly exhausted. The wind whistled furiously. As it was impossible to stand
up without holding on to some object, I grasped the hand-rail. It was coated with ice. A layer of ice covered the
lids of the chests standing on deck, the railings, the air shafts, and everything else. The masts and tackle, too, were
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crusted with it. The ice-bound ship lurched heavily from side to side and the water that soused her froze instantly.
It was very cold and I went hack to my cabin to put on some warm clothes.
When I came out again I saw a thick rope stretching above deck. I had not noticed it before. Then I realized
that it was the aerial covered with ice. No sooner had I thought what a weight hung on the wire than a huge sea
struck at the ship’s side and drenched me from head to foot. The foam burst against the funnel and there was a
tinkle, as of pieces of glass scattering on deck.
I glanced up—the aerial was gone. It had snapped. I knew only too well what wireless means for a ship. With
the loss of the aerial the ship had no ears or voice.
Ivan Guryanovich, the ship’s wireless operator, rushed out of the wireless cabin, smart as ever in his jacket,
and looked up. He was alarmed. I walked past the deck superstructure to mount the bridge.
The wind bore down upon me. I clung to the storm rope strung along the deck. I could make headway only by
holding on to the rope. I was soaked through and through before reaching the ladder that led to the bridge. The
steps of the ladder sank away under my feet. My body seemed to lose its weight as if I were in a cage falling
down a mine shaft.
The captain was not on the bridge. Netayev was on watch. He had an oilskin cape on.
I was surprised at Boris Yefimovich’s absence. At times like that he was always on the bridge. Had his trust in
his mate gone so far by then? I recalled Netayev’s first watch when he and I had just boarded the Sedov. The ship
was then sailing through ice and the captain, enraged by Netayev’s clumsy butt at the ice, was telling him how to
steer.
“Hard to starboard! Look sharp!” he had shouted to Netayev in an unusually angry voice.
I looked in at the wheel-house. I knew all the helmsmen by appearance. The seaman at the wheel seemed
unfamiliar to me. But the next instant I recognized him. It was the captain. He would trust no one with the wheel
and was himself doing the duty of helmsman.
Soon I knew the reason.
The ship would not obey the wheel. To be exact, she hardly obeyed it because the seas kept on tossing her and
buffeting at her sides, making her all but stop as her screw spun helplessly up in the air. It took particular skill to
handle her just then.
The wireless operator ran up the ladder in a soaked jacket and reported the loss of communication to the
captain.
“What a misfortune!” said the captain. “But don’t you now bake it into your head to climb the tackle in a roll
like this.”
“But they’ll miss us if I don’t! They’ll think we’ve sunk. If you’ll permit me, Boris Yefimovich—”
“No, I forbid it! They’re sure to be worried at headquarters, but I’m not going to risk my seamen’s lives. Wait
till we’re out of rough water.” The crestfallen operator walked away, planting his feet wide apart.
“The tackle’s covered with ice and the mast’s swaying—just look at it,” said the captain to me, as if to justify
his decision. “We must get out of this area without a moment’s delay.” He was peering ahead, turning the wheel to
the right or left iall the time. I walked up to Netayev to be out of the captain’s way. Netayev exchanged a swift
glance with me and nodded at the wheel-house. Never in his life had he had a chance to be on watch with a
helmsman so skilled that there was no need to tell him what he had to do.
Incidentally, Boris Yefimovich had been an ordinary sailor for many years before the Revolution. The Soviet
system had opened navigation school to him and promoted him to the rank of ship’s captain. Suddenly Netayev
dished forward and clutched at the rail.
“Hard to port!” he shouted. Surprised though he was by the shout, the captain spun the wheel, obeying the
order.
“Harder! Quick! Look sharp!” snapped Netayev.
I could see by the captain’s figure and his fast-moving hands how hard it was for him to put about the ship,
whose screw rose clear of the water every now and again. I looked to where Netayev’s gaze was fixed. Just ahead
of the ship’s bow I saw a floating mine poised on a wave-crest.
“A mine?” I cried involuntarily. “Out here in the Barents Sea? But how?” Ball-shaped and bristling with
strikers, the mine resembled some monster that had come up to the surface.
“A mine!” shouted Netayev. “Hard to port! Harder! Harder!” He grabbed the handle of the engine-room
telegraph.
“Stop! Full speed astern! Full speed astern! Hard to starboard! Look sharp, damn it! Hard to starboard!”
The mine was at a hairbreadth from the ship’s bow. Who knew where it had broken loose from and how long it
had been drifting at sea before it got in our way in that heavy gale, at a moment when the ship would not obey the
wheel. The mine passed slightly to the left of the bow. But it was sure to hit the ship’s side, it was!
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“Full speed astern!” shouted the oaptain from the wheelhouse. “Come on, full speed astern!” But Nebayev had
already conveyed the same order to the engine-room.
“Hard to starbeard! Hard to starboard now! Snappy!” he commanded in his turn. A wave threw up the mine,
which turned about, its pins standing out like lopped feelers.
“Stop! Full speed ahead!” Netayev commanded, shifting the handle of the engine-room telegraph. “Hard to
port!” he shouted to the captain.
The mine glided past close by the ship’s side. I rushed to the side railing, bent over it and stared down at the
terrible ball, trying to reckon the distance that separated us. Netiayev stood by my side, bending over the railing
like me. He took out his handkerchief and mopped his moist forehead. The mine was already near the ship’s stern.
The captain gave the wheel to another helmsman and crossed to us. Netayev stood at attention. His face flushed.
“Forgive me, Boris Yefimovich—”
“It’s all right,” said the captain, dismissing the matter with a wave of his hand. “Well done! Where’s the
wireless operator? Call him. And get the bosun here, he’s our best rope climber.”
“But how did that mine get here?” I asked.
“The Gulf Stream brought it here from Norwegian or British waters,” answered the captain. The wireles
operator instantly appeared before the captain.
“Fix that aerial. I give you fifteen minutes.”
“But you didn’t permit me, Boris Yefimovich!”
“Climb the mast and fasten the aerial as you like, but it’s got to be there. I’m going to climb the shrouds
myself.”
Netayev stepped in.
“You mustn’t, Boris Yefimovich. Please let me climb.”
“You’ve never been under sail, but I have!” snapped the old seaman.
The wireless operator, the captain, the boatswain and several other seamen set tabout stringing up the aerial.
Netayev took up the captain’s place at the wheel.
“We must let the mine-sweeper know. She wasn’t far from us. She must find the mine and destroy it. Just now
we don’t need wireless communication for- ourselves but for all the other ships, all those who may come across
that damned mine at sea. And we’ve got to have communication!”
The fifty-year-old captain climbed up the ice-coated shrouds with amazing deftness. The mast he clung to was
swaying; its top with the little form hugging it described an enormous arc, poising above the seas now on one side
of the ship, now on the other.
While Boris Yefimovich and the wireless operator hung on to the frozen tackle, stringing up the aerial wire,
Nebayev kept the mine in sight. I forgot about the roll and the cold wind and anxiously watched the seamen’s
risky work. At last the captain came down on deck and the wireless operator hurried to the wireless cabin.
“Radio the sweeper to head this way at once, and send the ball\fn{ The text has: roll, probably a typo:H} to hell!”
the captain shouted to him. “And now we must get warm,” he said to me in his usual, friendly voice.
As we sat in his cabin he filled his pipe, lighted it, and poured himself a glass of cognac. After a pull at his pipe
he drank his glass off, shut his eyes, opened them, and slowly sent up a curl of smoke, as if showing a trick.
“This is what I call the polarnik way,” he said. “Now I must go to the wheel.” He mounted the bridge to
replace the helmsman.
The mine-sweeper, summoned by wireless, sailed up two hours later. During all that time the Sedov had been
circling round the dangerous ball which had drifted into the Arctic from foreign seas, as if guarding it. Whenever
the ship put about, turning her side to the seas, I thought she was going to capsize. The pendulum showing her list
seemed to have gone crazy. The kungas had been swept overboard, but the launch Petushok was still there and
some sailors were busy securing it.
The little mine-sweeper came up, bobbing on the waves. The captain saluted it with a hoot. He turned over to it
the dangerous beast he had come upon. The Sedov resumed her south-westward run. We saw the sweeper astern; it
was stealing up to the mine.
Suddenly there was an explosion. A black cloud of smoke rose above the dark seas.
“That takes care of it!” said Boris Yefimovich with relief, spinning the wheel. “How do you feel, Ivan
Guranovich? Have you got warm? Well, then send greetings to the navy men. Thank them on behalf of all Arctic
captains.”
I looked at the giant tousled rollers that kept on setting upon the ship like racing railway embankments. I
recalled Baranov who had landed his flying boat on the crest of such a roller. I tried to picture it and just then fully
appreciated Baranov’s feat. I said that to the captain.
“Baranov!” he said. “Come to my cabin. We can relax a bit now. I’m going to tell you something about him.”
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We sat in his cabin. Water flowed down the glass of the port-hole every now and then. The captain told me
about a far-away coast, an old hunter, and Baranov the flyer.
280.113 The Kazakh Republic\fn{by Dinmohammed Akhmedovich Kunayev (1912-1993)} Alma Ata (now Almaty),
Almaty Province, Kazakhstan (M) 12
1
It is not easy to tell in a small booklet about the present and future of so vast a country as the Kazakh Soviet
Socialist Republic, one of the 15 equal constituent republics of the Soviet Union.
Kazakhstan extends from the Altai Mountains to the lower reaches of the Volga and the shores of the Caspian,
from the plains of Siberia to the subtropics of Central Asia. Its area of 1,059,700 square miles could hold five
countries the size of France, seven Japans or eleven Britains. In the north and west the Kazakh Republic borders
on the Russian Federation, in the south on the Turkmen, Uzbek and Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Republics and in the
east on the People’s Republic of China.
To travel along the republic’s borders you would have to cover almost 10,000 miles. It has a population of
9,301,000 of which the urban portion numbers 4,069,000, or 44 per cent.
In this booklet I shall tell briefly what Kazakhstan’s workers, peasants and working intellectuals have achieved
since the establishment of the Soviet government, with the assistance of the Russian and other Soviet peoples. I
shall also tell of the magnificent prospects of the republic’s economic and cultural development under the SevenYear Plan and how our plans are being implemented on the boundless expanses of my country.
*
Before the Revolution Kazakhstan’s “industry” comprised some primitive power plants, Urquhart’s coal mines,
and some small handicraft factories near very rich copper deposits. Agriculture, too, was poorly developed.
Kazakhstan accounted for only 2.8 per cent of Russia’s total grain crop.
In Karaganda, the center of Kazakhstan’s coal-mining industry, in ore-mining Leninogorsk, Karsakpai and
Pavlodar, and in other towns and industrial communities in the republic, there still live old men who well
remember the time when Leslie Urquhart and other British capitalists who had concessions in Kazakhstan were
masters in their country. Before the October Revolution the concessionaires owned the lion’s share of
Kazakhstan’s national wealth, which yielded them no small income.
Sundedbai Bapeyev is a foreman in one of the Karaganda coal mines. He and his father worked here when the
mines belonged to the British. Sundedbai cut the coal with a pick in the stuffy drift, after which he hauled it on a
cart through the narrow working, crawling on all fours. There were no machines. Cave-ins and casualties were
frequent. People lived in want and disease. They inhabited yourtas—round, felt-covered windowless huts—often
dilapidated and full of holes. Many who survived all these ills died as a result of beatings administered by the
British overseers.
The common people were no less brutally exploited by the Russian merchants and manufacturers than by their
own bais (powerful landlords and cattle-owners). Conditions deteriorated to the point where Russian merchants
demanded from Kazakh nomads a whole sheep for a needle, and the nomads had to comply.
After the Great October Revolution Urquhart’s stewards fled, having blown up and flooded the mines and
ruined the factories. The Russian manufacturers and bais followed on their heels.
But even after that, Urquhart repeatedly wrote to Lenin and the Soviet Government, requesting that he be
given back the concessions in Kazakhstan. In one of his letters he wrote:
“You will never manage yourselves. To mine and dress ore at Ridder is sufficiently difficult that the Bolsheviks
will never be able to do it.” And in 1928 he wrote to Moscow:
“Will you not give me the opportunity of digging in the Kazakh Steppe in the vicinity of Balkhash and
beyond? You will never get around to those places before 50 years and perhaps even 100, and I will search for and
find something.”
Of course, the Soviet Government rejected this “aid.” The people had their own plans of rehabilitating and
developing the Kazakh Republic’s economy.
*
In December 1919 the Seventh All-Russian Congress of Soviets was held in Moscow, and delegates from our
republic attended. It was a difficult time. The country was broken up into battlefronts and exhausted by hunger
and devastation. It would seem that it was not the time to think of the future of Kazakhstan, which was separated
from Moscow by several battlefronts.
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But they did think about it. In a conversation with a group of delegates Lenin said the following about
Kazakhstan:
“It’s a rich region, offering great possibilities. The region should be developed, and we certainly will develop
it.”
The work was done, but later. At that time the Civil War was still going on, and interventionists from 14
countries were beleaguering the first Soviet state.
The conditions under which the people struggled to establish a Soviet government in Kazakhstan were not
easy. Internal enemies, supported by foreign imperialists, tried to throttle the young Soviet republic. Russians,
Uzbeks, Ukrainians, Kirghiz and Byelorussians fought side by side with Kazakhs for the freedom of Kazakhstan.
By the end of 1920 Soviet power had been established all over the country. On August 26, 1920, Lenin and
Kalinin signed a decree establishing the Kazakh Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic.
Industry was nationalized, and in February 1921 the Kazakh government adopted a decree turning over all land
to those working it. In April of 1924 a decree was issued in line with directives from Lenin providing for
organizing the use of the land by the nomadic population of Kazakhstan who were beginning to settle down.
Somewhat earlier Kazakhstan adopted its first constitution, which embodied the Kazakh people’s gains.
The Kazakh people obtained the conditions for freely rehabilitating and developing their economy, and in this
effort, which was no less heroic than the effort on the battlefronts, the Russian and other Soviet nationalities again
came to the aid of the Kazakhs.
*
The republic’s economy began to progress. During the early five-year plan periods the fuel and power, iron and
steel, chemical and engineering industries were developed. Capital investments by the state increased from year to
year. Among the large enterprises built were the Balkhash copper-smelting works, the Kounrad copper mine, the
Leninogorsk polymetal works, new coal mines at Karaganda, the Chimkent lead works, and hundreds of other
enterprises and electric stations.
Agriculture, too, made tremendous progress.
A great deal could be told about how Kazakhstan has grown and developed in Soviet years. The reader can get
some idea of this development from data showing the results of the fulfillment of the plan for the development of
Kazakhstan’s economy in 1958, in other words, what we have achieved on the threshold of the present SevenYear Plan for the building of communism.
Production of iron ore last year was more than two million metric tons, coal 31.325 million tons, and oil 1.51
million tons; and electric power output by electric stations belonging to the state alone was 4.249 billion kilowatthours. Output of cement was 830,300 tons, woolen and cotton fabrics more than 20 million meters, procurement
of butter was 27,700 tons, and of meat 173,800 tons. Today you will find that steel-mill equipment made by the
Alma-Ata heavy machinery works, mining equipment manufactured by Karaganda factories, and automatic
presses made at the Chimkent works are known not only in the Soviet Union, but also in India, China, Mongolia,
Korea, Afghanistan and other countries. The same holds true for steel, rolled metal, pig iron and nonferrous
metals. Kazakhstan’s products have been given a high rating at international exhibitions and fairs.
It did not take us a hundred years or even fifty to get around to developing Kazakhstan’s resources; in three
decades we not only got around to it but also managed to place them at the service of the country and people.
Why is it that the people of our republic work so devotedly, as, for that matter, is the case with all working
people of the Soviet Union? The answer is simple. They know very well that 75 per cent of the national income
goes to satisfy the public, their personal needs and requirements, and 25 per cent to expand social production. In
other words, they understand that the better they work, the more their material and cultural requirements will be
satisfied.
It is not only new mills, factories and electric stations that have been built in recent years in Kazakhstan—
whole new towns have gone up in the republic. To mention some: Karaganda, the republic’s biggest industrial
town and the center of the coal and mining machinery industries; Temir-Tau, founded late in 1945 and known as a
center of the iron and steel industry, power, power machinery and chemical industries; and Rudny, the chief city
of the Sokolovsko-Sarbai iron ore fields. Though less than two years old, Rudny can already compete with
Kalkhash, Temir-Tau and Saran, founded near Karaganda five years ago, or with Jezkazgan, founded about the
same time, or with the older Tekeli and Kentau or even Leninogorsk, formerly called Ridder.
I mention the new towns because they are the centers of new industrial districts, and because when building
factories we provide simultaneously, and sometimes even earlier, the conditions required for a normal life of the
people employed in those factories. However, we shall deal with this question later. At this point we want to go on
with the story of the Kazakhstan of today.
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The republic has 26,000 enterprises in operation, and their number is increasing from day to day. Kazakhstan’s
working class has topped the two-million mark. In 1913 there were less than 20,000 industrial workers.
However, the worker of today works in quite different conditions than those of some 20 or 30 years ago.
“In those days I worked in the drift with a pick and shovel,” Yerkesh Taushkon, an old miner now employed at
one of the Karaganda mines, says, “and today I go down to the heading by underground tram, take over the cutterloader from the man in the earlier shift and all I do is press buttons and the machine automatically cuts the coal
and loads it onto the conveyer.”
Having become a republic with an extensively developed industry, Kazakhstan is also continuing to develop its
agriculture. Today Kazakhstan is called the Soviet Union’s second granary. It has 70.64 million acres under crops.
Formerly it had boundless expanses of arable land which for centuries had not been touched by the plow.
Answering the call of the Communist Party to help the people of Kazakhstan put the virgin land under cultivation,
people from every part of the Soviet Union came to the republic in 1955-1956. At the same time we received a
vast quantity of agricultural machinery.
These years witnessed great events not only in Kazakhstan but throughout the country. The movement for the
cultivation of virgin land became truly nationwide. A great role in this movement was played by the youth,
particularly by the Komsomol (Young Communist League). Virgin land was brought under the plow not only in
our republic but all over the country, wherever it existed. Altogether 89 million acres of virgin and long-fallow
land were cultivated; of these more than 49 million were located in our republic.
In 1956 Kazakhstan furnished the country with 36 billion pounds of grain, and close to the same figure in
1958. These are the results of cultivating virgin land!
Of course, that could not have been done without plenty of farm machinery, and this machinery was provided
by the Soviet Government. It supplied 237,000 tractors and close to 100,000 harvester combines to help
Kazakhstan’s grain growers. And the virgin-land country bloomed.
*
Today the Kazakhs are justly proud of their science and culture. The names of Kazakh scientists are known far
beyond the Soviet Union. Among them is President Kanysh Satpayev of the Republic’s Academy of Sciences and
winner of a Lenin Prize. He is known as the discoverer and surveyor of the unique Jezkazgan deposits of
nonferrous and rare metals and the compiler of a map of mineral deposits in the republic. It is a magic map, with
the aid of which geologists are continually finding more deposits of ores and minerals.
Other scientists known beyond the borders of the Soviet Union are Academician Zhauken Takebayev, the first
Kazakh to penetrate the regions of the atomic world, and Gavril Tikhov, an astrobotanist, who has been
investigating the secrets of Mars from the earth.
Kazakhstan today has its own Academy of Sciences, an Academy of Agricultural Sciences and 107 scientific
research institutes, among them its own research center in the field of nuclear physics.
A quarter of a million specialists who have graduated from a specialized secondary school, academy or
institute are employed in the republic’s industry, agriculture or in the cultural field. Of these 75,000 are teachers.
If the great enlighteners of the Kazakh people, Chokan Valikhanov and Ibrai Altynsarin, who once dreamed of
leading their people out of darkness and ignorance, could know these facts! Today not only young people come to
study in Kazakhstan’s institutes and research centers but also mature people from China, Mongolia, Vietnam,
Korea and Bulgaria. We have an educational system comprising a university, 27 higher educational
establishments, 143 specialized secondary schools, and 10,000 public schools.
In addition the Karaganda synthetic rubber works, the Ust-Kamenogorsk lead and zinc works, the Balkhash
mining and metallurgical works and many other enterprises have long been laboratories of advanced production
experience of interest to foreign engineers and workers.
In 1913 there were less than 100 medical institutions in the whole of Kazakhstan, and only 196 doctors
employed by them. Today we have 10,000 doctors specializing in various fields, 37,000 doctors’ assistants and
more than 2,000 pharmacists. We also have our own medical instruments industry. The Aktyubinsk Roentgen
works makes scores of types of X-ray apparatus; all kinds of drugs are put out in Chimkent, Alma-Ata and other
centers of the pharmaceutical industry. We also have fine health resorts, among them Alma-Arasan, Borovoye and
Yany Kurgan, which according to specialists in the field are on a par with Sochi, Matsesta, the Riviera, Nice or
Karlovy Vary.
Recently, a festival of Kazakh art and literature was held in Moscow. Kazakh music played by the Kurmangazy
Folk Instrument Orchestra won high praise and everybody admired the splendid Abai Opera and Ballet Theater.
Galina Ulanova, one of the world’s greatest ballerinas, was enthusiastic about the artistic achievements of our
republic’s ballet. Yermek Serkebayev and Rosa Baglanova are gifted Kazakh singers known in many other
countries.
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The writer, Academician Mukhtar Auezov, has been awarded a Lenin Prize for his epic work Abai. His novels
have been translated and published in many countries. The works of Sabit Mukanov, Gabit Musrepov, Gabiden
Mustafin and others attest to the achievements of Kazakh literature.
This is Kazakhstan today, as it enters the period of the Seven-Year Plan.
2
In many countries the national question still remains a difficult problem, sometimes an insoluble one. In
Kazakhstan national oppression and discrimination have long ceased to exist. Kazakhstan is one of the equal
Union Republics making up the USSR. Like every other one of these republics we are guaranteed by the
Constitution of the USSR the right to self-determination, including secession. Like every other Union Republic
we have 25 deputies representing us in the Soviet of Nationalities of the USSR Supreme Soviet.
Let us take state administration. Under the Constitution of the Kazakh SSR the highest organ of state power is
the Supreme Soviet of the Republic, elected for a term of four years. It appoints the government—the Council of
Ministers of the Republic—and passes laws and decisions effective on the territory of Kazakhstan.
Kazakhstan will soon celebrate the 40th anniversary of the establishment of Soviet power. That will
correspond with the 40th anniversary of our statehood, when our country became an Autonomous Soviet Socialist
Republic of the Russian Federation. Kazakhstan became a Union Republic on December 5, 1936, the day on
which the Constitution of the U.S.S.R. was adopted.
We enjoy full rights in deciding the most important problems of state. Soviet democracy is developing along
the lines of steadily extending the rights of the Union Republics in all fields of activity.
What does state independence mean for us? Ourlegislative bodies pass laws based on Kazakh conditions,m
customs and specific freatures, and our executive bodies enforce them. All the laws are aimed at improving the
life of the people and strengthening the republic, its economy and culture.
In this booklet I shall not, of course, enumerate all the laws and decisions passed in our republic. I shall dwell
only on a few passed recently.
For many years the Taldy-Kurgan Region existed in Kazakhstan next to the Alma-Ata Region. Once it was a
purely livestock-breeding region. But we developed many industries there and introduced crop-growing
extensively. And though the region grew economically stronger, when we reorganized the management of industry
in 1956 we placed the mills, factories, electric stations and ore mines of the Taldy-Kurgan Region in the
jurisdiction of the Alma-Ata Economic Council.
We had come to the conclusion that there was no need for this regional administrative link, that it only
increased the cost of administration. After consulting with the people of that region we decided to abolish the
Taldy-Kurgan Region and merge it with the Alma-Ata Region. The Presidium of the Republic’s Supreme Soviet
passed a decree to that effect.
Not long ago we passed a law providing for the transfer of a part of the Hungry Steppe to Uzbekistan, after
deciding that the Uzbek SSR could put that land under cultivation sooner than we.
I know that some people will find it hard to understand the step taken by the Kazakh Government. Whoever
heard of a country voluntarily and permanently giving up a part of its territory without compensation? We,
however, proceeded from the following consideration: Uzbekistan would be able to place this part of the Hungry
Steppe at the service of the whole Soviet people more rapidly than we could.
Many a time I have come across assertions by foreign leaders that Kazakhstan is a colony of Russia and that all
her wealth is being taken out of the republic. These assertions are completely groundless.
Let us take, for instance, the steel, coal and engineering industries. Since we produce more coal than we can
use, we ship Karaganda coking coal to the Urals and other parts of the Russian Federation (RSFSR).\fn{ The RSFSR
is the anagram of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, the territory of which constitutes present-day Russia. It is still, in fact, an
amalgam of many disparate peoples, organized into 46 oblasts, 22 nominally autonomous republics (meant to be understood as the homes
of specific ethnic minorities), nine krais, 4 autonomous okrugs (now officially called “federal subjects”), three federal cities (Moscow, Saint
Petersburg and Sevastopol, which function as separate regions), and the Jewish Autonomous Oblast (the result of Joseph Stalin’s nationality
policy, designed to provide the Jewish population of the Soviet Union with a large teritoryin which to pursue a Yiddish cultural heritage) }

Kazakhstan is the Soviet Union’s chief supplier of copper and other nonferrous metals, and machinery
manufactured by the engineering industries goes to the other Union Republics as well as abroad.
However, we get much more in exchange. The Ukraine and Russia supply us with mining combines, walking
excavators and hundreds of kinds of machines without which we could not mine coal, smelt copper or build new
factories.
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Last year Kazakhstan raised close to 36 billion pounds of grain. Obviously the republic could not possibly eat
all that grain. Therefore much of the wheat went to Moscow, Leningrad, Stalingrad, Chelya-binsk and other towns
and districts. In exchange Kazakhstan received from other republics trainloads of tractors, combines, trucks,
cultivators, and so on. Obviously without this machinery we could not put our virgin land to the plow and harvest
the crop.
Kazakhstan is a multinational republic. Living there, besides the native population, are Russians, Ukrainians,
Uigurs, Byelorussians, Uzbeks, Tajiks and people of other nationalities. However, the expression “national
minority” has long been absent from official documents or ordinary conversation. All are equal and all work to the
best of their ability, enjoying the fruits of their labor in equal measure.
Let us take the Supreme Soviet of the republic. While, naturally, most of the deputies are Kazakhs,
representatives of practically all nationalities inhabiting Kazakhstan take part in deciding the affairs of state.
Among the deputies are many Russians, Ukrainians, Byelorussians, and so on. If we take our present government
we will find that the Council of Ministers is made up of ten Kazakhs, four Russians and one Ukrainian. The reins
of government in the republic are thus held by Kazakhs.
There is another important question I should like to dwell on: the relations between the Kazakh and Russian
peoples.
Abai Kunanbayev, Ibrai Altynsarin and Chokan Valikhanov, the enlighteners of the Kazakh people, always said
that the Kazakhs should associate with Russians as much as possible and learn their language in order to master
their culture. Even before the Revolution, much of progressive Russian culture had become available to the
Kazakh people, though the government did everything it could to hinder the Kazakhs’ cultural development. It
was easier to oppress an illiterate and downtrodden people.
It was only after the Russian people had become the masters of their destiny, that is, under the Soviet
government, that they were able fully to open to us their treasurehouse of culture.
I have already mentioned what Kazakhstan has accomplished in the 40 years of its independence. And all these
achievements have been possible largely due to the all-round assistance from the other Soviet peoples, primarily
the Russians.
Let us take industrial development, for instance in Karaganda, the Soviet Union’s third largest coal-mining
center. When the Soviet Government decided to develop coal mining in Karaganda, hundreds of experienced
mining engineers and skilled miners came from the country’s other coal basins. The Moscow coal basin shared
with Karaganda its coal-cutting machines and electric locomotives, rare at the time. Secondary schools and
mining institutes in Russian towns admitted Kazakh youths, who today are well-known specialists in the field.
In prospecting for Jezhazgan’s minerals, it was Russian geologists from Moscow and Leningrad who aided the
work of the Kazakh, Kanysh Satpayev, then a young geologist and now an academician of world fame. We built
hundreds of industrial enterprises with the help of Russian specialists from designs by Russian engineers.
During the war many enterprises were evacuated from European parts of the USSR to our republic, and when
the war ended not a single machine was taken back to Russia from Kazakhstan. On the contrary, machinery came
to our republic in an even greater stream.
Such relations between Kazakhs and Russians are the result of the consistent implementation of the national
policy originated by Lenin.
*
Our republic is vast, and I have many places to visit. It therefore happens fairly often that I am unable to attend
meetings of the Council of Ministers, when important problems are taken up. In such cases the meetings are
presided over by one of the vice-chairmen of the Council of Ministers, and not infrequently the meeting is chaired
by Zaure Omarova, a young Kazakh woman.
A woman at the head of the government is something unprecedented in the history of the Kazakh people.
Kazakh legends have endowed women with wondrous beauty, devotion and a true and loving heart, and sometimes a strong character. But I have never heard legends in which a woman was endowed with the mind of a
statesman.
Life, our Soviet reality, has proved more striking than the most astonishing legends. Life has shown that a
Kazakh woman can be not only a devoted and loving wife and good mother but can also cure people, build
factories and work in them, study the most complicated sciences, teach children, direct collective farms and head
district or regional Soviets or ministries.
And Zaure Omarova is a plain Kazakh woman. She was born and grew up after the Great October Revolution,
when her father was no longer a shepherd for the bai but worked as a copper smelter in Jezkazgan and could
afford to give his daughter a higher education. After graduating from an institute, Zaure worked for several years,
first as an engineer in a coal mine and later in the Karaganda Institute for the Design of Coal Mines. A capable
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engineer, the young woman rapidly won the affection and appreciation of her colleagues and later of the people of
Karaganda.
Omarova decides important problems confidently, with initiative, and always in the interests of those she
represents in the Supreme Soviets of the USSR and the Kazakh Republic, who entrusted to her the high post of
Vice-Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the republic.
She is not the only Kazakh stateswoman in our country. The Ministry of Social Maintenance is headed by
Bultrikova; Bolfanbayeva is Deputy Minister of Communications; and Galimzhanova, a film director, was
recently appointed Deputy Minister of Culture.
Totiya Shagiyeva, an ordinary worker, is just starting out in life and she has made a good beginning. She was
only 18 when she received her first government decoration—the medal “For Labor Valor.” At 17, after finishing
secondary school, she went to work on the construction of the iron and steel works at Temir-Tau. She was scared
by the roar of the excavator motor, the din of the concrete mixer and the flashes of the electric welding. But
although her earlier life had passed in the quiet of a remote village in the steppe, she quickly became one of the
family of builders, learning the trade of bricklayer and winning honor and respect by her good work. She now
plans to take a correspondence course at a civil engineering institute, and I believe she will make a splendid
engineer.
And there are any number of women tractor drivers, builders, doctors, teachers, artists, lathe operators, fliers
and chefs famous all over the republic. There is no branch of industry, agriculture or culture in which women do
not take a most active part.
3
Uken Turmagambetov, veteran bricklayer of Temir-Tau, was neither a delegate nor guest at the Twenty-first
Congress of the CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet Union) which adopted the target figures for the economic
development of the USSR in 1959-1965. However, he played a direct part in drawing up the Seven-Year Plan, as
did hundreds of thousands of other ordinary working people in the country.
How are these plans worked out?
Two years ago all enterprises, state farms and collective farms in Kazakhstan, as in the other republics, began
compiling their own long-term plans. Participating actively in this work along with the heads of the enterprises,
engineers and economists were rank-and-file workers.
Later the long-term plans were combined by the State Planning Commissions of the republics into draft target
figures for their economic development. And the State Planning Committee of the USSR, having summed up and
generalized these figures, submitted to the Central Committee of the CPSU a draft Seven-Year Plan for the
country as a whole.
This draft, too, after having been approved by the Central Committee of the Party, was submitted in the form
of theses in N. S. Khrushchev’s report to the Twenty-first Congress of the CPSU for countrywide discussion.
And once again ordinary people like Uken Turmagambetov discussed the draft Seven-Year Plan and sent in
amendments and addenda In the discussion of the Seven-Year Plan Turmagambetov said:
In 1965 Kazakhstan’s Magnitka will produce metal almost equal to the amount put out by all the mills in preRevolutionary Russia. We have every possibility of doing it. We should make the first blow in the first blast furnace in
1959 … I believe that we have to solve the problem of supplying water to Kazakhstan’s Magnitka and all of Central
Kazakhstan. Scientists have recommended making the Irtysh waters flow our way. A canal of this kind would be of
immense benefit.

Turmagambetov’s suggestions were incorporated in the draft Seven-Year Plan, which provides for cutting the
schedule of construction of the Karaganda iron and steel works. The suggestion on building a canal was also taken
into account. That is the scope of thinking by a plain Kazakh of today, former farmhand Uken Turmagambetov.
However, at every enterprise there were people who, like Turmagambetov, submitted suggestions for the
Seven-Year Plan. The leading role here, as indeed everywhere else, belonged to the Communists of Kazakhstan
who were widely supported by the masses of the working people. Karaganda coal miners, for instance, decided to
triple the output of coking coal by 1965 and increase labor productivity by 50 per cent. This is for the coal basin
as a whole. Pit Vertikalnaya No. 1 undertook to fulfil the Seven-Year Plan in five years, and in the five years to
produce 60,000 tons of coking coal over and above the Seven-Year Plan figure. These amendments to the plan
came from coal-combine operator Selivanov, electrician Bekbayev, and miners Zhilkibayev, Zhunusov and
Babakov.
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Collective farmers and state-farm workers of the republic have displayed great initiative in working out their
long-range plans. Here, too, the rural Communists were in the front ranks.
By the time the discussion of the Seven-Year Plan was coming to a close in the republic, scientists and
practical farmers had worked out a system of farming to increase the output of grain without considerably
expanding the crop area, regardless of climatic conditions, and the system was later approved by the Kazakh
government.
*
In January 1959 the special Ninth Congress of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan was held in Alma Ata. As
mentioned above, it was preceded by the countrywide discussion of the Seven-Year Plan with 28,856 meetings
attended by 1,969,000 persons, 151,690 concrete proposals being submitted by workers, collective farmers,
specialists and heads of enterprises and farms.
After debating the draft, the Congress of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan approved the republic’s SevenYear Plan.
The Seven-Year Plan has opened up magnificent prospects for the republic. Here I shall confine myself to
some of the plan’s key figures.
Capital investments in the seven-year period are to be 116 to 119 billion rubles, or roughly 2.3 times as much
as was invested in the preceding seven years. Gross industrial output in 1965 is to be 2.7 times the 1958 output.
As I have said earlier, Kazakhstan is a vast mineral storehouse, the resources of which will be fully utilized in
the seven-year period.
Let us take the iron and steel industry. The plan provides for a 9.6-fold increase in gross output of ferrous
metallurgy in the republic. Production of iron ore will rise 6.3 times, and that of chrome ore 2.1 times.
Although we are producing much steel even now, we believe that we are not making enough use by far of all
the possibilities we have for manufacturing ferrous metals. We are now building the Sokolovsko-Sarbai mines and
ore-dressing mills which will have an annual capacity of 19 million tons of iron ore. It will be Kazakhstan’s Ural.
It is planned to build the Lisakovskoye and Karacharskoye ore-dressing mills and to open up iron-ore mines at
Atasui and elsewhere.
I have already mentioned Kazakhstan’s Magnitka, and here I should like to add that construction of that plant
is to be completed in 1964.
On the banks of the Irtysh River, near the present small collective-farm village of Yermak, will be built the
Yermak plant of ferroalloys, and the Kazakh metallurgical and Aktyubinsk ferroalloys works now in operation
will be expanded.
The government will put more than 10 billion rubles into the construction of iron and steel works.
However, besides these plants, engineering works now in operation or under construction will be continually
producing more metal to meet their own needs. In all, then, Kazakhstan will produce nearly 17 times as much
steel in 1965 as the republic produced in 1958.
The coming seven years will witness the further rapid development of nonferrous metallurgy. With more than
2,000 deposits of nonferrous metals prospected in the republic, it will be possible to double the output of copper
ore and to increase the output of lead and zinc ores by 70 per cent. Output of unrefined copper will be more than
doubled and that of refined copper will go up 3.2 times; there will also be a considerable increase in the
production of lead, zinc, gold, silver and other nonferrous and rare metals.
On what basis is such a sharp rise in production capacities to be brought about? We plan to augment lead and
zinc smelting capacities by reconstructing and expanding the present UstKamenogorsk and Chimkent plants,
putting into operation the Karagaily and Alaigyr works, adding to the capacities of the Leninogorsk and Irtysh
polymetal works and taking other steps to introduce new machinery and to improve technology.
A great deal of attention is being given to developing the copper industry. In Jezkazgan alone the output of
copper ore will be tripled.
Besides the expansion of the existing enterprises, new enterprises of the copper industry will be built in
Paviodar, Jambul and the East-Kazakhstan regions.
Kazakhstan will get its own aluminum, too. It is planned to build an aluminum plant in Pavlodar in which
Turgai bauxite deposits will be used as raw material.
In all, 12.5 billion rubles will be spent during the seven-year period to develop the republic’s nonferrous metal
industry, or 2.2 times as much as in the preceding seven years.
Nearly 5 billion rubles have been allocated for development of the chemical industry. Regarding new chemical
plants, mention should be made of a synthetic rubber plant in TemirTau and a mining and chemical works in
Kara-Tau. In all, output of Kazakhstan’s chemical industry will be quadrupled.
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The fuel industry will remain a major branch of the republic’s economy. In 1965 the production of oil will
reach two million tons, and that of coal 50 million. New pits and open-cast mines will be opened in Churbai Nur,
Tentek, Shikhan, Ekibastuz and Kuu Chek—fields with very rich coal seams.
The oil and gas pipeline network will be expanded as the need increases. Coal mines and oil fields will get the
latest improved machinery, and automation and mechanization will be introduced.
The engineering industry, too, will be further developed under the Seven-Year Plan. The Pavlodar harvester
combine plant, the Ust-Kamenogorsk engineering works, the Petropavlovsk factory manufacturing equipment for
making rolled metal, the Kentau excavator works, and many other factories will turn out hundreds of kinds of
machines and machine tools to meet the country’s internal needs as well as for export.
Kazakhstan’s electric stations today are producing four times as much power as did all of Russia before the
Revolution. Under the Seven-Year Plan another 4.4 million kilowatt capacity will be added, making it possible to
produce 26 billion kilowatt-hours of electric power in 1965.
The Bukhtarma Hydroelectric Station on the Irtysh, the Petropavlovsk Heating Plant, Karaganda District
Electric Station No. 2, Kazakhstan’s Magnitka’s Heat and Power Station, the Chardara Hydroelectric Station, the
Ekibastuz District Electric Station, several factory heat-and-power plants in Pavlodar, and other stations will,
together with power stations now in operation, be combined into several power systems to meet the needs of the
national economy, putting Kazakhstan ahead of the other republics in per capita output of electric power.
Think of it, in a republic where 40 years ago 99 per cent of the population did not know that there was such a
thing as electricity!
Provision has been made for considerable development in the seven-year period of the building-material,
timber and wood-working industries, geological prospecting, communication facilities and rail, water and
particularly air transport. The Kustanai and Paviodar steppes will come to life. The banks of the Tobol and Irtysh
Rivers will become as famous for their industry as the Volga at Gorky and Stalingrad, as the Dnieper at
Zaporozhye and Dnepropetrovsk, and as the Don at Rostov.
These are the main features of Kazakhstan’s Seven-Year Plan with respect to the production of the means of
production, the foundation of rising standards of living.
Kazakhstan’s Seven-Year Plan was adopted on the eve of the Twenty-first Congress of the CPSU.
The historic Twenty-first Congress of the CPSU opened in Moscow on January 27, 1959. It was convened to
approve the target figures for the country’s economic development in 1959-1965—a program for continuing the
construction of a communist society in the Soviet Union, for a new advance of the economy, culture and material
welfare of the people. The delegates discussed Khrushchev’s report on the target figures and unanimously adopted
the majestic seven-year program for the whole country.
Let us recall to mind Uken Turmagambetov and his comrades. It is they who, in discussing the prospects of
development of Central Kazakhstan, raised the question of building the Irtysh-Karaganda canal to solve the watersupply problem of Kazakhstan’s Magnitka and other enterprises. The Kazakh government included these
proposals among its other recommendations to the USSR Council of Ministers. Khrushchev supported the
proposition at the Congress, saying that it deserved serious attention. I have cited this to show that the country’s
top leaders listen to the voice of the ordinary people.
In his report at the Congress Khrushchev devoted considerable attention to Kazakhstan, to the development of
its productive forces.
“The gigantic scale of the new development,” he said,
will bring about notable changes in the economic map of the eastern areas. The building up of large industrial areas
Kustanai, Pavlodar, Ekibastuz … will give great impetus to the development of the productive forces in the Soviet East.

In the target figures adopted by the Congress there is a special section devoted to Kazakhstan which reflects
the plans worked out in the republic. Khrushchev was right in saying that
our plans vividly express the Leninist national policy, which ensures broad opportunities for the all-round economic
and cultural progress of all the people,

and that
each republic will develop first those branches of the economy for which it has the most favorable natural and
economic conditions.

*
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The Seven-Year Plan calls for a gross grain crop of 50 billion pounds a year in Kazakhstan, but the tillers of
the soil themselves have amended the plan, boosting the figure to 54 billion pounds, regardless of weather
conditions.
How is this going to be achieved considering that it is planned to put another 8.65 million acres of new land
under cultivation?
I have already mentioned a system of scientific farming. The republic has been divided into six belts: steppe,
dry steppe, semidesert, desert, irrigation farming and the Altai mountainous belt. The key factor in the new system
is proper crop rotation. It is precisely this which will increase the grain harvest by about 320 pounds per acre. It is
planned to bring up the area of bare fallow land to 18.5 million acres in 1965, and fallow land will be cultivated
by the method developed by Terenty Maltsev, now a famous collective-farm scientist and Honorary Member of
the Academy of Agricultural Sciences of the U.S.S.R. According to this method, plowing is done without turning
over the soil to prevent the soil from drying up.
The question of growing corn has been raised in a new way. This year we put 3.46 million acres under corn
and we expect a good harvest. Where it does not mature into dry grain we will harvest the cobs in the milk-wax
stage.
We will also sow more millet and other crops.
Kazakhstan is rightly called one of the country’s largest stock-raising areas, ranking third in the country for
meat output. The number of sheep in the republic will triple by the end of the seven-year period, reaching 75
million. The number of cattle will increase more than 50 per cent, and by 1965 the republic’s collective farms and
state farms will have 7.5 million head of cattle, 2.6 million pigs, 1.8 million horses and camels, and 30 million
head of poultry.
In the next few years Kazakhstan intends to catch up with the United States in per-capita output of animal
produce. By 1963 the output of meat will be brought up to 1.25 million tons (slaughter weight). In the seven-year
period it is planned practically to triple the production of meat, to double the production of milk, and increase
output of eggs by 80 per cent.
Our republic is more and more becoming a country of “white gold”—cotton. By 1965 we are to grow and pick
enough cotton to produce more than 300 million yards of cotton cloth, 30,000 tons of cotton-seed oil, 70,000 tons
of waste and lint—an output valued at more than 10 billion rubles.
Great progress is outlined for vegetable, fruit and wine-growing, and the production of fodder crops.
Kazakhstan’s agriculture will reach a new, high level under the Seven-Year Plan and flourish as never before.
4
Recently I went over the materials of the conference on unemployment held by American trade union leaders.
No one will deny that American technological standards are very high, but there the machine tends to oust man
from the sphere of production, and the worker finds himself thrown out without any means of subsistence.
In the Soviet Union, Kazakhstan included, the problem of unemployment can never exist. Of course, we too
are mechanizing labor and building new machines. Special importance is attached to technical progress in the
USSR.
Here is an example: At a plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the CPSU held last June, the question of
the role of technical progress in the development of the country was again posed. The plenary meeting called
upon all workers at industrial enterprises and construction sites to pay particular attention to the necessity for
automating and mechanizing production processes and replacing obsolete equipment. In this connection the
movement of inventors and production rationalizers spread throughout the country, becoming truly nationwide.
Nonetheless we have a labor shortage. Bearing in mind that in the seven-year period Kazakhstan’s enterprises
will switch over to a shorter work day and a five-day week, the need for workers of all trades will be even greater.
We are not expecting a natural influx of skilled steel workers, as they are needed at the old plants, and so we
are now solving the problem by recruiting several thousand young Kazakhs to work in the iron and steel industry,
and training them at mills in the Urals and Siberia. We have received thou sands of applications from young
Kazakhs who want to become blast and open-hearth furnacemen or rolling-mill operators.
If you glance through any newspaper published in the republic, you will find many advertise-ments for
engineers, technicians, office employees and workers of all trades. People without any trade, too, are taken on,
with a guarantee by the employing enterprise that they will learn a trade in a short time and receive wages while
learning. There is a wide network of technical schools and courses at plants and elsewhere for training workers in
every trade. There is plenty of work in Kazakhstan and everyone who wants to work and work honestly can get a
good job.
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*
In Kazakhstan's Seven-Year Plan provisions have been made to enable the people to live well, eat well and
dress well, and spend their leisure time enjoyably in wholesome recreation.
Let us take food first.
In 1965 state enterprises in the republic will produce 441,000 tons of meat, 37,500 tons of butter, 75,000 tons
of vegetable oil and some 500,000 tons of dairy products, double or triple the 1958 figures. The per-capita consumption of these products will therefore increase considerably.
New meat-packing plants, dairies, bakeries, sugar refineries, confectioneries and other food factories will be
built. Appropriations for developing this branch of the national economy amount to three billion rubles, four times
as much as was spent in the preceding seven years.
However, thiis not all Soviet man needs by far. He also needs a roomy and comfortable apartment. And we
have made provision for that in working out our seven-year plan. Some 40 million square meters of housing will
be built in town and countryside.
It comes to 175,000 apartments, which means that 200,000 to 250,000 people of Kazakhstan will celebrate
housewarmings. But, you may ask, what about furniture? People, as a rule, do not want to use old furniture to
furnish their new homes. We members of the government had to do some hard thinking over this problem, too,
and we have decided to allot a part of the budget appropriations for enlarging old furniture factories and building
new ones.
To meet the growing demand for good clothing and shoes we are building cotton mills in Alma Ata, a worsted
and broadcloth factory in Semipalatinsk, two shoe factories and many other light-industry plants elsewhere. To
this end we have enlisted the aid of the chemical industry and are going to utilize its achievements extensively.
The republic will do everything to enable the whole population to enjoy all material wealth, irrespective of
where the people live whether in Alma Ata or in remote range pastures.
We are already introducing the seven-hour day in plants without, of course, reducing wages. The Kazakh iron
and steel works is one of the first in which the seven-hour day has been instituted. Yeleman Baigazieyev, a steel
smelter employed at the plant, said:
Before, I used to put off many personal things I had to take care of until Saturday and attend to them during the two
extra hours of free time. It was on Saturday that I went to the library, took in a show, and in winter went skiing. But
today I have more free time every day for relaxation and to attend to personal things. However, I turn out no less steel
than before. The state has done us a good turn, and we can do no less.

The people’s health is by no means the last thing that concerns the government of the republic. By the end of
1965 the network of therapeutic and preventive medical institutions in the Kazakh SSR will have 100,000 beds, or
25,400 more than we have today. We envisage 7,000 hospital beds to be provided by collective farms from their
own funds.
Hospitals and medical research institutions have done a lot of work in improving health. Tuberculosis, once the
scourge of the Kazakh people, has been wiped out in the republic, and cases of goiter have been practically
eliminated. Doctors in Alma Ata, Karaganda, Ust-Kamenogorsk and other towns are performing heart, brain and
other major surgery.
But the main thing is to prevent disease, and to this end many enterprises have established evening
dispensaries. Their number will increase several-fold during the seven-year period.
The Aktyubinsk X-ray Equipment Works will begin to produce several new kinds of the latest X-ray
instruments during the seven-year period, and the Chimkent Pharmaceutical Factory will manufacture the latest
drugs; and as in the past we shall share the drugs as well as the X-ray equipment with the other Soviet republics
and export some too.
Kazakhstan has many fine health resorts. Under the Seven-Year Plan the resorts will be consider-ably enlarged
and new ones opened. We are to add facilities to accommodate 7,000 more persons in our sanatoriums and 4,000
at our holiday homes.
Many Kazakhs go to health resorts in the Crimea, the Caucasus, the Baltic Republics and to spas in other parts
of the country. More sanatoriums and holiday homes will be built throughout the country in the seven-year period,
which means that more Kazakhs will be accommodated in them. It is not at all bad to take a rest or treatment on
the Black Sea or on the Riga seashore. And we shall cordially welcome people from Russia, the Ukraine and other
republics who come to spend their holidays at our health resorts.
We shall do everything so that people in Kazakhstan may enjoy good health, and not only that, but so they may
simply have a good holiday amidst our splendid natural surroundings.
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People living in a socialist society have to have an all-round education and opportunity for cultural
development.
The Supreme Soviet of our republic recently passed a law providing for the reorganization of the public
education system, a law which marks a new stage in the development of schooling, reflecting the urgent needs of
our society. Today we are switching over from seven-year to eight-year compulsory education, with instruction to
be closely linked to productive labor.
By 1965 the number of students will be roughly 2,200,000 against 1,436,000 in the past school year. Provision
has been made for the extension and improvement of training specialists with specialized secondary or higher
education. Kazakhstan’s higher educational establishments will graduate 56,100 persons in the seven-year period,
which is more than double the number graduated between 1952 and 1958. Specialized secondary schools, medical
and technical schools will turn out 87,600 specialists with a specialized secondary education.
In this respect I should like to say a few words about the children of Uken Turmagambetov, who, you will
recall, was mentioned earlier. He has five children and all of them will get a secondary or higher education during
the seven-year period. Three of his daughters are already attending institutes and his younger children attend
secondary school.
A few words about another working-class family, the Aliyevs who live in Balkhash. Today only one member of
that family—Shakir—has had a higher education. His four brothers are students at institutes, and by the end of the
seven-year period the family will have two mining engineers, one hydraulic engineer, one doctor and one
engineer-designer.
Our children, however, are not restructed to studying in Kazakhstan. The doors of all the secondary and higher
schools of Russia, the Ukraine, Georgia and the other fraternal republics are open to them.
5
The mineral-rich Altai.
Under the Seven-Year Plan the output of copper is to go up 50 per cent, cadmium 100 per cent, zinc 72 per
cent, and lead 26 per cent.
The outstanding labor of the workers of this region is proof that the Seven-Year Plan will be fulfilled early. A
condenser plant in Ust-Kamenogorsk, the first of the Seven-Year Plan projects, was recently put into operation.
The Altai’s mines and plants are turning out ore and producing metal in greater quantities than ever before.
The Karaganda Coal Basin.
Recently Pit No. 23, one of the largest in the basin, went into operation. The heat and power station of
Kazakhstan's Magnitka has produced its first current, assembly of the coke chemical batteries has begun, and
work on the blast furnace is in full swing.
Turgai.
This area is a storehouse of minerals and ore-supply base of many plants now in operation and under construction in Kazakhstan. Here, too, work is in full swing. Geologists, excavator operators and build-ers are determined
to carry out the volume of work planned for the first year of the seven-year period ahead of time.
The Aktyubinsk steppes are becoming a region of metal and important chemical plants. Chemical output in the
region is to be quadrupled in the seven-year period, and it is already clear today that Aktyubinsk Region workers
will successfully cope with the task.
All nine economic councils, as well as local industrial enterprises and cooperatives, have fulfilled the annual
plan ahead of schedule.
Despite the inclement weather and certain organizational shortcomings the republic’s collective farms and state
farms sold more than 700 million poods of grain to the state in 1959. The number of cattle in the collective farms
and state farms increased by 445,000 head, sheep and goats by 2,800,000 head, and hogs by 253,000. The state
purchase plan for meat, milk, eggs, wool and cotton has been fulfilled.
*
The Seven-Year Plan has got off to a good start. Each day of the plan brings fresh victories. The features of
communism can be seen more and more clearly in our life today.
Ivan Loginov, a tractor driver at a state farm on the Irtysh River, is not a member of the Communist Party, but
he is deeply interested in the Seven-Year Plan being fulfilled as quickly as possible. This rank-and-file tractor
driver invented a device by means of which a tractor works without a driver and without a trailer operator. Since
under communism all laborious work will be done by machines, Ivan Loginov has brought communism nearer to
a certain degree.
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Working in one of the Karaganda coal mines is combine operator Mikhail Bondaletov. He heads one of the
first communist work teams in the republic. How does this team differ from others? All the members of the team,
besides working splendidly, are studying after working hours to become engi-neers or technicians, desiring to
reach a higher cultural level, and today resemble the people of the future. And each new day sees additional
communist work teams springing up.
We can see the characteristics of the future everywhere—in factories with automatic transfer machines
operating, in coal mines where the whole mining process is mechanized, on construction sites where there are
more engineers and technicians than unskilled workers, and in institutes where most of the students have had
practical schooling in factories or in agriculture. We can see these characteristics in everyday life.
And each new feature of communism gladdens us. For communism is our cherished goal, and all our work and
our thoughts are directed to reaching it as soon as possible.
280.12 Excerpt from Pigeon’s Luck\fn{by Vladimir Tretchikoff (1913-2006)} Petropavl, North Kazakhstan
Province, Kazakhstan (M) 12
1
I woke up to the thunder of explosions and a humming drone that filled the night air. Natalie was sitting up
already, staring at me in fright.
“What’s that?” she asked.
“It’s war,” I said.
“What war?”
“Darling, the Japs have arrived.”
It was quarter past four in the morning, December 8, 1941. The arrival of the Japanese heavy bombers over the
city took Singapore completely by surprise. We all thought the nearest Japanese flying bases were six hundred miles
away, in Indo-China. The idea that we were vulnerable to blitzkrieg had no more occurred to us than that Singapore
island would sink into the sea.
Singapore was caught with its pants down. All the lights were ablaze. There was no blackout of any description.
The authorities wanted to disconnect the electricity but could not find the man with the key. In any case, the street
lights in Singapore were all gas burning, and had to be turned off by hand. And the warning that Japanese aircraft
were approaching Singapore had come only half an hour before they arrived.
The sound of the aircraft filled the skies: a heavy reverberating hum that came as a shock to those of us who
had basked in peace while the rest of the world was at war. The din was punctuated with the blast of the bombs:
heavy, shattering explosions that rocked our house and the crockery on the shelves.
Mimi was awake and crying. Natalie hurried through to comfort her. Our old Chinese nanny was with her
already. Amah was devoted to Mimi, even sleeping in the passage outside her room to make sure she came to no
harm. I lifted aside the mosquito net and went to the window. The trees round our house hid most of what was
going on, but I could see the thin beams of searchlights playing in the dark sky. Now and then they picked out the
shape of some fat-bellied bomber, one of the scores dropping their deadly cargoes.
My friend Valentin came in, a Russian like ourselves. We had known him in Shanghai and he had been staying
with us for some months. Together he and I stood silent as we watched the battle outside. At last there was the
crackle of anti-aircraft fire. I waited eagerly for the sight of a bomber caught in the shrapnel, dropping away to earth
like a ball of fire as we had seen in pictures of the blitz in London. But nothing like that happened. In the course of
the raid not one Japanese plane was shot down.
There were no casualties in our suburb, five minutes’ drive from the city. But Singapore proper had been hit
hard. There were dead in the streets, particularly in crowded Chinatown. They counted sixty-one killed and more
than a hundred injured. Buildings were in ruins, thoroughfares blocked with the rubble. The native population
moved dumbly to restore order in the chaos, and their confidence was knocked out of them. I sensed it on my way
into work that morning.
Before leaving, I tuned in to listen to the seven o’clock news, packed with items about the outbreak of the war
with Japan. The first shock was that the Japanese had managed to land in Malaya, far away in the north, near the
border with Thailand. They had landed in Thailand too, and they were attacking Hong Kong and the Philippines.
But the greatest shock was news of what had happened at an American naval base in Hawaii which at the time was
no more than a name to us: Pearl Harbor.
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The Japanese had attacked at dawn, a huge fleet of bombers from aircraft carriers which had caught the
Americans napping. No fewer than eighteen warships had been sunk or badly damaged. Eight battleships, the
greater part of the American Pacific fleet, had been put out of action.
After that, all was confusion in Singapore. Nobody seemed to know what was happening—not surprisingly, for
those at the top had little idea themselves. At the Cathay Building where I was working, the headquarters of the
Ministry of Information, we knew more than most. But somehow nobody took seriously the reports of Japanese
successes, for we could not believe them. It was the fault of our own propaganda, and we were its victims.
But then, we were expected to be calm. Even the horror of the bombing raid paled as we read the Commanderin-Chief’s Order of the Day, issued later that morning:
We are ready. We have had plenty of warning and our preparations arc made and tested. … We are
confident. Our defences are strong and our weapons are efficient. … What of the enemy? We see before us
a Japan drained for years by the exhausting claims of her wanton onslaught on China. …

And so it went on. If our leaders were so confident of victory, who were we to have doubts?
In all the confusion there was a positive step. Half Singapore gathered on the waterfront later that day as Churchill’s
proud Force Z—the Prince of Wales, the supposedly anonymous Repulse and four destroyers—sailed out to sea. The
two great ships had arrived in Singapore a few days before, the Prince of Wales only recently commissioned and one of
the strongest armed battleships in the world. They said she was unsinkable. The Repulse had been built in World War I,
but frequent refits had brought her up to date: a battle cruiser. An aircraft carrier was supposed to have come to
Singapore with the battleships but she had been damaged in Jamaica and was still undergoing repairs.
We did not know their destination. But it required no great stretch of the imagination to guess that they were
heading for the Japanese invasion convoys in the north, to smash their lines of supply. They would teach the nasty
little men a sharp lesson.
It was a shock, then, to tune in to the radio news at seven o’clock three mornings later. I was a little late, but I
immediately recognised Duff Cooper’s voice. He was Churchill’s special emissary, sent out to Singapore on the
eve of war by the War Cabinet to review defence preparations.
“The Board of Admiralty regrets to announce,” he was saying, “that HMS Prince of Wales and HMS Repulse
have been sunk by enemy action.”
Natalie and I were shocked dumb. We looked at each other openmouthed as Duff Cooper explained that the
great ships had been attacked from the air. He went on to say the loss of the Prince of Wales and the Repulse
should not lead us to despondency but merely to a determination to fight all the harder and so avenge the loss.
Duff Cooper was not kidding anyone. We had staked all our hopes on those ships. If the Japanese had managed
to sink them what could stand in their way?
I knew now we were in for really big trouble. Lack of news gave rise to hair-raising rumours. It was said a
thousand aircraft had attacked the two ships, based on a score of aircraft carriers that had homed in on the kill as
they had at Pearl Harbor. Now they were heading for Singapore itself. Only later was I able to piece together the
story of what actually happened.
The two battleships were indeed on their way to intercept the Japanese, but with a serious limitation. They had no
air cover. Force Z’s commander had done all he could to convince the Royal Air Force that air cover was essential,
but soon after sailing received a radio message telling him fighter protection was impossible.
They carried on. With all the hopes of Singapore resting on the two ships he felt he could not turn back without
seriously damaging morale. Besides, there was a healthy cloud cover and driving rain protecting him from air
observation, and all the advantages of surprise were on his side.
Things were going well, but the cloud cover lifted. Force Z was spotted by three Japanese planes, and it was
obvious if they continued a warm reception would be waiting for them. Instead they turned back.
On the way back to Singapore, a signal came in reporting a landing about halfway down the Malay coast at
Kuantun. If it was successful it would mean that the troops in the north of Malay would be cut off. The ships
changed course to intercept the invasion convoy.
When they reached Kuantun, early the next morning, everything was quiet “as a wet Sunday afternoon”, one of
the ships reported. There was not a Japanese in sight, let alone an invasion convoy. A herd of water buffalo had
strayed on to a minefield and so scared the troops guarding it that they jumped to the conclusion the Japanese
were landing in strength.
But the Repulse and the Prince of Wales were in trouble. A large force of Japanese heavy bombers and
reconnaissance planes was on its way to hunt them down. The attack began at 11 o’clock. Nine planes swept in
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to attack the Repulse, wing tip to wing tip and in perfect formation. One of the bombs scored a direct hit, though
without causing serious damage.
Soon the air round the battleships was alive with aircraft, squadron after squadron diving in to unleash bombs
and torpedoes at the speeding ships until one, then the other, was hit and put out of action. Each settled in the
water as more torpedoes thudded home, and the crews abandoned ship.
The battleships were done for, but the Japanese did not interfere with the destroyers. These picked up getting
on for two thousand survivors and brought them back to Singapore. That left eight hundred missing, killed in
action or drowned.
The repercussions of the loss of Force Z echoed far beyond Singapore. Among those horrified by what happened
was Churchill himself. Later he was to write:
In all the war I never received a more direct shock. As I turned over and twisted in bed the full horror of the
news sank in upon me. There were no British or American ships in the Indian Ocean or the Pacific except the
American survivors of Pearl Harbour, who were hastening back to California. Over all this vast expanse of
waters Japan was supreme, and we everywhere were weak and naked.

That is precisely how we felt in Singapore.
*
The Straits Times Annual has arrived. Natalie came into the studio. I was at work on the floor, stretching the
canvas for my next painting.
“I’ve been looking at your cartoon of the war leaders,” she said. “I must say it’s completely out of place.” She
sounded quite upset.
“What do you mean? It couldn’t be more topical.”
“Exactly,” she said. “You know they are the people supposed to defend us from the Japs. But you’ve made
them ridiculous. Look what you’ve done to General Percival—”
“He looks like that.”
“I don’t care what he looks like. You can’t go drawing him that way. Look at Sir Geoffrey Layton. He is chief
of the Navy for the whole Far East. You’ve made him Popeye the Sailor.” Natalie was shaking her head in despair.
“You’re asking for trouble.”
I took the book from her, and looked again at my double-page cartoon. It was drawn some weeks before war
broke out and even then my subjects had been household names. Now they were in the front of our thoughts, for
we depended on them for everything.
My cartoon had quite a story behind it. Besides working for the Straits Times I was doing secret work for the
British Ministry of Information in the Far East, illustrating anti-Japanese and anti-Axis propaganda posters and
pamphlets. My cartoons were part of the campaign.
I suggested the idea of cartooning the war leaders to Robert Scott, head of the Ministry of Information and
effectively head of Britain’s propaganda machine east of Suez. He liked it. So did my editor at the Straits Times,
George Scabridge.
“One little problem, though,” I told them. “If I draw this cartoon I want to meet all my subjects.” Scott seemed
amused by the idea.
“That’s not very fair, is it? You’ll mutilate them. I’ve never heard of your victims having to pose for the
privilege.”
“It’s the only way I can do an authentic job,” I said.
“We’ll see what we can do,” said Scott. “I’ll sound out these war leaders and see what they say.”
A few days later Seabridge called me into his office.
“Everything’s organised,” he said. “Scott has contacted them all and they’re highly intrigued by the idea.”
He handed me a list of my appointments. It looked like a Who’s Who of the British war machine in the east. And so,
of course, it was.
Air Chief Marshal Sir Robert Brooke-Popham, Commander-in-Chief, Far East.
General A. E. Percival, General Officer Commanding, Malaya.
Lieutenant General Sir Lewis Heath, Commander, III Indian Corps.
Major General Gordon Bennett, Commander, 8th Australian Division.
General F. Keith Simmons, Percival’s Chief of Staff.
Vice Admiral E. J. Spooner, Commander of Naval Forces, Singapore.
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Vice Admiral Sir Geoffrey Layton, Commander-in-Chief, China Station.
Air Vice Marshal Conway Pulford, Air Officer Commanding, Far East.
Sir Shenton Thomas, Governor of the Straits Settlements.
Mr. Duff Cooper, Churchill’s special emissary.

Seabridge called me back.
“Just make sure you’re in time for those appointments. I know you artists. No idea of punctuality. These are
busy men. They’ve a lot to do, as we know well.”
“Don’t you worry,” I said. “I’m not going to be late for top brass like that.”
The first session was with Sir Robert Brooke-Popham. There was nothing like starting at the top. The appointment
was for early in the morning, and I left home rather apprehensive. I drove to Brooke Popham’s headquarters in the city.
With me I had a simple box camera to take snaps of each of the subjects.
Sir Robert was already at work though it was not yet eight o’clock. He was at the head of a long table with officers of
the different branches of the services gathered round him. As I entered he sat up straight: a tall, rather gangling sort of man
with a red moustache, and to my surprise he looked almost nervous of me.
“How do you want me to sit?” he asked. “I suppose you’ll tell me, look straight, don’t blink my eyes, not to move,
something like on parade?”
“Not at all. That’s the last thing I want. What I am hoping is that I can see you in action, while you are working.”
Brooke-Popham beamed with relief and seemed much happier.
“Fine. Well, we were going to have breakfast. Would you like to join us? We’ll have to talk a bit of shop, I’m
afraid, but that won’t worry you, I’m sure.”
To my surprise the officers discussed defence plans in front of me as readily as if I was myself a member of the staff.
I wondered how it could be that they trusted me like that. I was an alien after all. Obviously Scott had given me official
clearance.
Brooke-Popham at work was quite different from the public image he had through his frequent pep-talks over the radio. In these he assured us that all was well with our defences in Singapore and we were ready for anything that could
arise. Now he was discussing ways of persuading the British parliament and Churchill in particular to take the needs of
Malaya a lot more seriously, and send out reinforcements to bolster a rather weak position.
My second appointment was with somebody very different, General Percival. He was still in uniform, his baggy khaki
shirt and too-long shorts hanging as if from a clothes-line on his long thin body. He looked more like a scout-master than
the chief of the military organisation of Malaya. He too was uncomfortable when I arrived.
“I hope we can get this over and done with quickly,” he said. “Where’s your sketchbook?” When I explained
what I wanted he cheered up, smiling with his prominent front teeth exposed. We chatted about life in Singapore,
the papers, anything but the war threat. That was a subject I had to avoid at all costs. Then Percival asked me if I
would be showing him the cartoon before it was published.
“No,” I said. “I never show my cartoons to my victims.”
“But what if there’s something in them that they don’t like?”
“That’s the whole point. If they didn’t like them they’d want to stop them being published unless I changed
them.”
There were many other calls to make spread over the week. I went to see General Heath, senior in rank to Percival
though now in a subordinate position, commander of the strong Indian Corps. Then there was General Keith Simmons,
Percival’s Chief of Staff. Scott told me Percival himself had asked that Simmons should be included in the cartoon—and
had asked that Heath be excluded. There was no love lost between these rival commanders.
Pulford, Air Officer Commanding, Far East, I arranged to meet at the Singapore Swimming Club. I played water
polo for the club twice a week and he would be attending our annual fixture with the Royal Air Force. We beat
them, but he was not upset.
I had to cross to the mainland for my meeting with General Gordon Bennett, commander of the Australian units.
They had been in Singapore several months now, under canvas over in Johore. Bennett had established himself as
an outspoken and independent leader, with frequent press conferences to put across his views.
Bennett did not approve of Percival’s defence plans and said so. We knew the Japanese were up against it with
the Americans and might attack them and us at any time. They were already in Indo-China, after all—only 600
miles away. Bennett said that rather than sit on our backsides and wait for them we ought to launch in with some
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kind of attack. But nobody listened to him.
Besides the military men, I had to include naval leaders in my cartoon. The commander of naval forces, ViceAdmiral T. B. Drew, was about to leave Singapore, and Scott said we ought to leave him out. But Admiral Drew
and his wife had been personal friends of ours for years and I was determined to include them. Besides, when
people thought of the Naval Base they thought of the Drews.
I had a brief morning session with Spooner, Drew’s successor. But I had not been looking forward to the session
with Sir Geoffrey Layton. I had not met him before, but knew him by reputation and from his photographs as a
rather tough, serious sort of man, who did not suffer fools gladly. He and his wife had invited me to come for tea
in the Naval Base.
It was the first time I had visited the Naval Base, usually forbidden to civilians and certainly to foreigners like
myself. I knew it was gigantic, the biggest in the world, for it had taken seventeen years and cost £60 million to
build. There was a whole town inside, with shops and cinemas and playing fields and every facility for the thousands
of men who lived there, and there was an anchorage of 22 square miles, underground munition dumps and huge
quantities of oil stored in the scores of tanks.
The Laytons were out on the lawn already. Before long they had me chattering nineteen to the dozen about ev erything and anything that came into my head. I wondered why I had been so worried beforehand. It was then I appreciated something I have always found since: that the bigger people are, the easier it is to get on with them.
Then it was time to turn to the civilians. Scott had agreed I should include both Duff Cooper and Sir Shenton
Thomas, the governor. I killed the two birds with one stone, catching them both at a reception in the governor’s
residence.
Duff Cooper was new: the former Minister sent out to Singapore by Churchill to keep an eye on the war leaders when it was clear war was in the offing and defence preparations were not all they should have been. Duff
Cooper’s presence in Singapore was greatly resented by other war leaders I heard—particularly Brooke-Popham
and Sir Shenton Thomas. He was finding it very difficult to win their cooperation. They felt it was a slight on their
own capabilities to have a man sent out by Churchill to keep an eye on them.
My bag was full. Now I had to find a theme. There was a well-known fruit in Malaya called the durian, about the
size of a coconut and covered with spikes. Inside were semi-liquid pips, soft and buttery and with a taste like honey. It
would have been delicious if it were not for its peculiar smell—so strong that one durian in a house had the effect of a
basket of rotten eggs. Europeans would not touch it. Wouldn’t it make a secret weapon? If the war leaders bombarded
any would-be Japanese invaders with durians they could never come near us.
The cartoon duly appeared in the annual, in time for Christmas.
“I think it’s done the trick,” said Scott. “We want to build up civilian morale and military morale, make them
think there is nothing to worry about, even if we do know things are so chaotic. We can only hope for a miracle. I
hope to God it doesn’t come too late.”
*
At last the military recruited a volunteer force to help prepare Singapore's defences, the Land Defence Volunteers. I decided to offer my services, even if I was supposed to be neutral. Singapore was my home and I had
nowhere else to go. If we who lived there were not prepared to defend it, who would do it for us?
At the recruiting office they told me they wanted only British citizens. But had I considered joining the ARP?
The ARP—Air Raid Precautions—sent out patrols day and night to organise Singapore’s blackout and keep an
eye on the civilian population. It was just like the ARP organised in British cities at the height of the blitz. One of its
special assignments was to seek out the Japanese intelligence informers who we knew were active. There had been
thousands of Japanese in Malaya before the war. Most of these had been rounded up and taken off to India for in ternment, but they had not wasted the chance of setting up a Malay fifth column. Tokyo Radio was providing exact
reports of the bombing damage in Singapore.
I duly joined the ARP, and was issued with a khaki uniform and a tin hat and arm band, and given nightly patrols. My beat was to be a long strip of swampy ground situated between the airport and Chinatown, criss-crossed
with waterways and a likely nest of the fifth column. I patrolled this area with others of the ARP, like myself un armed. Some nights we were sent to other parts of the island. But usually we were allocated the swamp patrol,
provided with a car and expected to report back to ARP headquarters by about three in the morning before going
home to bed.
One night I was in the swamps with two colleagues, when we saw mysterious lights some way off: We were on to
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something. The Japanese had been hitting the airport with remarkable consistency. Their planes swept in from the
sea right over the airport which was right on the shoreline, and dropped their bombs even before ack-ack guns could
be levelled at them. Then they swung away and headed out to sea. These lights in the swamps were in a direct line
with their approach run.
There was a long low bridge over the river that passed through the swamps. We commandeered a sampan lying
at moorings, and set off towards the lights. They went out as we approached, but we found a fisherman’s shack
with several Malays inside. They were innocent they said when we questioned them. They had the lights for their
fishing. But we decided to take them in for questioning.
My colleagues drove the Malays to headquarters leaving me at the bridge to watch for further trouble. Just then
I heard the drone of bombers coming in from the sea. I heard one screaming in, overshoot ing the airport, and
heading straight towards me at low level.
I hurled myself over the side of the bridge, to take cover underneath it. Suddenly there were bombs exploding
all round me, down the road and in the swamps. One bomb hit the bridge itself and I thought I would be buried
alive. Crawling out after the danger was over, I found a long hole in the other side of the bridge. The masonry was
blasted to smithereens.
There were other incidents. At one house we found light streaming through the blackout curtains. We went in
and found a riotous party in full swing. The host was a little under the weather.
“This is all very jolly,” I said, “but may I remind you that there is a war going on?”
“What war, old boy?” the man said to me. “I say, you don’t believe the Japs are on the way do you?” His
friends laughed raucously to support him.
Their attitude was symptomatic of all that was wrong with Singapore.
The news from the front was bad. Our troops were being swept back by the Japanese who were flooding south
in a deadly drive for Singapore. Yet few in Singapore could believe the situation was serious.
There were frequent bombing raids, as severe as any that had hit London at the height of the blitz. Certainly
there were as many casualties. But Singapore was an impregnable fortress, we had been told for years. We were
bound to be all right. Guns that fired twenty-five miles out to sea, the biggest naval base in the world, a huge air
force, a trained military: these were more than a match for anytrhing the Japanese could throw at us.
Daily life went on as normal. Hotels and restaurants entertained as lavishly as ever, there were queues for the cinema
shows, there were galas and receptions and tea dances at the big hotels. We were a British colony and we were certainly
not going to have our style disrupted by a rabble of warmongering inscrutables.
The more thoughtful of us in Singapore could not believe it was happening. Always it had been assumed the
jungle of Malaya was Singapore’s surest defence. No invader could thread his way through it, and certainly not an
army. There were no roads, only overgrown jungle tracks. Yet the Japanese swept through as fast as they pleased,
while our own troops were hopelessly bogged down. Many had been overtaken already and fallen into Japanese
hands.
How the Japanese did it we could not imagine. We did not know how many men they had, or what support. Yet
they did what they wanted with our defences. Our Indian troops in particular had no answer to the advance, scared
out of their wits by the dense jungle and the sinister Japanese.
In the North we had the Jitra defence line, supposed to be impenetrable. The Japanese broke it in two days flat.
A breakdown in our communications was responsible. Then our leaders decided to pull our troops back the length
of Johore, and give them time to recover themselves. Instead the Japenese followed so closely they were made to
fight every inch of the way.
The Japanese advance continued. There was a short but ecstatic revival of our confidence when a convoy of re inforcements reached Singapore. Then Bennett’s Australians scored a fine victory when they ambushed a Japa nese column and caught the men entirely unprepared. The Australians discovered the secret of the Japanese ad vance: their infantry were riding bicycles!
But the mood of optimism was short-lived.
The first shock was to hear the Naval Base had been evacuated. One day all the great ships in Singapore had
slipped away to safer waters, the giant dockyard abandoned to anyone who wanted to loot it. The technicians and
shore staff were evacuated to Ceylon.
Then came news that on the front line the Japanese had scored devastating successes, especially against the
barely-trained Indian troops, and that our men were fast falling back on Singapore Island. We were in for a siege.
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*
The battle for Malaya had been lost, and the battle for Singapore begun. Percival ordered all troops back over
the causeway that linked Singapore Island with Johore, the mainland. The last man crossed in the early hours of
February 1, and the middle of the causeway was blown up an hour later. Unfortunately it did not help much. As
the Japanese discovered later the channel was only four feet deep at low tide. Even a small man could wade
across.
Disturbing rumours began to circulate in the city, concerning the defences on the northern sector of the island.
Somebody it appeared, had boobed. Otherwise the Island was ringed with pill boxes and barbed wire and heavy
guns. But on the causeway side, with only half a mile or so of water separating the island from the mainland, there
were no defences at all.
We might have expected that the big guns facing out to sea, each capable of firing over the horizon, could have
been swung round to face the mainland instead. Instead, we were now told, they could not be moved: they were
completely useless.
Not long before Churchill had asked Wavell to report on Singapore’s defence arrangements in the event of the enemy’s managing to reach Johore. Wavell had told him of the problems—that in effect there was nothing to stand
against them. Churchill was flabbergasted.
“My advisers ought to have known and I ought to have asked them,” he wrote later. “The reason I had not asked
was that the possibility of Singapore having no landward defences no more entered my mind than that of a battleship
being launched without a bottom.”
Now our troops, so weary after their terrible retreat, had to dig defences. Nobody knew what the Japanese were
planning, and even guesses conflicted. Percival thought one thing, Wavell another, and the bungling continued.
One day in the city I met an old friend, Charles Hilterman, who had been serving with the LDV. In civvy street
he was a company director and dressed immaculately. Now he was dishevelled and exhausted.
“What the hell are you doing here?” I joked. “I thought you were out stopping the Japs coming over from Johore.” But Charles was in no mood for joking. He was going back to the front almost immediately.
“If only you knew what a mess it is out there,” he said. “We don’t know if we’re coming or going. At least the
Japs know what they’re shooting at. We can’t see a thing. You know Johore. The Japs are over there, but in the
trees. There may be thousands of them. But all we can locate for sure is a bit of artillery.” Charles was angered by
the chaos on our side.
“It’s all so futile,” he said. “They’re moving great storage dumps away so they don’t fall to the Japs if they try
to come across. Then a day or two later they change their minds about where the Japs are coming from and move
them back again.”
“Are you scared?” I asked him.
“Of course I’m scared,” he said. “More scared of our leaders than of the Japs. They’re landing us in terrible
trouble.”
My brother-in-law Lance Cowin had similar difficulties.
“What really is terrible,” he said, “is that the sacrifice is in vain. We were supposed to be defending the Naval
Base. Now it’s been abandoned. There’s no Air Force left, everyone’s pulling out. We’ve been sold down the
river.”
I was still active in the ARP and with almost continuous dousing rain day and night I went out on patrol near
the airport with two colleagues, both elderly colonials too decrepit to serve with the LDV. We were keeping an
eye on the shacks in the swamps, convinced they were a hive of fifth-column activity.
One evening we were on the bridge near the huts when we saw a big pool of oil spreading thinly down the
river.
“Where on earth did that come from?” I asked the others. “If anybody throws a lighted match in that the whole
lot will go up, and take the fishing huts with it.”
“Maybe that’s not a bad idea,” said one of them grimly. That set me thinking.
“You know what,” I said. “I’ve thought of a way to stop the Japs crossing from Johore.” They were not impressed.
“If Percival and Bennett and Wavell can’t think of a way to stop them, how the hell are you going to?”
“You know your English history,” I said. “The same way Drake beat the Spanish Armada.”
“How do you mean?”
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“With fire. We spread oil on the water in the Johore channel. Then if the Japs begin to cross, we set light to it.”
To my consternation, they both began roaring with laughter.
“And where’s the oil to come from?”
“That’s easy,” I said. “From all the storage tanks. There’s millions of gallons there. You just have to pump it out.
There’s no current in the channel between the island and Johore, especially with the causeway in the way. The oil will
stay there till you set fire to it.”
The two men could not forget the plan. They were talking about it all the way back to the ARP headquarters.
“Here’s an idea for you,” said one. “Better than oil, why not use oil paint? You can squirt it in their faces.”
“Then if that doesn’t work,” replied the other, “we can spread banana skins over all the beaches. The Japs will never
get past defences like those.” They told everyone at headquarters.
“Salute Sir Francis Tretchikoff,” said one. “He’s going to beat the Japs with oil paint.”
“Anyway, you’ve got your history wrong,” said the divisional commander. “Drake used fireships, not oil.”
“Better still,” I said. “We take a whole lot of sampans and other small boats, fill them with oil and set them
drifting in the channel. The oil spreads on the water and everything is ablaze.”
“But you’re crazy,” said another. ”You’ll set all Johore alight. Besides, if you light up the oil in the channel the Japs
will come in from the sea instead.”
“That’s exactly what we want,” I said. “If they do we can use our big guns.”
But nobody would take me seriously.
“I think we ought to give you Percival’s job,” was all they would say. “You’re a natural.”
“All right, wise guys,” I said. “I’m going to make a cartoon of it and we’ll publish it in the Straits Times.
Maybe somebody will take the hint.”
“They certainly will,” laughed one of them. “And I’ll tell you who. The Japanese. They’ll die laughing.”
But the idea was not so bad. Japanese accounts of the war show their leaders were afraid Percival had it in
mind. The commander of the Japanese Imperial Guards even tried to use it as an excuse. Yamashita, the Japanese
general, wrote about it in his diary:
I ordered the Imperial Guards … to cross the Strait … When their commander asked for further orders from me … I
received a message from him that his troops were hesitating to cross because of oil flames on the surface of the water
… I ordered him to do his duty.

The Japanese need not have worried. On Percival's instructions the huge oil dumps were set on fire, the whole
Naval Base was destroyed and the storage tanks on the offshore islands as well. The millions of gallons of deadly
fuel went entirely to waste.
*
There had been devastation in the city. As the Japanese bombers arrived overhead sirens screamed and wailed
and the terrified native population rushed hither and thither with no shelter. They were better off in the streets than
in their houses, which were constructed so flimsily they might have collapsed.
After each raid dead littered the streets, and injured rolled in agony in the ditches. The gutters literally ran with
blood. Some nights there were more casualties than at the height of the blitz in London. Trucks went round pick ing up the bodies, taking them off to bury them in mass graves on the city’s outskirts.
The Japanese were using anti-personnel bombs, smaller bombs that exploded as they hit the ground. Their fragments spun out horizontally to kill and scorch anyone in their path. Besides the bombs, there were shells blasted over
from the mainland with a cacophony of hideous noise. They whizzed and whined as they passed over you, then there
was no sound until they dropped and exploded with shattering impact. We heard the strange fluff, fluff sound of
shrapnel fired by Japanese antiaircraft guns. They were trained on the city now, not up in the sky. We had no planes
left for them to shoot at.
The ARP leaders were continually pressing for proper air raid shelters for the city. There were none at all. The
civilian authorities had considered the matter and decided that there was no room for air raid shelters at ground
level, so that any that were built would have to be underground. Singapore was so low-lying that these would soon
be waterlogged, therefore as a magnificent compromise the city authorities built none at all and instead constructed
refugee camps outside the city which hardly anyone used.
Bombs had been falling thick and fast, and Natalie had been nagging at me to provide a private air raid shelter at
home. I dug a deep hole in the garden and lined it with some old railway sleepers found through the ARP. I put
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more sleepers over the top to make a roof and then to make the shelter bombproof heaped the earth I had excavated in a high mound over the shelter, with a narrow trench as an entrance. It was big enough for about five people.
Our house was in a residential area away from the bombers’ chief targets like the docks and the airport. But one
day a stray packet of bombs dropped near us, killing several in the suburb. It was Natalie’s first experience of
bombing, and she ran out to the shelter and stayed there with Mimi, until she felt the danger had passed.
When I returned home later I found her in tears, now terrified of the war for Mimi’s sake. I knew then that she
would have to leave Singapore. I had suggested it before but she would not hear of it. A friend of ours said she
was crazy to stay. But she had refused to listen until now it was clear all was lost.
Already evacuation was in full swing. Shiploads of refugees had been leaving. We supposed they were going to
India or Australia, but it was a secret. It was difficult in the extreme to book a passage, but women and children
were given first priority. I had not tried to obtain one for Natalie. Like most of those who lived in Singapore we
had never expected the crisis to grow to these proportions.
But for a long while now there had been disquieting rumours about what the Japanese would do to our women folk. Before the war, we in the Ministry of Information had deliberately painted the Japanese as brutal monsters.
Now they were taking a leaf out of our book, promising every European woman they caught a “fate worse than
death”. We heard terrifying stories of the mass rape of the nurses in a hospital in Hong Kong when the colony capitulated on Christmas Day.
At the Ministry of Information I made enquiries to find out what chance there was of getting a passage for Natalie. The news was bad. She should have left Singapore long before, I was told. As it was, there was only a slim
chance of finding her a passage. The queue of people waiting outside the shipping offices now stretched three
quarters of a mile long, six deep.
We waited two days, and then came news. Natalie was to be evacuated on a ship leaving that night, February 6.
She and Mimi had to report to the docks by a certain time with only the minimum of luggage. We were not told
the ship’s destination.
We wondered what to do about Amah. Our other servants had left us, but she insisted on remaining. At last we
persuaded her that it would be for her own good if she went back to her kampong. The Japanese would not be impressed if they caught a Chinese working for Europeans. I drove her home with all her belongings and a special
farewell present, Natalie’s sewing machine.
The next day Amah was back. She wanted to stay with Mimi as long as she could and had walked all the way
with gifts strung in buckets from her shoulders—food and milk, virtually unobtainable in the city.
It was the day Natalie and Mimi were leaving. Frenziedly Natalie packed. Late that night I loaded her two suitcases
into the boot and we set off for the docks. Amah was weeping as she said goodbye to our precious Mimi. We joined
the queue of cars crawling to the berth where the big ship lay, driving without lights in the blackout. We had to leave
the car some way from the ship. On the quay there was chaos. The only light on the scene was a single spotlight
beamed down from the top of the companionway, the steps slung from the ship to the quay.
In the darkness everything was confusion. Women and children hurried to organise their baggage as they scrambled to reach the ladder and climb to the deck. This was no time to remember your manners.
There were no porters and I pulled Natalie’s suitcases from the car boot and heaved them across to the foot of the
gangway. One was so heavy I had to drag it. Natalie was carrying Mimi, faltering as she stepped on to the rickety
companionway. Its only protection was a loose rope strung from wobbly metal stanchions up one side. I followed her,
a pace or two behind.
It was a struggle, pushing up to the deck. I was lifting one of the suitcases on to the rungs ahead of me, pulling
the heavier one behind me. People above me were losing their balance on the steep climb, toppling down and held
up only by the solid mass of those behind. Women screamed, children were crying, tempers were short.
When at last we reached the top we were in luck. A young purser spotted Mimi and cheerfully told Natalie to
follow him. He led her to a single cabin, and told her it ought to be more comfortable for her. It was certainly a
luxury she had not expected.
An air raid was in progress outside and we could hear the din of the exploding bombs, a new note in the endless
noise of the artillery blasting away at the Japanese mainland, and the Japanese shells in return. Yet there was no halt in
the embarkation. So near their goal, people were prepared to risk standing out in the open if it meant they were closer
to the ship’s deck.
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We put Mimi to bed and she was soon fast asleep. Natalie and I said our goodbyes in the tiny cabin. We had no
idea when we would meet again. It was time to leave. A last squeeze of Natalie’s hand, a last em brace, and I turned
my head away to avoid seeing her tears. I was as miserable as she, but I had to get away.
When I reached the gangway, the scene was more chaotic than before. I peered down over the crowds. The panic of
the exploding bombs was making the stampede even worse. I tried to step on to the gangway but it was impossible. The
people coining up pushed me out of the way. An officer came over and ordered me back from the rail.
“Nobody allowed down,” he said.
Was I then trapped on the ship? I could see the sailors hurrying to man the davit down the deck, about to pull
up the companionway. Once it was up I could not reach the quay. They were already moving in to cut off the ever fiowing queue at the bottom. With the air raid in progress the captain wanted to get away as soon as he could. It
was beginning to look as if I would be going too.
For a moment the idea seemed quite appealing. What held me in Singapore? A house? A car? My paintings? All
these I could abandon. But Natalie and Mimi, all I had in the world, were leaving Singapore—on this very ship.
Shouldn’t I stay with them? It looked as if fate was at work.
If I was going back it would have to be now or never. The officers on the quay were stopping anyone else from
embarking. For a moment I wanted to stay, then decided I could not. If I left Singapore now I would be leaving as
a coward, a sneaking back-door exit from all my responsibilities. All my colleagues at the Ministry of Information
and the Straits Times and the ARP would know, and that was something I could not take.
I quickly jumped back on to the gangway, climbed over the guard-rope, and began climbing down outside it.
The passengers were crowded together, and as I descended they must have thought I was trying to dodge the queue
and directed quite a lot of abuse at me. But at last I reached the bottom.
On the ship tension and strain had blocked out all the emotional feeling of saying goodbye to Natalie. Now I felt
miserable and alone. I had nothing to return to. I watched the great ship sail away.
2
Early next morning I was having breakfast with Valentin, at home on our verandah. Amah had laid the table there, where
at least it was cooler even if the sky was covered with black smoke, and even if the morning echoed with the blast of artillery and the continual pounding of shells in the distance. Valentin wanted to hear what had happened the night before
and, when I told him how I had nearly sailed on the ship myself, he looked at me in sheer disbelief, shaking his head.
He obviously thought I was mad to have given up such an opportunity.
“Pity you didn’t send me to see Natalie off,” he said. “If you had you wouldn’t see me here now.”
We had both noticed that there was a greater intensity in the Japanese attack from the mainland, as if they had now
brought up new artillery. I heard later they had more than four hundred guns in action against Singapore at this time. But
so used had we become to the sounds of war that we ate Amah’s bacon and eggs as if it was a leisurely Sunday morning in
peacetime.
Amah brought out the coffee, the pot and the cups on her tray. As she reached the table we heard a new sound
overhead, the tell-tale whining that Valentin and I knew only too well. It was a shell, and it was coming in close.
There was a deafening explosion, a direct hit on a house not forty yards away. The whole verandah shook, our
bodies too, with the blast, and the cups on Amah’s tray. Valentin and I sat shocked, still for a moment, then dived
together for the shelter.
“Come on Amah,” I yelled over my shoulder.
But the old woman did not follow. I looked back from halfway down the lawn. She was standing still by the ta ble, her tray dropped, her hands to her mouth, her eyes closed as if in prayer.
“Amah,” I called. “You’ll be killed.”
But she would not move. I ran back, grabbed her arm and pulled her after me down to the shelter. Valentin
pushed the wooden barricade I had made into place.
We were in the nick of time. Suddenly the shelter seemed to cave in around us, a slow motion explosion as we
felt the shock wave from the impact above us. I felt the flash of light in my eyes, the death of my feelings, the jerk
as my body convulsed.
It took us minutes to recover, crouched on the floor; for our hearing to return, and for the burning, sizzling sensation in our ears to settle down and allow us to talk. We waited for another explosion, but it did not come. Amah
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whimpered to herself, awkwardly huddled against me. Valentin and I were flat on the ground.
We pulled back the barricade cautiously as we felt our way into the world again. The blast of the artillery was
still there, but the explosions were far away again. It was a chance firing that had hit our suburb, meant for some
other destination.
“That was a close call,” sighed Valentin as he stepped out, and he pointed to the side of the house.
A section of the roof had been blasted away, and most of the back wall demolished, with our wrecked furniture
visible inside and a heap of rubble cascading into the bedroom.
But above the house was a more bizarre spectacle. Half of the great magnolia tree that had stood there, was
blasted away, blown to pieces by a direct hit. Fragments had been blown all over the garden, only its shattered
trunk still standing. There were jagged chunks of shrapnel buried in the lawn and in the earth piled over the shel ter.
We returned to the verandah, and our ruined breakfast. My plate lay shattered by the table and the wreckage of
my chair, pieces of shrapnel lay smoking on the table and the floor.
The lesson was driven home: this was the first time in all the terrible battle of Singapore that I had myself been
close to death. The sounds of war had been all about me, but it was others who were hurt and killed and shocked.
Never me, not until now. It was my own fault. I should have left Singapore while I had the chance.
*
Events moved swiftly in the next days. The increased artillery bombardment from the mainland had been the prelude to the Japanese attack. On the night of February 8 they had crossed the narrow channel in small boats, so crowded
that they had to stand in them rather than sit. The Australians who should have beaten them back were frustrated by
poor communications, but even more from the lack of light. The men who operated the searchlights which should have
beamed down upon the channel had been given instructions not to turn them on without orders, and these orders
came too late. The searchlights had fused.
Slowly the Japanese pushed their way across the island, driving our harassed troops ahead of them. Many of
our men deserted the front line, panic stricken in the face of an apparently invincible enemy, with no line of es cape left but the sea. Thousands of them wandered the streets of Singapore city, in uniform but filthy, unarmed
and ready to loot whatever they might find in the way of food and valuables. All was chaos.
I knew the end was near. The Japanese were only a few miles away from the city. I packed a small suitcase
with clothes and kept it in my car. Besides this I stripped my paintings from their frames and rolled them as com pactly as I could, ready to leave Singapore at a moment’s notice. Each morning I took them with me to work,
ready to drop all when the word came through. At the Ministry of Information I tried to find out if there were any
plans for our evacuation but could discover nothing positive.
“But don’t worry,” they told me. “They’ll get us out before it’s too late.”
On the morning of December 12 I arrived at the Cathay Building to find all in agitation. Two Malay sentries
were on guard at its doors—the first time I had seen any posted there. Inside, the staff was hard at work clearing
the Contents of all the filing cabinets and drawers into large packing cases.
I ran into my friend Julius Fisher, in peacetime proprietor of Singapore’s Capitol cinema, but now head of the
Ministry of Information’s film unit. He had been at work throughout the campaign, filming the downfall of
Malaya.
“Thank goodness you’ve come in time,” he said. “I was wondering how we could contact you. The whole department’s moving out.”
“We’re being evacuated?”
“Yes. To Java, I think, though it’s supposed to be a secret.”
Some of the Ministry's personnel had been evacuated already. Scott was taking no chances. If Singapore was
overrun he wanted his men free to operate elsewhere. In any case he had orders from London.
“You’ll have to move fast,” Julius warned me. “We assemble here by noon and then move off.”
My suitcase and my roll of paintings were already in the car of course, so I quickly telephoned Valentin. I knew
there could be no other chance for him. The Japanese had the island in the bag. The beleaguered troops could hold out
only a few days at the outside.
Valentin did not waste time and we set off for the docks. There was a stream of traffic heading down there and the approaches to Clifford’s Pier were blocked solid. The military had tried to keep these streets clear, but people leaving Singapore simply abandoned their cars where they stopped. Valentin and I followed suit, heaved our bags from the boot and left
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the car without a second glance. Strangely I had no qualms over this, or over leaving anything for that matter. I knew very
well it was a matter of life and death.
We came to a checkpoint where they examined the passes of those heading for the evacuation pier, on the lookout
for deserters. I had my Ministry of Information security pass and introduced Valentin as my assistant. They let us
through without question.
The pier was jam packed with grim-faced evacuees, watching desperately for a launch to carry us out into the harbour.
I found the group from the Ministry of Information, each member clutching a suitcase or two. Scott himself was in the
party.
Julius was trying to locate the box of his films, a dozen canisters with the whole record of the war of Malaya. He
was determined to save it and show the world outside what had happened in Singapore.
“I meant to remind you,” he said. “Did you get your money out of the bank?”
“No, I didn’t think of that. Are they still open, with all this going on?”
“They should be. Hurry. There’ll still be time.”
I had sent most of my money to London, and more of it with Natalie, but there was still a fair amount in my ac count. The bank was on the waterfront, opposite Clifford’s Pier.
The Chinese clerk at the counter looked at me straight-faced, and I wondered what lie was thinking. I was to be evacuated, but he would be left behind. The governor had promised that the Chinese as well as the Europeans would be evacuated to Australia. The Australians had said they would be prepared to take only 1500 of them. What was to happen to the
millions left behind had not been made very plain.
“Perhaps you should take your money in small notes,' he said. 'It will be easier to change, if you need to.'
It was a good idea, for we had no idea what lay in store for us and I had more than a thousand dollars in the account. The
cashier solemnly counted out the amount in small denominations which made a considerable pile on the counter. I stuffed
the notes into the pockets of my baggy shorts.
There was a long wait down at the quay. I looked about the crowd and saw a surprising number of men in uniform.
I knew they were deserters from the front, British and Australian, leaving while the going was good by any way
possible.
There were few familiar faces, but suddenly I spotted Olga, Natalie’s sister. She had come to Singapore in our wake
some years before and married an Englishman. Now he was fighting in the LDV.
“I thought you’d have got out a long time ago,” I called out.
“No, I wanted to wait to the last moment. They needed me at the hospital.”
Just then, from straight over our heads, they sounded an air raid warning. We could only huddle down on the quay. There
were a few sandbags for protection but we had quite literally to rely on the bodies of those around us to shield us from the
blast. The nearest bombs landed in the water some way off the quay with another one in the square outside, among the sardined cars. What happened to Olga I could not see.
The tenders arrived. There was a rush to board them, but Scott and some of the others reserved one for MOI personnel
and herded us aboard. We were carried out into the roadstead, the water gray under the black smoke that covered Singapore like a shroud. It was early in the afternoon, but it might have been late in the evening.
I looked back at the desolation that was Singapore: the proud colonial buildings towering on the waterfront, their white
granite walls framed now in horror against the thunderclouds of war. Planes zoomed through the smoke above us, peering
greedily for targets, whining in on their prey so low they might as well have tossed out a hand grenade as dropped a bomb.
In the roadstead lay the convoy that was to carry us to freedom. The ships were blackened, rusty tramps from the Indies
trade, smoke belching from their thin funnels as they cruised uneasily in the anchorage to avoid attack.
Our tender headed well out in the bay, and came on a small coastal trader called the Giang Bee. Now she was painted
battleship gray and armed with some rather puny-looking Lewis guns in bow and stern, as if to prove she had been requisitioned by His Majesty like so many little ships in the east. We cruised alongside, and one by one climbed the wobbly rope
ladder that was lowered for us. Our baggage was scooped up and swung aboard.
The Giang Bee was already loaded with evacuees brought out during the morning. There were few cabins and the majority of these were too near the boiler-rooms to be comfortable, so that most were camped on deck. There were many deserters among them.
We were leaving Singapore in convoy. A destroyer rounded up the little fleet. There were seventeen vessels in
all, and we were near the tail. We set out to trail through the minefields in the south.
On the way, we passed close to the twin islands Pulu Bucum and Pulu Sambu. Natalie and I had visited them
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on picnics in happier times. Now they were ablaze. Each of the scores of storage tanks was sabotaged so that it
would not fall into Japanese hands. Flames were leaping high into the sky. They would burn for days.
By now the city was a blurred, indistinct line on the horizon with flames leaping from every quarter, the smoke
screen lying over it, the boom of heavy guns, the crash of the shells, the whine and zoom of the Japanese pilots
with their unchallenged supremacy in the air.
I thought of those we had left behind, tens of thousands of troops, thousands more European civilians, almost
the whole native population. They would fall into Japanese hands and I wondered what fate held in store for them.
The mighty fortress of Singapore had been a castle in the air. The prestige of the White man had been dealt a
body blow. We had been happy in Singapore, but it was the death of an era.
199.109 The Song Of The Cicada\fn{by Sherkan Murtazaev (1932-

)} Tarza,

Zhambyl Oblast, Kazakhstan (M) 3

Khadisha was enjoying herself. Streams of hot sweat were ouring down her flushed face, neck and back.
“Perhaps tat’s enough?” she thought indecisively, raising the lid of the teapot. “I can’t go on gulping tea until I
drop dead!” The hot, aromatic steam scalded her eyes; and Khadisha glimpsed the marvellous red liquor at the
bottom of the teapot.
“Tea isn’t oil. It won’t make me sick,” she decided, and filled her tea-bowl.
The woman’s pleasant face grew sleepy and kind. She got out a huge white kerchief as big as a tablecloth and
wiped off her face. Some inaudible call flitted in through the open door of the front hall and made Khadisha
glance outdoors. Bindweed snaked along the irrigation canal, weighed down by the intense heat. An unwieldy
mass of thistles looked like a heap of rusty tin-plate with sharp, ragged edges. The leaves of the apple-trees were
powdered with dust.
She was suddenly seized by the desire to go out into the orchard w'ith a damp rag and wipe off each little leaf.
The apples had already begun to redden on the sunny side. The ears of corn had put out their silken plumes. The
slender-necked sunflowers had lowered their broad faces, looking like exhausted convicts who had fallen asleep
as they stood. The cheeky hens were pecking away at the orange tomatoes.
“Oh you damned birds!” exclaimed Khadisha in a fit of temper. “May you all perish!”
There had been an abundant tomato crop this year. But how many could one person use? She had started to tell
the children of her husband’s younger relative Shalabai to gather the ripe fruit, but they had brushed the
suggestion aside.
“What do we need them for? We’ve too much of our own!”
“They’ve grown fat from living well,” sighed Khadisha. ‘Children have forgotten the value of bread.”
The street seemed unfamiliar, alien and strange. There was not a soul to be seen. The ginger hound was lying
with its tongue out in the shade of the sheep-fold, its sides heaving. Even the indefatigable birds, who usually
filled the air with modulated trills and loud twittering, had now fallen silent and were sitting motionless on the
branches of the trees like unopened buds, large and magical. Only a cicada chirred incessantly from the ant-jungle
thickets, somewhere among the burdocks and wormwood.
It was not yet noon. The street had dozed off, overcome by the torrid heat. The whole scene induced
drowsiness. Khadisha’s eyelids grew heavy with the promise of unusual dreams. She lay down right next to the
tablecloth with the tea things on it, placing her Kazakh jacket under her head, and sighed deliciously.
Suddenly a call burst into the room. She raised her head and lent an ear.
“Photographs! Photographs! Portraits!” was heard outside.
And people poured out from the houses into the awakened village street. The aul lay off to the side from the
district centre, and each new arrival aroused interest and a burning curiosity here. How could you resist going
out?
“To hell with you and your portraits!” muttered Khadisha in vexation and laid her head back down on her
jacket, but immediately remembered that last time the travelling photographer had enlarged an old picture of her
neighbour Akshai which had been taken when she was still young.
“She’s gone completely dotty, the devil of a woman!” Khadisha swore to herself. “Imitating today’s young
people and hanging her portrait on the wall next to the picture of old Kurakbas. For shame! And she’s put
embroidered towels around the frames to boot! A fine follower of fashion she is!”
Although she abused the old woman next door, Khadisha nevertheless rose from her comfortable couch,
sighing incessantly the while—she herself had some business for the travelling photographer, who was still
calling in the street. Continuing to grumble about old Akshai, Khadisha began to get ready.
She had long since wanted to have the old photograph of Maksut in his military uniform enlarged. It was the
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only picture of him. Afterwards he had been reported missing in action. But she never managed to get away to the
district centre. The arrival of the “roving” photographer, as she called the public service employee from force of
habit, had proved opportune. How could she go running about like a girl when her knees creaked and ached and
each step caused her pain! How the small of her back hurt!
They said it was the result of the times when she had measured the burning ground with her scorched soles,
when she had mixed clay with feet that were blue with cold, or when she had stood in icy water for hours to
irrigate the beet-shoots. Those war times were taking their toll. And the water had been freezing, coming from the
mountains. The beets had been like children which expected care from the women.
“What am I grumbling so about?” thought Khadisha. “The seeker finds an answer.\fn{ The text has: asker} Here I
am just lying about huffing, and he came along by himself.”
She threw open the lid of an old chest and pulled out from the bottom a piece of cardboard with Maksut’s
photograph glued to it. This one photograph was wrapped in a clean cloth. Carefully taking it out, she looked at
her husband through screwed-up eyes. And, crazy woman, it seemed to her that her husband had that instant
crossed the threshold of her house. Her lips became spotted with gray, turned ashen. In front of her stood a fine
dark-complexioned, broad-shouldered lad with a high forehead and calm, intelligent eyes.
The picture had been taken before the war. Maksut had fought near Halhyn-gol as a cavalryman. When he
returned to his aul, he had delighted his fellow-villagers with his fancy riding. They would click their tongues
seeing him fly headfirst under his horse’s belly, do a handstand on the saddle at a full gallop and dance on the
horse’s croup. The young djigit’s fame spread among the auls. It was then that Khadisha had met him.
“Oh, lifer,” sighed Khadisha, carefully wiping the photograph with her sleeve.
Catching sight of his mistress, the dog Mailayak jumped up, rattling his chain. His tongue hung nearly to the
ground and his sides heaved rapidly in and out. Wagging his tail, he whined pitifully, trying to extort a crumb. But
seeing that Khadisha was holding not something eatable but a scrap of paper, he lost all interest in her, yawned
and began to chase his own tail. The dog whirled like a top, trying to catch a tiresome fly, vainly clicking his teeth
and baring his fangs.
*
The photographer looked at the picture for a long time and finally asked:
“Is it your son, ma’am?”
“Are you in your right mind?” Khadisha was indignant. “That’s my husband.”
“And I thought it was your son,” said the embarrassed photographer.
“You shouldn’t do much thinking. It’s bad for your brains in this heat. A fine thinker you are!” snapped
Khadisha like a closing trap. “I need to have it enlarged. Do it well, you hear? And make sure you don’t lose it!”
Khadisha was not usually rude, especially with strangers, but this time she could not control herself. She was
stung at the thought of being an old woman already and that Maksut had been taken for her son. The Kazakhs
rightly believe that husband and wife should grow gray together. But Maksut had remained young. Even in her
memory.
The photographer nearly got offended, but then he suddenly realised that he had reopened an old wound in this
elderly woman. He gazed at Khadisha with a slight smile and said warmly:
“Do you have a picture of you and your husband together?” But this question was not to the woman’s liking
either, and seemed to hurt her in some way..
“Oh are you a blabbermouth, I see! God knows what you’ll ask next! There isn’t any! There isn’t any such
picture! We kept planning to go have a picture taken of us. We were still planning to when the war started. In our
day young couples did not have pictures taken of them embracing nor did they send them out to their relatives like
tickets for the collective binge that has come to be considered a wedding celebration.”
For some reason the photographer felt sorry for Khadisha. He looked at the picture of the young man in
uniform once again and asked:
“Do you have a picture of you when you were quite young?”
The young mothers with children and old women around the photographer stared at him in amazement. Why
did he need a picture of Khadisha as a girl? Khadisha silently held out her hand for the photograph of Maksut. She
waited a moment.
“What’s the need for a picture of me as a girl? I never was photographed alone. There used to be one lying
around in the trunk, of me and my friend when we were still unmarried. Who knows, maybe it’s still there to this
day. Who needs it!” sighed Khadisha, still standing with outstretched hand.
“Go get it for me,” requested the photographer.
“There you go pestering me! What do you need it for?” asked the old woman in surprise, not noticing that she
was still holding out her hand.
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“You just bring it here, and then you’ll find out.”
“What are you bothering about me for, you fool!” said Khadisha angrily. “You’d do better to enlarge this one!”
But the photographer was adamant.
“Bring me your portrait!”
“Ooh, one can see at once that you’re stubborn. As soon as you get something into your head you won’t yield
an inch,” said Khadisha, laughing, and went home, as submissive as a little girl. Soon she returned with a
photograph. The photographer looked appraisingly at the smiling young girls, then at the young Maksut, scratched
the back of his head and, glancing at Khadisha, shook his head.
“What? It’s not like me?” asked Khadisha anxiously. “Or you don’t believe it’s me? Look, this here is me, and
this is my friend Ulbosyn. We grew up together. We sat at the same desk in school. We lived in the same village,
only she got married before I did. We had the picture taken not long before her wedding. See, we’re laughing. We
didn’t know then what great trials awaited us.
“I can’t say that Ulbosyn is happy. Her husband also went off to the war, and she received a death notification.
An only son was left. The boy grew up and has become a fine lad, his mother’s provider and support. There’s no
gainsaying it, that’s happiness, too! He took his father’s place and didn’t let the fire go out in his hearth.”
The photographer looked at the old woman with the face furrowed by wrinkles in front of him, and tried to
find some resemblance between her and the merry young girl in the picture. He only recognised her by the lively,
flashing eyes.
*
A week later the photographer’s tiny car again left a trail of dust through the village and came to a halt in the
same spot. The photographer had filled the collective farmers’ orders. To their great joy, he immediately
distributed the pictures.
“Oh my! You look like a real dandy from town here!” one woman exclaimed in rapture.
“And you’re truly ‘as pretty as a picture’!” her husband rejoined, laughing out loud.
The photographer liked to veneer reality. Regardless of their faces, he would dress up the people shown in old
photographs in jackets of the latest fashion and respectable dinner-coats. People who had once been photographed
in traditional Kazakh clothes now appeared before the eyes of their fellow-villagers as diplomats in black tails,
though still with their former crewcuts, or elegant ladies of the world in peasant kerchiefs.
Moving her rheumatism-crippled legs with difficulty, Khadisha came over, too. The photographer silently
handed her a large photograph mounted on cardboard. At first Khadisha did not understand. She wiped the sweat
from her face with a handkerchief and began to scrutinise the photograph intently, holding it at a distance. Her
eyebrows slid up in amazement, and she blinked confusedly, feasting her eyes on this wonder.
“Oh, Lord! What is this?”
People crowded around her, keeping a bewildered silence.
“Ha! Is that you, Khadisha?” the malicious Akshai screeched at last. “Why isn’t your husband even looking at
you? Did you have a quarrel or something before going to the photographer’s?” This is just what Khadisha had
wanted to say to the photographer, but now she restrained herself.
“Good! Very good!”
The photographer, who had been afraid that the old woman would stir up a fuss, sighed with relief. The picture
showed Maksut demobilised through the power of the district photographer. He was dressed in a fashionable
black two-piece suit and a snow-white shirt, a magnificent tie adorned his breast. But the knight of the lens and
tripod had not touched Maksut’s service cap, for his skill did not soar to such heights. Maksut stood frowning, as
though he felt shy of himself in this seventies-style suit he had involuntarily squeezed into, when he was much
more used to wearing a forties-style service cap.
The photographer had evidently been bitten by the urge to create. He had cut out poor Ulbosyn and stuck
Maksut in her place, rephotographed the picture and enlarged it. He felt impelled to deck people out in new
clothes, unite them at will and bestow an absurd, alien beauty on them.
We shan’t laugh. He wanted people to be always gay and elegant. He wanted young people who had been
separated by war to be together again. Now is that funny?
The old photograph had shown two smiling girls with their heads bent toward each other’s shoulders. Now one
of the heads was bowed on a broad male shoulder, while the dashing young man himself looked sternly forward,
unaware of the young maiden’s head looking for support at his side. Unknowing, unaware …
*
“Oh you wretch! Whenever did the two of you manage to get your picture taken?” asked Akshai, arms akimbo.
Khadisha sat down next to the gaily babbling irrigation canal and leaned against a slender tree.
“Why, don’t you remember, Akshai?” she said at last. “We specially drove into town right after our wedding,
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you know. You saw this picture before, but your memory must have suddenly failed you. Take a look! Maksut and
I won’t hang on different nails like you and Kurakbas. We were always together! All our life!”
She uttered the words proudly, and her voice was unusually young and ringing. Old Akshai shrunk before her
eyes, becoming small and pitiful.
“Well, I had it enlarged,” continued Khadisha, carefully wiping the portrait with her sleeve. “It will hang in the
place of honour. Praise be to Allah, we’re together, together, for always.
“Hey, mister photographer!” she suddenly shouted. “Make me another one just like it! I want to send it to my
daughter in Tyulkubas. All right! You’ll do it?”
Akshai remained silent. Turning away, she scornfully stuck out her lip. The villagers slowly scattered to their
houses.
And for some reason a cicada kept incessantly crying, over there, in the bitter grass.
280.24 1. There Were Women Up To My Neck 2. Oh, You Are Proud 3. Midday Heat 4. These Words Are Born Of
The Night 5. Five 6. Night In The Desert 7. Samum7 8. Apples 9. A Curse On The Postmaster 10. The Village
Cobbler 11. Hail, Hail Strife 12. The Warrior Makhambet8 Prays Before Execution 13. The Night When Wishes
Are Granted 14. The Whelps 15. By Islamic Tradition … 16. Homecoming 17. Night At Niagara 18. Their Names
Rustle Like Battle Standards 19. We Are Nomads 20. A Downpour In New York 21. Chicago, Museum Of Natural
History: Twenty-one Poems\fn{by Olzhas Suleimenov (1936- )} Almaty, Almaty Province, Kazakhstan (M) 12
1
There were women up to my neck,
there were others up to my chest,
but one came up to my heart—
just that one, she measured just right.
Everything suits this girl—
a crease in the eye,
and a shock of gray,
a heav mouth,
and the icy glint of her smile.
Everything goes—
even her knuckles’ crunch,
even her much too girlish build,
even her thirty-some years …
Everything passes,
but everything goes!
2
Oh, you are proud,
proud with me alone,
meek with the others.
And the years go by. How many now …
You stay the same with me.
Still proud.
I’m glad.
I wouldn’t want their lot.
I wouldn’t want your pride to serve them.
Go on then—stay proud,
at least when at my side.
I could not love you meek.
The years go by. How many more …
Your pride is mine—
all mine.
Stay proud.
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3
Now, I saw her sleeping ‘neath
the dusty apple-bow.
What a beauty! Open arms—
and a murmuring brook.
There’s a swollen honeybee
in the matted sage.
There were sun stains wandering—
playing upon her breast.
Down along the aryk\fn{A narrow irrigation canal.}-side
softly did I go.
What a beauty! honestly—
braids stamped in the dirt.
My old horse is frowning,
looking to one side.
There were sun stains wandering—
wider than my palm.
4
These words are born of the night.
By day the beating heart is dull.
Peace.
Quiet.
Snowdrifts weave their rich tapestries
upon the branches’ loom.
The snowdust drops softly
upon our destinies
like roaring time.
… Don’t go into the streets today—
snows swirling round
will ply their frozen strands into your hair.
Why, you’ve grayed overnight! My snow-sweet love …
Don’t go, I conjure you …
Bury your cheek instead in the hot pillow,
my breath caressing your hair.
Outside the wind is rising,
the frost is melting …
the frost is melting …
5
All over africa and Asia
you come across gravestones
carved with the image of an open hgand.
The living must attest the kindness
of the misused,
recall the meaning of the ancient gesture
—five.
The rough-hewn stelae
of dust-lined cemeteries.
I see a child’s hand
splayed on the stone.
The living
shall not forget the dead—
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Paganini’s lightning bolts, the paw of a plane.
The petrified fingers of drowning women
I would tie round my throat as a amulet.
I turn away from the battle cries,
wander this earth
among fists.
When I die my old mother
shall carve in the stone
the open palm
of my right hand.
6
Not a drop.
Incredibly, not a drop around,
on the listless sand,
on my face, on my bed—
not a drop.
Only the clockwork calm
of pulverized rock
languishing in the heat of the midnight moon.
And not a drop.
Vagabond jackals howling in the dunes:
Not a drop!
Saxaul\fn{A common desert sparrow of central Asia, associated with a desert shrub of the same name. } stripped to the bone,
shrieking:
Not a drop!
In aluminum light
rolls the swollen breast of the desert,
and there isn’t a sound
more alive than this longing—dune-shaped—
for a drop of dew.
The moon-heat will subside
and the distant fringe of dawn
will burst with the sun …
What for?
A dew drop on the face of a man all alone.
7
Kishlak\fn{Settlement; village.} falling
under a spell—
under layers, layers of powder.
I am frightened.
Nowhere to run—yell
all night from the minaret tower.
This age—tumbles down with a scream.
This age—thundering over the desert.
And a thousand trunks in its grasp,
a thousand—torn from the ground.
My mouth under my palm,
my eyes—sunk under eyelids,
I grieve and grieve for my kind,
for the falling fruit of this island.
My lament—sinks where it stands,
crawling, clawing its crooked body,
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hunting down the track in the sand,
hunting ground, the track—is bloody.
Crooked minaret stuck in the sand,
Like a wounded wolfhound—howling.
Kishlak falling—taranchi’s land—\fn{A term denoting the Muslim sedentary population living in oases around the Tarim Basin of
Sinkiang Province.}
Under layeres,
Layers of powder.
8
… I came to the land
of firs and pines,
pines squatting under the weight of skies,
winds—spinning white yarn in the trees
over a hut—sunk to its knees.
I entered, half the blizzard in tow.
Men of the house, hay in the snow,
gave me nary a turn of the head.
Augers and bores—four weeks in bed
Sat by the fire, untied my sack—
everyone turned,
everyone looked.
*
Was it a sun peaked from its cradle?
Multiple suns lighting the cabin.
Brighter than embers—shimmering scent.
Men of the house—warpped in felt.
Men of the blizzard, stacks of hay,
mad at the world for a month and a day,
cradled the apples with their rough hands,
gazed in their glowing, shimmering bands—
ditches and gorges and boulevards and lanes! …
Mama, they never glowed so bright
as on that stormy winter’s night.
9
A curse on the Postmater.
You write to me—that much is certain.
You write to me every night.
Attach correct postage.
Drop box down the corner.
And I don’t know
why this so-called service
refuses to lift a finger—
for two whole years!
I will return—
eight full days by the hottest bullet,
soon enough?
Carve out an hour,
an eternity,
and return to look for our door,
to rain down upon it with red fists,
and stand in its hush, braced for the click of the lock.
I will come.
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Dead or living.
And I swear,
if you’ve grown two years more beautiful,
if I don’t recognize your trembling voice …
God keep you,
yes, that’s when I turn believer,
god keep you—
Because I couldn’t.
10
The cobbler in our village
cobbled all boots to his own size.
Makes the men equal, he mused—
a man of Napoleonic stature.\fn{I.e., he was very short.}
We, the village giants, protested.
And every man thought,
the boot
is from God,
to make the faithful pray a lot.
(A Muslim takes his boots off to pray.)
Hence, prayer:
hymn of the pinched foot.
*
Run to the mosque
by dawn and by dusk.
The old and young
call out as one:
(foot in a vise)
“Allah is great!”
Now praise the Prophet—
The boot commands.
Only the barefoot knows not god,
the treamp, the half-wit and the cad.
And the cobler. His is just right.
*
Allah is great! But he is far. And the cursed cobbler—why he’s right over there, grinning away. Now the whole
village is praying for a cobbler than isn’t so small in the feet, for a tailor that isn’t so fat, for a hatmaker that isn’t
so narrow about the temples.
11
Hail, hail strife
when you return as verses,
today—especially today—
my lyrics matter.
We’ve run the list of hman curses—
the occasion calls for gurgling,
for stuttering, stumbling,
gasping and shattering of teeth.
The camels peering through the window—mountains.
The picture-beauty in the picture—you.
The dust-lined poet on the nightstand,
the asntray—also you.
… I’ve seen them
receding into lyrical ages—
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they like it better—
ages of ages, of Splendid Ladies.
I’ve seen them swarming
to buried vales
to distant shorelines.
I’ve watched them veiled
fly to their tents,
to other scandals.
I’ve seen their gowns trailing
in winged folds—
the women vanish,
turning as they go.
I’ve seen the rivers shimmering
In willow trim.
The women vanish,
to reappear in dreams.
Forget … forget …
12
Bismillah!\fn{In the name of Allah}
I’ll forget myself in distant campaigns.
Warring all of my life,
drowning in strife.
Born in the saddle,
dying in chains,
marched like a dog through the streets.
I’ll forget the scent of a winded steed,
down in the pit I’ll forget the hoarse cries.
In the morning my flesh will be torn
and tossed into flames.
my crown rolled in the dirt.
I’ll forget a woman’s trembling,
I am a drawn sword,
cut by the bent reed.
My heart in my throat
like a raging serpent.
No—my heart is a falcon plucked.
I’ll forget it all.
Prayer—my salvation,
and the flames, the battles, I’ll forget Allah …
Arouakh!\fn{An ancient Kazakh war cry:W} …
A clear moon stands over the desert—
and camels drift out into the dunes
in search of a mate …
Milk sputtering at the brim of a Kazakh cauldron …
Dogs tearing each other to shreds
from madness and boredom.
Deep in the zindan-pit,\fn{A torture pit} here I lie—
and the moon rolls down to me
like a last bread.
13
The night is warm.
Old men muttering,
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squatted down on their mats.
Moon raises its brow
in mock surprise.
Rocks in the maddening brook
perform interminable ablutions.
People bring to Allah
their lawful desires.
People ask to be granted
their midnight prayers.
On the night of Leila-uli-kadr\fn{Night of Destiny; Night of Power; Night of Value; the Night of Decree; the Night of Measures; in
Islamic belief the night when the first verses of the Qur’an were revealed to Muhammed, blessings and peace be upon him. }
a Muslim covets
a speck of happiness—
light pours down upon the earth.
The dust of the streets
Recedes imperceptibly.
People go up and down.
The walls of the mosque are still.
Children pass by like centuries.
The hoary fist of the minaret
trembles, grasping the crescent
shade of a sword.
Like a turban unfurled
lies a shimmering aryk.
Apple trees bathing their roots
in hoary water.
*
On the night of Leila-uli kadr
I wander the concrete mats
of streets,
muttering like an old man—
I mutter for you.
My wish may come true.
14
Man made his way.
Day-and-day wandered.
Where bound?
What matter?
Steppe\fn{The vast, usually level and treeless tracts of land found in southeastern Europe or Asia. }
did not say.
Down in a hollow
spotted a body—
wolf—closer, she-wolf—
mother, for short.
Thick of the sage brush,
its throat torn open,
pumping blood,
thicker than mud.
Rival? Wolfhound?
Uncomprehending
labored, groveled
her sucking pups.
Pressed to the wound—
imperious fennel
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ruling over—
thick blood, growing cold,
drank in the whelps,
blood mixed with vengeance.
Where bound?
What matter?
Long as it lives.
Each makes its way—
looking for vengeance.
Meet one another—
fight to the death.
Man made his way.
Where bound?
What matter?
He was a huntsman,
He left them there …
15
By Islamic tradition …
poets were kept from praising women’s charms
above the ankle and below the neckline.
Once this prohibition was lifted
and the poet Islamkul said the following:
*
From holy mysteries
Almighty Allah bade us stray—
but cheeks and bosoms
are poet’s stock and trade.
My quill would raise the hem of this beauty.
Praising your mighty hip-span is my duty.
Down with gazelles and almond-shaped everything,
braids coiling round the heart, et cetera …
Wandering, I met a beggar and told him my love,
and the beggar wept and embraced me
and slipped a coin into my palm.
And now, at last! Poets rejoice!
Here come the halcyon days.
Woman, disrobe!
Behold,
freedom—in the raw!
“Is everything now permitted?” queried a Byzantine.
and the answer was sweet as a dream.
Heart, go forth!
The dark ages finally past us.
My people shall know the scent of conqueast.
The last drops of my reason dissolving in bliss!
I give my verses over to unbridled lust!
The idols have fallen. All hail
Transports of feeling!
We’ve snatched up those idols and threw them from a cliff.
“Freedom,” I shouted, overlooking serious slips.
Tore off my hat and pitched it over the rooftop!
… The years have passed.
I’ve forgotten my verses,
Hat still up on the roof.
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16
At the Ukraine Hotel I emptied out a flower pot. The maid couldn’t understand what I wanted with all that dirt …
*
… As I boarded the ship
my Arab friend held up a briefcase
packed with the Talmud, the Bible and the Qur’an.
I was delighted, and he
laughed, sensing my pleasure.
There was a shiek’s robe
woven in gold,
and a green turban, and a neck scarf.
“Hajji!”\fn{A Muslim who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca} called out to me
his wife Khadisha,
lifting her veil.
Delighted is the word.
Both, the journey and the homecoming.
and the medieval sling I found,
and a dagger
of legendary damask steel.
In Moscow I realized—
I’d forgotten
a handful of sacred dust—from Allah’s fields.
Old Zali’s gift—she’ll cry all night without it!
I threw a handful from the flower pot
Into the holy briefcase,
a hndful of yellow dust!
*
The way I see it: all earth is sacred.
I’m glad I kept my word.
(A hajji is a trickster, you know.)
No weeping, gramma, you’ll wake the devil,
and no boasting,
you’ll jinx your boy!
That holy Moscow earth will keep me
from evil eye and jealous kin,
deceit and injury—
that dirt wrapped up as charms.
17
What a timid night!
Half-hidden in wood’s deep shadow.
Moonbeam—
her father’s knife,
the pale road—
Christ’s shadow.
*
… Trembles, palms pressed into the sod.
What thunderous silence!
Only a stifled moan—
she slips away,
becomes a rosy glow amid the pines!
She slips along the wet black rock.
I wake. I shout.
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I cannot hear myself.
The jealous moon casts down
a fierce and brilliant eye.
*
My little girl!
Don’t go! I’m coming! Wait!
*
She flashed her black eyes,
She tossed her black mane,
She laid her trembling hands upon her chest,
and stood beneath the moon,
imperious in her white shame.
*
Stood naked at the edge of an abyss.
I went to her.
The maiden night is—gray!
The waters rush white-whipping their black manes,
confounding hours, meridians and dreams.
I am young—
But old beside her.
I embrace the night
as though an Indian maid
with the guttural name—
O Niagara! …
18
Their names rustle like battle standards—
Bauyrzhan Momyshuly\fn{A Kazakh military officer and author (1910-1972), posthumously awarded with the titles Hero of the
Soviet Union and People’s Hero of Kazakhstan.}
Rakhimzhan Koshkarbaev\fn{A Kazakh military officer (1924-1988) of the First Red Army, a veteran of the Great Patriotic War
who, together with Pvt. Gregory Bulatov, and while under fire, hung the Russian flag from the second floor of the Reichstag building in
Berlin.}

*
… Like locust swarming—
the mole’s domain
up in revolt:
enemy air.
Handful of dirt—seals the wound.
“Get up!”
“Already?”
“It’s time!”
It’s true …
Machine-gun fire
pressed into earth
Momysh’s men.
Eternal rest.
Dented and mangled—
your right flank.
Heaviest cargo?
Battle flag.
What does it matter—
perish or die?
Easy to answer?
Many tried.
Ever had to—
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down on your knees—
marvel of marvels—
up from these.
A fleeting moment,
stroke of the quill,
a soldier’s talent—
to wait until—
to sense the moment—
a gift to bear …
It’s time!
Take cover—
in leaden fire.
Bandages streaming,
head thrown high—
the roar of “Time!”—
the battle-cry.
19
Here is how I see it:
Makhambet\fn{Makhambet Otemisuly (1803-1846), a leader of rebellions against the Russians seizing his country; murdered. } is an
arrow stuck in the Chinese wall,
head in the brick,
fringed pants as fletching.
Dread Makhambet,
I envy you not,
no more than a cutout in a hackneyed plot.
Don’t try to make out our queer words,
climb out of that thrice-cursed wall:
you’ve made your hole,
and into the quivers of library stacks—
to live an epic in the kingdom of prose,
mending the world with your metaphor,
unbending the crook of the question mark.
Andrey! We are nomads, the two of us—
The spaces of cultures and eras
divide us,
we wander different routes,
like god and religion.
I would use my learning to test
the great faiths
that my poor old devil
never suspected.
I babble in Etruscan, you decipher
the cries and the destinies
of runes piercing brick—
some learned dullard shall keep
that annotated drivel,
learn wisdom,
discovering the perils of learning.
I roam the steppes, unbending
like the index finger
(the index finger is bent
by trigger alone).
Here is how I see it: Az + Ia = Asia;
correction:
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We roam toward ourselves,
recognized in others.
20
Humid. Crowd. July.
Rainlines piercing concrete.
Yellowed streaks fused to my window panes.
City trudging along
knee-deep in the Hudson.
City wiping its mouth
leaning against a lamppost.
Like a jockey
I stare into its maw.
Yellow water streaks clawing
at my windows.
Going out. Wandering about.
Rain on Park Avenue.
I’m your guest.
You’re soaked through.
I will be too.
Humid. Rain.
I am wading knee-deep,
and the muddy stream
stretches out its arms to me
like a steppe-child lost
in a city of stone.
America!
Is it you—that speck of a flame
stamped by the marching shades?
“Who are you?”
I can’t speak, crushed
by the rumps of motorized copses.
Yellow light. Downpour. Mudflow.
I am safe under a hotel canopy. Txis
with a womanly shriek burst from the yellow mass,
and shudder like geese.
Winds swelling the cleft
between two high-rises.
Waterwhirls stomping my cheeks.
A blue automobile
fumbling like a wave—
a blue ocean wave
in a yellowing swamp.
199.100 Ardak\fn{by Oralkhan Bokeyev (1944-

)}

“in the Altai Mountains,” Taldy-Kurgan Oblast, Kazakhstan (M)
9

On the shore, where the brook Sharykty falls into Lake Mrkokol, stood a modest yurt in days of old. Like a
gray gander whose mate has been killed, this yurt remained in one and the same place, and grazing cattle
wandered around it over the broad pasture. Goats, sheep and calves kept in a single herd without straggling, and
above them all, like an attentive shepherd, towered a white camel with wide sensitive nostrils. Sometimes the
owner’s bay gelding would appear among the members of this absorbed flock, silently snatching up the grass in
their teeth. The hobbled gelding would gallop awkwardly after the others, hastening to fill its insatiable belly.
Old Kozha, the owner of the yurt and the herd, was not without status. At one time he had liyed in an aul. Just
as a mane and tail are tokens of a horse, so do relatives by their existence confirm the status of the man who has
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them. When Kozha was only twenty-five and his father, the youngest son of grandfather Yesirkegen, died, his
uncles Shalabai and Dalabai had swooped down, divided the dead man’s possesions in three and, each taking his
share, had beat a hasty retreat. On parting his uncles had told the young man:
“The dear departed may have been your father, but he was our brother after all.” And Kozha was left alone
with his mother in their ruined winter quarters.
So much for relatives. Kozha was not a sluggard, and in a few years he had multiplied his inherited share of his
father’s possessions. Only recently a beggar, he now found himself a pretty bride, and arranged a sumptuous
wedding feast. Even his uncles were invited to the celebrations, but Shalabai and Dalabai refused to come.
“The milksop got married without consulting us. We wen’t go!”
But if that had been all there was to it. His envious relatives had started the rumour that when Kozha’s father’s
possessions had been divided, old Kadisha, Kozha’s mother, had concealed a couple of ewes for her son, and that
these two had since given birth to five more. And in broad daylight Shalabai and Dalabai had stolen five ewes
from their nephew’s herd. Then old Kadisha had really gotten angry at her brothers-in-law.
“What! So they think they need have no shame where their relatives are concerned? So they think they can
commit highway robbery before the eyes of the whole aul? It is better never to see such relatives than to live near
them and suffer shame at their hands. No! That is not how your father brought you up. Let’s take down the yurt
and leave for Lake Markokol at dawn—there is unoccupied pasturage there by the Sharykty spring.”
The next day the smoke from Kozha’s yurt was already rising over the desolate shore of Lake Markokol, and
since then some twenty-five years had galloped by. They had not been particularly prosperous for Kozha, but
neither could he consider his new dwelling-place to be unfortunate. The quarter of a century had passed in hard
work and Kozha already looked like an old man, but all his riches would have only sufficed for one really good
feast. Old Kadisha had long since left this world, but comely, strong Ardak had entered it. She was Kozha’s only
child, and however much he grumbled, it was the best his wife could do. Before dying the old woman had told her
son:
“Go back to the aul and its people before it’s too late. We have turned out to be like people who, irritated by
lice, throw a sheepskin jacket into the fire. Taking offence at our relatives, we left the aul, and since then neither
you nor I have got through a day without longing for the presence of people. Why hide it now that death is upon
me. People lied, as they say, but we did not always tell the truth either, as Allah is my witness. It is also said that
two in distress make sorrow less. Go back to the aul, sonny, even if they set all the dogs upon you. Though they
may kick you in the head, when your own foot or head is hurt only people can help you. In this unlucky home,
lonely as a lost sheep, there is not even a shroud to wrap me in. And there are no neighbours who could be asked
for one. That’s how it all turned out. But it is evidently God’s will. Allah has punished us for some sins.”
Kozha felt the truth of these words as soon as his stern, wise mother ceased to be. It was easier for her to meet
her death than for her son to watch it, for she had already been preparing herself for it for a long time, all her life,
knowing that some day she would pass into eternity with her eyes closed, while her son was not ready for the loss;
and in this difficult hour there were no kind people around who could have shared his grief. He even had to dig
the grave himself—at least the earth happened to be soft and stoneless. Three people stood over the fresh grave:
Kozha, his wife, and five-year-old Ardak. She was struck with amazement that her sleeping grandmother had been
buried in the ground, but then she was distracted by the sight of the damp clay and began to mould it into a little
cart. Kozha moved his lips in prayer, ritually stroking his forehead and face with his palms.
*
But time flows on and away, like water through one’s fingers, and Ardak, only recently moulding a toy from
the clay of her grandmother’s grave, had become a grown-up girl. A maiden at sixteen is like a bloom in spring.
Ardak, the pretty shepherdess, her mother and father’s helper, was to them a daughter and son all at once. The
charming maiden had innumerable virtues and only one defect: her tongue could not turn out the rolling “r” and
hissing “s” sounds, perhaps because, being spoiled by her fond parents, she still felt herself a small child, for
whom it is so natural to prattle and lisp. She just could not learn to pronounce these sounds, and this crushed her
kind parents. They knew and lamented that this little flaw might bring all her merits to naught.
“It’s just like people say, wife: if a piece of leather falls from the sky, the poor man won’t even get enough of it
for a patch,” old Kozha would often complain angrily. “The time shall yet come when we shall grab our heads in
our hands and slap our thighs because our only daughter is all but dumb. She’s not a lad, who, lounging on his
horse, can bawl out:
“‘Hey, I don’t wont to heaw another wowd from you! I’ve bwought a head of howses. Now gimme youw
beauteous daughtew!’
“People will give their daughter in marriage even to a man like that, without minding that his tongue is a bit
short. But who is going to ask a thick-tongued wench in marriage? You’ll see, mother, they’ll notice her tongue,
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not her face.”
“Ardak, praise be to Allah, is both a son and a daughter to you. Well what if she isn’t taken to wife—should we
boil her and eat her? She’ll stay at home then, and we’ll have her before our eyes. She’ll help you, and me.”
“Alas, it’s we who are to blame: if she lived among people in the aul, she wouldn’t babble like a child.”
Kozha experienced sleepless nights, during which he would think with dread of the unhappiness his daughter’s
tiny defect might bring her. Grief and worry would make his head swell up and ring like a copper basin.
Tormented by insomnia and the hopelessness of his thoughts, he would suddenly fly into a rage and punch his
peacefully sleeping wife in the side.
“Hey, old woman! Why do you, may you drop dead, sleep day and night? Don’t you have any other cares
besides sleeping? Think, you old hag, about your daughter’s future, and may you forever lose all desire to sleep!”
His wife knew it was better to keep quiet now and not retort in any way, and so she merely requested meekly:
“Shh, don’t wake up Ardak.”
And giving a long yawn, she fell silent. Enraged at her indifference, Kozha shoved her in the ribs with his
elbow, jumped out of bed and groped about in the dark for his trousers with trembling hands.
“You old fool!” he said furiously. “Nobody will have your daughter in marriage. Do you understand that, you
fool?”
His wife got up after him, her hair, all dishevelled, and began to gently calm her upset husband. After more or
less soothing the old man, she put him back to bed and, yawning, lay down at his side.
“Oh, I was having such a nice dream, and you woke me up.”
“Damn your dream!” Kozha began to swear.
For some time they lay in silence. Then he again started to speak:
“In any case, we should be ready, old woman. Start quietly collecting a dowry. Let Shalabai and Dalabai gossip
all they like about my daughter’s faulty pronunciation. A kind person will turn up all the same for our Ardak. We
could have treated Shalabai not to a feast but to a whipping that day, driven him away, may his mother and father
… But it’s you, you who are all to blame! That’s just what I had wanted to do, but you grabbed hold of me and
began to wail: ‘He’s your kin, after all, your relative!’ That relative is now spreading gossip everywhere. Hey, are
you listening to me?”
His wife softly snored in reply.
“May you never wake up. All the old hag cares about is sleeping. If it weren’t for the gossip I would have
moved back to the aul ages ago.”
Kozha was recalling his uncle Shalabai’s only visit, after which the rumour had spread all over the
neighbourhood that Kozha’s daughter had an unwieldy tongue and mumbled as though her mouth were full of
food. That had been a few years ago. Shalabai had dropped in on Kozha with his son Almas on the way to visiting
some relatives of his wife. Kozha remembered all his old grievances, and was particularly indignant that his
uncles had not even come for his mother’s funeral.
“Assalaumahaleikum!” pronounced Shalabai, sticking his head into the yurt and rolling his eyes, unsure
whether he should come in or beat it. Kozha only managed to compress his lips and pierce his uncle with a furious
glance before his wife flew toward Shalabai and his son, clucking:
“Oh my! Uncle’s come! And his little son with him! Come in, come in!”
And she started kissing the boy, who was the same age as Ardak. Then she winked at her husband on the sly,
beckoning him outside. There she said:
“Kozha, you know they say that he who hits you with a stone should be struck down with regalements. Why be
obstinate? He’s your kin, after all, your relative! Who can chop off his own hand? We’d do better to entertain him
in the proper way, and may our dear mother’s spirit rest content in the other world.”
Kozha had given in. He had collected his flock, selected a ewe and, driving her up to Shalabai, who had come
outside, said:
“Give your blessing, Uncle, if you like her!”
He had wanted to shame his uncle with his magnanimity and hospitality. But he had tried in vain, as it turned
out.
Shalabai’s son soon made friends with Ardak. At first they had run around for quite some time, playing hideand-seek near the yurt, but then the panting Ardak had suggested:
“Oh, how hot it ith! Come on, Almath, letth dive into the lake!”
They both stripped naked and took a running jump into the water. It was then that Ardak, who was seeing
another child, and a boy besides, for the first time in her life, realised that they were different.
As for Shalabai, he was most interested in a twelve-thonged whip hanging from a post in the yurt. He admired
it for a long time and, when everyone else had gone outside, he quickly seized it and stuffed it down his boot. He
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was very satisfied with his visit to his nephew. As he sat on his horse after taking his leave, Ardak came running
up and called out gaily:
“Almath, come thee uth again!” Shalabai’s mouth dropped open as he stared in amazement at the girl.
“Hey, what’s this? Can it be your daughter has a stubby tongue?”
“Why of course notl” Kozha had answered, frowning with vexation. “She’s a spoiled kid and purposely talks
in a silly way as though she were a little child.”
But on the way home Almas had told his father that Ardak was not fooling and that she really did have a thick
tongue, that she lisped and mispronounced her r’s and s’s, and that she did not even know the difference between
boys and girls.
Listening to his son, Shalabai snickered gleefully. He imagined how he would tell Dalabai and everyone else
about it all, and how it would be a cause of unpleasantness and maybe even grief for his conceited nephew. Filled
with joy, he lashed his lazily trotting horse, and it broke into a vigorous canter.
Soon the whole district knew that live-apart Kozha’s daughter had an unwieldy tongue and was little better
than mute. Kozha heard hints on the subject everywhere and his heart had filled with sullen spite. He planned to
get even with his uncle should the occasion present itself. And it soon had, last autumn.
Kozha was on his way to the smith Zhakibai to have the bay gelding, his only horse, shoed. It was a damp day
and the road was soft and muddy—just the thing for a horse that had cast its shoes. But when the earth grew hard
with frost such a horse would not get you anywhere. The sun was straying somewhere in the voluminous gray
clouds and a damp wind was blowing from the north. Some crows were sitting on a bare poplar and loudly
discussing their preparations for winter. Kozha felt not quite himself in the miserable fall weather, and he frowned
and pulled his coat tighter on his chest.
There, he was thinking, in over half a century of life he had only one joy, only one thing to be happy about—
his dear daughter—and he would have needed nothing more, he would have been immeasurably satisfied had not
wicked people grown envious of him and his peace of mind begun to disintegrate like teal droppings in water. He
could not remember any great joys in his life, but neither did he have any such memories as to make him
involuntarily clutch his head in both hands and slap his thighs for grief. He did not worry about the morrow as
long as there was food for today, and kept his dreams to himself, as one keeps a horse on a tether. Sometimes he
would clamber to the top of Mount Akshoky, the White, and stand there gazing for ages with mournful eyes in the
direction of the aul he had left.
Mountains and mirages towered in front of him, his old pain smouldered in his breast, and he would return
home afterwards disconsolate and exhausted, his face pinched. All he desired was that people’s malice and
baseness, which he had fled, no longer affect him. But now they had affeoted his daughter as well.
That is what Kozha was thinking as he rode through the autumn muck, and his dreary thoughts, as usual, made
his head swell and ring like a copper basin. He began to imagine that all his life had been as cheerless as the
weather, as comfortless as the autumn chill and as uncertain as the stumbling gait of his unshod horse. At the pass
over Mount Akshoky, Kozha caught sight of a rider coming his way. The single path would soon bring the two of
them together. From the horseman’s slouch and the fact that he held his lash in his left hand, Kozha recognised
him from afar as his Uncle Shalabai.
“Oh, Allah, Allah,” thought Kozha, closing his eyes, “I offer you my thanks and pray that you may help me.
I’ll meet my enemy head-on. Come on now, old boy!.”
And leaping from his horse, he tightened the saddle-girth and set his hat firmly in place, preparing for battle.
Jumping nimbly back into the saddle, he caught up his whip and, instantly changing countenance, furiously
gnashed his teeth. Then he rushed to attack his uncle, loudly calling the spirit of his ancestor to his aid:
“Yesirkegen! Yesirkegen!”
But since Shalabai, not quailing before his adversary; also decided to summon the spirit of his ancestor to his
aid, he gave the same battle cry, “Yesirkegen!” and galloped toward his nephew, twirling his whip.
They drew near along the narrow path and, simultaneously exclaiming, “I see an enemy!” furiously lashed out
at each other and passed on at a full gallop. Neither of them stopped his horse, turned or even looked back, for
both felt. ashamed. They merely each made an unkind reference to “your sire”, thus again disturbing Yesirkegen
in his grave. Frowning sombrely they drew farther and farther apart, filled with a mutual hatred born of stifling
feuds, the fumes of cauldrons and crowded yurts; a hatred which grew and strengthened with the years and that
could destroy them one day and make them unhappy.
How could the seething Kozha know that only five years from now Shalabai, who had just now raised his lash
against his nephew, would die before his time, and he himself would writhe by his forgiven relative’s grave,
shrieking, “Oh my kinsman! Oh Uncle!”, and that the poor gelding he was now riding would be slaughtered and
eaten at the funeral feast.
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*
But this reconciliation was still distant. In the meantime, Kozha continued to live on the shore of Lake
Markokol and graze his herd with the help of his fair daughter. In spite of the peaceful tranquillity of a shepherd’s
life, unrest was growing in Ardak’s soul. In the past the only people she had known had been her mother and
father; she also knew the sheep, the white camel and the bay gelding. Everyone else who appeared in the distance
or rode by seemed to her to come from some fairytale land.
But after her relatives’ visit all this had changed. Although Ardak could not herself understand the meaning of
her mysterious unrest, it grew clearer and clearer to her that she no longer wanted to or could go on living remote
from other people the way she was. Her tomboy habits were gradually disappearing, and she looked more and
more like a young maiden. Her unruliness and mischief-making gave way to an affectionate, thoughtful treatment
of her parents, who, moved to tears, were nevertheless secretly alarmed. They realized that the awakened maiden
would find it difficult to withstand the holy forces of nature, but wondered who would reveal its secret to her and
crown her first feeling with fitting happiness.
Ardak seemed to be slowly swimming in the lull that can be called the boundary between sleeping and waking,
and no forces on earth could have torn her from the strange visions which sweetly tormented her. She would
hardly ever stay in the yurt now, but wander for hours in the grass along the lakeside or go off far into the
mountains and stand there hidden in some ravine as though she were waiting for an appointed meeting with dear
friends and companions. Sometimes she would sit motionless for a long time on the shore of Lake Markokol, her
knees clasped in her arms, gazing at the sparkling waves running towards her one after the other. They seemed to
promise some kind of comfort and relief, and, coming finally to believe their long, monotonous summons, Ardak
would throw off her stifling clothes and plunge into the lake’s cold embrace. After soothing her burning body in
the chill water, Ardak would swim back to shore and walk along the sward, rubbing her cool, resilient body
briskly with her hands. Bending over the smooth shallows, she would stare in agonised bewilderment at the
reflection of her young, white flesh, flowing and quivering. Her new knowledge disturbed her and ceaselessly
troubled her spirit.
This knowledge had first come to her on the day she and Almas had bathed in the lake together. Much time had
passed since then. And now winter, when her restless virgin sleep had been sultry and fantastical amidst the
surrounding snows, was left behind and abundant, grassy, warm spring walked the earth, and Ardak stood naked,
like a white cloud, on the blue margin of the lake.
Her parents more and more frequently spent sleepless nights discussing the sad situation of their grown
daughter. Their nightly vigils always ended in hopeless wrangling. One night after they had quarrelled, then lain
in sorrowful silence for some time and suddenly both begun snoring at once; drawn unawares into sleep’s
embrace, Ardak had softly risen from her bed and gone outside in just her nightgown.
The spring night was invisibly sailing into the realm of the impending summer, its freshness was already
pleasant, and at times some hot draught, like a suppressed sigh, wafted along the lake’s night shore. Ardak sat
down at the water’s edge, white and motionless like a mermaid, and the sleepy moonlit waves rippled at her feet.
Clasping the overturned bowls of her knees, she rocked her head and barely audibly hummed her mother’s
favourite song:
Brave rider with the gun,
your native aul
is beyond the mountain now,
beyond the blue mountain.

She suddenly broke off her song as though she had angrily cast it aside and flung herself face down in the
sand, sobbing frenziedly. Then she jumped up, resolutely made her way into the lake until the water came up to
her throat and, nearly touching the moonlit shimmer of the waves with her lips, whispered:
“Oh Almas. Why don’t you come. I have to rhwim alone.”
Never having seen a single boy apart from her young relative, Ardak naïvely thought that they need only to
splash around together again for all her dark yearning to disappear. The lake hotly lapped at her face with patch
upon patch of light.
*
That year the shores of Lake Markokol grew dry and broke into luxuriant blossom. The young grasses eagerly
shot up from under the previous year’s withered growth. Drowning in the spring haze, the earth gently merged
with the foot of the blue heavens in the distance, and the smooth lake reflected this brilliant, spotless sky. Like
white yarn stretched along the Tarbagatai Mountains, a long cloud separated the snowy summits from the earth,
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and they appeared to be floating in mid-air. The air seemed impregnated with the odour of freshly fermented
mare’s milk. The swift teals would hurtle down and, without pausing, slicing the water with their breasts, land on
the lake and begin to rock amidst the waves.
All these sights were long familiar to Kozha. They repeated themselves every year, and nature sometimes
seemed to him as monotonous, boring and simple as his daily life. It was at such times that he felt like dropping
everything and going away to new parts unknown, but where could he go? An onager might gallop faster than the
wind over the steppe, but nobody could gallop away from himself. No, it was clear he was not to leave the shores
of Markokol; the two of them were bound by a sturdy string.
His herd was grazing over there at the foot of Mount Akshoky on a hill as sloping as his forehead; it was the
sole business of his life, all his property and all his hope. He watched the cattle for a long time with squinting
eyes. If Azrael, the angel of death, were to come for him now he would, along with the shepherd’s soul,
undoubtedly have to take his flock, the flock which neither decreased nor diminished, stuck in the same rut year
in, year out, neither bringing Kozha an abundant income nor causing him alarm about the morrow. Kozha had
long since given up hope of adding to his herd, had resigned himself to his lot and grown subdued; his only
anxiety was now for his daughter’s future.
“So I’ve lived to see one more summer,” muttered Kozha, gazing at the mountains. “My whole life has passed
like a night for a tethered horse, poor thing, whom its master has forgotten to unsaddle besides.”
Clasping his hands behind his back, he returned to the yurt. His wife was already up and preparing breakfast.
Kozha looked sternly at her back.
“Is Ardak up yet?”
“Probably; she just can’t seem to wake up.”
“That means she’s still lying in bed. What can you do if she takes after her mother.”
Soon the three of them were sitting together drinking tea, like the three legs of a cooking-ring. The flap of the
yurt was thrown back and in the distance Mount Akshoky was visible. A cool breeze was blowing around the yurt
and the hot sun illuminated the front corner of the dwelling. Kozha sat gloomily, involuntarily knitting his brows
as though he were calculating his losses. Suddenly his eyes grew animated, began to sparkle: he had caught sight
of a rider descending from the direction of Mount Akshoky.
Hey, woman! exclaimed Kozha, beginning to fuss, and even knocked over his bowl of tea in his excitement.
“Somebody is riding this way! Hurry and tidy up the yurt. Quick!”
And he hastily jumped up. While the women were setting the yurt to rights, Kozha brought in a bundle of dry
dung and threw it down in front of them.
“Stick this under the bales of clothing, and cover the whole with a carpet.”
“Goodness me, whatever for?”
“You fool! So the bales seem bigger. What are you asking. for? Or do you think your daughter has such a large
dowry that it already supports the ceiling? Just do as I tell you!”
Ardak did not understand the reason for the sudden bustle. Her father shouted at her:
“Put on all new clothes! And don’t you open your mouth while the guest is here, understand? Don't dare say a
word!”
At last the guest reached the yurt. He was a strapping, slightly pock-marked fellow, somewhat past his prime,
either not yet or slightly past thirty. Kozha invited him into the yurt, seated him in the place of honour and,
himself sitting down facing him, began scrutinising him for signs of goodness.
“Tell me, son, who are you and from what aul?”
“I come from the aul of Mametek, and our clan descends from Kozhambet,” the djigit\fn{Strapping young man}
began animatedly, without particular embarrassment. “I decided to do some hunting on this side of Mount
Akshoky, saw your yurt standing there and thought I might as well drop by. I have heard a lot about you.”
“You did well to come! I will always be glad to have you as a guest, my dear fellow. How is His Honour
Mametek doing? Is his cattle safe and sound? Is he himself still hale and hearty?”
“Praise be to Allah, all is fine.”
“And what is your name, son?”
“Salyk.”
They slaughtered a sheep and while the old man and his wife were dividing it up the visitor and Ardak were
left alone in the yurt together. The djigit goggled quite uninhibitedly at the comely lass. He could not take his eyes
away from her gentle face and the white strip of her neck gleaming like a precious necklace between her collar
and the gleaming black wing of her hair. He was almost ready to throw himself upon her—and Ardak did not
understand anything of what was going on. It was the first time in her life that she had seen a young man, and his
passionate stares did not arouse any particular response in her: since he gazed at her with wide-open, glittering
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eyes, that must be the way it should be. She just kept thinking embarrassedly about one and the same thing all the
time: why had her father forbidden her to speak with the guest?. She might have asked him whether he didn’t
happen to know Almas, or how people lived in the aul … And why he stared in such a funny way. Ardak could not
refrain from smiling.
“What is my sister laughing about?” the guest politely inquired.
Silence.
“You won’t speak. Ah well, only banquets and feasts can amuse an angel like you. Isn’t your name Ardak?”
Ardak slowly nodded. She felt she would burst, so great was her longing to laugh and talk and talk. But her
father was somewhere nearby and she couldn’t. Ah, how nice it would be to have a swim right now! The djigits
strange looks made her hot. How fun it would be to lure him into the lake and dunk his huge, cauldron-sized black
head in the water …
“Ardak!” she heard her father's voice at that moment. “Come help your mother clean the guts.”
*
Everyone was full after eating the meat. It was time to go to sleep, and Ardak’s mother began to get the beds
ready. Salyk went outside to get a breath of air. The old woman asked her husband:
“Where should I make the guest’s bed?”
“Leave me alone,” Kozha replied in the lazy voice of one half-asleep. “Make it wherever you feel like.”
They all lay down, but Ardak could not sleep. As soon as their heads touched the pillows the old people had
begun to snore, whether on purpose or not it was not clear. The guest lay still by the far wall. Coals were still
glowing in the hearth, and watching the twinkling red spots Ardak barely audibly whispered her flickering
thoughts:
“The fire doesn’t want to sleep any more than I do. But Mummy likes to sleep … and so does that djigit … and
he’s stupid to boot.”
She slowly, noiselessly rose from her bed. The guest coughed and turned in the dark. The girl stood for a while
waiting for silence to fall again, then she threw on a jacket and carefully made for the door. It was the time of the
new moon, and a soft, cool darkness blew over the earth, full of large stars which hung very low in the sky. In the
darkness the lake slurped moistly and caressingly, and the fresh breeze which blew from it carried the aroma of
grasses in bloom. Somewhere a horse neighed loudly and dismally: the bay gelding was obviously yearning for
his herd. Even a horse doesn’t care to live alone, thought Ardak.
She reached the lake and it seemed to her that Markokol was angry at her about something. The darkness of the
moonless night hid its shimmering night face. Ardak threw off her clothes, went up to the water, and suddenly
heard a noise behind her.
Her eyes were used to the dark and she immediately distinguished the approaching guest. He came toward her,
uncertainly feeling for the ground with his feet. But once he got to the naked girl, he boldly took her by the hand
and said, suppressing his laughter:
“My dear, where have people been heard to bathe at night!”
“I … I alwayth do that,” Ardak answered naively.
“Aren’t you afraid?”
“No.”
“Don’t you get cold?”
“I don’t get cold in the watew,” said Ardak, tall and white as a mermaid. “Let’s go thwimming togethew, shall
we? We can thwim out to the middle of the lake.”
“I’m afraid I can’t swim," answered the djigit, but hastily pulled off his clothes.
“Well, if we must bathe we must!”
Drawing closer to the girl, he as if by chance put his hand on her bulging white smooth hip. Ardak leaped aside
like a frightened wild animal and the djigit quailed: now the young savage would grow fierce and maim him. But
she stood stock-still a little way off.
“Well, what’s the matter, Ardak?” asked the emboldened djigit.
“Don’t touch me,” she answered plaintively. “I don’t like being tickled, Thalyk.”
And she threw herself into the lake. He followed after her and embraced her elastic, young, bountiful body in
the water. She tore loose and sprayed water into his face, and he hurled himself at her again and again. Like huge
white perch disporting themselves in a deep, dark pool, they twisted by each other’s side, splashing and jumping
out of the dark waves. It was as if Ardak had lost her senses. She was no longer afraid of being tickled or of
Salyk’s rough clutches, but herself grabbed the djigit by the throat and hair and dunked his head in the water
several times. He felt that not much more was required before he would have no strength left to fight her: she was
giving him too good a bathing, and he was gulping down great quantities of water and weakening in the girl’s
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frenzied hands.
He contrived to twine himself around her firm, palpitating torso and began to plant kisses on her lips and neck,
kissing her until she quieted and drooped in his embrace. Then he seized her up out of the water and, holding her
high in his arms, carried her onto the shore. He laid her down on the dry clothes, submissive and beautiful as the
daughter of Suleiman, the Sovereign of the waters, and her bewitched body obediently followed what passion
dictated, until it suddenly gave a start and began to thrash, grew indignant and rebelled.
Salyk was cast aside and the frightened Ardak dashed off into the darkness somewhere with a plaintive wail
like a bird. The vague form, white and outraged, vanished in the black expanses of the night.
When Kozha awoke the next morning, he did not see his guest. His boots were left, but he was gone.
*
Quite some time passed, and Kozha no longer had any hope of ever marrying off his daughter. Since he had
disappeared, Salyk had not so much as shown the top of his head from behind the mountain. Now the poor father
was tormented not by the thought that his daughter would remain unmarried but by the fact that her step was
becoming heavier every day, and her figure, fuller. His wife had only just begun to suspect something a few days
before and had pushed close to him to whisper about it. He had grown so furious that he had pulled her hair and
hit her. The thing that had made him raise his hand against her for the first time in their conjugal life was
becoming more evident every day.
Kozha felt like dropping dead on the spot or leaping onto his bay horse and riding off wherever his fancy took
him. He was overcome with despair. They justly say, he thought, that though a war may last forty years, only
those who are to die will be killed. That is fate …
Kozha seemed to have faded in a single day. He no longer ranted and got excited for the slightest reason,
picking on the old woman. He appeared to have grown numb, had become quiet and indifferent to everything. He
now regretted even more than before that he had not moved back to the aul in time.
Ardak was also hard to recognise these days. She could not comprehend her new state and, surprised at the
first signs of it, merely told her mother about everything. The old woman pressed her daughter’s head to her
breast and burst into bitter tears. Then, wiping them away, she told Ardak about Adam and Eve.
“At first,” she explained, “man was two creatures in one. They say he had four legs and four arms. But then
God realised that people would not multiply in this form. So he went and sowed the man-creature in two. That’s
how the boy and girl, Adam and Eve, were made, so they say, and love flared up between them.”
“And what is love?” Ardak asked curiously.
Her mother sobbed silently and spent a long time trying hard to find the right answer to her daughter’s
question. To be on the safe side, after agonising for some time without being able to think anything up, she told a
few stories about lovers which she remembered from ancient legends. Then Ardak, who had been listening avidly
to her mother, asked agitatedly:
“Was there also love between you and Father, Mummy?” The old woman again fell silent and, making an
effort, declared at last:
“I don’t know, my little camel, I don’t know. He used to come to our aul quite often. And then one day he came
and stole me away …”
These conversations would have been useful to Ardak had she engaged in them a lot earlier. But now they
could not help the girl penetrate the secrets of the difficult world. Where had this Salyk come from, and why,
where had he disappeared to and would he ever come back? None of the three knew the answers to these
questions.
The time passed and Ardak’s term drew near. Each day she grew more restless. Her carefree girlhood had been
covered all at once with the shell of maternity, and the young shepherdess was now unrecognisable. Her legs and
hips had fleshed out, her beautiful, clear complexion had become blotched and the tip of her nose was covered
with dark sports. She began to feel sick now and again, but all the same greedily flung herself upon any food and
could never eat enough. She experienced emotional unrest, groundless anxiety, dark fears. As soon as the fruit of
her womb stirred inside her, Ardak would run outside, screaming, to her mother.
There came a night when Ardak was unable to close her eyes until nearly morning. Her parents, who were
lying by the door, as always, fell fast asleep. They had watched over her for a long time that night, but towards
morning sleep overcame them. The flame on the twisted wick of the oil lamp fumed and flickered. Twilight filled
the smoky, stuffy yurt. Ardak was lying covered with sweat, her lips badly bitten. Though she was frightened she
had resolved to endure whatever she had to.
But the more the new baby wanted to get out into the bright world, the more it stormed and tormented its
mother, kicking her and sapping her strength. Hardly able to draw breath after a fearful attack of pain, Ardak slid
off her bed. Her sleeping parents did not hear a thing. Ardak realised that in a moment she would be unable to
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keep from screaming and, holding her stomach in both her hands, she rose with an effort, stepped over her father,
and went outside.
Dawn was already breaking. Shafts of hot rays were burstiJlg out from behind Mount Akshoky. The sleeping
world around the lake was still silvery but was graduaily becoming layered into different colours. Pre-morning
fog floated over the lake like some dark-blue canvas. Vague, sorrowful dreams still reigned in the quiet, unruffled
foothills. But this sorrow contained no alarm, in it one sensed, rather, hope and a trusting anticipation of the
future.
Ardak fell down before she reached the water. Oh, how she longed to sink into the lake right now, to leave the
fearful pain of life and its wrongs—for she was in no way guilty before it. But the lake which had always
consoled her and sung her lullabies with its waves seemed to have moved away and grown unattainable like her
departed childhood.
“Water!” Ardak prayed soundlessly with her parched, dry lips and crawled toward the lake. It seemed to her to
be the only salvation from the torments of life.
The impassive world did not hear Ardak’s cries and groans, fully immersed in anticipation of a different cry. A
lark fluttered up like a bit of fluff and burst into song, heralding the advent of a new day:
“Soon the sun will rise! Soon the sun will rise, and the world will blossom forth like a rainbow.” Ardak was
crawling slowly and heavily towards the water.
“Almas!” she called out, crying. “Dear Almas!”
If only he could have carried her into the depths of the lake this very moment. For it kept moving farther and
farther away, the perfidious thing. All Ardak’s hopes now turned toward her mother.
“Mummy, dear, save me, did I really commit such a great wrong when I played in the lake? Oh, forgive me,
have mercy upon me, Allah, it hurts, it hurts so much! Oh, I’m dying, burning up! Fire! Flames! Mummy! Where
are you, Mummy! My back, my back is breaking! Mummy! O-o-ow!”
Ardak's wide-open dark eyes froze and grew dull, then suddenly opened even wider and became horribly
injected with blood.
“A-a-a-ah!”
Her desperate cry carried far over the lake.
And with this scream the universal great anticipation was resolved—he who had been expected had arrived.
Ardak’s old mother came running, her dishevelled hair uncovered, at the same instant and heard the new-born
baby cry out imperiously and demandingly. At that moment the sun shot up over the shoulder of Mount Akshoky,
and its powerful rays painted the cliffs of the peak crimson, flowed over the mountain and poured into the waters
of Markokol. The curly waves seemed to grow red with blood and, vainly trying to overtake each other, dashed
toward the shore, spent themselves and sprang up again, like some futile and endless enmity among people. But
however hard they hurled themselves at the shore, they could not reach the young mother, stretched out on the
ground in a puddle of her own blood. So, too, the waves of hostility and evil are contained by the firm shore of
human kindness and kinship.
The boundless, shimmering face of the mighty spirit of nature seemed to be bending over the entire region, the
pure lake and the spring valleys of the foothills and, grinning in its sunny whiskers, to be saying: it is all mine!
The child, too!
“My darling daughter, what happened?!” cried the terrified Kozha in a pitiful voice as he ran along the shore.
His wife rose in front of him and screened the prostrate Ardak with her body. She handed the old man
something and said in tones of command:
“Here, hold it! And move along, don’t knock about here.”
It was her first order to her husband in all their married life. But Kozha did not hear anything. Holding the
baby’s red body up high the old man burst into peals of laughter and bawled so loudly that his voice carried all
down the shore:
“Ha, Shalabai and Dalabai! And all my other enemies! You won’t get what you want now! So much for you!
They won’t take her in marriage, will they—well, there’s no need of it! I already have a little boy! Hey, old
woman! You fool! Do you realise what I have in my hands? A boy, an heir! My continuation!”
And the old man safely hid his grandson inside his shirt.
The bright-eyed lake softly whispered with the watery lips of its waves:
“Forgive me, may you be blessed. It is I, I who begot you. You are my child.”
The lake seemed to be shouldering all the blame for the birth of the fatherless child. The child would have a
difficult time in the world, but it had been given life.
199.3 Saturday Is Over\fn{by Rollan Seisenbaev (1946-

)}
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Semey, Shyghys Qazaqstan Oblast, Kazakhstan (M) 6

Well, if you insist on asking me a direct question—how did this business all start, is it amusing or sad, and who
or what is to blame for it—the rain, the fact that it was Saturday, the bad public transportation or the snazzy
Japanese umbrella which my friend Tursyn was once given by private Zaza Kabriadze from his platoon—I will
simply shrug in bewilderment because I honestly don’t know. All I know is that there was a wedding recently, that
I was at that wedding, drank my fill of mead and beer, as the saying goes, and also gave the young couple a
certain record.
What about that time? That time was a Saturday, the end of the work week, when tired muscles relax and
young guys, gaily crowding together, exchange spicy jokes under the scalding jets in the factory shower-room,
and the trams hum loudly, and there are violets for sale on the street-corners, and the lights of the evening
thoroughfares go on, and the sound of music is everywhere. Saturday, Saturday …
*
Tursyn critically surveyed his ironing-job on the pants of his new and so far only suit, which he had bought
second-hand at a spring sale in the local department store, and, fully satisfied, carefully hung them on the iron
headboard of the bed. He flicked off a bit of fluff sticking to the lapel of his just as carefully ironed jacket and
grew lost in thought, standing over an open suitcase of crumpled underclothes, which had obviously long been
waiting to be washed, but somehow there was never any time.
He was wondering what was the right thing to do. To iron or not to iron his tie, a smart brocade tie with gold
spangles through which were visible the soft contours of a distant palm behind two young lovers frozen in a
languishing tango. Frankly speaking, he did not at all want to pick up the iron again, and he uncertainly went over
to the mirror, slapped the tie onto his chest and immediately decided that it absolutely had to be ironed. Since
you’ve already undertaken to spiff yourself up, you must go about it in a truly responsible way, elegant Sir
Beisenov.
“Adiduda!” He hummed the refrain of a hit song he had heard recently at the Community Centre. It was nearly
two months since he had been demobilised and come to this small mining town to make some money and get his
bearings after the army. The powerful bulldozer gnawed into the solid wall of the quarry with its steel teeth and,
unaccustomed as he was to the work, Tursyn would get so tired that he usually doze, his head banging against the
window, in the chipped yellow bus which took the workers back into town at the end of their shift. He would
hastily down his supper in the cafeteria and immediately, the instant he crossed the threshold, collapse on the bed
in the tiny little room he had temporarily rented from some woman for thirty roubles a month—a room in the
workers’ dorm had been promised him “in the near future”.
But he did not get depressed—he was not the kind of person to whine—and soon he got used to the work and
everything was settled with the dorm and furthermore … furthermore, he finally met a girl.
Her name was Saule, and she worked as a cook in the same workers’ cafeteria he frequented. One day he fell
into a reverie while standing in line, and a merry voice suddenly hailed him:
“Hey, superman, are you sleepwalking?” Tursyn raised his eyes and saw a laughing girl in a white cap.
“Or don’t you like the food here, honey?”
“Why not? I like it. I like the cabbage soup, and I like those who make it even more,” he gushed, and
immediately suggested:
“Let’s go dancing together, eh?”
“My, you’re quick!” said the girl, bursting into laughter. “What if you fall asleep there, too?”
Tursyn spoke with her some more, and soon they really did meet at the Community Centre. They danced and
then walked in the night through the streets of the town for a long time.
Tursyn conceived a liking for the laughing Saule, and he now impatiently awaited the end of his shift, no
longer dozed in the bus and looked for Saule first thing in the cafeteria, greeted her, joked and arranged for their
next meeting. Today they had agreed to meet at six forty in the park and go to a concert together.
“Adiduda, Adiduda! …” Glancing at his watch, he saw with pleasure that he had plenty of time and
unhurriedly began to dress.
The dancing couple flashed in the mirror as Tursyn fastened his tie with a fashionably wide knot. No, that
wouldn’t do, the knot needed to be loosened a bit … He spent a long time fixing his hair: his lush curls would not
take the right shape. Finally he got them nicely combed over his ears and forehead and moistened them with toilet
water … Tip top! You may go on leave now, Sergeant Beisenov!..
His shoes were the only thing. Well, they’d pass. They’d have to wait for his next paycheck. Clicking his
worn-down heels, Tursyn made an “about-face” and went out into the street.
Phooey, if only he’d looked at the sky first! A heavy cloud satiated with moisture had appeared over the town.
The first drops began to patter on the gray asphalt. Dashing back, Tursyn searched through his suitcase for the
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collapsible umbrella given to him, as has already been mentioned, by his bosom friend Zaza Kabriadze. Ah, Zaza,
Zaza, if only you had known how your present would affect Tursyn’s subsequent life!
The young man again lingered in front of the mirror. He smiled pleasantly, then frowned. His expression grew
manly and preoccupied. Right-ho, Comrade Sergeant!
Outside, a cold May shower was drumming down full force, as though heaven’s office had specially waited for
Comrade Beisenov to come out. Tursyn opened the umbrella with a confident hand and began to step between the
bubbling puddles.
The panicking pedestrians—women with shopping bags, running from the rain, men with their suit-collars
raised—glanced at Tursyn either enviously—smart fellow, armed himself with an umbrella; or clearly scornfully
—look at him, strut and play the dandy, he’d do better to take a look at his worn-down shoes. The girls turned
away entirely—slapped on a vulgar tie, the country bumpkin, and now he’s beside himself with joy.
But the rain was pelting down in earnest, and a wind had risen as well, sending buffets of spray into the faces
of the passers-by, so that they soon lost interest in Tursyn. He had not even noticed the burning curiosity he had
aroused in them. Sticking out his far from he-man’s chest and whistling the same old tune, he hurried to, the bus
stop.
Suddenly, overtaking a girl in jeans who was vainly protecting herself from the rain with a small purse, he
automatically sheltered her with his umbrella. The girl was frightened at first and started to the side, but seeing
that the young man looked quite decent, was sober and smiling broadly to boot, she smiled back at him.
“Thank you,” she said.
“As they say, at your service,” Tursyn quickly responded.
Something in his tone didn't please the girl, and she frowned. But she did not step out from under the umbrella.
“I have to turn here,” she said. “Thank you once again.”
And she walked off. After hesitating for a second, Tursyn rushed after her.
“What’s the matter?” she asked angrily. “What do you want of me?”
“Forgive me,” said Tursyn, “but for some reason I don’t want you to get soaked. And your hair … in short—I
mean …” And he snapped the fingers of his free nand.
“Well, thank you for being so obliging,” the girl said ironically. “But I’m going to take a taxi now, so—thank
you.”
“Don’t mention it,” replied Tursyn.
And he stood next to the girl at the taxi-rank. There were not too many people, and in a minute or two they’d
part.
“I shall fulfill the duty of your guardian angel to the end,” he explained.
The girl did not answer. Tursyn scrutinised her at his ease, inconspicuously, so he thought.
“Not bad!” he thought. “Her nose is just a little too big. And her eyebrows are plucked! And she has no figure!
No, I really must admit she definitely, definitely is no comparison to my Saule.” The girl, by the way, was also
casting sidelong glances at her saviour.
“He’s on the tall side, awkward, skinny. Pooh, what an idiotic tie he’s got on. He’s skinny, and has a big mouth.
He’s probably a glutton. You can never cook enough food for him. Guardian angel, indeed! We know the likes of
you, angels.” A corpulent woman who was tensely carrying two chock-full bags suddenly got mad and spat into a
puddle.
“It’s easier to give birth to twins than to catch a cab in our town.” Tursyn and the girl burst out laughing.
“We should write a letter of complaint about those devils to the Executive Council!” angrily responded a
venerable old man leaning on a cane.
“If you’re going to complain about them, you’ll have to write to Moscow itself—they’re not afraid of anyone
else,” interjected a handsome lady wearing bright lipstick and sun-glasses.
“Controllers like this should be fired,” the old man agreed.
“I know those taxi-drivers inside out,” the woman with the bags started up again. “As soon as the weekend
rolls along they just strain to get out of town, the extortionists!”
“Well, there you’re going too far, ma’am,” the handsome lady said condescendingly. “Everyone knows that
taxi-drivers aren’t allowed outside the town limits without special permission.”
“They aren’t?!” cried the woman with the bags. “The devil they aren’t. I worked as a controller at the taxi yard
two years ago and if anyone knows I do.” The lady sidled up.
“Two years ago, you say? Why things were even worse with taxis then.”
“Worse?” howled the woman with the bags, completely riled up. “Better, not worse. Everyone will tell you that
you’re blabbering nonsense, you don’t even know what you’re blabbering.”
The little old man nodded approvingly, but it wasn’t clear which of the wranglers he supported.
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“Oh, go to, you know …” the woman with the bags began.
Things were not far from a regular brawl, but at that moment an empty taxi rounded the corner. The corpulent
proprietor of the two bags hastily opened the door and plopped down on the back seat.
“Won’t you drop me off at the factory, too,” the little old man requested of the driver.
“Get in!” the fat woman permitted him.
“Take me, too, take me to the factory, too,” the handsome lady uttered precipitously. But her antagonist
concluded shortly—“You won’t sit in here”—and slammed the door shut.
The bespectacled lady, twitching her shoulder, silently stepped back onto the sidewalk and, looking for
sympathy, glanced at Tursyn and the girl, as though to say: see, young people, what boors there are these days.
But the young people did not express any sympathy. The lady sniffed. Tursyn furtively glanced at his watch.
“Damn. Six thirty.” The girl flared up.
“I’m not keeping you,” she brought out sharply.
“Neither am I,” he replied.
“What?” exclaimed the girl, taken aback. But Tursyn did not answer and they both fell silent.
Tursyn: Whatever possessed me to get mixed up with this beauty! It’s awkward to leave her in the rain now,
and … I myself offered to. It’s all right. Saule is a good girl, she'll understand, she’ll hide from the rain
somewhere.
The girl: Murat has probably got into a furious temper keeping his eye out for me. I’m already twenty minutes
late. Well, that’s all right. It doesn’t hurt a guy to wait. Wait for me, Murat; lately you’ve been somehow,
somehow …
Meanwhile the rain was streaming down mercilessly. There seemed to be no hope it would ever end. Heavy
lorries, rumbling laboriously, drove by cautiously and disappeared in a curtain of rain. Tursyn waved, vainly
trying to attract the attention of some driver.
A whole column of street-washing trucks, which usually filled their tanks in the stream outside of town, went
by. The drivers could not conceal their joy: there was so much rain they wouldn’t have to work for two days now.
The click of dominoes would fill the garage. Tursyn looked at his watch. So-o! five to seven. He was already
fifteen minutes late.
The girl: When will that damn taxi finally come? It’s awkward on account of that guy. He’s okay, that guy,
funny … I wonder how Murat would have behaved in the same situation. Murat, Murat! He would have probably
cursed everything roundly by now. Somehow … Murat’s taken to cursing everything a lot lately. I used to be late
before, too, but he’d be waiting like a dear and be happy that I’d come, that he'd waited until I showed up. When
did it all change? Was it the day I stayed on at his place? Why are things that way with guys? You have only to
give in to them about something for them to …
Tursyn: Saule … We should have agreed to meet right at the concert-hall. But, hell, what if I hadn’t been able
to get tickets for the concert?.. Now she’ll take offence. She’s that way. She hinted that she had more admirers
than she knew what to do with. She’ll wait for me. A taxi, I’ll see the girl into a taxi now and then I’ll cut and run.
The bespectacled woman drove off. It was ten past eight. The girl drew herself up.
“That’s all,” she said decisively. “Don’t wait any longer. Go on!”
“Yes, I’ll go,” Tursyn said embarrassedly. “But I’ll leave you the umbrella.”
“What are you talking about … thank you … don’t—”
“We’ll run into each other some time and then you’ll give it back to me.”
“Wait a minute!”
But Tursyn was already racing down the wet sidewalk.
“I’m usually in the park on Saturday!” he called from afar and turned the corner.
A taxi soon pulled up.
“The Irtush Cinema. A guy is waiting for me there. And then go on straight to the Community Centre,” said the
girl.
The driver switched on the meter.
“Please go as fast as you can.” the girl begged.
“Fast, fast, everyone wants to get places fast, but where are they all hurrying to?” the elderly driver grumbled
philosophically. But he nevertheless stepped on the gas.
*
It was the intermission. The audience began to flock out into the lobby and Tursyn, going off to the side,
started to puff on a cigarette.
It was still raining. Rain washed the darkened window. The magically dancing, madly whirling streams beating
down on the asphalt formed an excrescence in the glare of the streetlights.
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”She couldn’t wait half an hour. What kind of love is that when a girl can’t wait half an hour for her lover?
What if something had happened to me? There are plenty of things that can happen to a fellow.”
Somebody tugged at his sleeve. Tursyn whirled around.
“You?”
“Me.”
The same girl. She tidied her bangs with her hand.
“Here we’ve met again,” she said.
“Yes,” replied Tursyn.
“Much sooner than one might have imagined.”
“Umhum.”
“What row are you in?”
“Thirteen. Unlucky number.’
“Think of that, I’m also in the thirteenth row. How is it we didn’t notice each other?”
“The rows are long, you know,” Tursyn said venomously. The girl touched his hand.
“I see you’re in a bad mood. But all the same, it’s good we met. I’ll give you back your umbrella after the
concert.”
“I shall be most grateful.”
“What is your seat number?”
“Sixteen.”
“And .mine is nineteen.”
“That’s very nice.”
“I see your friend didn’t wait for you,” the girl said sympathetically, even too sympathetically, her eyes
gleaming innocently. “But now you’ll know the price one sometimes has to pay for unwanted chivalry. May this
serve as a good lesson to you.”
“What?” Tursyn flared up. “And you dare say that to me? I bet your fellow didn’t bother waiting for you,
either. I, for one, wouldn’t have. It’s the last thing I’d need—”
“Why, how can you—” the girl began.
But then she glanced at the cross, dishevelled Tursyn and burst out laughing. And, looking at her, he laughed,
too. They both laughed.
*
They went into the auditorium together. It turned out there were two empty seats between them. Quite by
accident, of course.
A sharp young man ran out onto the stage and began to juggle some cups and saucers. Then he stuffed all these
dishes up his sleeve, jerked his shoulder, and a dove popped out of his other sleeve, circled above the theatre and
flew into the wings. The audience burst into applause.
Tursyn moved from the sixteenth to the seventeenth seat.
A. strict-looking, highly respectable matron appeared on stage. Her dress was covered with gold sequins and
glittered as brightly as Tursyn’s brocade tie. The matron unexpectedly struck up a song in a wheezy, sociable
voice:
Labour days are over,
Saturday is here.
Oh, I do so want to
Dance a waltz with you.

Tursyn’s neighbour moved from the nineteenth to the eighteenth seat.
“Thank you,” she whispered, handing him the umbrella.
“You’re welcome,” he said.
“You sure helped me out,” she whispered.
“Nonsense,” he whispered back.
“Shh, quiet over there,” their neighbours shushed them. “You can coo away at home.”
The girl pulled away, flushing. Tursyn retained her hand in his. They sat side by side, their shoulders touching.
*
The rain finally stopped. Tursyn and the girl were standing at the bus stop.
“Here’s my bus,” the girl said.
“Ours,” said Tursyn. “You forgot we live in the same district.” They settled themselves on the back seat.
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“Which part of the programme did you like better, the first or the second?” asked the girl, breaking the silence.
“The second,” said Tursyn.
“What a strange coincidence, I did, too.”
They fell silent. The city centre flashed by the window, the Post Office, the gate of the old park. The block
houses of the new district now stretched along the sides of the street.
“This is my stop,” said the girl.
“It’s mine, too,” said Tursyn.
They walked along the dark street in the night, getting stuck in mud every minute. The girl took Tursyn’s arm.
“Excuse me,” she said.
“That’s all right,” said Tursyn.
They were surrounded by one and two-storey wooden cottages. The girl slowed her pace as they drew up to
one of them.
“Here’s my home,” she said. They both were silent for some time.
“Thank you, and goodbye,” said the girl, and turned toward the door.
“Goodbye,” said Tursyn.
The lock clicked. Tursyn saw a light go on on the second floor. He leaned against the wet fence and lit a
cigarette.
“What’s the hurry now, Sir Beisenov?” he muttered. “Tomorrow’s Sunday, the last bus must have finished its
run. You might as well get a breath of air, Sergeant Beisenov.”
“Why don’t you leave?”
The girl had come back. She again seemed greatly annoyed.
“I don’t know,” said Tursyn. “I’m getting a breath of air.”
“You’re getting a breath of cigarette smoke, not air. Go home at once.”
“Yes, ma’am, your word is my command,” said Tursyn.
Tursyn: Her nose isn’t too big at all. And her eyebrows are like a crescent moon. And she’s kind and
thoughtful. What’s it to her? But she came out and is standing there, shivering with cold...
The girl: He’s not skinny at all, he’s svelte. And he’s kind and thoughtful. He walked me home. And without
any of that fun and games …
“You probably missed the bus?” she asked. Tursyn lit a match.
“One thirty,” he said. “Well, that’s all right. I’ll stroll back. The air is so fresh that it will be pure pleasure.”
“Pure pleasure to walk in that mud?”
“What’s mud to us infantrymen?!” joked Tursyn.
“I won’t let you go alone; what if something were to happen to you?”
“Don’t worry. ‘Something’ is more likely to happen to those who will want something to happen to me.”
“Well then, march along,” said the girl, turning away.
“I’m marching.”
“Well, march.”
“Well, I’m marching. Oh, by the way, what’s your name?”
“Saule.”
“What?”
“Sa-u-le. You hard of hearing or something?”
Tursyn began to roar with laughter. He laughed irrepressibly, his head thrown back. And the stars danced in the
pure, cold sky. And the round moon winked good-naturedly at the lovers.
“I’d like to know what’s so funny about my name,” said Saule, at a loss.
*
That’s all. And now I’ll ask you a question. Tell me, how did this business all start anyway? And who, or what
is to blame for it—the rain, the fact that it was Saturday, the bad public transportation or the snazzy Japanese
umbrella which my friend Tursyn was once given by private Zaza Kabriadze from his platoon? You don’t know? I
don’t either. All I know is that there was a wedding recently, that I was at that wedding, drank my fill of mead and
beer, as the saying goes, and also gave the young couple a record:
Saturday is over,
Labor days are here.

That is, what am I saying? I got it all mixed up, it’s all the other way round:
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Saturday is here,
Oh, I do so want to
Dance a waltz with you.

265.161 1. Moscow In My Heart 2. Music For Driving To The Airport 3. The World Of Culture 4. Interview with Style
(2009) 5. Interview with tengri (2012): Statements And Interviews\fn{by Zhaniya Aubakirova (c.1960?- )} Kazakhstan
(F) 6

1
Moscow is 850 years old. It is impossible to realize to the full extent this fact about one of the biggest
megalopolises of our planet. My heart tells me that the immense and unconditional love to Moscow and to its
citizens comes from a strong feeling of unity, sharing of the blessed atmosphere of the city, calm confidence that
the city is meant to be the place of cultural, spiritual, moral and social life. People living on the 1/6 th of the earth
all share this one virtue which never loses its value—the spiritual and cultural space. It was created and nurtured
by numerous generations of creators.
Poets and writers, politicians and economists, culturologists and philosophers, musicians and artists created
during “iron curtain” and during good times, creating masterpieces of human spirit, unreachable for speculators,
and these masterpieces became national treasure of the people who have this strange and fading name—soviet
people. Only when the time passes, and when the inevitable change of values comes one can see the uniqueness of
the historical moment, where the access to the spiritual values for the people of a huge country was completely
free.
The unique atmosphere of its cultural life and the talent concentration are the main ingredients of all the
wonderful processes. Everlasting monuments—the Bolshoy, Great Hall of the Conservatory, Mariinsky theatre,
Hermitage; Cultural guests—Kyiv, Minsk, Baltic countries, Georgia. Names—Sakharov, Solzhenitsyn, Richter,
Gilels, Oystrach, Rostropovich. All the processes of bringing democracy to the society, magazines, newspapers,
“backrooms”, stores, restructuring, hope … Strong, deep and bright impressions of the theatre premieres, ballet
shows, exhibitions, tours of the musicians—all these have found their place in the soul and left very special
feelings.
I was lucky to study in the Moscow Conservatory. This was a place that cultivated such qualities as high
professionalism, wise attention to cultural values, traditions, the ability to grow and bring new traditions, passion
to the professional growth. It is so often that these necessary features of education are declared on paper, and
remain being nothing more but good words and intentions. Nevertheless, every time the Conservatory
successfully managed to create that highly demanded “product” that was carefully grown, nurtured and inspired
by the teachers of this wonderful conservatory. Any prominent achievements in the musical world have to do with
the graduates of the Moscow conservatory, and reveal their deep connection with Russian or Soviet musical
school. This fact is acknowledged by the global musical community. The unique faculty staff resembles powerful
tree trunk that grows beautiful crown of performers. I am naming only pianists—L. N. Vlasenko, E. V. Malinin, L.
N. Naumov, V. V. Gornostayeva, V. K. Merzhanov, M. V. Voskresensky and many others. We have experienced
together so many beautiful moments, sharing the “spiritual food”. We never missed a concert, passionately
struggling for the tickets, and then listening to quartet art of Borodin, Virsaladze, duet of Kachan and Gutman,
discovering Schnitke, Denisov, Gubaidullina. We all shared the thirst to play music, and now, thinking back to
those moments, I realize how deeply they are embedded in the soul, always bringing never-ending longing for
romanticism, spirituality and excitement.
I remember how I had to play Rachmaninoff’s second piano concerto, having G. N. Rozhdestvensky at the
second piano. He is an outstanding conductor, and a virtuoso piano player. I remember that feeling that always
comes when you sit next to the musical genius: the spirit goes up, and it seems that some superior force is moving
your hands. It is impossible to understand why, but being close to a great musician, you yourself become
something more: more brave, more daring, and all of a sudden you discover the true meaning of the music that
was hidden before. I can never forget songs of Brahms, performed by Hungarian bass Laslo Polgar. This was the
moment, when I, accompanying him, have felt for the first time a very fine, hardly noticeable but very important
difference in sounding, intoning. As if I touched European vocal culture. I feel so much joy that experiences we
shared together, for example, with Misha Katz, are still alive in my soul. We spent hours playing cello sonatas by
Brahms, Beethoven, never saying a word, without any pressure, purely enjoying the possibility to communicate
through sounding. Out of all memories these bring thrill the most.
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I feel special gratitude to the teachers – M. V. Milman, who lived 85 years of a happy teaching and
composition life; G. A. Alikhanov, whose students, acquiring a great experience in chamber music, were
surrounded by the atmosphere of humanity, humor and kindness. Always thinking fondly about most dear teachers
—L. N. Vlasenko, people’s artist of the USSR,\fn{ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics} professor who has passed away
too early in his life and about an outstanding musician of today—Mikhail Pletnev, who had a great impact on
forming independent musical thinking. I was truly lucky that these people opened the doors to the musical world
for me, who helped me to discover the wonderful world of piano.
One has to notice how contacts, international friendship influence art, innovations and attitude towards cultural
values, and the lifestyle. I would like to give a few examples of this. Composition style of G. Zhubanova and Y.
Shaporin—Moscow school, it continues today in its students. A. Mambetov combines traditions of Moscow’s
drama school, and thanks to him best directors and plays are always performed in Almaty. T. Abdrashev is
Rozhdestvensky’s favorite student. G. Murzabekova was accepted to David Oystrach’s class, and this was during
the times when he had an intense concert life and would not accept anyone in class. A. Musakhodzhayeva—she is
the professor of Moscow Conservatory, V. Klimov’s student, over the past few years she managed to improve the
quality of concert life, inviting world stars to perform in Almaty. A. Dnishev has achieved greatest artistic heights
together with Russian folk orchestra and with a prominent concertmaster E. Shenderovich. D. Kaseinov—he is an
everlasting fuel of cultural life, bringing together everything bright and talented, organizing unique concerts,
competitions, festivals, research symposiums, international musical collectives.
Numerous graduates coming from Kazakhstan now perform on global level—M. Bisengaliev, violinist with a
great potential and happy start of his musical career, Z. Kenzhbulatova—an outstanding pianist, who works now
in the USA, S. Tazhibayeva—bright performer and talented musicologist live and works now in Germany, T.
Yerzhanov—a gifted musician, and very fine ensemble player—he is giving concerts in Europe. This list could go
on, but it illustrates a great community created during several years of studying and sharing life in the Moscow
Conservatory. This musical fellowship grows over time, creating a true global musical space.
“Army” of the Moscow Conservatory alumni has all chances to conquer the world and set the regime of
culture and spirituality, art and intellect, granting love and kindness with a strict schedule of fulfilling all hopes
and dreams of the mankind. But in the beginning it starts with Moscow who turns 850 now.
2
As it often happens in our life, I was running terribly late for my flight. The running around of all the packing,
traffic on the roads, tension in the atmosphere, and the spring sun shining too bright … All this got up to the
boiling point, and it seemed to me that any minute something will explode somewhere. All of a sudden, through
the tiring noise of the streets I could hear a fine silent sound of the drums, and in a few seconds—sound of
clarinet, marking the beginning of Ravel’s “Bolero” I thought to myself:
“If I am lucky, I will listen to my favorite music all the way to the airport. If not—it will end on the last quarter
of the road”.
I decided to watch the road and the music simultaneously. This was an exciting voyage. While we were in the
city—with all its traffic jams, automobiles signals, hurrying drivers—the music was calm, slow, and tender. It did
not care about the bustling on the streets. It seemed that the music was inviting to be in a different mood, opposite
to all that tension. And it succeeded, quickly restoring inner harmony: my mind, my body got into order.
This happens a lot in art: existing in two different time perceptions…
After the road got somewhat clear, and the speed of the car increased, the music also started gaining power,
and the little runnels of the melody started uniting into strong streams and the road started showing the deep
connection to earth, sky, trees, and the soul. The perception of life changes and I could see the true meaning of the
being.
This is the power of music! During 16 minutes of driving to the airport, and the last solemn chord of “Bolero”
sounded together with the opening of the road barrier before the parking, I could clearly see the full and bright
image of life and the main meaning of it. This world is beautiful!
3
It is difficult to find more whimsical part of a society, rather than culture workers. All at them serves as an
occasion for criticism: that does not suffice them of means for an embodiment of great plans, public pays them a
cold inattention, they do not have conditions for transfer of unique experience, and that at theatre or a concert hall
light does not burn and walls have peeled off. A pose expecting the help of “not recognized geniuses” at them
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always on call and where throw, all of them are debtors—both a society, and public, and authorities. It would
seem, exceptions extremely few, both it is rare where and it is rare when the cultural community is ready to
expression of gratitude, satisfaction and friendly attachment, especially if as their object the authority acts, and the
artist by definition, always and everywhere is to it in opposition.
And who could think, that in modern Kazakhstan at writers, actors and other masters of culture there has come
an epoch of “the minimal claims”. They are disarmed and excited by stream which has suddenly fallen on them
like blessings, and let this stream doesn’t irrigate all and everyone, but even the most exacting and critically
adjusted are ready to recognize—in Kazakhstan without loud applications and declarations the real cultural
revolution is made. Revolution original, for a long time desirable and as it is difficult to believe in it, a cultural
revolution inspired and directed by a hand of President Nursultan Nazarbaeva. Suddenly correct words which say
everyone and always, find flesh and the validity, suddenly indisputable ideas which sound always and from
everywhere, really become reality, and even a word-combination known all over the world written one word
“starvingartist” in modern Kazakhstan already is not written like that. The authority stretches a hand to culture,
the authority patronizes artists, the authority has passed from cultural to attitudes of original respect and a
recognition. And all because the leader of the nation, perhaps, unique on all post-Soviet space, has seen in culture
all what it as a matter of fact is: national memory, national pride and the national future.
Culture is people, those whimsical artists, from which so simply to wave away. However Nursultan Nazarbaev
speaks and operates differently, declaring:
“Always on a head above that people which appreciates art and cherishs talents.”
Great declaration! And it, to our surprise, is embodied during a life. Around grow and every possible funds of
support, the program of development, various initiatives for the help to talents are multiplied. It is necessary to be
absolutely lazy and not trusting in itself, that young and gifted musician in modern Kazakhstan to not find any
grant, the lumpsum help and the program of assistance to beginning geniuses. Where further, if every year 3000
young kazakhstan citizens go due to the state resources to conquer the world and to study in the best educational
institutions. Many will be surprised, but they are really most talanted of our children, not sonnies and daughters of
“the necessary people”. Where still it is possible to find similar generosity and foresight? Unless at the Chineses
year after year sending their gifted youth abroad and ready to what will return far not all of them … And maybe
successes of China are so impressing, cause that this plan works as is conceived, confirming a main role of “the
human factor” in a life of any people?
The Culture plays the first role in what the others think of us. Culture is—our image which always can be
transformed into contracts, joint projects, investments, and trust and mutual understanding. Our president one of
the few among the CIS\fn{Commonwealth of Independent States} countries understood, that ideas of us are however
important and “material”, and has began to invest actively a national resource in image of the country, in its
culture representing us for others. Nursultan Nazarbaev speaks:
“The President personally is responsible for that its nation has not disappeared the nearest 100-200 years as it
was with many turkis of Altai this century and as a maximum, grown up and has taken worthy its histories place
in world family of other nations. The problem consists in managing ‘to enter’ a huge body of national culture on
the next abrupt bend in a cloth of history. Culture—shape of the nation, life of its spirit and intelligence.”
Who we are and what we are in family of nations is our culture. That is why, not regretting means, with
assistance of the President tours of greater collectives abroad, and among them concerts of a symphonic orchestra
of (100 person are organized!) our conservatory in England, Italy, Germany. Everywhere—tremendous success,
enthusiasm, enthusiastic press. These communications develop into joint conferences, concert projects, the
master-classes where we on equal cooperate with the recognized European leaders in musical business.
Thus huge curiosity causes national musical art of Kazakhstan: everyone wishes “to touch” it literally, to learn
“on taste”. It is fine, what we play the European classics, but what in us is unique, unrepetable, and only? As
President Nursultan Nazarbaev speaks:
“The main maintenance of cultural identification, and the further, the more, will be connected with destenies
ours the general Native land—Kazakhstan with its unique history, and the cultural landscape, which is not
reduced in the pure state neither to east nor to western cultural models. Much from secret pictures of ancient
history, from a treasury of cultural-historical memory of our talented and skilful people is presented in our songs
and kyuis, legends and thoughts.”
Never before our music caused such support of the state, never earlier we had an opportunity to show to the
world fruits of our musical fantasy. Today the Kazakh national art, and not only musical, experiences true boom,
revival. And how can be differently if for the first time in history we realize ourselves as the nation and the
country? The president as the leader of the young country, perhaps, is even sharper rather than each of us, feels
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necessity of national identity, national self-determination, and this process is made now, today, before our eyes.
One of signs on this process undoubtedly is blossoming of national art.
I should tell about my own destiny, about constant respect and support which I meet both from the President
and from other structures of authority, and from our citizens. Thinking of the reasons of such extreme attention
which I, certainly, would not have in other country, you come to an idea that the point is in our national respect for
people of art. Who was the first hero of nomadic people of Kazakhstan to whom recollected to whom lasted both
in grief and in pleasure? Certainly, to the singer, the storyteller, to the poet, to dombra player, to the one who a
word and a sound expressed soul of people and he became close to all and everyone. European people have lost
this direct generality with the actors, for them they are more likely media persons looking from covers of
magazines, perhaps; in Kazakhstan people of culture are native children of the nation, members of the big national
family. Whether not so and today, through centuries and generations are perceived our legendary Dzhambul and
Абай? And each art worker bears on itself a part of this family community and responsibility in front of all people
who trust us. It is fine, that the President personifying people of Kazakhstan, treats us as also the policy expresses
this attitude ennobling us.
The culture of our country, its spiritual support, and itself requires in sensable base, and in this role its
infrastructure acts: system of establishments of culture—theatres, educational institutions, libraries, museums.
Also it is desirable modern, equipped for all necessary. The technics of XXI century has brought to us new needs;
today already it is impossible to present a conservatory not only without fist-class instruments, but also without
perfect soundrecording system, without concert hall with great acoustics and conditioning system, without
conference hall with projecting machines, without computers and internet, without good restaurant. It is necessary
not only to ourselves, but also to our foreign visitors who without it would not apprehend us as equal in rights
partners. And today we have all this, including conservatoire radio “Classics” which will broadcast to all
Kazakhstan. Last years instead of habitual official indifference even more often you hear in different instances:
“What can we make for you? How to help you?” What has suddenly happened, what has forced the people
who before have been not interested in culture, to this pleasant change? I believe, it is a policy of the President
who absolutely sincerely and with conviction speaks:
“The person of a society is defined by its attitude to creative people. We shall support our outstanding writers,
musicians, actors, artists not in the single order, but on a constant basis. We shall find means for support of all
largest theatres and libraries of the country. We shall open new theatres and museums during this uneasy time. It is
our contribution to the future.”
Such approach in something reminds the first years of the Soviet authority, when there was no bread, but the
Big Theathre was working, poetric word was heard, performances were played at Vahtangov, Stanislavkiy,
Meyerhold … And though now it is enough bread, the authority has a true understanding of priorities: in fact it
appears, the consciousness defines life, instead of life—consciousness and consequently bread spiritual defines
competitiveness of the nation and its opportunity to approve in the world. Whether has confirmed this truth the
experience of the Soviet state? That is why Kazakhstan allocates means for various festivals, statements, concerts,
caring of that plans were embodied and cultural projects became reality. As though explaining so sensitive attitude
to culture and its needs, the president speaks:
“Around of that we designate concept ‘culture’, the most thin substances without which existence of the person
is impossible are concentrated.”
Everything, that is done today in our culture, got by spirit of eurasianity which we by the right are proud.
Eurasianity is not a fashionable word, but the essence of our way of life and principles, and our culture too.
Nomadic people are those who connects near and far who serves as the bridge, communication and way of
contacts for the most different cultures and civilizations.
“The spirit of an openness and cooperation—a part of tradition of our people,” is reminded by President
Nursultan Nazarbaev. “From time immemorial Kazakhstan was the ground of meetings and the neighbourhoods
of various customs and cultures.”
Such understanding of the country and its people guarantees against the greatest harms of the present, from
intolerance, nationalism and xenofoby. It is joyful to hear, that the culture of Kazakhstan as culture of many
nations blossoms; it is pleasant to know, that to all nations opportunities of cultural development and selfexpression are guaranteed in Kazakhstan, that we are protected from hatred and violence by our traditions of
nomadic culture, traditions which so naturally and steadily are developed by the President.
We are opened for cultural dialogue, for commonwealth and cooperation. It is unique, that it would be
desirable to wish ourselves is to be active, initiative, desire and skill to work. “Create, invent, try,” as the poet
spoke. We yet have not quite got rid of the Soviet psychology of expectation of the blessings and “the stretched
hand”; as it would be desirable, that we answered each step of authority our two own steps. In fact we and
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authority go towards each other for an overall aim, for spiritual prosperity of our people. The authority gives us a
material basis, the rest depends on us. If we will reach in this interaction the necessary balance, not far off almost
“Golden Age”. Whether the President when speaks dreams of it:
“Only when material riches and riches spiritual will come to mutual harmony, it is possible to construct such
society to which all mankind aspires.”
4\fn{You do a lot to promote classical music. Do you think that today classical music needs promotion more than ever? }
Classical music always needed to be popularized. The mankind always lacked a deep understanding of the
culture, philosophy, and complex theories of the being. Classical music can give answers to these difficult
questions, which many people today do not want to ask themselves, or are afraid of them. It is not just classical
music that needs to be popularized—the need of spirituality is what lacks support and protection.
It seems that those who want to dedicate their life to music and concert activity also need this kind of
protection and support. This is why musician and teacher Zhaniya Aubakirova since 2000 has initiated an annual
program for children, called “Rising Stars”. It aims to support the talented youth. Every year more than 350 gifted
children who have completed secondary musical education take part in the program.
One of the first nongovernmental educational organizations—Zhaniya Aubakirova’s College—started working
since 1994. Its approach is dramatically different from usual routine of a musical school. This is why it was “in
the air” right away.\fn{Zhaniya Aubakirova’s College is known by its unusual educational program—music is combined with math …
how can you combine science and art?}
Indeed, this is an educational institution of a new type: the program combines secondary education, following
the state standard. It is fostered by a complex of philosophical, cultural, artistic and sport subjects. It also includes
a cycle of courses that provide specially gifted children with a professional education.
I am pleased that you know about the program “Music and Mathematics”, we are realizing it for several years
already. We have won the grant from “Texaco Global Foundation” who announced the competition for the
development of this program in 150 countries. The strategic goal of the competition is to support the research of
the artificial intelligence. This research goes on around the world, we are happy to be a part of such global
problems.
Actually, many scientists focus now on studying the “musical brain”, musical talent—these components of a
highly organized intellect. We are always happy to hear about new discoveries and try to promote them as much
as we can.\fn{It was a common belief before that children living in educated families should play the piano. Is this still present today?
What instrument is preferred today?}
Well, my family was like this: father is an academician; mother is a professor at Kazakh State University.
When I was growing up, my hobbies were not very usual: I would go to the Lenin’s library and read Kant, Hegel,
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. I was determined to write a candidate’s dissertation in philosophy. These hobbies
were not in vain, because when I became thirty years old I could clearly express my thoughts, and experiences
some troubles in communicating with the peers for being too “nerdy”.
I think, that children in educated families, especially girls, should indeed play the piano, and know main
classical pieces, composers of the times, in order to be considered cultured and educated. Today our society
follows again this wonderful tradition—to teach their children music. Piano is the preferred instrument, because it
is one of the most universal instruments. Violins, cellos are popular, but not as much. Parents teach their kids to
play the dombra, and also saxophone and flute. And of course, everyone wants to sing.\fn{ You have mentioned in one
of your interviews: “Every minute I am a student: scared, a little lost, but carrying on anyway …” What are trying to achieve all the time? }
I cannot answer this question by listing specific goals and objectives I have in mind. All my life I am interested
how can I express the richness of the music through the instrument. It seems to be a technical, not artistic task,
very professional one. In order to solve this problem and satisfy my everlasting interest towards the piano I have
to do a lot of other work that can seem not important and not necessary at first glance.
People often ask me: how do you manage to combine artistic and administrative, social work? I think that if
you do not know that something is hard, you can do it rather easily. Really, I know so many examples of people
who work hundreds of times more, and have tremendous success anyway.\fn{ I have heard that you have worked on a
book. Did it ever get published, what is it about?}
I work on this book all my conscious life, because I write a lot of articles, interviews, speeches and reports. I
think I have enough material not just for one book. I only need to edit it, put away unnecessary things and find a
publisher.\fn{You often travel away from home. All family experts say that you cannot leave your husband alone … }
This is a difficult question. Nothing has a hundred percent guarantee. You say “I am not afraid of it”, and this
something happens all of a sudden. We both are very vulnerable about this: leaving him alone, I am myself alone
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for a long time. One thing that calms me down is that our relationship is funded on a deep feeling of mutual
respect and healthy rationalism. We almost never get jealous of each other. Still, sometimes I ask him—who is
calling you?
I think I wasn’t born a family person, in its commonsense. I am happy that I have a good husband and family
who love and accept me the way I am. I work a lot on social life. I think, this is the way I am made: the most
important for me is what is going on in the Conservatory, in the musical world, in life …\fn{ Please tell us about your
children …}
My sons—Almas and Alikhan are smart and rational. The older one is one of the developers of “Music and
Mathematics” program, and has graduated from school with golden medal. What makes me proud the most—he
was the captain of the basketball team, which has won teams of all private and state schools of our city. We have
special hopes for the little one—he is a unique artist. Really, both of my sons are incredible.\fn{ Whether or not the
woman’s image is whole and complete depends on harmony of outer and inner. How do you understand “Style”? What does it mean to
you?}

Style is a very large term. In its wide sense it means that every person has individual style. I do not mean
“stylish”, which has more to do with fashion and person’s exterior. Style is individuality. One has to know and
appreciate their uniqueness; otherwise the person starts to mimic and copy someone, following some standard, not
daring to be different. This is very common among the youth. Growing older, we start understand the life more,
we start valuing the sincerity, warmth of the soul, humor. These things indicate the harmony of outer and inner. Of
course, it is important to be attractive: we all want to look good.
My recipe is very simple: the more intensively I work, the more I hear “You look wonderful!” I think, many
women in Kazakhstan know and apply this recipe of hard and never ending work to preserve their divine beauty.
This is why we have so many beautiful women!
5\fn{You manage to combine your intense concert activity and your work as rector of the conservatory with family life. Where do you get
the strength for all this?}
There are many sources of strength. The most interesting is to be in a creative mode, overcoming doubts,
numerous stereotypes, and clichés. Often the greatest worries start two weeks before a project, when there are
unforeseen circumstances. But through the experience, character is built; you gain stamina and can run with
confidence to the finish line. Lately I’ve started enjoying this state of time pressure, risk and adventure. In these
moments, courage and determination awaken, and additional sources of power are tapped for achieving great
results. I’ve been lucky in my life. I work with interesting people who are able to generate fresh ideas and carry
them through to brilliant conclusions. Indeed, working with a professional team inspires me.\fn{ What does the work
in the conservatory mean to you and what are the prospects of the country’s musical future? }
Today the conservatory is a large educational and cultural center not only for Kazakhstan but for Central Asia
as a whole. Our teachers are not only excellent mentors; they expend a lot of effort to arrange projects that fit their
creative calling. For instance, our choral work is connected to the names of Anatoly Molodov and Bazargaly
Zhamanbayev. Shakhimardan Abilov trains singers—winners of international contests—and arranges the classical
music festival in the Pavlodar region every year. Gaukhar Murzabekova’s art is the special sound of string
orchestras and ensambles. Professor Anatoly Gaissin cultivates talented accordianists. Karima Sakharbayeva
could be included in the Guinness Book of World Records for having the greatest number of pupils. They have
produced monographs, folklore research, educational television programming and articles. Composer Aktoty
Raimkulova is the mastermind of the Nauryz-21 modern musical festival. The conservatory’s pianists, under the
leadership of Anna Zelentsova, organize an international piano competition and the Almaty International Piano
Festival. We are proud of the Classical Radio project implemented by our teachers. We are broadcasting on 102.8
FM, with the technical support of Khabar Channel. It presents a model of coopereation between educators and a
media company that is unique for our country.
It is always a pleasure to tell our partners about the policies of our President and of our government in the area
of the performing arts. The right kind of environment has been established here. Our adaptability, creative and
success in the country and in the international arena depends only on us.\fn{ How would you describe the modern audience
of classical music concerts?}
I am glad to answer this question. Within the past few years we have been able to put together concerts in the
Great Conservatory Hall that follow the modern standards of concert management. Today every concert we
arrange is sold out. All my life I have dreamt of seeing spiritual, intellectual and successful people who have high
internal and external cultural standards at our concernts. There is no better reward than hearing words of gratitude
from them. We studied the demand for our product among different kinds of listeners before we reached the place
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we are now. This has allowed us to create several season-ticket concerts: Orchestra Palette, Across Countries and
Continents, His Majesty’s Organ, The Voice of the Steppe, Masterpieces of Classical Music, Journey into the
World of Music (for children). Students get real practice through participating in these concernts. In addition,
famous musicians from all over the world visit our conservatory through concernts and master classes. Through
social networking we are constantly expanding our audience, which in turn spreads information about our events.
We are proud of this work that increases the level of music and the overall spiritual culture.\fn{What do you wish
for the reader of our magazine?}
I would like to encourage Air Astana’s passengers to listen to good music as much as possible while flying.
The deep sense of music takes you to a higher plane (literally and figuratively). You are sure to become closer to
the divine source that will lift your soul as well as your thoughts, resolve and undertakings.\fn{ This is a truncated
interview. Prior to the first question there appears this last part of the answer to the previous question: “the audience. After the concerts they
discussed not only the talents of our students, but pride for our country as well. This means a lot to me; it really touches the soul.” This
section of the author’s website should be periodically revisited to see whether or not the missing portion of the interview has been
restored:H}

213.11 Excerpt from Daywatch\fn{by Sergei Lukyanenko (1968- )} Karatau, Jambyl Province, Kazakhstan (M) 9
I never have enough time to get ready in the morning. I can get up at seven, or even at six, but I still need
another five minutes. Why is it always like that, I wonder?
I was standing in front of the mirror, hastily putting on my lipstick, and as always happens when you’re in a
hurry, the lipstick was going on unevenly, as if I were a schoolgirl who’d secretly borrowed her mother’s for the
first time. It would have been better not to bother at all and go out without any makeup on. I don’t have any
complexes about that—I look good enough without it.
“Alya!”
Here we go.
That just has to happen, doesn’t it?
“What is it, Mom?” I shouted, fastening my sandals in a hurry.
“Come here, my little one.”
“Mom, I’ve already got my shoes on!” I shouted, adjusting a twisted strap. “I’m late, Mom!”
“Alya!”
It was pointless arguing. Deliberately clattering my heels, although I wasn’t really angry at all, I walked into
the kitchen. Mom was sitting in front of the television, the way she always does, and drinking yet another cup of
tea with yet another cake. What is it she likes so much about those repulsive Danish cakes? They’re such terrible
garbage! Not to mention how bad they are for the figure.
“Little one, are you going to be late again today?” Mom asked, without even turning her head in my direction.
“I don’t know.”
“Alisa, I don’t think you ought to let it happen. Normal working hours are one thing, but keeping you there
until one in the morning …” Mom shook her head.
“They pay for it,” I said offhandedly.
And then Mom did look at me. And her lips began to tremble.
“So you hold that against me, do you?”
My mother always did have an expressive voice, like an actress’s. She should have worked in the theater.
“Yes, we live on your wages,” my mom said bitterly. “The state robbed us and threw us out to die at the side of
the road. Thank you, dear daughter, for not forgetting about us. Your father and I are very grateful to you. But
there’s no need to keep reminding us—”
“Mom, I didn’t mean anything of the sort. You know I don’t have a standard working day!”
“Working day!” My mom flung her arms in the air. She had a crumb of cake on her chin.
“Working night, more like! And who knows what you get up to?”
“Mom …”
Of course, she didn’t really think anything of the kind. On the contrary, she was always proudly telling her
friends what a fine, upstanding girl I was. It was just that in the morning she felt like arguing. Perhaps she’d been
watching the news and she’d heard yet another disgusting story about our life here in Russia. Perhaps she and Dad
had had a fight first thing in the morning—that would explain why he had left so early.
“And I’ve no intention of becoming a grandmother at forty!” my mom went on, without following any
particular logic. What logic did she need, anyway? She’d been afraid for ages that I would get married and leave
home and she’d be left living with just my father. Or maybe she wouldn’t—I’d taken a look at the reality lines,
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and it was very probable that my dad would leave her for another woman. He was three years younger than Mom,
and unlike her, he took care of himself.
“You’ll be fifty this year, Mom,” I said. “Sorry, I’m really in a hurry.” When I was already in the hallway, I
heard my mom’s voice, full of righteous indignation:
“You never did want to talk to your mother like a normal human being!”
“There was a time when I wanted to,” I muttered to myself as I skipped out the door. “When I still was a
human being I wanted to. But where were you then …”
I knew for sure that Mom was taking comfort in thinking about the argument she would have with me in the
evening. And she was dreaming about involving Dad in it too. When I thought about that, it instantly put me in a
foul mood.
What kind of way to behave is that—deliberately provoking a fight with someone you love? But Mom just
loves to do it. And she doesn’t understand it’s her own character that killed my father’s love for her.
I’ll never do that to anyone. And I won’t let Mom do it either!
There was no one in the hallway, but even if there had been it wouldn’t have stopped me. I turned back to face
the door and looked at it in a special way, with my eyes slightly crossed … so that I could see my shadow.
My real shadow. The one that’s cast by the Twilight.
It looks as if the gloom is condensing in front of you, until it becomes an absolutely black, intense darkness—
so black it would make a starless night look like day. And against the background of that darkness you see a
trembling, swirling, grayish silhouette, not quite three-dimensional but not flat either … As if it had been cut out
of dirty cotton wool. Or maybe it’s the other way around—a hole has been cut through the great Darkness, leaving
a doorway into the Twilight.
I took a step forward onto the shadow and it slid upward, enfolding my body, and the world changed.
The colors almost completely disappeared. Everything was frozen in a dark, gray blur, like what appears on a
television screen if you turn the color and contrast all the way down. Sounds slowed down, leaving silence, with
nothing but a rarely audible background rumble, as faint as the murmur of a distant sea.
I was in the Twilight. I could see Mom’s resentment blazing in the apartment. A bitter, lemon-yellow color
mixed with self-pity and her acid-green dislike of my dad, who had chosen the wrong time to go to the garage and
tinker with his car.
And there was a black vortex slowly taking shape above Mom’s head. A curse directed at someone specific,
still weak, on the level of “I hope that job of yours drives you crazy, you ungrateful creature!” But it was a
mother’s curse, and they’re especially powerful and tenacious.
Oh no, my dear mom! Thank’s to your efforts, Dad had a heart attack at thirty-seven and three years ago I
barely managed to save him from another—at a cost that I don’t even want to remember. And now you’ve set
your sights on me?
I reached out through the Twilight as hard as I could, so hard I got a stabbing pain under my shoulder blades,
and grabbed hold of Mom’s mind—it twitched and then froze. Okay … now this is what we’ll do …
I broke into a sweat, although it’s always cool in the Twilight. I wasted energy that would have been useful at
work.
But a moment later Mom no longer remembered that she’d been speaking to me. And in general, she was
really pleased that I was such a hard worker, that I was appreciated and liked at work, that I went out when it was
barely light and didn’t come back until after midnight.
That’s done. Probably the effect would only be temporary. After all, I didn’t want to delve too deeply into
Mom’s mind. But at least I could count on a couple of months of peace and quiet. And so could my dad—I’m my
dad’s daughter and I love him a lot more than my mom. It’s only kids who can’t tell you who they love more—
their mom or their dad—grown-ups have no problem answering the question.
When I was finished, I removed the half-formed black vortex, and it drifted out through the walls, looking for
someone to attach itself to. I took a breath and cast a critical glance around the entrance.
Yes, it hadn’t been cleaned for a long time. The blue moss had crept over everything again, and it was thickest
around our door. That was only natural. With Mom’s hysterical fits, there was always something for it to feed on.
When I was little I used to think the Light Ones planted the moss to annoy us. Then it was explained to me that
the blue moss is a native inhabitant of the Twilight, a parasite that consumes human emotions.
“Ice!” I commanded, flinging out my hand.
The cold obediently gathered at my fingertips and ran across the walls like a stiff brush. The frozen needles of
moss dropped to the floor, instantly decaying.
Take that! That will teach you to go feeding on people’s petty little thoughts!
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That’s real Power, the Power of an Other. I emerged from the Twilight—in the human world less than two
seconds had passed—and straightened my hair. My forehead was damp. I had to take out my handkerchief and
blot off the sweat. And of course when I looked in my mirror I could see that my mascara had smudged.
I had no time to fuss over my appearance.
I just threw on a light veil of attractiveness that would prevent any human being from noticing the faults in my
makeup. We call it a paranjah, and everybody likes to poke fun at Others who wear it, but we all use it anyway.
When we’re short of time or we need to be absolutely sure of making a good impression—or sometimes just for
fun. One pretty young witch from Pskov—who doesn’t really know how to do anything right except throw on a
paranjah—has been working as a model for three years. She makes her living from it. The only trouble is that the
spell doesn’t work on photographs and videos, so she has to keep turning down all the offers she receives to work
in advertising.
Nothing was going my way today.
The elevator didn’t come for ages, and the second one’s been out of order for a long time now, and on my way
out of the hallway I ran into Vitalik, the young guy who lives above us. When he saw me in my paranjah, he just
froze with a stupid smile on his face. He has been in love with me since he was thirteen—stupidly, hopelessly,
silently in love. It’s the result of my sloppy work, to be quite honest. I was learning the love spell and decided to
practice on our neighbor’s little boy, since he took every chance he could get to ogle me while I was sitting on the
balcony, sunbathing in my bikini. Well … I practiced. And I misjudged the limiting factors. He fell in love
forever. When he doesn’t see me for a long time, it all seems to pass off, but it only takes a fleeting encounter, and
everything starts up again. He’ll never be happy in love.
“Vitalik, I’m in a hurry,” I said, smiling at him.
But the young man just stood there, blocking the doorway. Then he decided to pay me a compliment.
“Alisa, you look really beautiful today.”
“Thanks.”
I gently moved him aside and felt him tremble when my hand touched his shoulder. He’ll probably remember
that touch for a week.
“I’ve passed the final exam, Alisa!” he said hastily, talking to my back. “That’s it, I’m a college student now!”
I turned back and took a closer look at him. Was this boy, who still used acne lotion, getting wild ideas into his
head? Was he hoping that now he’d got into college and launched into “adult life” he could have a chance with
me?
“Squirming out of the army?” I asked. “Men today have no balls. They’re all wimps. They don’t want to serve
their time and get a bit of experience, and then go and study.”
His smile was slowly fading away. It was a wonderful sight!
“Ciao, Vitalik,” I said and skipped out of the entrance into the sweltering heat of summer. But my mood was a
bit better now. These little pups in love are always fun to watch. They’re boring to flirt with and having sex with
them is repulsive, but just watching them is pure pleasure. I ought to give him a kiss sometime …
Anyway, a moment later I’d completely forgotten my lovesick neighbor. I stuck my hand out. The first car
drove straight past—the driver looked at me with greedy longing in his eyes, but his wife was sitting beside him.
The next car stopped.
“I need to go to the center of town,” I said, leaning down toward the window. “Manege Square.”
“Get in,” said the driver, reaching across and opening the door. He was a cultured-looking man with dark hair,
about forty years old.
“How could I refuse such a good-looking girl a lift?”
I slipped into the front seat of the old Zhiguli 9\fn{The brand name given to Lada cars in the domestic Russian
market} and rolled the window all the way down. The wind hit me in the face- that was some relief at least.
“You’d have got there quicker on the metro,” the driver warned me honestly.
“I don’t like the metro.”
The driver nodded. I liked him—he wasn’t staring too brazenly, even though I’d obviously overdone things
with the paranjah—and the car was well cared for. He also had very beautiful hands. They were strong, and their
grip on the wheel was gentle but secure. What a pity I was in a hurry.
“Are you late for work?” the driver asked.
He spoke very politely, but in a manner that was somehow personal and intimate. Maybe I ought to give him
my number? I’m a free girl now, I can do what I like.
“Yes.”
“I wonder, what kind of jobs do such beautiful girls do?” It wasn’t even an attempt to strike up an acquaintance
or a compliment—it was genuine curiosity.
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“I don’t know about all the rest, but I work as a witch.” He laughed.
“It’s a job like any other.”
I took out my cigarettes and my lighter. The driver gave me a fleeting glance of disapproval, so I didn’t bother
to ask permission. I just lit up.
“And what do a witch’s duties consist of?”
We turned off onto Rusakov Street and the driver speeded up. Maybe I was going to get there in time after all.
“It varies,” I replied evasively. “But basically we oppose the forces of Light.” The driver seemed to have
accepted the rules of the game, though it wasn’t really a game at all. \
“So you’re on the side of the shadow?”
“The Darkness.”
“That’s great. I know another witch, my mother-in-law,” the driver said with a laugh. “But she’s already
retired, thank God. So why don’t you like the forces of Light?”
I stealthily checked out his aura. No, everything was okay. He was a human being.
“They get in our way. Tell me, for instance—what’s the most important thing in life for you?” The driver
thought for a second.
“Just life itself. And for nobody to stop me living it.”
“That’s right,” I agreed. “Everyone wants to be free, don’t they?” He nodded.
“Well, we witches fight for freedom too. For everyone’s right to do what they want.”
“And what if someone wants to do evil?”
“That’s his right.”
“But what if he infringes on other people’s rights in the process? Say I stab someone and infringe on his
rights?”
This was funny. We were conducting the classic dispute on the subject “What is the Light and what is the
Darkness?” We Dark Ones and those who call themselves the Light Ones—we all brainwash our novices on this
subject.
“If someone tries to infringe on your rights, then stop them from doing it. You have that right.”
“I get it. The law of the jungle. Whoever’s stronger is right.”
“Stronger, cleverer, more farsighted. And it’s not the law of the jungle. It’s just the law of life. Is it ever any
different?” The driver thought about it and shook his head.
“No, it isn’t. So I have the right to turn off the road somewhere, throw myself on you, and rape you?”
“But are you sure you’re stronger than me?”
We’d just stopped at an intersection and the driver looked at me closely. He shook his head.
“No, I’m not sure. But the reason I don’t attack girls isn’t because they might fight back!”
He was beginning to get a bit nervous. The conversation seemed like a joke, but he could sense that something
wasn’t right.
“It’s also because they might put you in jail,” I said. “And that’s all.”
“No,” he said firmly.
“Yes,” I said with a smile. “That’s exactly the reason. You’re a normal, healthy man, with all the right
reactions. But there’s a law, so you prefer not to attack girls, but court them first.”
“Witch,” the driver muttered with a crooked smile. He stepped hard on the gas.
“Witch,” I confirmed. “Because I tell the truth and don’t play the hypocrite. After all, everyone wants to be
free to live his or her life. To do what they want. Not everything works out—everyone has their own desires—but
everyone has the same aspirations. And it’s the clash of these that gives rise to freedom! A harmonious society in
which everybody wants to have everything, although they have to come to terms with other people’s desires.”
“But what about morality?”
“What morality?”
“Universal human morality.”
“What’s that?”
There’s nothing better than forcing someone into a dead end and making him formulate his question properly.
People don’t usually think about the meaning of the words they say. It seems to them that words convey truth.
That when someone hears the word “red” he will think of a ripe raspberry and not a pool of blood. That the word
“love” will evoke Shakespeare’s sonnets and not the erotic films of Playboy. And they find themselves baffled
when the word they’ve spoken doesn’t evoke the right response.
“There are basic principles,” said the driver. “Dogmas. Taboos. Those—what do they call them—
commandments.”
“Well?” I said encouragingly.
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“Thou shalt not steal.” I laughed, and the driver smiled too.
“Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s wife.” His smile was really broad now.
“And do you manage it?”
“Sometimes.”
“And you even manage not to ‘covet’? You control your instincts that well?”
“Witch!” the driver said with relish. “All right, I repent, I repent—”
“Don't repent!” I interrupted. “It’s quite normal. It’s freedom! Stealing … and coveting.”
“Thou shalt not kill!” the driver declared. “Eh? What do you say to that? A universal commandment!”
“You might as well say ‘don’t boil a young goat in its mother’s milk.’ Do you watch TV and read the
newspapers?” I asked.
“Sometimes. But I don’t enjoy it.”
“Then why do you call ‘Thou shalt not kill’ a commandment? Thou shalt not kill. . . It was in the news this
morning—down South they’ve taken another three people hostage and they’re demanding a ransom. They’ve
already cut a finger off each one of them to show their demands are serious. And one of the hostages, by the way,
is a three-year-old girl. They cut her finger off too.” The driver’s fingers tightened their grip on the wheel and
turned pale.
“Bastards!” he hissed. “Monsters. I heard that all right. But they’re scum, they’re inhuman—they have to be to
do something like that. I’d strangle them all with my bare hands!”
I kept quiet. The driver's aura was blazing bright scarlet. I didn’t want him to crash; he was almost out of
control. My thrust had been too accurate—he had a little daughter of his own.
“String them up on the telegraph poles!” he continued, still raging. “Burn them with napalm!”
I kept quiet and waited until the driver had gradually calmed down. Then I asked:
“Then what about those universal moral commandments? If they gave you a machine gun now, you’d press the
trigger without even hesitating.”
“There aren’t any commandments that apply to monsters!” the driver snarled.
His calm, cultured manner had disappeared without a trace now! There were streams of energy pouring out of
him in all directions … and I soaked it up, quickly replenishing the Power that I’d spent earlier that morning.
“Not even terrorists are monsters,” I said. “They’re human beings. And so are you. And there are no
commandments for human beings. That’s a scientifically proven fact.”
As I drew in the energy that was bursting out of him, the driver calmed down. It wouldn’t last long, of course.
That evening the pendulum would swing back, and he’d be overcome by rage again. It’s like pumping all the
water out of a well very quickly—it comes rushing back in again.
“But even so, you’re not right,” he replied more calmly. “Logic does exist, of course, yes … But if you
compare things with the Middle Ages, then morality has definitely advanced.”
“Don’t be ridiculous!” I said, shaking my head. “How has it advanced? Even in the wars back then they had a
strict code of honor. A war then was a real war, and kings fought with their armies, risking their thrones and their
heads. And now? A big country wants to put pressure on a little one, so it bombs it for three months and gets rid of
its outdated armaments at the same time. Not even the soldiers risk their lives! It’s the same as if you drove up
onto the sidewalk and started knocking down pedestrians like bowling pins.”
“The code of honor was for the aristocrats,” the driver objected sharply. “The simple people died in droves.”
“And is it any different today?” I asked. “When one oligarch settles scores with another, there’s a certain code
of honor that’s observed! Because both of them have goons to kill for them, compromising material about each
other, certain interests in common, certain family ties. They’re just like the old aristocracy! Kings sitting up to
their ears in cabbage. And the simple people are trash. A herd of sheep that are good for shearing, but sometimes
it’s more profitable to slaughter them. Nothing’s changed. There never were any commandments, and there aren’t
any now!”
The driver fell silent. After that he didn’t say another word all the way. We turned off Kamergerskaya Street
onto Tverskaya Street and I told him where to stop. I paid, deliberately giving him more than I should have. It was
only then that he spoke again.
“I’ll never give a witch a lift again,” he told me with a crooked grin. “It’s too hard on the nerves. I never
thought a conversation with a beautiful girl could spoil my mood so badly.”
“I’m sorry,” I said, and smiled sweetly.
“Have a good day at … work.” He slammed the door and drove off abruptly.
Well, well. I’d never been taken for a prostitute before, but he seemed to think that was what I was. That was
the effect of the paranjah … and the district we were in, of course.
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But at least I’d more than made up for the Power I’d used up earlier. He’d turned out to be a magnificent
donor, this intelligent, cultured, strong man. The only time I’d ever done better was … it was with the Prism of
Power.
I shuddered at the memory.
It had all been so stupid … everything about it had been so monstrously stupid. My entire life had gone
downhill as a result. I’d lost everything in a single moment.
“You fool! You greedy fool!”
It was a good thing that none of the people could see my real face. It probably looked about as pitiful as my
stupid young neighbor's.
Anyway, what was done was done. I couldn’t turn back the clock, put things right and win back his affection. It
was my own fault, of course.
And I ought to be glad that Zabulon hadn’t handed me over to the Light Ones.
He used to love me. And I loved him; it would have been ridiculous for a young, inexperienced witch not to
fall in love with the head of the Day Watch when he looked favorably on her.
My fists were clenched so tight that the nails were biting into the skin. I’d struggled through. I’d survived last
summer. The Darkness only knew how, but I’d survived.
And now there was no point in remembering the past and sniveling and trying to catch Zabulon’s eye again. He
hadn’t spoken to me since the hurricane last year—the one that had hit on the day when I was captured so
shamefully. And he wouldn’t speak to me for the next hundred years. I was sure of it.
A car moving slowly along the curb stopped with a quiet rustle of tires. It was a decent car, a Volvo, and it
hadn’t come from the junkyard. A jerk with a shaven head stuck his smug face out of the window, looked me up
and down, and broke into a satisfied smile. Then he hissed.
“How much?” I was dumbstruck.
“For two hours—how much?” the idiot with the shaved head asked more specifically.
I looked at the number plate—it wasn’t from Moscow. So that was it.
“The prostitutes are farther down, you halfwit,” I said amiably. “Get lost.”
“Anyone would think you didn’t screw,” the disappointed idiot said, trying to save face. “Think it over, I’m
feeling generous today.”
“You hold onto your capital,” I advised him and clicked my fingers. “You’ll need it to fix your car.”
I turned my back to him and walked toward the building. My palm was aching slightly from the recoil. The
“gremlin” isn’t a very complicated spell, but I’d cast it in too much of a hurry. I’d left the Volvo with an
incorporeal creature fiddling about under its hood—not even a creature really, but a bundle of energy with an
obsessive passion for destroying technology.
If he was lucky, his engine was finished. If he was unlucky, then his fancy bourgeois electronics would blow—
the carburetors, the ventilators, all those gearwheels and drive-belts that the car was crammed full of. I’d never
taken any interest in the insides of an automobile except in the most general terms. But I had a very clear idea of
the result of using the “gremlin.”
The disappointed man drove off without wasting too much time arguing. I wondered if he’d remember what
I’d said when his car started going haywire. He was bound to. He’d shout,
“She hexed it, the witch!”
And he wouldn’t even know just how right he was. The thought amused me, but nonetheless, the day had been
hopelessly spoiled. I was five minutes late for work, and there was that quarrel with my mother, and that idiot in
the Volvo …
With these thoughts in my head I walked past the magnificent, gleaming shop windows, raised my shadow
from the ground without even thinking about it, and entered the building through a door that ordinary people can’t
see. The headquarters of the Light Ones, near the Sokol metro station, is disguised as an ordinary office. We have
a more respectable location and our camouflage is a lot more fun.
This building, with seven floors of apartments above shops that are luxurious even by Moscow standards, has
three more floors than everyone thinks. It was specially built that way as the Day Watch residence, and the spells
that disguise the building’s true appearance are incorporated into the very bricks and stone of the walls. The
people living in the building, who are mostly perfectly ordinary, probably feel a strange sensation whenever they
ride the elevator up—as if it takes too long to get from the first floor to the second. The elevator does take longer
than it should because the second floor is actually the third, and the real second floor is invisible—it houses our
duty offices, armaments room, and technical services. Our other two floors are on the top of the building, and not
a single human being knows about them either. But any Other who is powerful enough can look through the
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Twilight and see the severe black granite walls and the window arches that are almost always covered with thick,
heavy curtains.
Ten years ago they installed air-conditioners—that’s when the clumsy boxes of the split systems appeared on
the walls. Before that the internal climate was regulated by magic—but why waste it like that, when electricity is
far cheaper? I once saw a photograph of our building taken through the Twilight by a skillful magician. It’s an
incredible sight! A crowded street with people walking all dressed up in their finest, cars driving along, shop
windows and apartment windows … a pleasant old woman looking out of one window, and a cat sitting in another
one, looking disgruntled and gloomy—animals can sense our presence very easily.
And running parallel to all this: two entrances to the building from Tverskaya Street, with the doors swung
open, and in one doorway there’s a young vampire from security, polishing his nails with a file. Directly above the
shops there’s a strip of black stone with the crimson spots of windows in it. And the two top floors seem to weigh
down on the building like a heavy stone cap. If only I could show that photograph to the people who live there!
But then, they’d all think the same thing—a clumsy piece of photomontage! Clumsy, because the building really
does look awkward.
When everything was still all right between Zabulon and me, I asked him why our offices were located so
strangely, mixed in with the humans’ apartments. The boss laughed and explained that it made it more difficult for
the Light Ones to try any kind of attack—innocent people might get killed in the fighting. Everybody knows that
the Light Ones don’t worry about people at all either, but they have to hedge around what they do with all sorts of
hypocritical tricks—so the seven floors of apartments make a very reliable shield.
The tiny duty office on the first floor, with the two elevators (the people living in the building don’t know
about them either) and the fire stairs, seemed to be empty. There was no one behind the desk or in the armchair in
front of the television. It took me a moment to spot the two security guards who should have been there according
to the staff list: a vampire—I think his name is Kostya—who had only joined the Watch very recently, and the
werewolf Vitaly from Kostroma, also a civilian employee, who’d been working for us as long as I could
remember. Both guards were standing quite still, huddled over in the corner. Vitaly was giggling quietly. Just for
an instant I had a quite crazy idea about the reason for such strange behavior.
“Boys, what’s that you’re doing over there?” I asked sharply.
There's no point in being too polite with these vampires and shape-shifters. They’re primitive beasts of labor—
not to mention that the vampires are non-life—but they still claim to be no worse than magicians and withes!
“Come here, Aliska!” Vitaly said, beckoning to me without turning round. “This is a real gas.” But Kostya
straightened up sharply and took a step backward, looking a bit embarrassed.
I walked over. There was a little gray mouse dashing around Vitaly’s feet. It stopped dead still, then jumped up
in the air, then began squeaking and beating desperately at the air with its little paws. I didn’t understand until I
tried looking through the Twilight. So that was it.
There was a huge, glossy cat jumping about beside the mouse. Sometimes it reached its paw out toward the
tiny creature, sometimes it clattered its jaws together. Of course, it was only an illusion, and a primitive one at
that, created exclusively for the small rodent.
“We’re seeing how long it can hold out!” Vitaly said happily. “I bet it will die of fright in a minute.”
“Now I understand,” I said, beginning to see red. “Having fun, are we? Did your hunting instincts get the
better of you?”
I reached down and picked up the mouse that had frozen still in fear. The tiny bundle of fur trembled on my
hand. I blew on it gently and whispered the right word. The mouse stopped trembling, then it stretched out on my
palm and went to sleep.
“What’s it to you?” Vitaly asked in a slightly offended voice. “Aliska, in your line of work you’re supposed to
boil these creatures alive in your cauldron!”
“There are a few spells like that,” I admitted. “And there are some that require the liver of a werewolf killed at
midnight.”
The werewolf’s eyes glittered brightly with malice, but he didn’t say anything. His rank wasn’t high enough to
try arguing with me. I might only be a simple patrol witch, but that was way above a mercenary werewolf.
“Right then, you guys, tell me the procedure to be followed after the discovery on the premises of rodents,
cockroaches, flies, mosquitoes,” I said in a slow, lazy voice.
“Activate the pest control amulet,” Vitaly said reluctantly. “If any of the creatures should be observed not to be
affected by the action of the amulet, then it should be captured, exercising great vigilance, and handed over to the
duty magician for checking.”
“You do know it. So we’re not dealing with a case of forgetfulness here. Have you activated the amulet?” I
asked. The werewolf gave the vampire a sideways glance and then looked away.
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“No.”
“I see. Failure to carry out duty instructions. As the senior member of the duty detail, you will be penalized.
You will inform the duty officer.”
The werewolf said nothing.
“Repeat what I said, security guard.” He realized it was stupid to resist and repeated it.
“And now get back to serving your watch,” I said and walked to the elevator, still carrying the sleeping mouse
on my open palm.
“Bon appetite,” the werewolf muttered after me. Those creatures have no discipline—the animal half of them
is just too strong.
“I hope that in a genuine battle you will be at least half as brave as this little mouse,” I replied as I got into the
elevator. I caught Kostya’s eye—it seemed to me that the young vampire was embarrassed, and even glad that the
cruel amusement was at an end.
*
My appearance in the department with a mouse in my hand caused an uproar. Anna Lemesheva, the senior
witch on our shift, was about to launch into her usual tirade about young people who haven’t been taught any
discipline:
“Under Stalin, for being five minutes late you’d have been packed off to a camp in Kolyma to brew potions
…” When she saw the mouse she was struck dumb. Lena Kireeva squealed and then howled:
“Oh, how lovely.” Zhanna Gromova giggled and asked if I was going to make the “thief’s elixir”—which
includes a boiled mouse as an essential component—and what I was planning to steal afterward. Olya Melnikova
finished painting her nails and congratulated me on a successful hunt.
I put the little creature down on my desk, as if I never came to work without a fresh mouse, and told everyone
how the security guards had been amusing themselves. Anna shook her head.
“Is that why you were late?”
“Partly,” I said honestly. “Anna Tikhonovna, I was incredibly unlucky with the traffic. And then there were
those nitwits playing their games.”
Anna Tikhonovna Lemesheva is an old and experienced witch—it’s pointless trying to deceive her by putting
on a brave front. She’s about a hundred years old, and after all the things she’d seen, the game with the mouse was
hardly going to seem cruel. But even so she pursed her lips and declared:
“These werewolves have no respect for duty. When we were stationed at Revel, fighting the Swedes, we had a
saying: ‘If they send the watch a werewolf, detail a witch to watch him.’ What would have happened if an assault
group of Light Ones had burst in while both guards were gawking at that rodent? They could have sent the mouse
in deliberately. It’s disgraceful. I think you should have demanded more serious punishment, Alisa.”
“The lash,” Lena Kireeva said in a quiet voice. She flicked her thick head of long red hair. Oh, that hair of
Lena’s, anyone would envy it. But the comforting thing is that nothing else is up to the same standard.
“Yes, it was a mistake to ban the practice of punishment with the lash,” Anna replied coldly. “Throw that
creature out of the window, Alisa.”
“I feel sorry for it,” I objected. “It’s blockheads like those two who are responsible for the image of Dark Ones
that exists in the mass consciousness, a caricature of vicious sadists and monsters. Why torment the poor mouse?”
“It does create a certain discharge of energy,” said Olya, screwing the lid onto her nail polish. “But it’s ve-ry tiny.” She shook her hands in the air. Zhanna snorted derisively.
“A discharge! They used up so much energy creating the illusory cat, they’d have to torture an entire kilogram
of mice to make up for it.”
“We could work it out,” Olya suggested. “We torture this mouse to death and count the total amount of Power
emitted—only we’d need a pair of scales as well.”
“You’re terrible,” Lena said angrily. “And you're quite right, Alisa! Can I take the mouse?”
“What for?” I asked jealously.
“I’ll give it to my daughter. She’s six years old. It’s time she was caring for someone and looking after them.
That’s good for a girl.”
There was an awkward silence for a moment. Of course, it’s nothing unusual. It’s rare for an Other to have a
child who is also an Other … very rare. It’s simpler for vampires—they can initiate their own child. And it’s
simpler for shape-shifters—their children almost always inherit the ability to change form. But the chances are not
very good for us, or for the Light Ones either. Lena hadn’t been lucky, even though her husband was a Dark
magician and former staff member of the Day Watch who had retired after he was wounded and become a
businessman.
“Mice don’t live very long,” Olya observed. “There’ll be tears and tantrums—”
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“That’s all right. It’ll live a long time with me,” Lena laughed. “Ten years at least. Pavel and I will make sure
of that.”
“Then take it!” I said, pointing at the mouse with a magnanimous gesture. “I’ll come round some time to visit.”
“Did you put it in a deep sleep?” Lena asked, picking the mouse up by the tail.
“It will sleep until the evening for certain.”
“Good.” She carried the mouse to her desk, shook the floppy disks out of a cardboard box and put the little
creature in it.
“Buy a cage,” Olga advised as she admired her nails. “Or an aquarium. If it runs away it will gnaw everything
and leave filthy droppings everywhere.”
Anna Lemesheva thoughtfully observed everything that was going on and then clapped her hands.
“All right, girls. That’s enough distraction. The unfortunate creature has been saved and it has found a new
home. Things could hardly have been resolved more elegantly. Now let’s begin our briefing.”
She’s a very strict boss, but not malicious. She doesn’t make things hard for anyone without reason, and she’ll
let you fool about, or leave early, if necessary. But when it comes to work, it[s best not to argue with her.
The girls all sat in their places. Our room is small—after all, the building wasn’t intended for the present
numbers of the Watch. All that could fit into the room were four small tables for us and one big desk, where Anna
Lemesheva sat. The room reminded me a bit of a school classroom in some tiny village, with a class of four pupils
and one teacher.
Lemesheva waited until we’d all switched on our computers and logged onto the network. Then she began in
her resonant voice:
“Today’s assignment is the usual one: patrolling the southeast region of Moscow. You will choose your
partners in the guardroom from the available operatives.”
We always go on duty in pairs, usually one witch and one shape-shifter or vampire. If the level of patrols is
raised, then instead of ordinary operatives they give us warlocks or some of the junior magicians for partners. But
that doesn’t happen very often.
“Lenochka, you’re patrolling Vykhino and Liublino.”
Lena Kireeva, who had stealthily launched a game of solitaire on her computer, started, and prepared to argue.
I could hardly blame her. Two huge districts and a long way off too.
Nothing would come of it, of course. Anna Lemesheva would insist on having her own way as always, but
Kireeva couldn’t help feeling indignant.
But just at that moment, the phone on Lemesheva’s desk rang. We exchanged glances, and even Lena’s eyes
became serious. That was the direct telephone link with the operations duty officer—it didn’t just ring for nothing.
“Yes,” said Lemesheva. “Yes. Of course. I understand. I accept the detail.”
For a moment her expression went vague—the duty magician was sending her telepathic guidelines to the
situation. That meant it was serious. That meant there was work to do.
“To your brooms,” Lena whispered quietly. The brief phrase from a children’s cartoon was a traditional saying
with us.
“I wonder who they’ll send,” she said.
But when Anna Lemesheva put the receiver down, her expression was strict and tough.
“Into the bus, girls. Everyone. Look lively!”
This meant something very serious.
This meant a fight. …
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The Hazrat-Sultan Mosque, Astana, Kazahkastan

The Nur-Astana Mosque, Astana, Kazakhstan
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The Hazrat Sultan Mosque, Almaty, Kazakhstan

The Cathedral of the Ascension, Almaty, Kazakhstan: two views
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A church in a park in Sadovoye (Садовоые/)سدفؤيآ, a suburb of Kokshetau, Akmola Region, Kazakhstan,
home to many Palestinian and Iraqi refugees.

The Central Mosque, Shymkent, South Kazakhstan Region, Kazakhstan
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The Nur Gasyr Mosque, Aktobe, Aktobe Region, Kazakhstan. Below: a new Orthodox Church in
Aktobe; the Nur Gasyr Mosque is in the background
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The Central Mosque of Taldykorgan, Almaty Region, Kazakhstan: two views

Caption: “Taldy-Kurgan city mosque” [Taldykorgan, Almaty Region, Kazakhstan]
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The Manjali Mosque, Atyrau, Atyrau Region, Kazakhstan

An Orthodox Church in Atyrau, Atyrau Region, Kazakhstan
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A mosque in Taraz, Zhambyl Region, Kazhakstan

A mosque in Semey, East Kazakhstan Region, Kazakhstan
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A new mosque in Oral, West Kazakhstan Region, Kazakhstan

An Orthodox Church in Oral, West Kazakhstan Region
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A mosque in Kostany, Kostany Region, Kazakhstan. Below: an Orthodox Church in Kostany
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The Church of the Ascension and the Kyzyl Zhar Mosque in Petropavl, North Kazakhstan Region
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A mosque in Petropovl, North Kazakhstan Region, Kazakhstan

A mosque in Aktau, Mangystau Region, Kazakhstan
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A mosque in Bay Konyr, Kyzylorda Region, Kazakhstan

The Church of St. George the Victorious, Bay Konyr, Kyzylorda Region, Kazakhstan
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A mosque in Pavlodar, Pavlodar Region, Kazakhstan
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A mosque in Karaganda, Karaganda Region, Kazakhstan

The Cathedral of the Blessed Virgin Mary of Fatima, Karaganda, Karaganda Region, Kazakhstan
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